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(fbe -titting

proceeds, we could then either terminate our proceedings before lunch or, after a lunch-break, resume the

t

voting during the afternoon.

opened t1t 10 d.m,)

1. Resunption of thc

I

President.

res.vott

declare resumed the session of the
on 15 April 1983.

European Parliament
adjourned
2.

Approul

o.f the -4[inutcs

I

Mr Pannella (CDI). (IT) Mr President, you seem
- this special session is importto pretend to think that
ant. As a Member of Parliament, I should like in my
personal capacity to note that according to the agenda
we shall have to complete the voting on about 270
amendments within a few hours of discussion, so that
we are in fact prevented from voting by roll-call, as
normally happens in important debates.
Mr

President.
The Minutes of proceedings of the
- 15 April 1983, have been distributed.
sitting of Friday,
Are there any comments

At the meeting held this morning, the chairmen of
the political groups authorized me to propose to the
House that Thursday's sitting begin at 8.30 a.m. and
the voting at l0 a.m. Depending on how the voting

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Prc-tiden

27. 4.83

?

call Mr Pannella.

President,

I

should

Mr Pannella (CDI).

(ID Mr President, I

heard

some groans after what -you said, but do not know the
reason for them.

Mr President, according to the Italian text the amendments which I tabled to Mrs Cassanmagnago Ceretti's
report were rejected.

Mr

seems, therefore, at best to
be a demagogic ploy, as there has been no attempt to
allow for a serious debate on one of the gravest
matters concerning life in our Communify. This
proves that, even with your culture and your politics,
you are also the cause of unemployment, and therefore you are in no position at all to tender to it or cure

it.

President, even if the Parliament does usually
all proposals which do not come from the
power groups represented here, I should like everyone
to note that Amendments 3 and 4, which I tabled,
were passed and not rejected.

being conducted

I

(Apltlau-;e)

reject

should like at least this to be corrected.

I

made myself quite clear

?

President.
Mr Pannella, I can sadsfy you
this
- are any errors in the Italian texton
point. If there
which
are not reproduced in the other language versions, the
Italian versron will be corrected.

Mr Pannella (CDI).
dent.

on

Mr President, this agenda

(Protests)

Have

like to point out that,

average, there are between 18 and 25 requests for
voting by roll-call during discussions of similar importance. If we did that here, we should need between 20
and 25 hours. That is why we cannot use this method
of voting.

- AD

Thank you, Mr Presi-

(Parliantent approt'ed the flftnutes)

t

Mr Pannella, I take note of what you
have said, but would point out that this part-session is

President.

in

complete accordance with the

Rules of Procedure and must continue to do so during
the whole of these rwo days.

Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowman (ED).
Mr President,
all of us here would agree that this -is an extremely
important session. You suggested quite properly we
should start at 8.30 a.m. instead of the proposed time
on Thursday, but you have also suggested that we
should break for lunch and inrerrupt the voting. May I
respectfully suggest that, on this occasion, we do not
break for lunch but that we continue right through
the lunch hour ? Surely, for once, we can give up our
lunch.
(Applause)

3. Agenda

President.
At its meering of 9 March 1983, the
- drew
enlarged Bureau
up a draft agenda, which has
been distributed.

I For items concernlng membership of Parhament
membership of commrttees, see the Minutes of
slttlng

and
th rs

President.
Mrs Kellett-Bowman, I agree with you.
If it is physically
possible we shall conrinue with the
vote but it is very difficult to foresee at rhis moment,

with the possibiliry of roll-calls, how long the voting

will last, I would not force you to vote until 12 p.m. if
there are too many roll-calls. Sfe shall leave it open
and see tomorrow how we can handle the matter.

(Parlranent adopted tlse ,t{enda thu-r

ctntendetl)
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President.
Pursuant to Rule 5-5, I propose that
- be allocated as indicated in the draft
speaking-time
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iament adoptetl the al loc"tttott o.f sjteaking-tintt
in the dra.ft ttgend,t, tlsu-s rc.jecting AIr

propo-tcd

Gc n rl t b ie n'.s req

rr t-r

t)

agenda.

Mr Pannella (CDI).
(IT") Mr President, as so
- I protest at the hatchetoften
job
during this term of office
which is performed every day and at every meeting.
Mr Presrdent, our group has been allocated srxteen
minutes during the two days of this so very extraordinary debate for its twelve members to put forward
their views : which means less than a minute and a
half each ; and not even enough time, Mr Presrdent, ro
speak to, let's say, three or four amendments.
Mr Presrdent, this organization of speaking time is, in
effect, the organrzation of time so that those who do
not agree with you are silent. Vell, Mr President, I
think that, in a year's time, things will be different :
the people you turned out before the last election
the German Green Parry and the others
will -be
here next year, and you will no longer be able to gag
us then as you can those few of us who are here at the
moment.

President.
Mr Pannella, you repeat what you have
just said at- every part-session. I point out that the
Rules of Procedure are, as always, being observed.
(Applause)

(FR) Mr President, since it
- part-sessron is not a pubhas been declared that this
liciry exercise for the big political parties, I request
that, exceptionally, our group be allowed 30 minutes
speaking time over the two days and not 1-5 minutes.
ask Parlrament to approve this change.

President.
I suppose that Mr Gendebien's request
- behalf of his group, and Mr Pannella
was made on
presented hrs in the same way. This prompts me to
put the allocation of speaking-time to the vote.

by Mr Papaefstratiou, on the employment situation

- in tlre European Communiry (Doc.
-

first. The only effect this would have on the proceedings would be to prolong them by two quarters of an
hour, Mr President.

Mr Pannella, the two things can

be

I- put Mr Gendebien's amendment to the

vote.

!flho is against

The following oral questions with debate
included

-

amendment

I

-

(FR) One votes 'for'

an

President.
Rule 55 states :
The Presrdent may, after consulting the chairmen
of the political groups, propose to Parliament that
speaking-time be allocated for a particular debate.
Parliament shall decide on this proposal without
debate.

are

:

by Mr Brok, on behalf of the Group of the European People's Party (Christian-Democratic Group),

to the Council (Doc. l-801 182):
Subject : Youth unemployment

At its April part-session, the European Parliament,
following a debate on urgent and topical matters,
adopted a resolution on youth unemployment
calling for the introduction of a global strategy of
long- and medium-term measures to resolve the

On 27 May, the Council of Ministers for Social
Affairs, at its 774th meeting, adopted a resolution
on Communiry action to combat unemployment.
1. Does the Council intend to take action on the
priority measures called for in the above resolution, and what rnstruments will it use ?

2. Does the Council consider the resolution it
adopted

to be

adequate

and the projected
ln the short

measures to be politically feasible

term ? \7hat specific projects does it have to
tackle the present situation of youth unemployment ?

3.

In the light of the prioriry which should be
given to tackling youth unemployment, how
can the Council justify the decision taken by
the Council of Education Ministers on 24 May
1982 to reduce to 25 the 30 pilot projects on
the transition from school to employment
proposed by the Education Committee ? How
does it explain the fact that financial support

?

Mr Gendebien (CDI).

1-87183), and

by Mrs Salisch, on the problem of unemployment
among young people (Doc. 1-85l83).

(FR) The modification
- should be put to the vote
proposed by Mr Gendebien

President.

tlsc Comntunitl'

President.
The next item is a joint debate on two
reports on behalf
of the Committee on Social Affairs
and Employment:

Mr Pannella (CDI).

combined.

in

problem.

Mr Gendebien (CDI).

I

5. Enltlo.1'mcnt

for this smaller number of projects is
in the short term but not in

guaranteed only

the long term

?

4. Does the Council not consider that it would be
useful to establish regular arrangements, on a
monthly or bi-monthly basrs, for the coordination of the measures taken by the individual
Member States and the Communiry institutions
to create new jobs, especially for young people ?
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President

The Committee of Inqurry would lrke to know

5. Does the Council not consider that this would
also assist the coordination of all the measures
taken to combat unemploymerrt and make
people more aware of the existence of the
Community institutions

-

what measures the Commrssron intends to take in
its capacity as guardian of the Treaties to ensure
that Community directives are properly and fully
applied, even in periods of crrsrs, and to prevent

?

by Mr Frischmann and others, on behalf of

simrlar cases from occurring
the

Communist and Allies Group, to the Commission

(Doc. 1-43183) :
Subject : Adaptation

by Mrs Cincrari Rodano and Mrs Gaiotti De Biase,

behalf of the Committee of Inquiry into the
Situation of 'Women in Europe, to the Council
(Doc. 1-181/83):

of working-time

21)t that the

process

of

Subject: Non-compliance with Council Directive

of 9 February 1976, on equal treatment for men and women as regards working
conditions by the Belgran firm Bekaert-Cockerill.
751207IEEC,

adapting

working-time, including the working week, should
be coordinated so that the scope and time-scale of
its implementation are consistent wrth the objective of maximizing the positive effects on employ-

On 24 November

1982, on economic and technical grounds, the Belgian firm Bekaert-Cockerill

terminated

This being so, does the Commission not think it
necessary to include in its projected reform of the
European Social Fund the question of reducing
working time, particularly the working week, as a

of combating unemployment

hold.

is more, the jobs of four of the women
employees dismissed were allocated to men transferred from other sections of the undertaking at a
salary increased by 40 francs per hour for the same
work.

?

by Mrs Cinciari Rodano and Mrs

The Committee on Inquiry, which is specifically
instructed in its terms of reference to keep a close

sion (Doc. 1-180/83):

watch on the application of the directives on equal

pay and equal treatment in the Member States,
vigorously protests to the Council against the
actions of this company which are in breach of
the directive on equal treatment and of the corresponding Belgian law1.

Subject: Non-compliance wrrh Council Directive
IEEC, of 9 February 1976, on equal rreatment for men and women as regards working
conditions by the Belgian firm Bekaert-Cockerill
761207

On 24 November

The Committee of Inquiry would like to know
what approach the Council intends to make
to the Belgian Government requesting it to
- remind the undertaking
concerned rhat it must
observe the law, even in periods of crisis;

1982, on economic and technical grounds, the Belgian firm Bekaert-Cockeritl

the employment contracts of l3

women. This redundancy measure only affected
women employees who were not head of household.

What is more, the jobs

13

'$7hat

De Biase,
- on behalf of the Committee of Gaiotti
Inquiry into the
Situation of Women in Europe, to the Commis-

terminated

the employment contracts of

women. This redundancy measure only affected
women employees who were not head of house-

ment.

means

Member

- on

In a resolution of September 1981 on employment
and the adaptation of working-time, the European
Parliament considered it indispensable (substantive
paragraph

in other

States.

to the governments of the other Member States
prevent similar situations from occurring

- to

of four of the women

employees dismissed were allocated to men transferred from other sections of the undertaking at a
salary increased by 40 francs per hour for the same
work.

there.

by the Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of
Europe, ro the Commission (Doc.

- !7omen in
1-182183):

The Committee of Inqurry, which is specifically

Subject

instructed in its rerms of reference to keep a close
watch on the implementation of Community directives rn the Member States, regards this company's
action as a flagrant violation of the directive on
equal treatment and of the corresponding Belgian

$7omen's unemployment

It is disturbing to find that in times of economic
crisis unemployment affects wonren, and in parti-

cular young women, in proportionately much

higher terms than men although women now have

an established and theoretically guaranteed
tion rn the labour market.

law.2

' OJ C 260, 12 October 1981, p. 51.
2 Title V of the Belgian Law of 4 August 1978 on economic
flexrbiliry ('16orrentatron 6conomrque') (r\Ionrtttrt btlgt, 17
August 1982).

:

1

posi-

Trtle V of the Belgian law of 4 August 1978 on economic
flexibrLry ('reonentatlon 6conomrque')

August

1982).

llontttur

bcl!!r,

17
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President

!7ill

the Commissior.r

I now conle to thc.

stare

1. what steps rt has taken or will take under
Article I l8 of the EEC Treaty to ensure cooperation between the Member States to eliminate
the disproportionate burde n on women ,

2. what steps the Commission has taken or will
take to ensure that the approprrations under
the various Community funds, ESF, ERDF and
EAGGF, combat this disproportronate level of
unemployment

?

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), rdpplrtetr.
(GR) Mr
- of the
President, dear colleagues, as chairman
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, I
would like, on the occasron of this special part-session
of the European Parlrament devoted to employment
and unemployment, which is indrcative of the great
concern felt by the House about this extremc.ly tmportant matter, to speak about the rssues that are bound
up with these two concepts which have nowadays
become profoundly significant in that they directly
determine the fortunes of the whole world. You wrll,
of course, permit me to recall that the ancient philosophers of Greece dealt with these crucial issues two
and a half thousand years before the founding of the
European Parliament, and I would like to mentlon
Hesiod's '\7orks and Days' and Aristotle's 'Rhetoric'
which make reference to the importance of work and
to the problems of unemployment.
'We have had the opportunity to touch on the basic

to unemploymenr many times. Allow
me to dwell particularly on the structural character of
the present economic crisis, the intensrty of which is
due, in the greater part, to the energy crisis. In any
issues relating

case,

this Parliament has repeatedly sounded the alarm

to the Council of Minrsters and to the Commission of
the Community with resolutions and questions, and
when examining the various proposals, regtrlations
and directives put forward by the Commission.
'STrthout implying that Parlrament
should cease to be

worried by the absence of any firm hand of authority
with regard to the evolving employment situation, I
am obliged to state yet again that the responsibility
for ultimate decision-makrng lies chiefly wrth the
Council of Minrsters. \)7e are all aware tl.rat tl.re solution to the problem of unemployment does not
depend simply and solely on a certain number of
precise acts putatrvely designed to bring about a fall in
disappearance of unemployment in the
long term. We must all contribute with the utmost

or even the

vigour, the institutions of the Conrmunity and
national governments as well, rn order for there to be
agreement about the basic priorities rn the frght
against unemployment, and to ensure that these are
implemented

in a

coordinated manner

by alt

the

Member States. On thrs point, precisely, we request
the Council of Ministers to get on top of the situation
and to show as a matter of urgency the political will

that is required.

proble

m of thc

social

of r.utc-mploynrent. Wrth an uncmployment ratc of ovcr 10 0/o the countnes of the Contmunity are facir-rg a hugc problenr whrch, if rt rs not
tackled rn the rrght way and wttlt urgency, threatcns
in the long tenr to lead to the progressive erosron of
their social stnrctures.
consequcnces

It is particularly worrying that a large percentagc of
total unemployment is accountcd for by young people
betwecn 17 and 25 who are vrctims of the prevailing
conditions in tl-re labour market. These conditions are
directly bound up with the economic recession and
do not favour the moventent into jobs of

young

persons who have just finrshed secondary educatron or

of

As a result many
find themselves denrcd job opportunitres early on in their lives because, by the very

some form

techr-rrcal trainrng.

young people

of things, they lack work experrence and the
frequently demanded period of prevrous service in a
particular sphere of work. This gives rise to the very
pertinent questton : how are' young people to cope
with a society which placcs such restrictron upon
them ? Often they begin to question the system and
nature

this provides fertile ground for explortatron by extremist political propaganda, or they slrde rnto alcoholrsm
and drug-taking. All of these things constitute a sad
escape from their inabilrty to solve the basic problems
of making a living and integrating properly into the
community. The same applies to orher categories of
disadvantaged people, such as the handicapped and
women, particularly young or rntendrng mothers, who
are unable to match up to the conditions prevarlrng in
the harshly competitrve labour market. What does the
future hold for our societres rf this srturtion continues ? How can we achieve reflation, with what bravehearted material, wl-rcn such rrreparable damage has
been done to the undcrlying structure of our society ?
I remain a little longer on the social aspect of the
matter, because the rssue of unemployment has gone
beyond the narrow field of economic theory which
treated it as a simplc consequence of economrc fluctuations and, unfortur-rately, has acquired a self-sus-

taining force which is [.rrgely dominated by

the

human factor.

It is qurte right, therefore, that a signifrcant number of
economists and experts should consider the study and
examination of the unemployment phenomenon, as a
thing in rtself, to be an essential investn-rent and
perhaps the principal task to whrch we should address
ourselves.

'What can be done ? To
cope wrth the crisis and
combat unemployment there is a need for specrfic
econor-l-ric, fiscal and social policy measures, because
although in some Member Statcs the rate of increase
of unemployment has stabilrzed or even shown a

slight decline over the last year
and thrs is
comfortrng
in other countries,- rncluding the
country to which
I belong, there has been a sharp
increase to very worrying levels.
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Papaefstratiou

Mr Prcsrdent ar-rcl colleagues, because of shortage of

in mincl that in the past, in
before the first energy crisis in 1973, fuli or

However, we must bear

time I have not anarlysr'd the specific points which are
of imnrcdiate intcrest to the Committee on Social

the years
almost full employment was achieved and maintained
by virtue of high annual growth rates which, in many

countries

of the Community during the

sixtie

Affairs and Employnrent. These include the reduction
of working trmc', voluntary part-time working,
tcmporary emplovmcnt and flexible retirement. Taken
together as a group of measures they contribute only
in a partial and transient way to the creation of new
jobs, no matter how much they allevrate unemploynrcnt in the short trrm.

s,

hovered around the .5 % mark. These days, ur.rfortunately, the figure has dropped to between zero ancl
0/o because

of tlte recession in our own cconomies
in the world economy in general. These figures,
which I have mentioned illustratrvely, show how

I

and

serious the situation is and the confines withrn which
we are able to move. They mean that, initially at least,
the desired reflatron of our economies is essential for
the maintenance of the living staudards we have at
present, to prevent them falling any further, that is, as

a result of the contrnuing crisrs.
They also mean that a fundamental reduction in the
numbers of unemployed is not something that can be
achieved miraculously from one year to the next.
There are, of course, temporary measures, such as the
creation of jobs in the public sector and the contnved
removaI of a number of people from the labour
market through early rettrement and other associated
techniques. However, it is not explained, at the same
time, how these solutions are to be paid for. I am not
saying that some

contribution
tragedy

of these measures do not make

to the short-term alleviatron of

a

the

of unemployment.

It is a mrstake, however, for us to try to make out that
these measures constitute at the same time a
successful and lasting solution to the problem of
unemployment and under-employment. On the
contrary, there is need for a systematic, long-term initiative with the following immediate basic objectives

These reforn.rs are right

in therr conception, especially

under the prcscnt conditions. They do not, however,
suffice to provide a defrnrtive way out of the crisis
through which we are passing. That is why my introduction is structured in a different way, given that my
optimism and faith regarding democracy and European cooperation nrakes me stick to matters which

give a clear indication as to what can be achieved

through this cooperation. I hope that all persons,
chiefly those in work but also the citizens of the
Community who are unemployed, will share in this
faith and hope about the future and not succumb to
demagogic slogans proclarming the supposed virtues

of totalitarian systems, because rn those

systems the

economic crisis is being felt even more sharply and is
painfully assocrated with the deprivation of the
supreme good which is freedom. From the platform of
thrs free and democratic Europe I call on her peoples
to launch themselves united and with the undivided
support of all factrons, with faith and optimism but
also with strcnuous endeavour, into the fight against
unemploymcnt in Europe.
(ApplLtus()

:

Firstly, the stimulation

of

investment and research.

Mrs Salisch (S), rttpforteur.

(DE) 'Mr President,

situation for
Ladies and Gcntlemen, the employment
in Europe has all the nrakings of a
I mean a drama, not a tragedy, because

Secondly, the speeding up

young people

gies.

- tragedy would admit of no solution and
a classrcal

of technologrcal aclvance
and the more efficient applcation of new technoloThirdly, the maintenance and strengthening of
competitiveness

Fourthly,

the

of European industry.

the reduction of

Community energy

dependence

on

non-

sources.

Such a strateg'y would be designed to brrng about
stable and lastrng reflation and would be in tune wrth
the new conditions that have been created and now
prevail rn the world economy, such as the vtgorous
and competitive emergence of certain Third !7orld
countries in traditional industrial sectors, and the
enhanced position of the United States and Japan in
the new technologies.
From here let me be permitted to address a fervent
appeal to the maturity of the social partners, for them

to show accord and a spirit of cooperation so that
worsening of the situation can be avorded.

a

drama

and

it is
up to us to find a solutron. Half of all unemployed
women are under 2-5 years of age, half of all unemployed men are under 2.5 years of age: these figures
demonstrate thc scale of youth unemployment in the
Member States. I am surprised, Ladie-s and Gentlemen,
that these young people have stayed as patient as they
have done over the last few years, and that rt has been
possible to maintain the peace among our young
people in the light of this dramatrc situation.

(Appl"ttt)
'We

cannot, in my opinion, conquer youth unemployment in the Communrty in isolatron. Instead we must
develop
as a matter of the utmost urgency
an
employment policy. The campargn
overall European

against uncmployment must incorporate
measures needed

In

all

the

to overcome youth unemployment.

each of our Member States rnvestment rs being
advocated without any thought being given to the
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it may have on en.rployment. In the majority of
European countrics rccipes for economic recovery are
being proposcd which ignore the effects on employment.
effect

(Applarsc)

The brunt is borne by young people, who alrcady
account lor 40 o/o of the unemployed. For this reason
we must constantly ask ourselves what steps we can
take to create jobs. One step rs particularly important

in the frght agarnst youth unemployn.rent : a drastic
reduction in working trme in all l0 Member States for
only then will we be able to rntegrate young people

into the ;ob market.
(Appldil.t()

I

would also like to warn against a further rllusion,
namely the belief that vocational training alone can
solve our problems. It is easy to say : give young
people a training and the problem will solve itself. We
have more qualified young people today than we have
ever had and they still cannot find jobs; the doors of
many companies remain closed to them. The reasons
are obvious : companies attempt to solve therr workforce problems by consolidating internally and closing
their door to those outside. This is why it is so hard
for young people to gain access to the European yob
market.
rU(hen

I

stress that training alone

is not enough, thrs

does not mean that we should not makc every effort

to provide training opportunities throughout Europe.
'We need above all a vocational training pass so that
young people can take advantage of tl.re freedom o[
movement which is supposed to exlst rn Europe but
which would otherwise be just a farce.
(Altplausc)

'We must also face the problems posed by new technologies. Mr Papaefstratiou has already sard that
Europe is behind the times in comrng to terms with
new technologres. Granted we are behind the times,
but let us not make the mistake of acceptrng blindly
what Japan and America have to show rn terms of utilising new technologies. Let us constantly ask ourselves
when using these new technologies: what advantages
do they have in terms of employment ? Do tl.rey brrng
employment for young people too, and what are we
doing to train young people so that they learn not
only to cope with these new technologies, but also to
control their social effects ? The use of these technologies must help to preserve the environment, they
must be energy-saving but they must never be used to
destroy iobs. This is the main problem confronting us
and young people today.
(Applausc)

'S7hen

I say training opportunrtles alone are not
enough, then that means that we need integrated
training and employment programmes in Europe. Not
just the Community, not iust the national states, but

even the smallest locaI authonty in the Community
must act. \7c must reahse that everyone has to make
an effort to get voung people back to work, to give
thenr a guarantee of training and employment. This
can be done btrt only if we can agree among ourselves
and I very much hope that the Council, at its summit
meeting in Stuttgart, will finally be in a position to
takc the appropriate decisions, for it is high trme that

it

did.

(Applautt)

It

is also rmportant that we help young people to set

up in business for themselves. Young people show

a

great deal of initiative when it comes to discovering
new nrarkets for goods and services. This must be
encouraged. We must help them set up these businesses and organise them rn the way they feel is
importar-rt.

If

young people set out to achreve certain ob.jectives
in, for example, environmental protection, then this
should be encouraged and they should be given help
to achreve these objectives because these are equally
valid areas of growth which offer young people an
opportunity of long-term, secure employment. If we
advocate independence for young people, then we
must have tl're courage to give them materral aid, in
the forn-r of guaranteed earning so that they are not
left in a socially prccarious position.

I would like to address my next comments to the
Commission and the Council of Ministers. I find it
intolerable
and I am also speaking on behalf of the
that
Committee -on Social Affairs and Employment
- to
the Commission was not in a position to submit
Parlianrent a list of measures to combat youth unemployment. This attitude on the part of the Commission is clear evidence that it apparently attaches no
importance to colrstructlve cooperation with the European Parliament and that the Commission is no more
than a handmaiden of a Council that has so far failed
to take any decisions. It is time that we made this

clear to the Comn-rission.
(Altplaust)
However, the report is, thank heavens, now available

in time to provrde the Council of Ministers ln

Stutt-

gart with a basis for discussion.

If all the nleasures proposed by the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment, which hopefully will
also be adopted by Parliament, are to be implemented,
then material aid will have to be made available and
public funds provided to combat unemployment. I
deeply regret, as rapporteur, that my own Committee
drd not have the couragc to approve one of my original proposals, namely that 1 0/o of the gross national
product of each Member State should be used to
combat unenrployment.
(Apltlttr.te)
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The Council of Mrnlsters has been urged to enstrre
that the Member States increase the resources available to combat unemployntcnt, but why clrd we not
have the courage to say : the fight against unemployment is worth at least I

0/o

of gross national product.

The young people of Europe need jobs not

missrles

Somc Menrbcrs may be tenrpted to think that, if that
is how things stand, the situation is not all that bad.
'$7'omen carl go back

to thc home.

However,

it

is

preciscly thrs point which makes the present employnent crisrs completely drfferent. In every past crisis,
the classic tactrc has been adopted of getting women
to return to the home ; these days ir is precisely this

and the money must be made available. This is something that must be said.

which cannot come about. And this is not only

(Apltltusc)

because women have become stubborn and refuse to
accept it but because all the new factors of the situa-

tion, human evolution and cultural development,

The Committee on Social Affairs and Employment

it quite clear that the resources allocombatrng youth unemployntent n-rust be
increased. How is this to be achreved, pray, if changes

wishes to make

cated

to

in national budgets ? Vhere is the
money to come from, if not from savlngs in other
areas ? I therefore insist, with the full backing of the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment, that
funds be reallocated.
are not made

I regard it is a privrlege to be able to speak here on
behalf of young people outside, to voice their disappointment and, to a certain extent, their anger. We
heard them for ourselves at the hearing organised by
the European Youth Forum; they are beginning to
ask

: when will anything happen ? 'S7hen are you

finally going to do something

?

a

model of society based on consumption, market forces
and individual independence, the link between the
family and economic production, all of which have
been createcl by n-ren far more than by women, have
glven our modern soclety a character which is, on the
whole, positive and which makes employment for
women a phenon-renon which cannot be reversed. It is
so irreversible that we can no longer draw the old
ideological contrast between work and the family, as

the majority of women would reply today that the
family is a positive and important commltment for
both women and men, and that the problem is to
ensure that both mother and father can fulfill themselves.

So let there be no illusions

: the trends noted in
in female employ-

recent years towards an increase

ment which cor-rtradicts the srmultaneous increase in

It

female unemployment are destined to continue. It is
therefore necessary, within the framework of overall

answer, that the President-in-Office of the Council
can tell us whether he rs really prepared to takc
concrete steps to combat youth unenrployment.

should be considcred as a specific aspect of unemployment ancl should give nse to the important suggestions and proposals which would come from taking it

is incumbent on all of us to act, and I vcry much
hope that the Council of Ministers can give us an

plans for combating unemployment, that this

fact

seriously.

(Al''lrldlit)

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase (EPP), ira.fttnon o.f tlst
Conrnrittcc o.f Inqtrtrf into tl:t J'tttdfton rt.f lVitrncn
tn Etrroft
(ID Mr Presrdent, there rs no doubt
- that, with unemployment as it is at
about the fact
present, trnemployment among women is structural rn
nature ; thrs rs one of the facts which characterize it.
To look at numbers frrst:in 1981,4.5 0/o of the people
withotrt work were women, while only 37 o/o of those
in work were women. It is no consolation that the situation was better in the OECD, where 49 0/o of unemployed were women and 3ti 0/o of those in work wcre
women. \)7hen we talk of unemployment among

young peoplc, we should rcntember that we are
talkrng about women in partrcular : in 1 9[l I , and
things have got worse, an absolute majority of the
unemployed under 25 years of age were women.
However, the problem ts that the sectors which
employ a large number of women arc among those
which have been hit, that is, scrvice industnes and
rndustrial products which are lcss con-rpetitivc than
those now produccd elsewhere in the world.

Certarnly, in the first place, when faced with the continuation of all thc traditional weaknesses of female
employnlent, we cannot refrain from asking the

Commissron and the Council ro strengthen the
guarantees and use of the necessary measures of positive discrinrinatron. In the proposals we do not make

a

detailed study

of the main lrnes of the action

programme already approved by the Parliament ; but
we clo refer to it, stressing that the Commission and

the Council should implement ir rigorously, in

a

coherent manner and as a matter of urgency. In this
general debate we prefer to emphasize some general
choices of strategy which have a direct effect on the
position of womcn. I shall list them briefly. The first
choice, the development of new technology, is decisive not just for our recovery but also for the quality of
our socicty. If we do not want it to lead to the formation of two labour markets, of two natrons, in Europe,
we must ensure that it is accompanied by a large-scale
training programme. \7omen require full access to

thrs trainrng.
The second choice : socral cost. All agree that the rise
rn employment rn the post-industrial society will
occur in the servrce industries. Increased investment
should not, thereforc, be based on vague general cuts
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expenditure on social services, education, culturc,
health services and leisure services; cuts should be
aimed at eliminating waste, unfairness and cutting
down on bureaucracy. And if this is already a
guarantee, we do not

think it only concerns women.

The third choice : development n.rust begin again in a
balanced way throughout the regions of Europe: one
disadvantage for women is that they are less mobile
and we ask, therefore, that e mployment should
increase throughout

all

regiorts.

The fourth choice : the spread of small and mediumsized businesses is crucial for an increase in employment. Women ask for conditions in which they can
go into business, taking into accourlt their great ability

to adapt to new situations.
The fifth choice : working time should bc reorganized.
As regards this matter, women have specific necds

which require

greate

r flexibility and variety

in

working hours. Women are the victims of a rigid and
dogmatic conception of such changes, as of all the
rigid conceptions of working relationships inherent in
traditional patterns.

Mry I make one last

personal comment. Our
Committee of Inquiry approved the draft report on

this subject with one abstention. I shoulcl like

to

think, against all the odds, that this might be a good

sign for this part-session ; we shoulcl be aware that
,nl.tr *. try to bring the different political, national
and party plans closer together we cannot begin,
either, to speak of bringing our economies closer
together.
(Applarrse)

Mrs Weber (S), dra,ftsman o.l' tlrc ofinion ol tlrc
Comnrittee on the Entirotttrttttt, I\blic Htaltlt tn,t
(DE) Mr President, Ladres
Con-runtcr Protectiorr.
and Gentlemen, there is an oasis of growth in the
midst of crisis : companies dealing in products to
protect the environment are making profits and
providing secure jobs. This is not an assertton made

by the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, but a quote from a German
newspaper. Contrary to a frequently voiced opirrion'
environmental protection does not destroy jobs.
Hundreds of thousands of iobs in each of the Member
States are directly or indirectly concerned with protection of the environment. A minimal number of jobs
are, however, at risk, because of scvere damage to
health and the environment. These Pos,tive effects on

employment are felt in various areas, where they
should be given even more encouragement.

The third Community action programnre for the
protection of the environnlent refers to the imporiance of this for solvrng the employnlent crisis by
saying that account must be taken of the socioeconomic aspect of environnlental policy, particularly

the fact that rt can play a part in solving current
economic problen-rs, includrng unemployntent, and
observes

that 'environmcntal policy must

be

concernc'd to help in creating new jobs by the promotion and stimulatton of thc' development of key rndustries wrth regard to products, eqtripment and processes
that arc eithcr less polluting or usc fewer nonrenewable resotlrcL-s.

Under the present drfficult economic crrcumstances, it
is particularly important to ensure that growth is not
achievc'd at the expense of damage to the environan environment already seriously affected by
ment
man's-activities. Scrious discusstons must be held on

the quality of growth. It is a fact that only those
measures that create lobs without damaging health
and the environment can provide a permanent solution to the crisis. At the present time, enormous
amounts of public and private money are being spent
for no good reason in order to rectify earller nlistakes.
The example of acid rain demonstrates the serious
economic conseqtlences of previous ecologrcal omissions, not to mention the' corlsequences for the
environmcnt.
The consequences of these previous mistakes are tying
up resources which could be usecl to better effect. An
effective use of capital means following the exan.rple
of Japan or the United States, where the percentage of
investnrcnt used wl-rich environmental protection is
considerably higher than in Europe. Our products can
only competc in these countries, and ultimately on
world n.rarkets if, given the hrghly innovatory character of environmental technology, they are constantly
kept trp to the latc'st state of the art and permrt the
ratlonal use of resources, energy and capital.

Unfortunately, tl.re Committee on the Environment
declincd to grve a detarled hst of all the individual
measures possiblc rn the various areas involved. We
simply drd not have the tin.re for strch a discussion. I
must therefore lcave it to Parhament to consider what
measures are feasible with regard to the structurally
weak regions, the energy-based sectors, transport and

agriculttrral policy, for exatrple, which could be of
positive benefit to the envirollnlent. Environmental
technology rs experiencing enornlous growth rates. If
we are ir.rterested in helprng thc small and medium-

in the Men-rber
in mind that it is those firms
dealing witl.r environme ntal technology whrch can

sized businesscs and the private sector
States, we shotrld bear

point to growth rates of up to 30 %' The health of the
population and an intact euvironment are of crucial
importance. If at the samc time this also offers considerablt' advar-rtages ln terms of .;obs, then so much the
better. The Comn.runity should set an example and
pionecr thc devclopmcut of non-Polluting products
and methods of production.
(Appla utt)
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IN THE CHAIR: MR KLEPSCH
Vrcc-President

Sir Fred Catherwood (ED), Cl:ttrr.rnttn o.f the Connittec on External Econontic Relation.r.
Mr presi- pesmazodent, I am speaking in the absence of Mr
glou, who is draftsman of the oprnion of the Committee for External Economic Relations.
The problem of economic growth is not simply a problem for the young people who are outsrde. It is a problem for the whole world and a problem in which our
Community has got to give the lead. W'e are now the
leaders of the industrial democracies. Ve are the people to whom the world now looks for a lead. The European Community is now 50 % bigger than the United States in terms of world trade. If we do not acr,
then no one is going to act. 'We are bigger in population than the United States, we are bigger in industrial
output. Furthermore, this meeting of the elected representatives of the peoples of Europe indicates that we
have the will to put this right. If we do not put it
right, no one is going to put it right.
Moreover,
employed.

it

is not only the people who are not now
If we see a continuation of the present eco-

nomic slump, then there is going to be a deterioration
the whole economic conditron of the world ; not
only will things not get better, but they will get very
much worse. And that is because rf the slump goes on,
countries are going ro try to protect themselves. All

in

that a national government can do is to attempt to protect its own fronriers. I would like Members of this
elected European Parliament to recall why we have a

Community, why we have

a common market.

We

have a common market because the last time there
was a major economic slump in Europe, Europe went
protectionist. The frontiers blocked the transit of. traffic. Six years afrer the frontiers blocked the transit of
traffic, the tanks broke those frontiers down. W'e have
lost 40 million people in rwo world wars, of whom
more in the Second \7orld \Var. Trade war leads on to
greater violence as people try to extend the frontiers
which have been blocked by protectionism. So protectionism is no route forward for this Communiry.

(Applauv)
'S/e have therefore
got to see that we get the conditions in which governments are not tempted to protect themselves. It is up to us in this Parliament today
to give hope. Hope is what Europe wants and hope is
what the world wants. It is not only in Europe that it
matters : It is in the Third Vorld too. !7e have some
kind of idea that there are parts of the Third !7orld
South-East Asia, for
that have a buoy-ancy and expansion of insrance
- That is not true. I
their own.
was.in Singapore, the most buoyant and expansionist
of the newly industrialized countries. There is a grear
petro-chemical complex there into which billions of
ECU have been poured, and that is not working. They

27. 4.83

have sard to me that unless Europe gives the lead in
getting out of thrs slump, they are finished in the
Third !7orld. We owe it to those countries not to call
in their debts and have the ability to borrow additional money.
(Applau.te)

We have to come to technicalities. \7e sympathize
with the people outside who want us to get Eu.ope
going again. $/e must respond emotionally to them.
They expect us in here, who know our business, to get
down to the technicalities. \7e have to look at the
great institutions of Bretton !floods which gave us that
tremendous surge of 30 years' expansion and realize
that we cannot possibly carry on with free trade if the
other great institution which produced stable money
does not operate. So we must try to expand our European monetary system. we must try to make it effective and powerful.
(Applause)
'We must
try to come to some agreement with the Uni-

ted States of America and with the Japanese on stable
money so that industry has the security of stable mo_
ney to invest once more, create jobs for our young peo_
ple, expand and give, after this slump, another burst of
expansion such as the one that we enjoyed after the

'!7ar.

(Applause)

Mr Brok

(PPE), dra.ftsntan of the oltinion

of

the

Contntittee on Youtb, Culture, Education, Infirmation and Sport.
(DE) Mr president, Ladies and
- to Mrs Salisch's somewhat
Gentlemen, in reply
wideranging report I would like to make the following

point

: in my opinion

jobs and defence policy.

there is no conflict berween

(Apltlause)

Nfe pursue our defence policy so that the

European

trade unions are free to fight for jobs and do not suffer
the same fare as the Polish 'solidariry'. N7e should

therefore refrain from presenting these rwo issues
being in conflict.

as

(Altplause)

The unemployment among young people confronts
us with .rery grave problems. The latest figures show
that 37 0/o of the unemployed a.. you.,g.. than 35.

This situation has arisen at a time when we are faced
by an unprecedented accumulation of problems. De_
mographrc developments, a new industrial revolution,
the budget deficits in our Member Countries and a

world-wide economic crisis have all coincided and it
is this accumulation of problems that makes a solu_
tion so difficult. But I believe that the State must help
with the provision of training places, that industry
must make a special effort to give young people a
chance so that they do not feel cheated ,nd-do-hrr.
an opportuniry of self-fulfillement in a profession, so
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that they do not embark on the decisive years of their
adult life without hope for the future. This is also an
investment in freedom : if we as members of a free
society are not in a position to offer the younger generation opportunities, we cannot expect them to be enthusiastic supporters of a free system. One is not possi-

ble without the other.
(Applatsc)
also see an investment in our own prosperity' Europe's relatively high level of wealth is not based on raw
materials, but on the enterprising spirit of our businessmen, on the inventiveness of our scientists and
engineers and on our highly skilled craftsmen' If we

I

do not provide sufficient training opportunities in industries of the future, and this applies equally to skilled workers, then in the long run we will not be able
to maintain our present high standard of living and
social system.
(Apltlausc)

I therefore appeal to companies to see this as an investment in their own economic future and to inas has been
crease the provision of training places
done in most countries with particularly small and
medium-sized firms setting an example'
'We must eliminate unnecessary bureaucratic regulations which discourage training opportunities and encourage measures such as inter-company training sche-

mes, iraining place exchanges and also consider, for
example, the question of iob-sharing. Above all, I feel
it is important to achieve a combination of theoretical
training and practical experience, for the level of
youth unemployment is lowest in those countries
where there are alternative, or as we say in Germany,
dual training opportunities. This system is to be preferred to the over-academic approach to training. Mr.
Schnitker's suggestion on the introduction of a vocational training pass should be encouraged. \7hy should it
not be possible for a young person from Paderborn to
receive part of his training in Le Mans, as long as this
training is recognised. It would increase his skills and
an excellent opportunity
promote European unity
to demonstrate the European ideal.
(Altplause)

I

am glad that the Committee on Youth clearly rejected an anti-technology stance. To say that new technologies only destroy iobs is to forget that only new technologies enable us to be internationally competitive
and that new technologies also provide new opportuni-

ties and possibilities for self-fulfillment. We must be
in a position to provide young people with training
for these new technologies. There are no grounds for
we have adequate sportive social facilipessimism
iies to deal with any problems that may arise during
the transition phase of such an industrial revolution'
At this stage we should, of course, also consider the
question of reducing working time and all the problems this involves such as cost neutrality etc. However, it is my opinion that voluntary reduction of a

working life, i.e. early retrrement, is better than an
year old on a street corner. Steps should therefore

18

be

taken to permit early voluntary retirement. It is important, however, to appreciate that the solution can only
be achieved as part of economic policy and that all
other measures are only a form of back-up' I am glad
that my Committee has emphasized self-help, courage
to take risks and the need to encourage independence,
including economic independence in schools. Special

support must be given to the establishment of new
companies.

This is in line with the suggestion in the Papaefstratiou report on giving employees a share of economic

All the statistics show that the establishment
of small and medium-sized undertakings is the best
method of providing training places and jobs. Effi-

wealth.

ciency, social justice and freedom based on the firm
foundation of private ownership. The way of the social
market economy is better than centralized control and
subsidies which, as we have seen in the steel industry,
lead nowhere and simply exacerbate the problems rather than solving them.
(Applause)

If everything belongs to everybody, nobody owns any-

sense of responsibiliry. I
feel it is very important to emphasize this if we are to
spur the citizens of Europe on to greater efforts' And
we will only achieve this if the Member countries
create the basic parameters for industrial profitability,
access to the money market for private firms, and an
increase in productive investment in public budgets
which are siphoning off funds to cover their deficits,
so that no money is available for creating iobs, and if
bureaucratic obstacles are eliminated.

thing and no one feels any

(Applause)

There are typical European methods for coming to
grips with the problems. The internal European mar-

Lei is the European weaPon against unemployment'

Barriers to trade mean that DM 30 000 m is held back
at our borders. A large internal market with a population of 270 million provides a solid basis for series production and marketing on a large scale, ensuring international competitiveness. The same applies to European cooperation in microelectronics, biotechnology
and energy. S7e are tired of doing the same thing in
three, four or
each of our small European States
money as the
much
as
five times over, spending rwice
as much to show. Let us pool
half
only
with
Japanese,
our European resources, then we will be able to come
to terms with competition from others.
(Applause)

\fle appeal to our national governments to abandon
their national egoism. I would like to quote Kurt Tucholsky, who said : 'Banners and anthems at every corner. Europe ? Let Europe go to the dogs ! !?hat if all

is destroy;d, as long as the nation survives !'
there is a bettei solution.
(Applause)

I

believe
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- that the
President, allow me to tell you at the ourset
Commission is very grateful to you for having organized this special part-session on employment.
The fight against unemployment was, of course,

al_

ready one of the central concerns of the European in-

stitutions. The European Parliament has said so frequently and I myself made the same point in the

I gave before you on 8 February last. But the
fact that this Parliament, representing all the citizens
of the Community, should devote a special part-ses_
sion to this problem seems to me particularly impor_
tant now because it is stnking evidence of your re_
solve, which is ours as well, not to do nothing, as cer_
ta.in speakers have just said, but to act and to get peo_
ple to understand that, to act effectively, it has to be
done at the European level. That is the essence of the
speech

short message I wanted to deliver to you this morning.
'l7hatever

the scale of unemployment in Europe as pic_

by your rapporteurs, whatever the prospects,
which
let us be frank
are prefy poor in the
- future, I refuse -to consider
immedrate
the phenome_
non as inevitable, I refuse to believe that the combinatu.red

tion of all our strength and imagination at the European level can remain without result.

Of course, ladies and gentlemen, we have to be realistic and above all not delude pubhc oprnion into thinking that we have suddenly found the miracle cure.
That would be demagoguery and the end of our credibility.
Because we all know
as Mr papaefstratiou remir'ded us again just now
that today there are
- in the Community
more than 12 million workless
or
1 1 7o under the labour force, 40 o/o of them
,raty

-

being nder

25.

-

!7hat is more, we all know that this figure could well

increase in the coming weeks and months, so high is
the number of jobs that would have to be created to
reverse the trend and we do not expect any sharp im_
provement in that connection from the timid signs of
recovery to be seen here and there, at least not imme_
diately. One puff of arr wrll not ger us going again, we

need a stiff breeze.

On the contrary, lt stresses the extreme urgency of the
situation and I am here to tell you that the Commis_
sion, today as last February, is convinced of the extra
contribution that a programme devised and applied
rapidly, but at Community level, can make

27. 4. 83

tion of wealth, with the jobs it generates, but in the
short term we also have to combat the economically
disturbing and socially destabilizrng effects of unem_

ployment.

This overall approach, Mr president, is also that of

your Parliament to judge from the very wide spectrum
of measures proposed by your Commitree on Social
Affairs and Employment and from the content of the
various reports on the agenda for this part-session, par_
ticularly that relating to the Competitiveness of Com_

munity Indusrry.

The defining of the measures ro be taken is, I fe--I,
well launched and I am also thinking of the various
resolutions already adopted by your parliament or the
motions which will,

I

hope, be adopted tomorrow. I

am also thinking of the very full plan of action put for_
ward by the European Trade Union Confederation
and, lastly, I am thinking of the proposals made by
the Commission these last few months.

\Tithout going into detail
I do not have the time
not
wishing
to
anticipate
what my colleagues
.rld

wjll be telling your during the debate, I would simply
like to recall what we feel should be the main thrusi.
Restoring growth and the competitiveness of the Euro_
pean economy means investment and that, of course,

as the Commission has proposed _ that
the Member States have to inject special-aid to growth
in private investment and towards an alteration in the
budgetary balance in favour of public investment. This
is vital, ladies and gentlemen. It also means that the
Europe of the Ten finally becomes the ideal develop_
ment location for our enterprises and here I am thinl_
ing about the unending combat waged by our Com_
mission for more convergence in our economic poli_
cies, a greater role for the European monetary system
and the completion of our internal market. All this
has to be linked together if we want results, Lastly it
means that special attention has to be given not only
to the restructuring of cetain traditionafindustries but
also to the industries of the future in which it is possi-

ble to create

lobs.

All

But clearheadedness must in no way mean inaction.

fight against unemployment.

European Parliament

to

the

The point is that, to our mind, there is only one possi_
biliry
an overall programme linking general meas_
- put new life into the economy
ures to
and to restore
our competitlveness and that of European industry,
with more specific measures on employment. Indeei,
the long-term solution can only come from the crea_

these measures constitute the very minimum ne_
cessary to_recreate employment rn Europe in the years

to come but it will not be sufficient. pending iheir
long-term effects, it is now, as your ."pport.rri haue
demanded, that we have to tackle the t.rgiay of unem_
ployment. That is why the Commission tras given a
great d.eal of thought to the possibrliry of creating jobs

by reducing and reorganizing working time which
should, in our view, enable productive investment to
be better used. In the memorandum on working time
that you will be debating today through Mr Ceri'volo,s
report, the Commission reached the conclusion that
this could make a contribution to improving the em_
loyment situarron, provided all rigidiry in iti applica_

tion is

avoided.
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The Commission also felt the combat agarnst youth

unemployment to be an essential priority. It is a huge
problem, which Mrs Salisch has described, but it is
also a complicated problem to solve which explarns
though this is not, Madam, offered as an excuse
-why the Commtssion did not adopt the rePort until
last week and, believe me, your accusation rs deserved.
Here again, you will be discussing the five priorities
spelt out by the Commission.
These proposals may be disappointing to some, and I
am thinking of the trade unions among others, but,
believe me, they represent what is already an ambitious effort in present econontic circumstances.

about the internal market ; it is not only about the
common agricultural policy, it also has to becomc, far
more than it has in the past, about the people of
Europe and about their 1obs. Part of tl.re farlure of the
Community to produce an effective strategy for employment is. I think, due to our economic successes in
the past. In times of economic exparlsion we have tended to regard the maintenance of full employment as
being as it were, a natural by-product of that success.
In that period we all came to regard very low levels of
unemployment as being in the natural order of things,
as being perhaps a part of the post-war phenomenon

of

'We now know that
increased economic growth.

this is not

true.

on vocational training. As your rap- this cannot be a miracle cure but it
porteur has said,
may have a vital role in developing the skills of the

Nflhilst rt goes without saying that if we are permanently to reduce our present levels of unemployment
we must create an upturn in the economy, reflation
and sustained economic growth. We must also recognize that these conditions on their own will not neces-

technologies of the future. The Commission has therefore proposed what it feels to be a consistent package
of measures but these will be fruitless if all of us in

sarily produce conditions

Europe fail to pull our weight and make them a sucThe Commission is counting on this House.

problems.

One last word

young and helping to tailor what they know to suit
the requirements of enterprises with their eyes on the

cess.

am also thinking of the social Partners whose role

I

ts

vital, particulary in the field of reducing and reorganizing working time and in that of youth
unemployment.

am thinking of the Member States who will
have to coordinate their efforts, more than they have
done in the past, along the lines we suggest' And I am
thinking of the Council of Ministers which will have
to pass a number of texts submitted to it by the Commission and agree that the Social Fund be given the
increased appropriations that you call for. This is the
only way that the European Employment Pact can
materialize, a pact whose conclusion is urged by your
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and to
which we are ready, as of now, to lend our support.
Lastly

I

(Applause)

Mr Richard, .Lltmbtr of tbe Comni-rsiorl, Mr Presihow
as President Thorn did
dent, may I say
hold
a
to
decided
has
pleased I am that Parliament
special session, devoted primarily to unemployment.
really do not think that it is necessary for me today
to rehearse the stark facts of the unemployment crisis
that faces Europe. The figures are well known' All of
us in this hall have had experience, direct experience
in the case of some of us, of the impact of those figures The situation is now so serious that, unless restrained, it could even threaten our political, social
and economic institutions.

I

In the 1960s and 1970s, unemployment was perceived
as the concern of Member States. In the 1980s it has
become the concern of the Community, and we recoS-

nize now that the Economrc Community is not only

of full

employment.

W'e

therefore have to acknowledge that increased
economic activity is not in itself an answer to these
Presrder-rt, although there is a new awareness in the
Community of the seriousness of the employment Pro-

Mr

blem, we still need, I thrnk, to face up to this challenge rn a far more posittve manner.

May I say at the outset of this important parliamentary
debate that I do not think much would be served tn
the interests of those of our fellow Europeans who are
at present out of work or are concerned about maintaining their employment if rt were to degenerate into
an argument between the institutions of the Community as to which of those institutions felt more
strongly about this partrcular issue. I think we are ex-

pected collectrvely

and Parliament

the Commission, the Council

-to produce a practical

answer to

- is a perfectly fair question and
the questron, which
which is now being asked by the l2 million of our fel-

low citizens who are out of work : ''$7hat are we going
to do about the situatron ?'
(Applatse)
Firstly, Mr President, we must. I think, develop a more
balanced approach to our various economic problems'
Combating mass unemPloyment is surely as impor-

tant as combating inflation.!Thilst our policies on investment for modernization and Particularly for the
development of the new technologies must attract
very high prioriry, the responsibilrty to provide work
for our people surely is an equal one' S7e must also
recognize that whilst increased investment is essential
fo. ihe solution of our problems, this investment is
not just needed in private manufacturing industry ; it
is aiso needed in the service sectors and it is also
needed in the areas of tradrtional public investment,

notably

in

construction, transport, urban

services,

energysaving and environmental improvement and
Protection.
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In the prc.sent sittration we ntust encoltr.tge n.ttional
governmL.nts to use thr: ntargin for urirnoeuvrc tltrlt
exists in some of thcrr national buclgets to cxpancl
those projccts which not only are rcqtrirccl

to

ntcet

present econonlc and social prroritrcs but can also be
a means for creatrng a large nunrber of jotrs.

Mr Presrdent, this approach will not bc. strtficrcnt on
its owr-r in the acutely drffrcult pcriocl wc are rlow

facing. lwe arc also going to have to rnvolvc. oursclvcs
much more clrrectly in job creatron activity rtself. I anr
convrnced that without spccific job-crcatron
programmes, partrcularly for the most clisaclvantagecl
of the Lrnemployed, we face the almost certain prospect of having to hve wrth trnen-rploymeltt ratcs of
10 0/o and above as a permanent featurc of orlr soclcty.
This, Mr Presrdent, I fincl a quite intolcrablc prospcct.

In thrs situation, it rs the condition of thc

young

unemployed which must causc us ntost concern. At
the present time again the figtrrcs are well-known over
one in four of the trnder-25s in the Comnrunity is
currently unemployed. In sorrtc Member Statc.s, tl-re
proportion has r]ow risen to onr- in three. As far as the
l5-18 year-olds are concented, apart fron-r the vanolrs
specral training schemes provided by sonre Mcn-rbcr
States, the labour market has virtually collrpscd. For
the young unenrployed, at least as far as jobs are
concerned, Europc as a concept and the Contntunrty
as a set of institutions seents to hold out little hope at
present. I believe that thls is a situation which collectlvely we simply cannot allow to continuc. But if we
do not do anything for thesc young people, they will
conclude that they need not do anything for soeiety.
That, in my view, ls a prescnption for future anarchy.

It is under this impetus that the Conrmrssror.r has jLrsr
produced its paper on youth employntcnt rn whrch
we set out the scale of the problent and ntade certain
proposals as to how to deal wrth rt. \flc belrcve that
the Community will need to creatc an aclditronal two
and a half millron lobs over the ncxt five ycars, r.e..
half a million;obs a year rf wc are orrly to bring vouth
unemployment clown to the adult rveragc frgtrrc : i.c.
some 11 %. \7e strcss thrt the longer we put off
facing this challenge , the worsc the problenr wrll

become,

as the nunlber of young r-rr-remployed

increases and as their average perioclJ

ment

of

trnenrploy-

increase.

Mr President, I said we should be practical in our
to the questron. I hope thrt rn the paper

alsw_ers

which is now wrth Parliament we are now berng practical. We have proposcd a range of lob .,"rt,on
measures which rnclude, firstly, the creation of ntore
.;o.b

opportunitres for work-shanng actlons. Secondly,

direct aid to pnvate employers to-recruit more young
people. Thirdly, we thrnk one could help young
people far more than we do at the ntor.nent to set up
their own business. Fourthlv, we think we coulcl use
public funds to expand entploymcnt opportunirles

outsicle thc nt.rrkc.t sector and, finally, wc nccd to
provrdc acitlrtronal stnrctural help for thosc wl-ro face
thc' ntost scrious cr-nployntent cLfficLrltics, rncluding
rnclc-etl nrany who havc nevcr worked at all.
Havrng set tlte trrgct, we have. to ask ourselves: .ls it
attau-rablc ?' As far as the Conlnissron rs conccrnec.l,
Mr President, we bclic.vc that that targct is attainable,
provrded tl-rat the Mentbe r St.rtes are prcpared to exer_
cisc collcctrvely thcir not lnconsiderable powers and
provided that the Cor.r.rn.runity as a wholc is prepared
to sct rtsclf thc task of achievrng this parricular ob;ec_
tivc. S:crifrces nray indcccl be neecled. Of course tley
rnay. But rf thcy havc to comc thcn thcy necd to be
acco_ntpantcd by expansior,ary action if wc are to reap
the l;cnefrts in tcntrs o[ econontic growth rn jobs ancl
not sintply to inciulgc rn self-dcstructron. I ant pleased
to see that this fundamental message is contained rn
tht resolutrons wl.rich are berng debated today. I will
hrvc thc opportunity. I rrn.lcrstancl. oi corrrmeirting rn
n-rore cletail on thc inclrvidual rcsolutions and reports.

Mr Prcsident, in conclusron I would
nrore how pleascd

I

n-rercly say oncc

am that Parlrantent has decided
to try ancl nrobilrzc- all thc influencc which rs at your
disposal in orcler to pcrsuadc the Menrber States of the
necessity for urgent actlon in thrs fielcl. May I assure
you, and Mrs Salisch in particular, that in that
endcavour tltc Con-rntission really finds itsclf an allv
of Parlirnrent rn rrl ing to dcal wrrh rhis particula'r
lssue.

(,4ltplt

tt.'t)

Mr Bliim, PtLtrtlutt-tn-O.l_fia ol tltt Cotrnctl.

(DE)

Presicle-nt, ladies ancl gentleme n, it is -a great
honour to addrcss thrs House. I should lrke to blgin
nry spc.ech bv acknowledgrng the role of parliament

Mr

and by observrng that thc. rtcnt on today's

agenda

rcqulrcs thc broadcst support from parliament, the
Comntrssion, tl-rc Council and both srdes of rndustry.

Vrth this

specral part-sessron, Parliament is making
an intportartt contributior-r towarcls fulfrllrng its task oi
vorcing the cares irncl longrngs of mrllions of people
in Europe rnd by serlnrg a: a forum rn the seaich for
solr:tior-rs to pressing problcrr-rs. I can also appreciate
your wrsh to be ntorc than a sounclrng board. you
wrsh to plav an activc role and I fully accept this.

(Altplttlt)
Europe rs in the tl-rroes of dcep-seated cconomrc and
socral transforntatron. These changes reprL-sent not
only a threat, but also a challenge. Ve should use the
worcl crrsis not only in the scnse of a threat to our
cxistcnce but rlso regard rt as an opportunity for
refornt. This rs not the frrst trme thar Europe has
undergonc a ftrndamental change and each funcla_
nrental change has brought reluvenatron \Why should

it not be possrble once
strengtl.r through change
(.,lppl,t

rr

tt)

?

again to give Europe new
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I

betieve that pessrn'risnr is otrt of place and that sclfconfrdence is part of Ettrope's strerlgth and wrll er-rablc
us to overcome this crisis if we rcally want to. Morc

than twelve million

unenlploye

d irl the

Ettropeatr

we cannot simply dismiss this fact' it
Community
is the number one pnority' It rs a problenl that Iro
not the r-ratior-ral govenlone can solve in isolatton
ments, not the socral Prrtllers, not the Europear-t

Council,

not the

Comn'rission. United

we

stand,

divided we fall.
(Applatr.tc)

movement, the

European monetary sYstenl, rules on competitiol-r these are all mere artefacts. By themselves they cannot

solution. They nlust be used to nrake
plausible as a Community. Last Noven.rbcr,
joint
Council of the Economic, Finance, Employthe
ment and Social Ministers presented a tentatlvc
programme to reactivate the economy and to regain

full

a

employment. The rePorts by Mr. Papaefstratiou

and Mr. Leonardi contain further considerations and
suggestions. tVe do not regard what we formulated in
Deiember 1982, and in the prevrous year, and now
again in March, as a cut-and-dried solution

no patent solutton.
strengths

\Xl'e

thg13

1r

must conlbine otrr ideas and

to reach an overall solution.

The future of Europe depends above al[ on the
support of young people. For this reason I welcome
thi'suggestion, and thrs is how I at arly rate understand Mrs Saliisch's report, that we arc to give pnority

unemPloyment. On the
Europe must rest our
and
three elements : Youth, Jobs
demonstrate that it
mtrst
Europe
future.
for
the
hopes
.un h.lp the next generation, tomorrow's Europeans'

to the fight against youth

(Applau.te)
\We need more than rhetortcal statenlents and general
appeals. The test of our policres must always be what

thiy

achieve

the CounciI kecnly awaits, will prove helpful. An
increase rn the endowment of the European Social
Fund, a point that has also been made by Parliament,

would be a further aclvantage. You l-rave a passionate
advocate for the needs of the employment market, but
I must point out on behalf of the Council that in the
present situation therc are limits to the increases in
funds possible. Since Parliament has a decisive influence on the budget, it lies rn your hands to initiate a
reallocation of funds and to make the Social Fund a
new ancl more powerful tool.

of

The Common Market, freedonl
provide
-Errop.

'We particularty hope that Parliament's opinron, which

in

practice,

in

everyday

progress, however small, is welcome, for

ilos., to our goal. One step

it

life. Aty
brings

us

forward could be to

concentrate Social Fund resources on the fight against
youth unemploYment.

(APplLltit)

\7e are currently discussrng ways of restructuring

the

Social Fund to focus on the fight against yottth unem-

ployment. The sole PurPose of the Sociai Fund is to
help erery worker make use of his skrlls. The Social
Fund would not achieve its purpose at all if it were' to
put it bluntly, merely another rnstrument for
providing the state with cheap money. The Social
Fund must be used to create jobs. It must be used for

employment policy,

with the

emphasrs

not

on

frnancing unemployn.rent, but on eliminating urlemployment.

The Presidercy of the Council will do its utnrost to
ensure that the discussion on the rules of the Social
Fund can be concluded before the middlc of this year'

One concretc method of helping young people, as the
Councrl fully recognises, is vocattonal training. All
experience sl-rows that a thorough vocational training
."pr.r"ntt art insurance against unemployment' S7e
need a new campalgn, new initiatives for vocational
training. When I say training, I do not only mean, as

certain people sontetimes mistakenly conclude,
acadcmic trainrng. As I understand equality of opportunity, not only must chrldren from all social backgrounds have equal opportunities, but there should be
provision for everyone to develop his talcnts to the
iull, and this includes practrcal skills : the worker who
has learnt to think with his hands is lust as valuable as
the worker who uses lris brains.

The heads of state and government have proposed a
scheme whereby all young people are to be given an
opportunity over a five-year period of receiving a basic
trainrr-rg or work experictlce. The Commission has
included this scheme in its proposal for a Council
resolutrolt on Community vocational training polrcy
rn the Erghties. Thrs is meant to supplement and
support thi measures taken by the individual Member
States. Indeed, we need better coordination of national
initiatives wrtl.r Community measures' A final discussion of this proposal on vocational training will take
place at a jortt meeting of the employment and educa-

iion ministers at the beginnrng of July. $7e need

public support and attention so that we can achieve
our alms.

In connection with this, I would like to reply to Mr
Brok's question. The education ministers reached
agreement in May 1982 on a further range of pilot
piojects to facilitate the transition of young people
irom school to work. The number of proiects, which

was originally 2.5, was increased last March to 30'
Certainly, an increase of 5 is not a giant step forward,
but let us not be drscouraged. Europe can set an
example even in small ways. The pilot projects will
not solve the problem, but they can stir up interest by
exploring new avenues.
(Apltlatrv)

The Con.rmission has Just announced that it will
subnrit a communicatiorl on in-rproving the employment situation for young people. As you know, the
Cotrncil attaches great ir-r'rportance to concrete sugges-
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tions from the Commissron in this field. The Gcrman
will do all it can to prcss forward with the
discussion of these proposals by the beginning of
Presidency

Julv.

Training ls one aspect. But it is by no mcans everything. Ve also need growth, economic growth. I am

not one of those fatalists, not to say pessimists, who
believe that growth is no longer possible. I cannot
understand such pessrmisn-r. As long as there are still
needs rn the world, there must be growth.

(Altltlatrtt)
Faced with a world threatened by hunger and want, rt
would be a sign of resignatron to say vve no longer
need growth. It would not only be resignation, but
possibly a failure to demonstrate solidarity.

(Altltlautt)
\We thoroughly agree

with the argunlent that growth
cannot only come in the old areas, and that we must
discover new ways, new needs. Man is by nature
always in search of new things. \Vhy should it not be
possible to find new growth areas of demand too ?

Protection of the environment was mentioned this
morning, for example. Work in this freld can help
conserve the environment and create jobs.

In my view,
these two aspects complement rather than conflict
with each other.

Nor can I see that technology presents a problem.
Since men have exrsted on earth

it

has been the task
our
work easier. rVhy should this suddenly have changed ?
If we had done wrthout this job saving, or as was previously sard, job destroying aspect of technology, then

of technology to relieve us of work or to make

this Parliament might well be meetrng under the
greenwood tree and not under civilized conditions.
(A1t1tlau.tt)

My point is that the purpose of technical progress has
to relieve us of work. The question is
only whether one person should be relicved of all hrs
work and another of none. This is the problem of the
distribution of work and here I mtrsr agree with all
always been

rhose who fear that rf we do not tackle the problem of
the
spectre of a new social structure arises, where some

working time rn all its manifold aspects, thcn

have all the work and others must be satisfied with
none. There is an even greater dangcr that the young
and healthy who fit into the strair iacker of a conrpeti-

tive society wrll always have work, whereas the older
and weaker members of society wrll be left out in the
cold, and the affluent society will salve its conscience
with the thought that no one actually starves.
To my way of thinking that is poor consolation. A job
is not only the right to earn a livrr.rg. A ;ob also means
the right to be involved, to achicve fulfillment and no
financial aid, however generous, shoulcl deprive us of
our right to have a share of work
a right due within
the limits of his capabilitres to everyone
the young,
the old, women, the drsabled.

(,1pplt ust)

But the problem of workrng trme cannot and should

not only be tackled at the level of legislation ; both
sides of rn(lustry must also be involved. There is no
overall solution for the whole of Europe. Circum-

stances are different everywhere. Ve must also
combine the concept ol the division of labour with a
humanising component. Could we not once again
exploit technology to reconcile the demands of work
and other sphcres of life better than over the last
hundred years ? Could wL' not soften the transition
from youtl.r to working life, and humanise the transition from working life to retirement ?
People are not machines that can be switched on and
off. Can we not get away from the rigidity of industrial working hours back ro a partern of life that
existed for thousands of years ? A farmer has never
retired suddenly from working life and I believe that
we must approach the question of working time with
greater imagination, with more flexibility, with more
consrderation of people's differing needs.

(Applt

use)

I also see part-time jobs as a way of getting away from
the alternativc' of all or nothing. Is it not a contradiction in terms that a number of both those in work as
well as of the unemployed would prefer to work parttime ? This defres logic. The obstacles are political nor
natural and need to be eliminated
the sooner the
better

!

-

(Apltlt ust)
The Council will play its part. $7e have already wasted
a lot of time, and as you know, the German presidency drd not begin n 1945, but on lst January this
year. National ambition or blaming past history will
not get us any further. !7e must work together, not

looking backward, and learn for the future from our

in the past. Srnce the Council's resolution of
1979, the Community has achieved some progress.
Tl're resolution dealt with the coordination of working
time. Parliament critrcized it as too timid and not sufficiently bincling. $7e intend to make it more specific
and far-reachrng, but without encroaching on the
mistakes

responsibilitres

of the two sides of industry.

Last Dccenrber, the Council reached agreement on
rccomnrendations for a basic Community policy on

a

flexible retirement age. This agreement took into
consrderation the positron of both sides of industry,
Parliament's opinion and that of the Economic and
Social Committee, thereby subjecting the question of
reducing the length of a working life to Community

provisions. I see this measure to reduce working trme
as a major step forward, as it incorporates an important employment polrcy instrument. A reduction of
working time should not be understood as an order to
older people to grve up therr jobs . . .

(Altplautt)
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BlOm
sion's task to cnsurc compliancc witl'r thc Treattes ancl
regulatrons bascd on thesc Trcatics.

but as an increase in personal f ree cion-r - givirrg
thc right to decidc whcn to rcttrc f ror-n
active working life. Perhaps thc word 'retire ment'
creates a false impression. I see the third phase of life
as providing scope for personal dcvclopn.re nt. We
should not conftne work ancl achicvenlent to the

everyone

Insofar as ar-ry inirtngcnlcnt of the law of a Membcr
on the basts of a Contmultity directive is
concerncd, the Council would pornt out that this is a
matter for thc approprtatc authorities of that Member
State, wrthout preludice to the possibility of recourse
to the Court of Justice. The Courtcil is therefore of
the opinion that rt is not for it to take any steps in

Statc' enacterl

phase of wage earning. W'e need our older cltlzens ln

social and political organizations. 'We neccl thcir
advice and experience. The end of a working life
should not be equated with the exclusion of olcler
people from the conrmunity.

this

(Appltttrse)
has not progressed very far ttr
proposal on PartComn-rission's
the
its discussions on
time working. I regret thrs very much, but see no
reason for complacency in Parliament. The Council is

I admit that the Council

still waiting for

Parlran-rent's oprnion

on

matter.

Ladies and Gentlen.ren, I thank you for your attention,
Let us tnvcst all our strength, courage and spirit in the
fight against unen.rployment.

(Af plau.tr)

IN THE CHAIR: MR FRIEDRICH

contract

labour. As you see, there are faults on both sides !

V ict- Prtt td rtr

The memorandun.r submitted by the Con.rmission or.t
shortening and redefining working trme provides a
basis for further discussion. I would particularly like to
thank the Commission for the very informattve
resume

of

previous discussions and the exPerlence

gained in the Member States. Let us take advantage of

the fact that we all come from differcnt countries to
learn from each otheis succcsses and failures. And if
the Commission is able to expedite this process, thcn
it is doing us all a great servicc.

The Commission proposes to discuss the memorandum first of all with the two sides of industry,
since the social partners have a decisive role to play in
the measures to redefrne and shortc-n working time.
At this point I would like to refer to the meeting of
the Standing Committce on Employmer.rt, when thc
subjects

will be

of working time and youth unemploynlent
considered in depth. The Presrdency has

proposed 20th May as a date for this meeting.

Unemployment and youth unen.rployment are a
severe test for us all. If we pass, then the Europeal-t
institutions can look forward to a stable futLrre. If we
fail, we are reducing our owen chances of survival lt
is in our own interests to work togethcr and succecd'

'!7e will not achieve a European Comn.rtrr.rrty by
working against each other, but only by workrng wrth
each other. The opportunity I have been giverr of
speaking to you today documents a chalrce of
improving cooperation over and above thc opPortunitiei provided by changing Pre sider.rcies and the
various office holders.

I

could wish that Europe consisted less of resolutions

and documents and nlorc of practical, cvery-day
examples. \We should try to hetp each other achieve
this.

(Appltrst)

In reply to Mrs Cinciari Rodano's questior.r on thc

problem of compatibility betwcen the legislation of

Member State

with a

Communrty dirccttvc,

a

the

Counctl would like to pornt out that it is thc Conrmrs-

t

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), r,rppr,trttut. - (CR) Ve
have all lrster.red with great attention and particular
interest to the President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers, Mr Bltim, to the Prcsiderlt of the European
Commissron, Mr Thorn, and to the Commissioner, Mr
Richard, who, of course, yet again, have demonstrated
their good itrtentions ancl wiIlirrgness to tackle the
senous nrattcr wc are debatlng. But, colleagues, we are
stressinpl yet again that we want specific immediate
solutions, and it is not iust we who are seeking this
but through us the millions of people we rePresent.
Consequently, wc mttst forge ahead swiftly with the
taking of practical measures. All of us are agreed that
investnrents are necL'ssary. But, also, we all know that
in countrtes such as ours, with democratic systenls of
government, conrpanies cannot be forced to invest.
Therefore it is neccssary to create stritable preconditions, a favourable economic climate whrch will
encourage investmcl'lt initiative, and for there to be a
se

nse of unde rstandrng amongst the social Partners on

the curtailment of public spending which, unfortunately, in many countries is increasing at a rate double
or trcble that of annttal natlollal product.
I would like once more to stress the need for all the

to dcvote a percentage, specifically
I %, of their gross national product to loint rnvestment for the purpose of creating jobs for young

Men.rber Statcs

people. This pornt is included in the report approved
by tl.re Committce ot.t Social Affairs and Employment.
I hope that this report, which we can better call the
'Europc'an En.rploymerrt Pact', will shortly be put into
effcct. Therefote we request the CounciI of Ministers
to takc' a dcciston on this at lts next meetinS.

The Prcsidcnt-in-Office of the Courrcil of Ministers
has sard that all of these things are being studied. !7e
nrust, however, arrive at decisrons. It will be a good

thing rf these decisions -- which we hope will be
taken unrrrit-nously, but rf necessary by maiority vote

arc binding orr all the Mcmber States, because only
sl.rall we be a[>le to dcmotrstrate the unrty of the
European Cornrnunity.

-then
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Colleagues, from this platform of free and democraric
Europe I call on her peoples and their productive
classes to launch themselves united, with faith and

optimism, but also with strenuous endeavour and
understanding, on a joint initiative for economic reflation with the aim of bringing about social progress
and full employment which I believe is attainable.
(Applause)

Mr Glinne (S).
(DE) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, This -special part-session on unemployment is supremely important for the European Parlia-

investment and the third and last was on the necessary redistribution of available working time, three
crucial points.

I have to say very clearly that our verdict on the final
text of the main motion for a resolution will largely
depend on what happens to these key amendments by
the Socialist Group because we strongly feel that it is
high time to change course and put an end to this
social scourge of unemployment. If it is the result of

policy then that policy has to be changed.
(Applause)

(Applause)

The Socialist Group said this in an important resolution on European recovery: the Jaquet resolution,

It is equally

this motion for a resolution

ment.

important for the future of the democratic Europe that we are striving together to attain.
Never must we forget that a majority of people in the
Europe of the Ten and the Member States are working
people whom we must not disappoint.
(Applause)

And yet, the European Community today has more
than 12 million unemployed, i.e. twice as many as in
1979, the year of the first direct elections to the European Parliament. Mass unemployment appears all the
more absurd in view of the fact that there is still so
much to be done in our sociery, particularly when it
comes to improving the lot of the socially deprived.
(Applause)

The average rate of inflation in the Community may
have declined, but we condemn the monetarist policies of the majority of Member States because they are
being pursued at the expense of a growing number of
unemployed. It is horrifying that even optimistic forecasts only predict that unemployment will not
increase when there are more than 12 million unemployed in the Community with women and young
people particularly hard-hit. I repeat here what I have

said on behalf

of my party

several times

bourg ; the Socialists have one prioriry
against unemployment.

-

It

says

it again today and with

it makes

highly concrete

proposals set out in substitute amendment No l0
which we today submit to this Assembly. This substitute amendment demands that concerted economic
measures be taken at the European level aimed at
selective expansion, in conjunction with a policy for
the restructuring of supply with a redistribution of
income and employment in favour of the weak and
with a democratisation of the economy. The amendment proposes that countries with small deficits in
the public sector, a low level of inflation and a strong

position on foreign markets should take

measures

helping to revive economic activiry. The amendment
also stresses the need to ensure that the production of
goods harms neither society nor the environment and
uses technology introduced in consultation with the
workers that helps to make better use of our energy
resources and to improve working conditions.
'S7e

also stress the need for a committed redistribution

Stras-

of the work available. At the moment this is the most
important instrument because it is capable of the
most immediate effect in the fight against unemployment. To this end, we ask that an outline directive at
the European level be adopted setring objectives to be
achieved in order not to distort competition among

the fight

Member States, since the practical conditions for

in

(Applause)
'W'e have made concrete proposals,
along the lines of

the demands of the European Trade Confederation.
These proposals should therefore meet with the
approval of the EPP, in particular our Christian
Democrat colleagues who are allied to the workers'
movement and the Christian Trade Unions.
(Applause)

'We are therefore all the more surprised during the
preparations for this special part-session that three
important amendments submitted by the Socialist
Group and supported by the ETUC were rejected in
the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment by
all other Groups except the Communists.

Mr

adopted last November.

President, one of these amendments was on
reviving the European internal market, another v/as on

reducing working time would need to be negotiated at
national level. The target which we and the European
Trade Union Confederation believe feasible is a reduc-

tion in working time of 10 o/o and the 35-hour week.
'We also call for a reform
of the so-called labour
market and a democratisation of the economy. \fe
point out that, if a new job creation policy is to be
brought in, an ad hoc instrument will need to be introduced with the establishment of a nefwork of employ-

ment agencies at the local and more particularly
regional level, co-ordinated at the national level and
tied in with the European Social Fund with the object
of promoting integrated training and employment
programmes to suit local economic conditions.
'We

also stress the need to increase public investment,
particularly in the transport, housing, health and environment sectors and the need for qualitative growth
and a deliberate industrial policy.
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We feel that public resources should also be apptied
to help the adjustment and modernisation of Euro-

pean industries of traditional importance and

deserving to be preserved, special rights of particiPation being given in this case to staff representatives so
that they may monitor the use made of public money

in the enterprise.
Our group also emphasizes the need to Promote
research and investment in order to decrease our
dependence on American and Japanese technology.
However, before a new technology is used there
should be prior study and consultation on its social
and ecological impact.

Our group also urges that small and medium enter-

prises should receive particular help. In addition, with
the object of ensuring our energy independence and
promoting alternative forms of energ'y, our group calls

for greater use of the New Community Instrument
and the resources of the European Investment Bank
on behalf of non-nuclear energy projects.
Lastly, we also stress the importance of foreign trade
and our policy vis-i-vis the third world and the need
to improve the functioning of the EMS in order to
reduce the power given to the strong currencies to
control the system. We also feel that the use of the
ECU needs to be increased in Community transactions with the rest of the world.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have too little
time but other speakers in the Socialist Group will
have opportunities to go back over each of our proposals in more detail. I would iust like to conclude by

answering openly an accusation levelled at the
Socialist Group which, according to certain members
of the European People's Party voicing their views in
or to have been
a press release, is said to be guilty

of negativism. Since this-

press release has
circulated, there is no harm in my
reading a particularly significant extract from it' The
extract begins: 'lt is thanks to the positive attitude of
the EPP group that it was possible for the Papaefstratiou report to be tabled. The Christian Democrats
make known their disapproval of the negative position
of most of the Socialist Members who refused to face
up to their responsibilities as regards the formulation
of a concrete alternative. In so doing they are simply
mirroring the attitude of their national parties which,

guilty

already-been widely

'

in the

European Community, have practically never

to shoulder government responsibilities in a
period of crisis. The Christian Democrats, on the

dared

other hand, present in six of the ten governments of
the Member States of the Communiry, are not afraid
to face up to their responsibilities and strive day after
day to develop a concrete alternative. The basic
reports which will be considered during the special
part-session are an exact reflection of ChristianDemocratic ideas'.

(Apltlause)

we have faced up to that responsibiliry. Nor do we
need lecturing on our deep-rooted attachment to the
claims of the European Trade Union Confederation
which we, in our

case,

shall be supporting throughout

this special part-session.
(Applause)

This is why we want to change the main basic report

which is such an exact reflection of

Christian-

Democratic ideas. 'We want to change its conclusions
and motions for resolutions and be more realistic and
constructive though knowing clearly, in our case, how

to choose, when

necessary, between the world

of

the

workers and the world of business.
(Applause)

'!7e certainly have no need to attack anyone at all as a
way of camouflaging contradictions and questionable

And I would say, in particular to Mr Brok,
that even we can be largely in agreement both with
the proposals that Solidariry make to save Poland and
with the proposals which the European Trade Union
Confederation puts forward to save our Community.
choices.

(Apltlause)

(NL) Mr President,
Mrs Maij-Weggen (PPE).
ladies and gentlemen, during the last two budget
debates, this Parliament decided, partly on the initiative of the Christian-Democratic Group, to give top
prioriry in its policy to the fight against unemployment. The fact that 12 million people, European
citizens, including more than 4 million young people,
are now out of work compels us representatives of the
people of Europe to ioin in solidarity with those who
have their backs to the wall. This special part-session,
which has been organized with the support of my
group, is a token of this solidarity. But it will not be
enough for us merely to have some kind of manifestation de solidaritd today without making proposals,
practical proposals, on how we should tackle the
economic crisis. Fortunately, proposals have been
made, and on behalf of my group I should like to
thank the rapporteurs, Mr Papaefstratiou, Mr Ceravolo,
Mr Leonardi, Mrs Salisch, Mr Martin and Mr Faure, for
their contributions in this respect. Their proposals are
now being discussed because they were approved by a
majority, in some cases unanimously, in the parliamentary committees, and we find that gratifying. In this
connection, I must strongly oPPose what Mr Glinne
has said. Mr Papaefstratiou certainly has included
many of the points made by the Socialists in his resolution, but at the end of the discussion you voted
against this resolution. !7e held out our hand to you,

Mr

President, here let me say that we do not need
anyone to teach us what our sense of responsibility is

but you did not want to cooperate.

or how...

(Apltlausc)
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In this statement on behalf of my group I want ro
concentrate primarily on Mr Papaefstratiou's report.
He has had the difficult task of summarizing all the
problems and proposals for the restoration of full
employment.

I

to which my group attaches
importance. The first concerns the

economic matters, something which we must emphasize not only in \Tilliamsburg but also in our own
countries.

should like to emphasize five points made

report,

again the greatest possible stability in our monetary
system and the grearest possible convergence in

in

his

fundamental

international

context in which the crisis has occurred, the second

the need for a coordinated policy in the European
Community, the third the need for an active interest
to be taken in the new technologies, the fourth action
specifically in favour of those hardest hit by unemployment and the fifth the need for the redistribution of
work.

The first point, then, is the international contexr of
the crisis, which, in all honesry, is not given sufficient
exposure in Mr Papaefstratiou's report. '$7'e must
realize that neither the causes nor the effects of the
economic crisis are confined to the Communiry.

Monetary instabiliry in many Third lforld counrries
has resulted in staggering inflation figures, economic
instabiliry and very high debts, the consequences for
the people being unemployment, poverty and hunger
far more serious than they are here. This economic
and monetary instabiliry in large areas of the world
has had repercussions for the economy of the Community and dragged us down into the morass. The sharp
rises in oil prices in the 1970s did not cause rhis
process, but they did aggravate it. It is therefore very
important for the Western industrialized countries to
join forces to put a stop ro this process of decline. My
group consequently attaches great importance to the
discussions seven leading countries are to have shortly

in

l7illiamsburg, and we should like to express our
appreciation to Commissioner Thorn for visiting
\Tashington last week and making a number of prac-

tical proposals for these talks. We fully endorse these
proposals, which call for grearer monetary stability, a
better consensus on economic questions and an
improvement in relations between the industrialized
countries and the Third !7orld. \Ve appeal to the
European leaders who will be in Witliamsburg to
forget their differences and to try to agree on the
central issues. In this context, we stress that the
economic fortunes of the Third !7orld and our

economic fortunes are closely connected. The future
of these emerging countries is linked to our own in
good times and bad, and we call on you to approve
the amendments that Mr Mritler-Hermann has tabled
on this point on behalf of my group.
The second central issue to which my group wishes to
draw attention is the need for a coordinated policy in
our Communiry to tackle the crisis. !7e are pleased to
see that the Papaefstratiou report is very clear on this

point, and we support the rapporteur's proposals.
!flhat is absolutely essenrial for a coordinated policy is

The need for greater monetary stability in the Community means rhat certain Member States must refrain

from constantly and irresponsibly yielding to

the

climate and the incomes and employment

the

temptation to devalue, since this forces other Member
States to adiust their exchange rates. Fluctuations of
this kind have an adverse effect on the investment

citizens of Europe.

of

The need for greater economic convergence is just as
urgent. The conflicting economic policies at present

pursued by some Member States are weakening and
enervating our common market, and this common
market is a major positive force in our fight against
unemployment. It is unacceptable that one Commu_

nity country should nationalize industries and use
protectionist means to ward off competition from
other Community countries, while oiher Member
States are cutting back on government measures and
trying to stimulate their industries to improve their
competitiveness. Imagine what the effect would be if
Japanese provinces or States in the USA pursued an
economic policy of this kind and ruined each other.
\7e fully

endorse Mr Papaefstratiou's proposals for
coordination at Communily level as regards economic
and monetary policy, industry and development and
social a_nd regional policy. If these proposals are implemented, a joint investment impulse and a joint agreem_ent on employment, which the papefstratiou report
advocates and which we will give our support, have a
good chance of succeeding.
'When we
speak of our internal market and the opportunities it offers, Mr President, we must also look to
the future. Developments in the new technologies
have now joined the problems raised by the economic
crisis. Ttre Member States of the European Commu_
nify have not done nearly enough to adjust to these
new opportunities. The slowness with which micro-

electronics have been introduced in our firms has
weakend our competitiveness, and the slowness with
which we have developed and manufactured products
of our own in this field means that opportunities to
create new jobs have been missed. Once again, the
United States and Japan are benefiting fiom our
failure to act. It is therefore ,ery important for there
to be a coordinated policy in this area too, so that the
e.limination of superfluous jobs can be cushioned by

the creation of new ones. In this connection, we
would also refer to the new opportunities in environ_
metal technology indicated by the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer protection...We shall give its proposals in this regard every
possible support.
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Mr President, this brings me to the most important

industry does not become any less competitive,
only then can new jobs be created. Further-

aspect of the debate, rising unemployment. To a great

because

extent this unemployment is due to the absence of

more, we must realize that the distribution of work is
a solution which merely tackles the symptoms, which
merely alleviates the pain of unemployment without
removing the deeper causes of the economic crisis.
This makes the need for economic recovery all the
more urgent
and I agree with the President-in-OfMr Bli.im, in this respect.
fice of the Council,

international coordination of economic and monetary
policies and the absence of a Community policy in
this area. Twelve million European citizens are now

the victims of this situation.
But the problem becomes even more painful when we
look to see who the unemployed are. The numbers of
certain categories such as young people, women,
migrant workers and the handicapped are disproportionately high. We are particularly concerned about the
five million young people who are out of work. It is a
disastrous situation when young people have their
backs to the wall even as they begin their working
lives. !7e are in danger of creating a disillusioned
generation with a very negative image of our society.
It is of the utmost importance for a joint effort to be
made to offer these young people additional vocational training and especially training places in firms
so that they may subsequently find employment. We
appeal to the Member States to make a concerted
effort in this respect, and when the European Social
Fund is restructured, we recommend that at least half
of the resources be concentrated on projects for young
people.

Mr President, in my statement I have used the words
'need for coordination' a number of times. I7e very
much hope that the Heads of Government who will
be gathering in \Tilliamsburg and also the European
Council, which will be meeting in Stuttgart in June,
will be able to bring about the coordination that is
needed.

lf

435 Members of Parliament from ten countries,
from over 50 political parties and forming seven political groups are capable of taking ioint action here, it
should surely be possible for seven world leaders
meeting in \Tilliamsburg and ten European Heads of
Government meeting in Stuttgart to agree on central
issues. The Christian-Democratic Group calls for an
end to disastrous differences of opinion and for a
shoulder-to-shoulder policy

for the sake of

the

millions of unemployed.

(Applause)

\fle ask for the same attention to be paid to women,
who face the same problems as young people. 5.5 %

Mr President, it is
Sir Fred Catherwood (ED).
- of this Parliament
the belief of almost all Members

of all young people out of work are girls, and we must
also do something for women who still have family
responsibilities or return to the labour market after a
period of family responsibilities. They have no chance
at all in the labour market, and they also have to

that since the high level of unemployment, which we
all deplore, affects all industrial democracies, it is
clearly an international problem that can only be put

contend with out-and-out discrimination. Here again.
we believe the Member States must make a ioint
effort, and we shall give our full support to the proposals that Mrs Gaiotti de Biase has made.

But we must realize, Mr President, that, even with a
better coordinated economic and monetary policy at
inernational level and at European level and with an
enormous social effort to help those hardest hit by
unemployment, we shall not be able in the short term
to create the twelve million jobs that we need.

My group therefore supports the proposals for the
redistribution of work which Mr Papaefstratiou and
Mr Ceravolo have put forward, although we are
thinking in terms of the redistribution not only of
work between the unemployed and employed but also
of paid and unpaid work, of work in the family and
work for remuneration. Ve woulci prefer a flexible
system of shorter working hours that takes account of
the possibilities open both to employers and individual employees. The lwo sides of industry must be

system, with the authorities,
including the Community, no more than laying down
outline conditions. But we must first ensure that

left to devise this

right by international action

action to encourage

job-creating investment by stabilizing
exchange rates,
action to coordinate monetary expansion so that European growth responds to the economies with the greatest growth potential and is not held back by the pace
of the slowest, and, last but not least, joint action to

keep open the common market on which we all
depend and to avoid the re-erection of European frontiers.

So the majoriry of us, though not all, believe that no
single nation in Europe is powerful enough to engineer its own recovery and no nation itself is strong

enough to protect itself from the consequences of the
slump by protectionist measures or by devaluation of
its currency. Yet there are Members here, a minoriry
of Danish Members, a small minority of British
by now even a minority of the Labour
Members
- but a majority of the party in Britain
Group here
who, against all the evidence and against the strong
tradition that strength comes from solidariry among
those with common interests, believe that Britain's
3 000 000 unemployed will get back to work faster by
working against their comrades in Europe and not
with them. The most brilliant political speech that I
have ever heard was made by Helmut Schmidt to the
Labour Party at the Central Hall, S7estminster.
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in my memory
twelve years later. He said :'\$7e need you'. It was time
then and it is true to day. $7e need here, rn this Parliament and in this Community, the wholehearted
commitment for European and nationaI e conomic
recovery of all major parties in all countries. \fle in
our group are fighting for that.

Three words of his appeal stand out

One of the main pillars of the Bretton !7oods system
was stable currencies based on a stable dollar. That
system gave us for nearly 30 years the greatest increase

in real wealth in the history of the world. Then
America, having financed the Vietnam war by
borrowing, ceased
responded

in

in l97l to support

1973 to the first

the dollar and

oil shock by letting

the

dollar fall, destabilizing all other key currencies. That
resulted in inflation, in high interest rates as countries
competed in the casino of the world money markets,
and in steadily rising unemployment.

Now for economic recovery no one nation acting on
rts own can put that right. Therefore we have to act
together, all of us together.
(ApplL1lt.te)

will not make the new investment needed
for new fobs, new industries, new technologies, new
products
for new jobs do need new investment ;
that investment
will not come unless we once more
stabilize the currencies of the industrial democracies.
Business

So we have got, as a

first priority, collectively to strengthen the European monetary system. Now that system
may not be perfect, but at least rts adjustments are the
result of discussiorr over real issues such as comparative costs and not of the capital flows of the currency
casino. A stronger EMS does not necessarily and automatically stabilize the dollar and the yen, but will be
strong enough to exercise a gravitational force and be
a powerful basis for negotiation. But to achieve that
we need to act together.

The first step in strengthening the EMS, in recoverrng
the currency stabilify needed for investment and jobs,
is the full inclusion of sterling, still a major reserve
currency.

The last Labour Government in Britarn decided to
keep sterling out. The present Labour policy is

committed to a unilateral 30 o/o devaluation of an
uncommitted sterlrng. Our group have always advocated the full inclusion of sterlrng, and so has the
present British Government as soon as the time is
right. The rate is now right for the first time, but we
now need an election so that the people of Britain can
decide before sterling can be committed, the EMS
strengthened and, step by negotiating step with dollar
and yen, the currency stabiliry restored on which
investment and jobs depend. This is a highly tech-

nical matter, but nevertheless

it is on

these hrghly

technical matters that the emotional issue of jobs
depends and we have got to get agreement on it. We
shall not get agreement on it while large groups

decrde that they want to go

it

alone. Greater currency

stability will lessen the protectionist pressure. \Tithout
currency stability, far too much pressure is put on the
second pillar of Bretton \Woods, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, to encourage the increase
in international trade. That pressure that is put on rhe

Bretton 'SToods Agreement pushes people

towards

protectionism. \When you have tiny differences negotiated in the GATT and the huge differences in interest
rates and in currencies not negotiated, you have a ridiculous situation which has got to be put right. Once
more we have got to bring currencies and interest
rates back into international negotiation in order to
get the kind of stability that we got in Bretton !(oods,
which gave us the full employment that we had for 30
years after the war.
Meantime, if we are to get Europe's unemployed back
to work we have srmply got to keep our own common
market open, so that our own industry has complete
security to invest for the whole of that market, so that

small countries such as Belgium and Holland and
Denmark do not suddenly find that industries that
have invested in their countries are stopped from
sending their products to the rest of the Communiry.
That security rs fatally undermined if one major
country goes protectionist. No one will invest for that
market and, knowing the inevitabiliry of countervailing measures, no one in it will dare invest either,
so that the investment and the jobs in any country
that goes protectionist will go down and not up and
there will be more and not less unemployed. The
sooner we have the rssue settled, the sooner Europe

will

recover.

Finally, if we are to have a relance we can only do it
together. S7e have seen that if one country expands
alone it is swamped by imports ; ir creates jobs, but

not for its own

people

; its

trade deficit

soars

;

its

currency comes under pressure and it has to come to
a stop. If Labour's unilateral poticy had the slightest
chance of being successful, we mrght undersrand it.
But to insist on unilateral action which will fail and
also to undermine successful collective action, that is
absolutely unforgiveable folly.
(Altplausc)

The six committee chairman under Vice-President
Nikolaou were authorized to commission a team of
economists to take the best advice in Europe on the
ways to put right what has gone wrong in the European economy and to get our 12 million back to
work. As rapporteur for that group, I am enormously
encouraged by the work they have so far done, as I
hope everyone here will be when the report comes up
in the summer for discussion in the committees and
then rn Parliament. There is broad agreement on what
has gone wrong, and it is clear that there are ways to
put it right and to get the European economy back on
the rarls and our 12 mrllion back to work again.
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To get out of this crisis, we need above all to work
together. There is no point in producing reports if
action is not taken. Action depends on national
governments. Our group, the British and Danish
Conservatives, are pledged to take joint action with
the Community, and so are the British and Danish
Governments. That is the way forward
not unilateral action, which is disastrous and undermines
what

we are all trying to do together

in

Europe.

the strongest nations prevail and the very rypes of integration within the Community which have so far been
achieved are called into question.

The reports clearly show how great the danger is for
Europe. In the present struggle for a new international
division of labour, western Europe can only deal with
the situation if it coordinates its efforts at economic
and political level and manages to assert its autonomy.

To do this, however, urgent steps must be taken to

(Applause)

reverse the present trends.

The situation, as we all know, is serious. The level of
unemployment is the most worrying symptom of the

Mr Fanti (COM).

Mr President, in this first
- 0D
speech the Communist
Group wishes to express its
general opinion on the present session ; we are facing
the central problem of the Communiry, a problem

which seriously affects the lives of its people and
consists in the appearance and establishment of one
of the gravest and most dangerous of economic and
social phenomena.

crisis. The future is full of unknown factors and in the
face of competition from huge economic blocs, such

as the American and the Japanese, protectionism is
no use, and national attempts at barriers and self-sufficiency are no use. The way towards economic and
subsequently political nationalism has already been
trodden in the past, and has brought disaster on
Europe and on the world. .

urious

In the fifties great

(Applau.re .front

of

'While the different countries have problems which

changes had already driven mrllions
workers out of the productive process as represented by agriculture, and they then went to work in
industry; it was in these very years that the Communiry came into being. Now, however, there is a mass
expulsion of millions and millions of workers from

industry, and their prospects are uncertain

and

confused.

The facts which we have again been given
morning are striking because they show how

this
this

phenomenon attacks the living and working prospects
of the younger generations at the very roots. There is
no miracle cure. In this speech, I want to try to talk
about what, in spite of differing attitudes towards the
reports, seems to be the factor which they all have in
common : it is this common factor which allows us to
continue our debate in a constructive and positive
way.

Our group has contributed to this wide debate in the
form of three reports from Mr Leonardi, Mr Ceravolo
and Mr Martin. Other colleagues in my group will
speak specifically to each of the six reports. It is my
concern, I repeat, to point out this common factor. It
consists, in my opinion, of our common need, in
order to deal with unemployment and to combat it
vigorously and successfully, to see measures taken by
the Communiry not only at the social level but also at
the economic level. This assessment is based on the
conviction that no European country, whether it is
Federal Germany or France or any other, is capable by
itself of solving the very serious problems which face
us and of beginning to develop once more.

The European Community today risks being seriously
affected by aggressive competition from the United
States of America and Japan. In the face of this attack,
the basic weaknesses of the Community come to the
fore : the interests of the dominant social groups and

sides)

are different and specific to them, the crisis does have

a supranational dimension. Only if the whole European economy is taken into consideration can we
achieve the economies based on enterprise, concentration of effort and rationalizations which will enable us
to begin to change the way in which industry works.

But there are still more considerations : in this situation, among many political groups and in the realm of
ideas the realization has begun to gain ground that the
old formulae are no longer sufficient and. the conviction has grown that it is necessary to intervene in the

productive system to remove structural limits and
obstacles. Therefore, research and debate on the state,
the administration of the economy and rational and
supranational planning return to the fore as the way
which must be followed in order to prevent the
increasing weight of the crisis from falling on the
weakest, whether social classes or countries.

This is what we are talking about. $7e must try

to

draw conclusions from this debate. However, we must
ask ourselves a very precise question : what follow-up
will there be to our conclusions ? I put the question
because, recently, our European Parliament has been
and continues to be the object of considerable attacks
from the press, political forces and public opinion in
Europe. I leave aside, naturally, all mention of scandalmongering. I refer, for example, to that political criticism which has come from an authoritative French
newspaper concerning the non-existence of the European Parliament.
However, is it us who don't exist, or is
ment of the Community ?
(A1t1tla

ust .f ront uariou-t sitlc-r)

it

the govern-
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The power of this Community to take decisions does
not, as we know, reside in the European Parlrament

but in the

Governments ; and this is one of the
reasons for the present crisis. It is not pessimistic to
say this to the representative of the Council of Minis-

ters. Stimulating and urging on the Council of Mrnisters and the European Council means exercising those
functions which it has so far shown and continues to
show that it is not capable of exercising; so it is that,

this year, not even the agricultural prices have
been fixed

yet

!

For four years the European Parliament has put
forward proposals, especially in the economic, monetary and social field. Our final proposal will probably
concern the reform of the very powers to take decisions of the Community and its Institutions.

It is all these

proposals, economic, social, monetary,

political and institutional, which we commit ourselves
to take for the workers and our people in order to
help our common battle for recoverv and renewal in
Europe and to ensure that the fight against unemployment is a real one.
(Applause

front urious

Mrs Nielsen (L).

sides)

(DA) Mr President, we in the
regret that the Parliament

Liberal Group very- much

theories, but nowhere have these theories shown the

way to any usable solutions for the unemployment
problem. And this is quite simply due to the fact that
the economic policy, and especially the employment
policy, is of such a complex character that there does
not exist any single economic model which can show
the way to a usable solution.

The assumptions behind these theories don't come
true either. They quite simply fit another sociery than
the one we are living in now. They are founded on
the fact that wages could both increase and

decrease,

but unfortunately this has not been the case in the last
few years. If these assumptions have not come true,
then this is due, among other things, to a virtually
unyielding demand from the unions that real wages
should not be touched, even if this in reality is tantamount to the fact that solidarity is only valid for those
who have a job, at the expense of those who cannot
get a job. Solidarity is a key concept in this debate. It
is about the solidarity of those who have a job with
the jobless. It is about solidariry berween the industrialized countries in the sense that they take care not to
export their unemployment to other countries. And
not least it is about the fact that the rich countries of
the world must show solidariry towards not only the

unemployed people of the third world but also
towards its starving population. As you know, this fact
has been underlrned many times in this Parliament.

has not been willing to comply with a proposal in
which we stated that before this meeting was held, it
was absolutely necessary that the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs gave their opinion.
This is because we in the Liberal Group are clearly of
the opinion that we cannot solve the very serious
problem of the large numbers of unemployed solely
through social means. The problem must also to the
greatest extent be solved by economic means. But
unfortunately what happened was, that the socialists
tried to monopolize the social side of the matter, and
therefore we could not have an opinion from the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. Vhen
one bears in mind that the only factor which can
really generate jobs for the many unemployed is a
sound economy in our Member States, healthy
economic conditions for our enterprises so that they
again dare have faith in the future, and so that they

Parliament, through our daily work, to transform our
wishes into something which the Council of Ministers
and the Commission can rransform into practical poli-

dare invest and thereby create new jobs, then I do not
understand at all that one can ignore the economic
aspect completely and put the Parliament in this situa-

!(e in

tion.
Therefore we hope that by tabling amendmenrs we
can get the majoriry of Parliament to understand that
through socialist talk and socialist ways of tackling

problems one does

not solve the deeply serious

problem we face, and to acknowledge that the various
formulas for economic policy by which one trred to
solve the unemployment problem when one was in a
similar situation many years ago cannot be employed
today. One believed in Keynes' theories, at another

stage one believed in Friedman's monetaristic

All

types

of solidarity must be trusrworthy,

because

slogans and declarations of solidarity are not sufficient

any longer. Now we must act. \fle really must come
forward with something concrete, and

I

must say that
I exclude Mr
- not distinLeonardi's sensible report
do certainly
guish themselves by being -realistic ; they are full of a
lot of words and terms that cannot really be transseveral of the reports we have debated

formed into practical politics, which can generate
jobs. The former steel workers of Lorraine and
'STallonia
cannot tolerate much longer that we just
speak about solidarity. And thar goes for the people af
the third world too. Therefore it is up to us in the

tics. Otherwise we

will get

nowhere.

the Liberal Group are really worried about what

is no more than a nostrum from the Socialist side for
creating jobs for people, namely to reduce working
time. !7e feel this is a policy of abandonment.'What
has become of imagination ? \7hat has become of the
will to create something new ? It is only through
increased growth, as the President-in-Office of the
Council mentioned, that we can create more jobs. !7e

are facing great challenges. The new technologies
have come to stay. If we have the imagination, if we

have the will, then we can utilize the new technologies. \We can, rf we wish to. We have not sufficiently
demonstrated the will to do so. It is not enough just to
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give up and distribute the existing amount of work to

the total mass of workers. No, let us demonstrate that
we have the imagination and the

will to create jobs for

the many who have none by competing in the large
world markets, and this, indeed, wrth goods that are
sellable because of their quality and because of their
competitive price. If we are capable of this
and we

in the Liberal Group believe that we
be

- wish to
are, rf we

then we are also able to tackle that competition

- means that we can get people
which

are not suitably qualified.
(Becau.te o.f a pouer.fttilure in tbe clsrtntber, tVr Lle l"t
hlalinc requested tbat the proceeding-t be -ruspendtd
tbe stttnrg u:as suspended at 12.40 1t.m. and
12,50 p.n.)

Mrs Anglade, (DEP).

combating unemployment in the Communrty. If we
have no Community socral policy it is because we

have no Community economic policy. So how on
earth can a policy for combating unemployment be
defined on the basrs of the deep-lyrng disparities in

our present economic policies

jobs.

I shall end by saying that all this talk about getting
jobs for people is of very little use when there srill
exists in the Council of Ministers a certain Member
State which does not want to discuss what is absolutely necessary, and that is education. 'We musr get
people vocationally trained so that they are properly
prepared for the iobs that may come. But if educational matters are not permitted in the discussions of
the Council of Ministers, then the whole procedure
will come to a halt, and we might as well stop talking
about getting jobs for people. We cannor do so if they

-resuncd at

for young people, modcrnisrng our production instruments, ansd so on. None of these ideas is technically
bad in itself but they all have their limits. Ar all
events, they are not enough to form a real policy for

(FR) Mr President, ladies

and gentlemen, this more than importanr debate on
employment ought, in my view, to have had more
time and gone deeper. The fact is that, today, unemployment in the Community is on an unprecedented
scale. I will spare you the figures because they have
been told and retold but I would want them to remain
an obsession for us because it is no exaggeration to
say that unemployment is not only an economic
cancer in the Communtrty but also an affront to the
digniry of those robbed of the right ro work and a
danger for our democracies, one of whose essential
demands is that undeserved inequality be overcome.
Given the seriousness of the present economic and
social situation it is no longer sufficient to agree to
note the social scourge of unemployment, we have to
agree to fight it. Job seekers demand fewer words and
more action. That is the task of the Community, that
is the block it stumbles on. There is a contradiction
between the vast number of declarations and proposals from the Commission and our Parliament and the

7 Some Member States

give priority to deflationary policy aimed at cooling
down the cconomy and others to reflation policy
aime d at stimulating consumption. Clearly these

diametrically opposed options lead to different
approaches in the fight againsr unemployment.

Though not discounting the idea of a European pact,
we need very quickly to find common measures. The
Group of European Progressive Democrats advocates
three lines of action. Firstly, the implementation of
selective action whereby viable lobs may be created (I
say viable because employment subsidised out of
economic necessiry rs in fact bad business for the
national communities). This effort would relate mainly

to small and medium-size

businesses, craft busrnesses

and trade, thus enabling manpower to be maintained
in the small and medium islands. It should also aim at
the development of the advanced technologies needed
for our productron base to be capable of international
competition. Secondly, the implementation of a fully-

fledged training policy matching our present and
future needs. Lastly, as well as these remedial meaures,
real preventive action in terms of equipping school
children and students to meet the economic needs of
the future, so that a child of seven today may make
his tranquil way towards the trades and disciplines he
will have learnt how to select and practise. For this
one thing is necessary: coordination between the

school, university, business and firm and the
reconciliatron between institution and e ntrepreneur
through mutual recognition of each other's fundamental social utility.

It is in these ways, Mr

Presrdent, ladies and

gentlemen, that we should act so that the distress of
the jobless is replaced by the hope of finding their
real place in societies that are more equitable, more
human, more prosperous and more free.
(Applatrse)

lack of Community measures in the Councrl.
'We are
faced with a paradox. Unemployment binds
the Community together by a de .facto solidariry since
all Member States, without exception, are affected and
realize the fact, but this sohdarity has not, for all that,
generated any solidarity in action. There are plenty of

studies and

proposals

: reducing working

time,

advancing retirement age, sharing working time and
therefore the shortage of employment, creating .iobs

Mr Vandemeulebroucke (CDI).

(NEl Mr

Presi-

- ago the econodent, ladies and gentlemen, ten years
mist E.F. Schumacher wrote in his bestseller 'Small is
beautiful' that the party is over, and we must now get
down to business. Today work is

increasingly

becoming the reserve of a dwindling privileged group.
The Council's indecision over a new employment
policy is a sad reflection of the internal discord, since
each member van arbeid.
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On the one hand, it is claimed that industry ntust be
kept Iabour-intensive wrth injectrons of goverument
funds, which

will eventually lead to

stalemate ; on the

other neo-liberal doctrine wants to gtve firms more
financial elbowroom, but too much of the help that is
given is going into capital investntents rathcr than tl.re
creation o{ jobs. We must have the courage to face
two facts. The first is that no one has a cut-and-drred
solution to the crisis. The second rs that no society
that has any respect for itself can go on findrng a
moral justrfication for almost 40 Yo of its new genera-

tion being out of work.
The rapporteurs have quite a number of practical proposals. One is that employment should be created in
the quaternary, non-profit sector. This sector forms a

closed rather than an open circuit and does not
produce surplus value that can be drsposed of externally. A conventional profit-making sector must there-

fore remain to provide the Member States with
enough money to sustain this quaternary sector, a
profit-making sector in which the avarlable work is
redistributed in an appropriate manner, through

shorter working hours, alternating work, varrable
working hours, training periods, early retirement and
so on. Above all, imagination will be needed to find
and exploit new areas for employment.

No Member State can meet this challenge on its own.
The Community's first task is therefore to act as the
driving force in devising a new, world-wide economic
model, in forging new relations with the Third Vorld,
which wrll entail a substantial change

in our own

priorities. '$7e must try to develop a new European
sprrit in which far more attention is paid to screntific
research. Research must not be attuned solely to mere
practical economrc profitability : it must also consider
the social implications of the new technologies and
action to offse t employment. The technological
advance will after all grve rise to a completely new
social model. In the technically backward regions the
change will cause major social problems since most
people in such regions have had inadequate technical
training. If the less privileged regtons are not to
become a social powder-keg, they wilt need even
more help from the European Communrty.
Europe should resolutely diversify rts choices of policy
does not want to act as a brake on employment.
The all too one-slded decisron to go for nuclear
energy is a very clear example of what not to do. Past
reports have repeatedly shown that the development

This pronrpts me to

say, Mr President, that European
unification should be accompanied by greater regional
autonomy. The regions themselves should be
permrtted to develop their own employment plans to
meet their very different needs and their own integrated development models on the basis of these
plans. There is room for new iniatives, for a cooperative approach, for the removal of bureaucratic obstacles, for the development of the quaternary sector, for
new employment as efforts are made to protect the
envlromment and to restore the ecological balance.

Regionalism and European unification will complement each other particularly in the context of a new
employment policy. There is a tendency towards uniry
in polrcy, with respect for differences of approach,
since each region knows its own needs best. That is
the essence of the economic federalism to which the
reports pay too little attention. I have therefore tabled
a number of amendments on this subject-

(17) Mr President, Honin this- particularly special session I
should like, on behalf also of my colleagues of the

Mr Romualdi (NA).
ourable Members,

Italran political right, to express our support for European workers and producers whatever thelr status,
sector or category. It is their effort which has largely
contributed, and continues to contribute in spite of
everythlng, to making it possible to withstand the
crisis, which is very serious and theatens to crush the
whole European economy and to reduce to unacceptable levels our technological capacity which is now no
longer able to keep pace with the other great industrial powers, with the disastrous results for the market
and for employment which result and which have
been spelt out by Mr Papaefstratiou in his report. The
report does indeed stress the need for greater public
and private investment in order to create new ;obs and
invites the Ten to devote 1 0/o annually of therr gross
national product to ;oint investment in many basic
sectors of our economy so as to direct the investments
of the various development funds exclusrvely towards
sectors where job creation rs possible.

These proposals, excellent in themselves, obviously
include the comrng about of a real single Community
market. However, what guarantees does the present

renewable energy sources could create over two
yobs. But the development of alternattve
energies would not only have the quantitative effect of

Community offer, rrddled as it is with the egoism and
lack of understanding of the Council and the Commission, the first of which is incapable of going beyond
the indrvidual demands and short-sightedness of the
Ten and the second equally incapable of taking appropriate measures to further the renewal of common
pohcies and the associated coordrnation of economic
and financral activrties beginning with the EMS ?

nologies.

These are shortcomings which the Parliament can
certainly not make up for by itself ; but, aware of these
deticrencies and difficulties, the Parliament has the
dury to point out the way, to remind everyone of their

if it

of

million new

creating new jobs : the qualitative implicattons for
regional distribution would also be extremely important for the Community's employment policy, small
firms being eminently suitable for these energy tech-
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own responsibilities. It must do so firmly, with a sense
of responsibility, without demagogv and ntindful tl.rat
only if every one plays his part can we emerge from

this crisis, ensure the future of the workers

and
managers of the new generation, who must contribute

fully to the common affort, establish an econonry
which is not bound by anachronistic nationalizatrorr,
or by the State or the Community but is free and
enterprising. Such an economy cannot, however,
continue to be just based on wages ; it must also
become an economy

for

in which there

are equal shares

all.

President
The sitting is strspended.
(Ibe sittrng u'Lt-t -ttrpcnded at 1,05 p.nt. and rc-truntd

at 3 p.n.)
IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDESTIELE
Vtce -Prc.t i,len

t

3. Industrial and economic circles still refuse to
accept the inevitablc consequences of rationalization.
'We need modernrzation and ratronahzation.
But if
this does not go hand-in-har.rd wrth control of technology, then any socrery worthy of the name will
break down.
4. The economy

has no intrinsrc value. The value
of an economic system is shown by its effect on the
people subject to it. !/e know what thrs effect is
however you add it up, the Community has 13
million unemployed !

:

Time is running out. New ideas must lead to action.
Policres must change. The politicians' latest solution
is to pass the responsrbilrry for employment onto the
social partners. I am a firm supporter of free collective
bargaining, but even I must admit that in our present
positron the social partners should not accept responsibility for politics. This applies equally to the redistribution of jobs, to restructuring the economy and not
least to the maintenance of socral solidariry.

(DE) Mr President, Ladies and
Mr Vetter (S).
Gentlemen ! Ten years ago the prevailing view on
economic policy in Western Europe was as follows :
today's profits are tomorrow's investment, and jobs for
the day after. The reality of current economic development has given the lie to this theory. !7hat we should
be saying is : yesterday's investment is today's rarionalization and produces more and more unemployment. It cannot be denred that politicians lt our countries have by no means drawn the correct conclusions
from the experience of the last ten years. The arguments now appear to be : today's self-denial is tomor-

Europe, all its instrtutions and this Parliament are not
lackrng rn ideas, but in the means to carry them out.
Simply the fact that it has taker.r us four years to
arrange this debate gives us food for thought on what
the polrtical results should be and what they are likely
to be. Ten years of summit meetings have made me
sceptical. I fear that this Parliament will be forced to
face up to the fact of its own helplessness. We are
credited with powers wl-rrch we do not possess. What
we do l.rave is an undeniable political werght. Let us
make use of rt. Let us demand that the President of
this Parlrament should be allowed to present the views
of this Pariiament to the summrt meettng in Stuttgart.

integral part of the forthcoming policy statement of
the German Government.

(Apltlatt.tt)

row's investment and a contribution towards
conquering unemployment. I fear that this will be an

(Appldilit)
Both arguments have one thing in common : those
who are worst off are to be morally blackmailed into
doing without wage increases
even worse, into

- although the real
giving up social rights and benefits,
reasons for rhe crisis are a lack of control by society of
technology and unsolved structural problems. No
honest politician would deny this to himself. A lack of
courage and fear of change are sending us down the
wrong road. I have come to the following conclusions :

1.

Despite all the hopes of an improvement in the
economy, there is no real prospect of an economic
upswing that could provide the basis for a return !o
full employment. False optimism and false pronouncements cannot change the basic economic situation.

2. During a period of high profits, serious mistakes
were made under the blanket of the growth-at-allcosts costs ideology. I name only two : the economy
had total priority over ecology and investment for
profits in the short term had total priority over investment to eliminate structural distortions in the future.

Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti (EPP).

(IT) Mr

President, colleagues, unfortunately, Mr Vetter,
this is
the second debate that this Parlrament has held in one
and a half years. In September 1981, at Strasbourg, the
Parliament already discussed the problem, and in spite

of this the subject of unemployment has become a
matter of urgent prioriry as it affects the economles
and policies of the Community in the present and the
future and, at the same time, all matters concerned

with socral

relations.

If it is true that, durrng this period, there has been a
more detailed analysis of the Community economic
framework and the reasons for its lack of development, it is also true that there has been no significant
improvement in the range of measures which could
be proposed to reverse the trend in a defrnrtive

manner. The traditronal economic instruments

employed by the Governments of the Member States
were valid up to 1970. However, it took only a few
repercussions due to external factors for the situation
not just to grow worsc but to become disastrous, with
serious effects for employment.
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After the first great oil crisis n '73, the situation
seemed rncreasrngly difficult to control. A series of
measures which, however, were only contrngency

we have the possibility of giving frnancial aid to small
and medium-sized enterprrses.

measures, were then without any coherent and organic

the third phase we began a rlew stage of plannrng. S/e want to say to the Commission that it does
not seem to go far enough : the increase in funds for
the budget and therefore gorng above the one per cent
ceiling in VAT could have been proposed again. In
the second place, we want to say to the Council of
Ministers that what interests us is a new scrutiny of
the Institutrons. This Parliament wants to be legally
binding : rt will be so if all the political forces looking
at institutional matters rnsist on a Communiry
economic policy.

medium and long-term economrc and social policy.

The ecor-romic and social crisrs exrsts, and no-one
wants to hrde or minimize it. It is, however, a crisis
which is not viewed with political resignation or rn
the hope that events will improve by themselves, since
public and private undertakings in the Community
are, in the rneantime, moving ahead and making
consistent attempts to modernize their technology in
order to meet the massive challenge of comperition

coming,

in

particular, from the United States and

Vith

Japan.

(Applause)

Thrs is a reply to the challenge which affects the most
industrralized of the Community countrres and whose
effect, unfortunately, is to reduce the number of ;obs
considerably to an extent which is out of proportion
to the number of jobs which can be provided by firms
producing the new technology.

has progressed two heretical
thoughts have been going

There is, therefore, an imbalance which must be faced
urgently and with determination.'W'e are doubtful that
there can be a simple exchange of workers between
sectors which are shedding the workforce and those
which are producing the new technology. The balance
is negative and it would be politically short-sighted to
create answers on this basis.
'$7e know what
economic resources are available. \7e

need, therefore, to analyse planning instruments as a
matter of urgency, in order to make the best use of
resources, directing them towards the certain creation

of stable jobs and, at the same time, acting withrn
traditional industries, within small and medium-sized
industries composed of undertakings which so far
have been left to themselves and relegated to the role
of a modest accompaniment to large firms : most
undertakings in the Community are small and medium-sized and they give employment to 50 o/o of all
Community workers.
Now, during the debate which the European Parlrament will hold here in Brussels, there are two aspects
which could be called new and must be stressed and
which this time must not be left out of the polrcy

considerations of the Stuttgart Council on 6 and 7
June : the role of small and medium-sized businesses
and the reductron of working time.

For the f irst of these, all available financial means
must be, whether Community or national, to put
these businesses into a position where they can
operate competitively on an enlarged rnternational
market. In this regard, I should like to mentron that
the New Community Instrument, at the first budget
allocation, granted industrial loans ro small and medium-sized artisan enterprises which are in zones which
do not have regional priority. This grant was repeared
at the second allocatron. Therefore, for the first trme,

Mr Patterson (ED).

Mr President, as this

debare

through my mind. The first has been the question :
how many jobs are going to be created in Europe by
all these speeches ? And the second has been the
point that what is needed rn this debate perhaps at
this moment is a bit of optimism. Now maybe the
answer to the first point lies in the second. If we here
can give the people of Europe some hope, then it is
the people of Europe themselves who will create the
jobs by investing, by starting up businesses or coopera-

tives and by exercising their historical inventiveness.

The statistics which we have before us are formidable.
It is not just the overall unemployment figures which
are worrying, but the details of the l2 million. Nearly
one-third have been out of work for a year or more
and of those 1.5 million are under 25. The Commission estimates that over 60 billion ECU (l 34 billion)
is spent yearly throughout the Community on unemployment benefits. It is estimated that an economic
growth rate which has not been achieved for 10 years
is needed to prevent matters getting worse. Finally, we
know that in a modern economy some 77 000 ECU of
capital investment is needed to create one new industrral job. On this basis we need investment equal to
half the Community's entire GDP. The problems then
are colossal. Nevertheless we must believe that they
can and will, and indeed are, being solved. Vhat is to

be done

?

First, we must re,ect the temptation of false gods.
Unemployment is a common problem and logic tells
us that there will be common solutions. The road
down which some Socralists
in particular rhe
British Labour Party
wish to- travel, a retrear into

-

national protection and isolation, can lead only to
disaster. Socialism, rn my opinion, can never work.
'$7e in Brrtain may shortly be called upon
ro vote in a
general election, and we have the very salutary lesson
of President Mitterand's France on our doorstep. But
even the French Government is not guilty of the reckless disregard for reality compounded with hypocrisy
evrdent in the British Labour Parry's officiat policy.
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They say, in their statement, that we must cooperate
to survive. They then promise exchange controls,
tariffs and the idiocy of withdrawal from the European
Community. That step alone could add another 2.5
million to the United Kingdom's dole queues, I said
that road leads to disaster, and indeed we know from
historical experience that it does. Exporting unemployment to your neighbour, whicl.r is what official Labour
policy means, was tried in the 1930s. Let the Thirties
stay buried and with them the official policy of the

British Labour Party. $/e in this Parliament, by
contrast, must emphasize the need of the nations of
Europe and indeed of the whole free world to cooperate in reversing the recession.
There are some hopeful signs. First, we are beginning
at last to master the scourge of inflation into which

rncreases of the 1970s plunged us.
Controlling inflation was always the necessary condition for economic recovery and a subsequent reduction in unemployment. Greating jobs by printing
money was always
I think it was Keynes who said
this
like pushing- on a piece of string. Resolute policies -are now getting inflation under control. In the
United Kingdom it is now down to 4.6 70, the lowest
for 15 years. In Denmark, another country led by

the oil-price

Conservatives,

it is similarly coming down. Sound

financial policies are paying off. This in turn is being
reflected in business confidence. For example, recent
surveys reveal a sharp increase in optimism both in
Britain and in Germany. \flhat we must do rs to make
sure that this fluttering of recovery rs nurtured and
translated into lasting fobs.
First, the Community must make an especial effort to

pull itself together. The concept of an employment
pact or an agreement on employment will concentrate
the minds of everybody. My group has set out what we
believe should be the main elements of such an agreement in Amendment No 118 which I commend to
the House. Member States must coordinate their medi-

um-term economic policies much more effectively
and the Treaty says already that they should do so.
The Communrty, for its part, must reorganize its frnancial resources so as to concentrate on the task of job
creation. Everybody knows what is required. It means
budgetary reform so that a much higher proportion of

the budget is spent on promoting investment and
training and far less on supporting useless agricultural
surpluses. It means making use of the economic
strength of the Community in the world to develop
the Community's borrowing and lending powers. It
means renewed plans to complete rhe internal market.
It means a free labour market.

taking place and the people of Europe will

rescue

themselves.

(Applaust -fron

tht Ettrofit,ttt Denrocratic

Grotrp)

(FR) Mr Presrdent, the
Mr Frischmann (COM).
figures are indeed impressive
and disturbing. The
unemployed in the Community already total over 12
million and the forecast is for over 14 mrllion by the
end of the year.
These figures are far from exaggerated, as we know;
rather they are eloquent, particularly after 25 years of
existence of the Community institutions and after the
promises of the Treaty of Rome with its claim to
guarantee full employment. Let us not mince our
words : these enormous figures and the gloomy prospects we fear represent the failure of a Europe that
can neither avoid the crisis nor apply the right remedies. They also represent the failure of a management
based solely on criteria of financial viabiliry. Third
and last, they spell the failure o[ the austeriry policies
that have held back, and still hold back, growth and,
therefore, employment. The result is a vast waste of
human, social and financial resources, particularly for
the millions of unfortunate workers' families and for
the millions of young people and women who are the
hardest hit. The Member States of the European
Community cannot seriously deny their humbling

responsiblity

in this field, nor can the

European

Communiry itself, which has coordinated austerity
policies, deflationary policies and the dismantling of
industries.

Let me take one flagrant example. Between 197 5 and
1980 nearly 60 000 jobs were written off in the steel
industry and 23 000 in the coal mines in France. And
over the same period, via the ECSC budget, the
Community committed FP 720 million purely in free
grants and subsidies for restructurrng and investment.
So where have these FF 720 million gone ? Though

the EEC countries need a strong steel and

coal

industry, the Community has spent this money, out of
the taxpayers' pocket, not on employment but on a
disindustrialization strategy which has contributed to
the economic recession and to the aggravation of the
crisis.

These are absolutely scandalous facts because, obviously, the money could have served a more useful
purpose. Since then, incidentally, France has shown

it is possible because, in two years, it has begun
to halt the growth of unemployment and to reduce
inflation. But what immediately followed ? A coalition
of reactronary governments and speculators attacking
its currency and doing all they could to wreck the

that

French experiment.

I end on this note, Mr President : !fle have set out
what we believe should be this employment pact in
our amendment. I commend it to you. They are not
impossible tasks to set ourselves. All that it needed is
a little will to foster the growth which is already

It. is to these policres, these attitudes, these manouevres that we have to put an end. The primary need

in a resolute campaign against the problems of unemployment is to work out the economic conditions
necessary for employment and for social progress.
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The first such condition is growth because without it
we shall never recover the necessary pace of job creation. Growth is also necessary to meet requirements
which are, notiwithstanding the views of a[[ those who
consider that workers consume too much, immense. It
is also necessary to create scope for job-creating investment.

The second condition is an increase rn markets and
consumption, in company with the fight against inflation. !7e shall never change the way things are going
if we do not safeguard purchasing power, particularly
for the countless numbers of the poorest amongst us.

An example of the opposite policy has fully demonstrated its evils in this direction.
The third condition is of an industrial and financial
nature. To encourage productiviry and competitive-

ness, the countries in the Community have to be
given the means of industrial development in all
sectors and for all types of undertaking, including
SMEs, cooperatives and the public sector. All enterprises have to be induced to investigate the criteria
they need to meet in order to be able to invest and

create jobs. To this end, we have to mobilize all available financial resources, national or Communiry funds

and self-financing too. I repeat, it is possible to take a
completely different line from what has been done up
to now but there has to be the political will to do so
otherwise it is all words, of which we have already
heard too many this morning.

As regards social policy options, three
us to call for special attention.

areas seem to

First of all, there is the gradual reduction of working
time to 35 hours a week in order to open the doors of
enterprises to new workers and in order to humanize
working conditions. The Commission and the
Council should come out clearly in favour of this

major reform which would help negotiations to reach
the rapid results that are necessary. \7e would like to
make it clear at this point, that, if this reform is to be
of benefit to the economy, the reduction of working
time to 35 hours a week must also imply the maintenance of full purchasing power as rightly demanded by
the trade union organizations. The contrary would be
a disaster both for the economy and for employment.

(Applduse on the bencbes of tbe Cotnrnunist dnd
Allies Group)
The second area is the increase in workers' democratic
rights. \Ve know that a reform of this kind has to be
won by the workers themselves and left-wing governments as is the case in France. But the resistance of
the conservative majoriry in this Parliament, in
connection with the Vredeling proposal on the information and consultatron of workers, has shown that
economic democracy is still the subject of a life and
death struggle. The fact remains that the reform is
essentral. $?'orkers have to be able to monitor manage-

ment decisions, they could have helped to avoid the
waste that we have been denouncing and these new
rights for the workers would also help to give better
control over the introduction of new technologies,
partrcularly in order to safeguard and dc'velop employment ln the regrons concerned.
The third and last area is vocational training which we
regard as an investment in the future. We earnestly
recommend that a highly ambitious trainrng policy be
developed in all countries in order to sccure qualified,
but stable, employment for all young people leaving
the school system and all adults needing trarning.
Lastly, we fully understand that. to achieve these objectives, there would have to be a new use of the Commu-

nity

instruments

in order to help

countries that

genuinely wish to offer all these prospects to young
people. The point is that although each Member State
has to shoulder its vital responsibilities in this fight
for employment, it rs quite clear that the Communiry

has

a

specific and important part

to play in

the

measures to be taken. It must help, not hinder, the
efforts of the Member States resolutely committed to a

policy of economic revival.

It

should therefore stop devoting finance and assistance simply to the suppression of jobs and the
destruction of productive capaciry. \Uhy not devote
this finance and assistance to specific commrtments in
terms of reducing working time, creatrng skilled jobs
and modernizing facilrties in order to reversc the logrc
I should say the illogic of the way things are
-administered at the moment- ?
(Applduse .from tbe btncbc-r o.f tbt Conntrrniit and
Allies Grory)

Mrs von Alemann (L).
(DE) Mr President, Mr
Vetter said a moment ago-that policres must change.
Mr Vetter, the socral partners must also change. I
would like to focus on just part of the problem of
unemployment, unemployment among women. In
my opinion there must be changes in all

areas, not

just 'at the top'. The real figures for female unemployment are much worse than those shown in official
statistics. The real figures are qurte drfferent, because

many women do not bother to register wrth the
employment exchanges because they know they are
no longer entitled to unemployment benefits.

If

in

we want to grve women an opportunrry of working
better-paid professions, then we must give them

proper vocational trarning. One of the most difficutt
problems is the fact that women find it demonstrably

harder

to obtain training opportunities than young

men. Part of the reason for this may well be a lack of
persistence on the part of girls, but rt rs also because
they are not given sufficrent counselling in schools,

and above all because this counselling is not
consistent. We know from all countnes in the
Communiry that the counsellrng is quitc srmply
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inadequate and that it bears no relation to the present
job market and employment position. All countries

must improve the standard of counselling on the rype
of job to look for and train for.

If we look at how our young people are being trained,
then young girls are still being trained in the so-called
traditional female professions, although we know that
many of these jobs are seriously threatened by rationalization. This can only be changed if we can persuade
young girls, employers and vocational training centres
that training should be given in areas not traditionally
open to women. $7hat sort of jobs are these ? Generally they are better paid jobs than those usually available. \7e could therefore simply say that girls should
also be trained for the better-paid jobs.

The committee of inquiry into the situation of women
held a hearing yesterday and the day before in Luxem-

bourg at which education, training and vocational
training for girls were discussed, and I can tell you
that we must also look at the European Social Fund

It is
not only a question of whether funds should be

and consider how we can improve matters here.

increased, we must also consider how these funds are
of

to be used. Mr Vetter spoke of Parliament's lack
power.

I

believe such words to be very dangerous.

'W'e are here

to take initiatives. we are not a govern-

ment. IUTe are aware of this and from this point of
view this part-session is to be welcomed. However, at
the summit meeting rn Stuttgart, the governments
should make every effort to reach decisions and not
simply to issue statements. As we have said on previous occasions and can only repeat : the employment

situation

in the Community cannot be improved

without sensible cooperation.
Mobiliry of labour is constantly being advocated. It is
time the Member States finally agreed on a sensible
solution. !fhy, for example, can my Greek nanny,
who went to school in Germany, not find a job in
Greece, simple because the Greek government does
not recognize her German school leaving certificate ?
It is an intolerable situation if the Member States
cannot even agree on recognizing each other's educational and vocational qualifications.

(Interjection

b1'

fuIr. Konstantinos Nikolaou)

Of course, my criticism is also aimed at the German
Government. I think, however, that there is a certain
amount still to be done in this area to which we

However, recognition of the fact that there are more

than 12 million currently unemployed in the European Community is not enough. Statements that this
figure could rise to 15 million in 1985 are a negative,

hopeless and defeatist attitude. The young people of

the Communiry, who constitute approximately 40

0/o

of the total number of unemployed, will not thank the
European Parliament for this resigned approcah. The

ydung expect and deserve answers, and if

these

answers are not forthcoming from us as parliamentar-

ians, I would fear that the youth would look cynically
at our institutions and turn their backs on the parliamentary process.

A debate such as this in itself achieves nothing. It is
not enough to talk about the problem. S7e need

to alleviate the
festering problem of unemployment. This Parliament
cannot disregard the fact that the long-term solution
commitment and concerted action

lies in the restoration of economic growth. The
or failure of any employment policy will be
largely determined by investment. 'We are in the
midst of a massive change in the world order. !7e
must pursue every means of taking the lead in the
new technological world instead of cowering timidly

success

behind it. Schemes aimed at benefiting young people
must concentrate on training measures in areas where
real and lasting employment lie, in, for example, small
and medium-sized enterprises.
Closer contact between teachers and pupils on the
one hand and businesses and industry on the other is
now called for. School activities should reflect society

and working life more. Young people should

be

encouraged to set up their own businesses and thereby
create new jobs for others. \fle propose the introduction in Europe of junior achievement programmes

which act as a training and development exercise
aimed at showing young people the full business
cycle. I would therefore have strong reservationg about
paragraph 1 1 of Mrs Salisch's report referring to
training sharing, as this in my view would seriously
hamper the career prospects of those young people.
Mrs Salisch's report calls for an increase of 100 0/o in
the 1984 budget for Social Fund actions. We support
this on the understanding that such an increase would
not be used to deprive other common policies in the
Community of essential funds. A similar proposal is
also made in Mr Papaefstratiou's report, thouSh in less
obvious terms.

should devote our attention.
(Applau-re

from the right)

Mr President, ladies and
Miss De Valera (DEP).
- Member of this Parliagentlemen, as the youngest
ment and one v,ho in that sense represents the youth
of Europe, I would like to thank both Mrs Salisch for
her report on youth employment and Mr Papaefstratiou for his report on the employment situation in the
Community.

The amendments tabled by the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, which have already been
adopted at committee level, also highlight the unemployment problems of the disadvantaged regions and
the job generation process as well as the need for
improved management skills. From the outset it has
been our aim to put forward positive proposals. We
are convinced of the need for a Community venture

capital pohcy. Venture capital firms in the United
States created 130000 new jobs in 1979 with an
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annual sales growth of 33o/0. Estimates lor 1989 are
that sales should be in excess of 100 billion dollars
with a job creation factor of two to five mrllion. The
EPD Group are now tabling a resolution on creating a
favourable environment for venture capital.

The imposition of controls on technological progress
which is advocated does not accord with our beliefs in
a free economy. I also wish to point out the importance of special training establishments and I hope
that funds may be available for these. The reorganization of work, we believe, should not be undertaken
merely to create part-time jobs. In the Irish experience what is wanted are full-time jobs.

In

conclusion, Mr President, while we have reservations about certain aspects of these reports we can,
nonetheless, give them both our conditional support.

I also urge that there be a fundamental change in the
system of taxing enterprises, at least as far as the

collection of employer contributions is concerned.
The basis for these should no longer be the payroll
but turnover, whereas today it is the other way round

in many countries. Employment is

discouraged

because it is taxed and you will agree that that is
absurd. That being so, investment support and taxation systems ought to do more to encourage employ-

ment, particularly at the level of small and mediumsized enterprises. Today, I repeat, it is often the
contrary that happens and this is not understood by
public opinion and in particular the workers and
those without work.

I for my part shall approve
the reports as they are even though there are a
Having made these points,
number of paragraphs

I

do not agree with. The point

Mr Gendebien (CDI).

(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, many positive
things have been said
in all the reports and on all benches, which is why I
regret the demagogic tone of the EPP press release.

is that we have to show our unanimity or, at least,
arrive at a big majoriry when we adopt motions for
resolutions put before us, in order to exert maximum
pressure on the authority with the power of decision,

That being said, have the essentials been stated ? To
whom are we talking ? First, to public opinion in
order to win its confidence. But what budget do we

namely the Council. Admittedly, we do not harbor too

have and what powers ? Next, we are also addressing
the Commission and the Council. But there also is a
fundamental dilemma to be solved. The Commission
on the one hand would like to act but does not have
the power whereas the Council and the national

the power to decide but have
neither the intention nor the will. That is the
dilemma, that is the hypocrisy, that is the tragedy of
governments have

Europe.

Our Europe, ladies and gentlemen, has 12 million
unemployed because we do not have real common
policies in the monetary, industrial, scientific and
energy fields. In other words, our governments are
powerless against the crisis and the nationalist contortions of individual countries are by no means a sound
solution. A case in point is the incredible slowness of
the Council to adopt the new ERDF regulation. So we

need less sovereignty, less nationalism and more

Europe. \7ith no consistent strategy, no transfer of
power and resources to the Communiry, our economlc
recession and our political decline will continue. Similarly, whilst we have to slim down governments at the
top they also have to be slimmed down at the bottom,
in other words powers have to be transferred to the
regions, which are closer to people and to the local
truth.

to have an effective regional policy, real
powers for the regions, on-the-spot value added to
what are known as endogenous resources, a realistic
recapture of domestic and regional markets and a readjustment of working time, in other words not only
shorter working hours but also part-time working with
social welfare guarantees. Above all what we do not
want is dogma and ideology whose failure has been
proved by all history and, recently, by all practice.
So we have

many illusions on that score, bur we hope that the

will one day understand where
their duty lies since otherwise, I fear, an immense
feeling of disillusionment will take hold of public
opinion resulting in an increased number of abstentions in the elections by universal suffrage in 1984.
national governments

Mrs Spaak (NA).
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, I would-like to emphasize one important
dimension of a problem that the European Parliament
has discussed so often

in the hope that, since the

spotlights of the media are trained on this special partsession, we may conclude our proceedings with
concrete proposals and the reaffirmation of our polit-

ical will.
'We know today that we are going through not a
crisis
but a radical change in sociery. Though they may be
unsure about what solutions to apply to the problem,
all the analysts and experts agree that the model of
the 1950s and 1970s belongs to the past and will not
return. In other words, the old patterns have burst
apart and I would like to take rwo examples though

there are many others.
One of the effects of the massive and presumably irreversible arrival of women on the labour market
a
phenomenon of society and not just a women's phenomenon
will be far-reaching changes in the family
nucleus -and social securiry systems. The third directive on the equality of men and women in this field
can admit of no exceptions, and notably by way of the
hypocritical notion of head of household which penalises 95 per cent of women.

My second example is the development of the new
technologies which will change the organization of
the labour market in depth. Today there are 12
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million workless

and by continually repeatrng the
- losing sight of how dreadful it is
figure we are perhaps

in the Community, most of them young people,
-men and women, our brothers and sisters as Commissioner Rrchard said this morning. These 12 million
men and women are regarded and treated today as
misfits and marginals. This social and moral burden is

wholly intolerable.
To confine myself to the problem of employment, we
need to embark, resolutely and without delay, on a
series

of measures all designed to reduce unemploy-

ment and, at the same time, improve the quality of
life. !7e need a new reorganization of working time
and a fairer sharing of responsibility. Ve need to set
up social sharing of responsibility. \(e need to set up
social and cultural infrastructures to suit a new life

In the perrod following the second world war, we had
twenty years of steady economic growth and a very
broad consensus on the technological progress that
enabled lrvrng standards to be raised by the personal
acquisition of goods. This progress did not prevent
social inequalities. Instead they increased, generating
inflation in nrost OECD countrres and inequalitres as
between the OECD countries and the Third Vorld.
But the crumbs falling from the rrch man's table were
enough, at least in our countries, for everyone to have
confidence in technology. That is no longer the case.
In the 1970s the crisis came. To hear some people,
one would think that thrs was the hand of fate and
that its causes were mysterious whereas, if we are
prepared to look squarely at what happens, we can see
that the same phenomena and the same causes always
produce the same effects. The drift from the countryside, highly concentrated and anarchical industrializa-

sryle. Stre need to ad just and improve vocational
training so that men and women can cope with the
new technologies.

whole regions

Only the Community can offer a framework enabling

escaped this

our countries and the regions in our countries to

face

up to this

challenge and this far-reaching change.
!7hat is at stake is, of course, the survival of each of
our countrres but also the credibility of the European

tion and

urbanrzation,

the

disindustrralization of

and the United States has not

- the development of the new techand
nologies, and microprocessors and computer technology in particular, because of the upheavals they
bring about in production fill our societies with fear.

idea.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mrs Duport, (S).
gentlemen, we are -in Brussels today because this is
one of the towns most affected by unemployment but
we could have been in any other town in Europe even
though unemployment there might look slightly
different. We have only one day and a half to make
plain our rwofold resolve : firstly to understand why
this situation is almost tragic and secondly to decide
how to deal with it. That is what I am going to try to
do as a French Socialist.

Too many responsible people, well off and sure of
never being out of work, come to terms with unemployment. For them it is a stroke of fate that only
affects other people. It is something to be happy
about though it may be accompanied by the scatcely
shameful notion that, after al[, it rs merely a question
of a economy which will be in much better shape
after working off its fat. Diets and purging may have
been good prescnptions from the doctor in the tlme
of Molidre but today we cannot accept them. I hold
that this attitude is suicidal. Only a lucid analysis of
the real situation and an unwavering will to face up to
it will enable us to avoid becoming under-developed
countries by the end of this century, since this is

bound to happen if, through weakness, inertia and
egoism, we yield to the evil eating away at our societies. But in that case, what is to be done ? First of all
we need to reach agreement on the diagnosis so that

we can then act effectively together. 'Crisis',

said

Gramsci, 'is when the old dies and the new fails to be
born'. That is the essence of the far-reaching, uncon-

trolled and accelerating change we are
through at the end of this century.

passing

Mergers, concentration, rationalization, and the relocation of production in areas where profits are higher
because wages are very low and where there rs no
social welfare, these are phenomena we do not want to
see continue.

But that is no reason why we should refuse to
approach this technological change with confidence.
It is on this change, if well handled and controlled,
that the world we fashion tomorrow will depend. Our
culture and our identity are under threat if we do not
hold on to this technological independence. Our countries, on their own and together, have very real capabilities but we have to know how to employ them. The
fact that we are scared and fearful rn the face of technological progress is not, of course, the only explanation for our weakness. $fle have to struggle with
floating capital, financial speculation and widespread
disinvestment in Europe and even in the United
States and Canada, where unemployment is as high as
here. Inflation is coming down and unemployment

going up. This is normal because if the purchasing
power of the largest number is reduced, so is demand
and therefore production. And when a country like
France wants to get out of this spiral and takes shortterm and structural mcasures to revive its economy, it
finds itself placed in currency difficulties by its partners. The franc in the European Monetary System is
forced to obey the rules of a solidarity which is rn no
way mirrored at the economtc level and thrs in the

name of the sacrosanct principles of 'f ree trade',
or
although everyone knows that it does not exist
hardly.

-
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But myths die hard. Do we have to give up the fight
together, have enough imagination to
revive our economies by a concerterd effort ? Propo-

or can we,

sals have been made. The European social area was
one. Why have other governments not accepted the
French Government's proposal for the pooling of I o/o
of public investment, with the ripple effect it would
have ? This is unacceptable. Let us hope that, in the
future, a firmer resolve on a clear basis will enable us
to find the cure for a despair which we cannot allow
to spread without great danger from the social standpoint.
(Applause)

(NE) Mr President, ladies
Mr Chanterie (PPE).
and gentlemen, when- the European Parliament
decided in October 1982 to devote a special part-session to employment, we were well aware of the challenge we were setting ourselves. For it is not enough
to take this opportunity to trot out all the statistics yet
again. Nor can we confine ourselves to diagnosing the
problems. 'We must discuss the remedy, the action
that needs to be taken. But I feel I should first refer to
the fundamental change our world is undergoing. In
1974 Leo Tindemans, then deputy Prime Minister of
my country, issued a warning on this when he said :
''What we are facing is not a storm but a change of
climate.' The ensuing years showed he was right. The
situation in our world, in the European Communities,
has changed, more radically and more quickly than
some would like to believe. The crisis we are now
experiencing is not an accident. Nor is it temporary.
In other words, we shall not emerge from it in the
foreseeable future. The crisis, in all its intensity, wrll
characterize the 1980s, because there is worse to
come.

The European Parliament has set itself the task of
examining Europe's place in this changing world and
of deciding what course needs to be adopted in our
policies. The Europe in which the first and second
industrial revolutions took place has become particularly wlnerable, lacking raw materials, lacking a
genuine common poticy, with 12 mrllion unemployed
and about to miss the boat in the third industrial revolution. If we are to survive this dramatic situation, the
old recipes, whether they come from the Left or from
the Right, will not be enough. It is therefore high
time we became aware of the dangers threatening us,
dangers which may eventually undermine democracy.
The representatives of the European people therefore
have the right and the duty to say what the people
want, to confront the Commission and Councrl with
these demands and then to put forward proposals that
these rwo bodies can no longer ignore.

The philosophy underlying the reporrs we

are

is not really new and is very easily
summarized. Only a European policy can guarantee
our future now. This means that the European
discussing today

Community must have more powers, more resources
and better decisron-making procedures.'Where I come
from, we have a simple expression for this : let action
follow words.

I

should like to discuss three aspects in greater detarl.
Firstly, the proposal, for a European Employment
Pact. I would summarize this as follows : the combination of all forces to arrive at a coordinated policy on
economic and monetary matters, on industry, research
and energy and on social and regional questions. This
Pact among the Member States and involving the rwo
sides of industry must result in the formulation of
clear, general directives respected by everyone.

the realization of the internal market,
with the stimulation of public and private
investment, must conclude this industrialization
period and result in the restoration of full employment. It is essential in this context for permanent new

Secondly,
together

jobs to be created and safeguarded and for the profita-

bility of undertakings to be improved. However, the
aims of this poticy can only be achieved in the
medium and longer term, and the 12 million unemployed cannot be left to their fate in the meantime.
That is why we advocate a major and early reduction
in working hours under European legislation, based
on the premise that the competitiveness of firms must
not be affected. The two sides of industry must play
an appropriate role in this process, with account taken
of the situation in the various sectors. The reorganization and reduction of workrng hours are thus regarded
as an employment policy instrument, which will act
as a strong brake on the rise in unemployment. It is
moreover the only way to change the disastrous policy

of financing massive unemployment. Thridly, Mr President, although the fight against youth unemployment
cannot be seen in isolation from the fight against
unemployment as a whole, specific measures are essential if we want to prevent the whole of a rising genera-

tion from being lost to

sociery.

The most effective

in principle already been decrded but not
yet implemented : the introduction of social securify
measure has

for those who have completed their school education.

Mr President, I am coming to the end. According to
various studies the restoration of ftrll employment by
about 1990 is not a uropian goal. But it will not be
possible unless a general, cohesive strategy is adopted,
unless all available resources are used and, above all,
unless the political wrll to succeed is there. The European Council's meeting in Stuttgart may mark the
turning point provided that rt takes decisions rather
than just mapping out guidelines. The alternatrve is

tens of thousands more unemployed, and we cannot
accept that. There is a European way out of the crisis.
That is the message we want to get across today, and it
is above all a message of hope for the younger generation.
(Appl.l use)
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Mr Prag (ED).
Mr President, in the face of the
- unemployment figures we have
frightening youth
it might seem to some that job training,
it is my task to speak about, is too indirect a
remedy. That is not so. It is not so because if our
young people are not given effective training in the
use of new technologies, then our industry and
heard today,

which

will be inefficient. \7e shall grow more and
more uncompetitive not only in world markets but
even in our own Community markets. If we fail to
train our young people effectively, the orders and,
consequently, the jobs too, will go elsewhere, to councommerce

tries which do adopt the most efficient methods and
do train their young people to use them.

our task in job training falls into lwcr
simple categories. First we have to improve the job
Essentially,

training and secondly we must make job training available to all young people who want it. In future, there
must be no unskilled workers. Technology today is
changing faster than
other time in human
job^ny
history. The content of^t
training has failed to keep
up with this rapid pace of technological change. 'We
are still training for yesterday's jobs. Every expert in
the field is aware that a fundamental reorientation is
essential. We must teach people not only to accept
change, not only to cope with change, not only to
engineer it, but also to engineer and guide it. No
training system will be effective unless it has built-in

provisions

for
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a huge leap forward for my country and I acknowledge our debt to other Community countries, especially Germany, in developing it.
Nor should I forget to say here in parentheseis that

more than one-fifth of all job training for young
people in the United Kingdom is financed under
European Community programmes.

I welcome most warmly the Commission's latest
efforts to intiate a job creation programme. But I
repeat the warning of so many colleagues against any
method of reducing working time which would
increase production costs and reduce competitiveness.

The Commission would be deluding young people if
it persuaded them that it could bring them jobs by
such measures. V/hatever other steps we take, nothing

can replace the essential task of expanding and
improving job training. In the long run it will be our
skills that will sell and re-establish Europe's competitiveness in world markets, skills to use new methods,
to market, to design, to finance, to produce and to
sell ; skills to make our factories more productive and
our goods and services better; skills to beat the world,
Mr President. If we have all these, the orders will flow
in again and there will be plenry of work for our

young people to do.
(Applause)

regular monitoring and revision of

IN THE CHAIR:

courses.

the initial period of training for young
people must prepare them not just for a specific,

MRS DE MARCH

Vice-President

Secondly,

specialized fob but for a range of jobs. Today's workers

are likely to have to change the nature of their jobs
several times during their career. Everybody

will

need

a basic knowledge of computerization if they are to be
employable. Indeed, gone for ever are the days when
it was enough to learn to drill holes in wood. The
trade unions made sure that the same people did not
do both and then argued whether plastic was wood or
metal. Today's young trainees need to be given wide
vision and not blinkers.

The Community can help greatly. It helps us all to
learn from each other. In my own country, from
September onwards this year and for the first time in

our history, a new-style basic form of job training

is

being made available for every boy and girl leaving
colleagues of the left
school. That is being done

by . Conservative
government. The
please note
whole system, costing initially I billion pounds a year
is being based on the best practice found in the
Community. It involves not just learning at work and
not just learning at college, but a sensible combination of training, education and work experience : Alternance, as we are beginning to call it in English, in one
of our many borowings from the French language. It
involves a comprehensive system of job training. It is

(GR) Madam President
Mr Ephremidis (COM).
to the Communist
and colleagues, we who belong
Parry of Greece would have welcomed the fact that,
under the pressure of the realiry of 12 million unemployed in the Community, the European Parliament
has decided to debate the problem of employment
and at a special session indeed. S7e cannot do this,
however, because our initial suspicions that the thing

badly-staged farce or even a well-staged
misleading campaign have been borne out by the

is a

main report which we have heard introduced today. In
this there is reference to the dramatic employment
situation in the Community but the real causes of the

problem are concealed, and, naturally, measures are
proposed which always fit in with the interests of the
class of large employers and the monopolies which,
precisely by virtue of their chase after profit, cause,
amongst other things, the problem of unemployment.
Colleagues, on the basis of this, our central standpoint, and in the context of the need for a strategy for
tackling the problem of unemployment, we have
tabled an amendement which provides for spqcific
and effective measures. Measures to contain unemployment, not to wipe it out, because we believe that
under the regime of capitalism, a regime-cum-system
based on exploitation and full of contradictions, unemployment is born out of necessity and that the system
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Ephremidis
avails itself

of it to

amass greater and greater exorbi-

tant profits. To the affront against the unemployed of
Europe by the overwhelming majority in this Parliament we reply with a proposal. Vote for our amendment and for others which are very positive in
tackling the problem, and bear in mind that we are

debating

'Waterloo.

It will

this matter in Brussels, very near to
Your misleading campaign will not succeed.

meet with the resistance

of the workers of

Europe who want to defend the corner-stone of all
their rights, the right to work, and beware that if you
do not support these amendments your misleading
campaign will have its own Waterloo.

Mr

Goerens (L).

(FR) Madam President,

ladies

- disputes the importance of the
and gentlemen, no one
central topic of this special part-session. The many
reports and speeches dealing with the subject simply

the development of job-generating investment This
concern needs to be given absolute priority by this
House.

The gradual materralization of the single market must
take precedence over every other type of action to
combat unemployment. This rs the field that the institutlons need to explort if we want to offer new prospects to young people, to whom the labour market
has little more to offer.

Our Parliament wrll need all its authority to convince
the other institutions and the Member States. A Parliament that notes, points out, warns, claims, etc. does
not yet have the necessary powers to impose its point
of view on rhe other institutrons. The choice of a
place of work patently rll-suited to the circumstances
and requirements of this question is certainly not
designed to strengthen the authoriry which I have
been demanding.

emphasize the scale and complexiry of the unemployment problem. Unquestionably, one of the objects of
this partsession is to create general awareness of the
under-employment problem among all the population

(Apptause from the centre and the right)

our Assembly, I feel that one or rwo fundamental

an

and policy-makers, even if only to prevent the social
and political conflicts to which 12 million workless
could give rise. \7ith regard to the attitude taken by

Mr Eisma (NI).
(NE) Madam President, if the
economy and employment
are to be stimulated, the
Community must provide an impulse for spending. In

comments are called for.

report, the Committee on Social Affairs and Employ-

Firstly, any analysis of the unemployment problem is
incomplete if it considers only the social dimension.
A complete analysis of the situation would tell us that
the loss of jobs is rising needlessly in a political and
economic environment that is disorientated both by
ideological experiments and the resurgence of protectionism.
Secondly, with regard to what ought to be done about

unemployment, allow me to say, Madam President,
that, after the many speeches we have heard from the
various parts of the House, the only problem is which
to choose, though the possibilities of materializatron
are inversely proportional to the number of remedres
proposed by thrs Assembly.

Our only chance lies in our power of

persuasion

which must take the practical form, over and

above

our ideological differences, of a line of argument
strong enough to inspire and encourage the reai
holders of power. Let us therefore have the necessary
lucidity and courage to denounce the countless technical, bureaucratic, customs and monetary obstacles

that obstruct the development of the

European

Community. The coexistence of nine different currencies in Europe, the recapture of national domestic
markets and the dispersal of the financial resources
needed for technologrcal research certainly do not
help to create a favourable economic and social environment for new investment, the decline of which, let
it be said again, is one of the main causes of unemployment. For Europe, it is essential that alt the
Member States be made to obey the rules of a srngle
European internal market. It is the .rinc t1rrct non for

amendement

we tabled to the

Papaefstratiou

ment endorsed this call for a package of measures to
stimulate the economy. The Member States which are
clearly underspending because of their balance-of-payments situation, the inflationary trend and so on,
should also be devoting perhaps 1 o/o of their gross
national product to tax reductions, increasing the
money supply or expandrng government investments.
Not every country has the same abiliry to adjust rf just
one choice is made.

In addition, a joint initrative is required of

the

Member States of the Communiry in order to alleviate

the Third \florld's financial problems through
of supplementary facilities for

improvement

the
the

poorest developing countries. This view was expressed

in an amendment we tabled. In the Committee on
Social Affairs and Employment this amendment was
rejected by the ma joriry, including the Christian
Democrats, but remarkably, and fortunately, their Mr
Herman has now tabled a similar amendment.
Madam President, none of the measures we take will
put everyone back into full-time or part-time employment in the future. I am certatnly less optimistic in
this respect than Mr Chanterie. Retaining the goal of
full employment will therefore arouse hopes that

cannot be fulfrlled in the millions now unemployed
and in the many millions of young people who are
likely to be out of work in the future. An unacceptable split berween the employed and the unemployed, which is already clearly perceptible, might

If this enormous social problem is
to be tackled, thought must at least be grven to rhe
assessment of paid and unpaid work, or voluntary

emerge and persist.

work,

if I

may call

it

that.
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There is a need for a policy on leisure activities, with

thousands of workers have been made redundant, valu-

all that it

able skills lost, manufactunrtg production down by
one-fifth, investment cut by one-third, whole markets
captured by imports of manufactured goods.

entails

for education and socio-cultural

policy, to give people opportunities for self-fulfilment
during the increasing amount of time they do not
spend at work. A policy of this nature must, of course,
be aimed at the long term. A work ethrc that we have
acquired over centuries cannot be changed in a matter
of years. I urge my colleagues to support the amendments we have tabled on this subject. They say that
full employment is no longer a reaLstic goal and that
greater value must be attached to unpaid work as
compared with paid work. Let us abandon our dogmas
and offer Europeans real prospects.

'$7e have an alternative policy, and Socialist governments in this Community have an alternative policy.
Look at what the Socialist Government in France is
doing at the moment. It has cut unemployment by
3o/o.lt is possible if you have the politrcal will to do
it. Economic expansion will make it possible to end

the waste of mass unemployment, but it will

There is an alternative, my friends, but

Madam President, ladies and
Mrs
- some irony that I view this
gentlemen, it is with
session this Parliament is holding over the next two

Clwyd (S).

days.

It is because, over the

last year,

I

was rapporteur

for the Commitee on Social Affairs and Employment.
My job was to try and have social spending in the
Budget this year doubted. I failed. I failed despite all
the crocodile tears shed over unemployment in this
Parliament. I failed despite all the rhetoric and hot air

that has been expended in this Parliament over
last twelve months. I failed because there is not

the
the

political will in this Parliament to put the money into
policies which can help alleviate unemployment. So
all the tatk here over the next two days is, I can assure
you, not going to create one single extra job in this
Communiry. !7e do not have the resources, even tf we
were to shift our money into social spending. Most of
the responsibility for unemployment in our countries
lies with our member governments. It certainly lies
with the government in my country. Let me tell you
what the major job rs for the dock workers in my

constituency. It is to shift so-called dead industries
from \ffales to other countries. They have iust shifted
an aluminium works from my area to Hong Kong
with a loss of thousands of fobs. They are just shipping one of the most modern steelworks in Europe
from S7ales to South Africa, again with a loss of thousands of jobs.

This morning Sir Fred Catherwood attacked my Party.
He said that no one country can do it alone. That is
true and, in fact, I have argued very strongly that we
in this Parlrament should try and control the activities
of multinationals. But again his group voted against
those strong controls.
fact, the present level of unemployment in Britarn
is not an accident, my friend, it is a direct result of the
policy of our government. They cirose to use Britain

In

to test their

theories

on

monetarism and public

spending. '$7e know now what those theories mean in
practice. Nearly three and a quarter million men and
women are out of work, even in the official count.
Plant after plant has been forced to close, hundreds of

also

reduce the human cost of unemployment the poverty,
the broken homes, the increase in illness and suicides.

it is a Socialist

alternative.

Mr Bournias (PPE).

(GR) Madam

President,

ladies and gentlemen,- this mornrng I sincerely
applauded the President-in-Office of the Council of
Ministers for Employment for his speech as well as for
the faith and enthusiasm he inspired in us for
carrying through the task we have undertaken, that is,
to defeat unemployment. Unfortunately I cannot say
the same about the other speeches that have been
made here this morning and this evening, and which
one could say were put together simply and solely for
but also
the sake of drawing applause inside
our Parliament.
outside

-

Ladies and gentlemen, since joining the European
Parliament in January 1981 I have listened to alarm
signals from all sides and from all the institutions of

the Community about rising unemployment in the
member countries of the EEC. Each new President of
the Council of Ministers, in laying out his
programme, gives us the unemployment figures for
our countries and warns us that these will go on
increasing unless immediate steps are taken. The President of the Commrssion, Mr Thorn, repeated his own
SOS in his last speech on 8 February. He did right to
change course from the usual speech-cum-situation

report and to busy himself with this urgent matter,
stressing that June is the deadline for implementing a
joint programme against unemployment and industrial recession. Hence the decision to hold today's
special part-session was very sound, and all one can

is that it has been postponed long enough and
that what we are proposing and will decide upon

say

today should have been in application since 1982.
Can we hope that in the fight against unemployment
we can cancel out the delay, and that the number of

unemployed, which passed 12 million in February,
will not reach 14 million, as Mr Thorn told us on

another occasion when he added that the number of
unemployed will exceed half the total population of
the frve smallest countries in the Community ? That is
the question which must concern us.
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Just as in 1950 the then leaders of Europe disregarded
the obstacles and signed the EEC agreement, so our
present leaders are now called on to move from words
to deeds and with concessions agree on a joint
programme against unemployment, because I cannot
accept that the EEC, which has boundless economic

potential,

is not equipped to strike a blow

against

unemployment, which is creating more general political and economic dangers. Many various curative

measures have been proposed, including those
contained in the reports on the agenda and, particularly, in the report by my compatriot, the chairman of
the Committee on Social Affairs, Mr Papaefstratiou,
which makes a successful analysis of the problem in
its entirety and puts forward positive solutions.

I will

remain

with

headings

l-4 which deal

with
investments, research and the necessary reforms. In

my opinion these

headings provide

the k.y

reversing the upward trend of unemployment.

to

On l5

December 1982, during the report on the Danish
Presidency, the Prime Minister and the Minister for
Foreign Affairs both stressed that during the second
half of 1982 the economic and social situation in the
Community had worsened rather than improved, and
that the rise in unemployment was worrying and unacceptable.

New productive investments, the lowering of interest
rates and the strengthening of the internal market are
proposed by all sides. The first objective must be
young people and women who in all the countries are
worse hit by unemployment. Vocational training in all
its forms must be updated in collaboration with
industry, as far as this is possible. The President of the
Commission very rightly stated that the fight against
unemployment is an absolute priority, and that all
forces within the European framework must be mobilised to give an impetus to productive investment, so
that ultimately unemployment can be checked and
there can be industrial growth without worsening inflation.

According to Mr Thorn the matter is urgent and by

June the European Council must approve the
Community programme for combating unemployment and industrial decline.

Before finishing my speech I call your attention,
ladies and gentlemen, to the fact that in my country,
which is counted amongst the super priority areas in
the Commission's proposals for restructuring ard allocations from the European Social Fund, the unemployment percentage rose to 6.1 o/o in 1982 from 1.6 o/o in
1979, and in the first quarter of 1983 increased by
22'7 o/o against the figure for the corresponding
quarter

In

of

1982.

concluding I would like to stress that since Mr
Thorn has sent out a warning signal to the industrially
advanced countries of the EEC, there is all the more
reason why this should be relevant for the problem

areas such as Ireland, Northern Ireland, the Mezzogiorno, the French Overseas Territories and my country.

(Appl"ttrse)

Sir Henry Plumb (ED).- Madam President, ladies
and gentlemen, during this morning's debate and this
afternoon's sitting too, we have heard many words of
wisdom and a few which were not so wise. 'Sfe have
heard much concern expressed about the appalling
level of unemployment, its cause and its effect. Of

will not
will not be solved overnight, or neces-

course, realists acknowledge that the problem

be solved here;

sarily just by political measures, Mrs Clwyd.

\7e live in the age of the robot ; we live in the age of
the microchip which man has invented to take the
drudgery out of the slavery over the machine. And
partly because of this and in its wake, we surely recognize that in this decade the lifestyle of today's society
is changing. Therefore the jobs created in this second
industrial revolution will in every sense be new ones. I
know from experience that the drift of people from
the land and from the villages throughout Europe has
not ,ust been a drift, but, to a large extent, a push
from the land as new techniques in the agricultural
revolution took place and were applied. The people

moved from the countryside

factory environment. Equally,

to employment in a
of course, economic

forces in industrial-development areas pulled people
into the cities and industrial areas and the dark satanic
mills were replaced by modern premises and new
skills were created. So, due to a whole range of factors,
as we have heard crd in-finitunt during this debate, the
stark facts before us demand that we find practical

solutions and a positive approach to both the
economic and social problems created among the
many families throughout Europe who find themselves without work and are forced to live on a
minimum income.
And so our thoughts are rightly concentrated particularly on young people. But again we must be realists.

lf we are to encourage training for new work, then we
must equally have in mrnd the possibrlity of jobs. And
that means growth. And growth means Europe. It
means working together, exploiting to the full the

opportunities provided

by a rruly free and

open

market of 270 million people.

Let us look at the facts. If, as suggested by some,
Britain pulls out of Europe, there are a further 2.5
million jobs in my country which will immediately be
at risk. Ladies and gentlemen
and there is one
gentleman obviously not presentthere are British
Members of this parliament who -are committed to a
policy which could mean just that. By a strange coincidence, Commissioner Ivor Richard this morning said
that what we needed to do was to create an extra 2.5
million new jobs in order to bring youth employment

up to the

average adult figure.

Vell, I cannot

believe
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in spite of what
are so
some of my colleagues here keep shouting
gullible as to sacrifice that number of jobs- in their
that the people

in my country

own country alone, by supporting those who would
in this

have us out of Europe instead of more involved
great Community of ours.
(A1t1tlau-re

.from tbe European

Dtntll,tttt'

Group)

(If) Some EuroMrs Cinciari Rodano (COM).
pean Governments think that the- problem of unemployment would be less serious if women were sent
back to the home. And, indeed, in some countries
there is discrimination against them, even if indirectly, amongst the unemployed. This happens, for
example, as regards unemployment benefit and the
length of time for which for is paid, as well as the
criteria adopted for the return to work, where there are
requests by name or privileges for the man who is the
head of the family. I7e ask that parity should, instead,
be respected

in this

matter.

This policy is not only unjust but also mistaken. It is
not by confirming and worsening the division of roles
in society according to sex that we can cope with the
problem of unemployment. Differently from what
happened rn every other previous economic crisis, this
time women will not withdraw from the labour

market,

but unemployment among women

has

increased eight times more than among men in the
last ten years, and this is one of the structural characteristics of our economy.
Moreover, the lack of work puts all the achievements

of the women's movement at risk : discrimination

is

coming back, old cultural models are reasserting themselves, even Community directives are being violated,
as was shown in the Bekaert-Cockerill case. This was a

Belgian factory where the women, including many
Italian women emigrants, took up the struggle when
but oniy its
the firm tried to make its employees

female employees accept part-time-working. The
women who fought to defend the directive on equal

treatment were dismissed as a measure of reprisal, and
have been waiting for justice for months, waiting for

the Community to ensure that its directives are
I hope that the Commission will give

observed, and

Social Affairs are satisfactory. But overall Parliament,
in the different reports which have been submitted to
it and in particular that of Mr Ceravolo, which points
out a central theme of the fight against unemployment, i.e. that of working hours, has shown itself to be
sensitive to the problems of the mass of women ; we
must recognize that Parliament has always done more
than the Commission and Council have shown them-

selves capable of doing. lVe recognize that the
Commission has set out a positive programme for
action on equality of opportunity, but there is very
little real Community action ; too much is left to the
Member States and, as the Governments of the
majority of Member States are becoming increasingly
conservative, women have little to hope for. On the
contrary, in order to reduce the public deficit and the
rate of inflation, many countries are cutting expenditure especially in the social services, which is another
way of discouraging women from working. Quite the
opposite of positive action

'!7e believe, instead, that we must increase investment
in infrastructures and in the social and cultural
services, where young people and women can find
work. The more the introduction of new technology
reduces the need for manpower in industry and administration, the more it becomes necessary to show that
;obs will become available in the advanced service
industries and in social activities connected with
health, culture and an improved quality of life.

'We need, therefore, a firm initiative at Communiry
level. For women in particular we ask for suitable vocational trarning, especially in order to meet the challenge of the new technology, and we ask also that
appropriate sums should be made available to women
by the Social Fund ; we ask for suitable aid for small
and medium-sized enterprises and cooperatives, for

the harmonization of employment policies, for

responsibi lities.

'Women are seeing all their hopes for emancipation
and freedom put at risk. Just think of what not only
the position of women but that of society at large
would be like if the girls who are now looking for
work do not manage to find a job. Therefore, we need
a policy to combat unemployment which takes both

(Applarte)

;

and the women of

in a serious
effort, but a Community effort and not just a random
Europe are among those most concerned

one.

One can certainly not say that the proposals contained
in the report by the chairman of the Committee on

the

of

development programmes which
are integrated with aid from Communiry funds to the
depressed regions. '$7e ask that at least these
minimum requests which the Committee on the Situation of Women has put forward should be accepted if
we want women to continue to believe in European
unity, and we ask the European Parliament, in this
area as well, to remind the Council firmly of its

implementation

its opinion on this matter.

men and women into account

I

Mr Alexiadis (NI).

(GR) Madam President, ladies

is undoubtedly the
and gentlemen, unemployment
number one problem facing the EEC, but its magnitude is less than indicated by the official statistics.

This is due to the strange phenomenon of the parallel
those
existence of two categories of working people
or
in the visible economy, and those in the invisible
black economy. Insignificant in periods of prosperity,
the black economy grows apace in times of recession
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and inflation. In March 1982 the Swiss financial pubhcation, 'Business Facts and Figures', commented that
in certain countries the black economy accounts for a
substantial portion of productive activity, and asked:
'perhaps the much reputed economic ill-fortune of
the present times exists only on paper ?', 'perhaps on

the contrary, prosperity does exist but goes
it is thriving in secret ?'

unre-

corded because

The black economy is born of inflation and high taxation. Although it is possible to make only a rough estimate of its size, it covers a wide range of goods and
services and employs a great number of people.

In Italy

undertakings with fewer than 15 employees
are effectively decontrolled. Thus, small and mediumsized undertakings are flourishing and showing spec-

tacular results with regard to output, quality and
production costs. Nevertheless, they have no legal
standing and do not count as bonrt .firlr business
concerns.

The growth of the black economy is due to the high
increase in the minimum wage and the index-linking
of earnings which have come about since 1975. Vith
this erosion of the differentials between skilled and
unskilled workers incentive has dropped off, productivity has fallen and production costs have risen. To
compensate for this, businesses have resorted to the

so-called 'natural solution',

to employrng

fewer

workers, that is, with a consequent reduction of costs.
The methods used to achieve this involve on occasion
automation, which cuts staff requirements, and in
other cases the splitting up of companies into small
units free of the obligation to comply with regulations

on pay, social benefits and working conditions, etc.
development of the black economy

\7hile this

provides one of the available solutions to the current

problems,

it

contributes,

on the other hand, to

the

misleading appearance of reality and to the mortgaging of the future, given that these small and medi-

serious danger for the prospects of democracy within
the European Conrmunity itself.

\fle want to point out, with the authority which

we

have as the legitimate representatives of the people of
Europe, that accusations, studies and general undertakings are no longer enough to combat this phenomenon which, accordrng to predictrons, will continue
to worsen during the coming years, unless suitable
measures are taken.

\We ask that the objective

of increasing employment
should be the main aim of the Governments and the
Community Institutions and that this should

determine all other choices of economic and social
policy. Employment, in fact, is still the residual result
of economic policies which are implemented exclusively on the basis of the free play of markets and
restrictive manoeuvres concerning money and credit.

The first measure needed is, therefore, to reverse this
trend by implementing measures aiming at a
moderate increase in growth and investment, which
can have a favourable effect only if they are concerted
throughout the Community.
The Forergn Minister of a Member State recently said
that the experience of these two years has shown how
the fight against unemployment is destined to fail if
carried out in one single country. This is the crux of
the matter: we must move on from words to deeds.
This is why we ask for decisions to be taken at the
Sruttgart Summit which will finally move in this direction.

The second practical step concerns the adoption of

a

Directive
and not a generic recommendation
- and restructuring of working time -or, on
the reduction
in
meaningful terms, a 3.5-hour working week by the end
of 198.5. Moreover, a reform of the labour market is of
fundamental importance. It is not enough to ration-

um-sized units are unable to make the most of technological progress and are, at the same time, threatened
by competition from under-developed countries with

alize and aim for vocational training. The

lower labour

making the Member States, also, fully responsible. !7e
need to set up a network of 'Employment Agencies',

costs.

If the black economy is to disappear, however, rrs
causes must be removed. This means that taxatlon
must be redrrced, interest rates brought down, investment encouraged and exchange rates stabilized. Then,
and only then, will it be possible to defeat unemployment.
The various other measures proposed, such as the
reduction of working time, early retirement and the
establishment of multiple shift working, wilI only
serve to place new burdens on the economy and to
cause a consequent further increase in unemployment.

Mr Didb

(S).
(IT) Madam President, the srgnifiof this specral
meeting of Parliament must be
sought initially in the importance of the tragic
problem of unemployment as a social crisis and a
cance

restruc-

turing process which is taking place requires efforts to
be made to create new jobs in non-market sectors,

by Parliament, whose function is
to further the creation of new jobs in areas of social
as already approved

need and collective interest, including support for the
setting up of cooperatives, small undertakings or activities which are managed by the young and unem-

ployed themselves.

In the fourth place, we consider that the enormous
task of restructuring which is taking place cannor be
implemented agalnst the workers and trade unions, as
some business organizations are trying to do. The
UNICE continues to refuse to negotiate outline agreements at Community level. In general, employers are
resolutely opposed to the extension to workers of the
right to participate in the process of decision-making
and in the chorce of economic policy by the undertaking.
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and have not even succeeded in adopting the general
principles for a uniform Europcan electoral system
there is no prospect of solving these problems.

'We therefore invite the Council of Ministers to take
account of Community Directives themselves, fronl

the Vredeling Directive onwards, in order

to

determine a framework for real economic democracy
in the Community, which is necessary both to win the
battle for employment and to win the very real battle
for greater competitiveness on the Part of the Euro-

pean Community, which can only result

The problem is a political one, aud our solution must
be political as politrcal groups of the European Parliament ancl political forces in Europe, as we must see
that our difficulties will be resolved only wrthin this
franrework. So we also need to examine ourselves
inside the groups we belong to ; we must together
accept responsrbility, in order to ensure that the
Governments in whom power resides, and on this

from

economic cooperation in which the workers and their
representatives take part as a matter
(Applause

fron

of right.

thc lqft'tt'irtg bencbct)

matter I am in agreement with with Mr Didb, understand that at the Stuttgart Summit the basis should be
laid for what is the one, sole possibility of finding a
solution to the problems of employment, that is, the
prospect of a European Political Union within which
we could find the answers to the problems of employment and of harmontous development in the Europe
to which we belong.

(IT) Madam President, HonMr Barbagli (EPP).
ourable Members, I asked my grouP to be allowed to
speak briefly about the European Social Fund, whrch
is cited in the reports and in the speeches of the
Commission, the Council and many colleagues as the

fundamental instrument for employment policy in
Europe. But this instrument will be discussed at the
normal May part-session, and I wrll not say those few
things which I could have said in five minutes, as I

(Altplt

realize that everything has been said by our
will

colleagues, Mr Papaefstratiou and Mrs Salisch, and

be said

I should like, instead, to make a few commerlts on
some of the statements which have been heard this
morning. Mr Thorn has said that we must become
more competitive and that there must be industrial
growth, but he may have forgotten what the research
situation is in Europe: both that carried out directly
coordinated

by

the

Community.

Mr Richard has spoken of the need to create jobs, but
he forgot to mention, because we all know alreadv
what it is, the state of Community resources
29 000 million EUA, which is more or less half thc

:

public deficit of my country.

The President-in-Office of the Council says that we
should not be pessimistic, as, since needs exist, growth
is possible. There are certainly needs relating to the
protection of the environment, culture, new infrastruc-

tures, increase and improvement of transport etc.
these are all problems which the European Parliament
has discussed, faced and taken on by a large majority.
In spite of this, individual States still waste resources'
:

There is no possibility of putting together the
resources of the individual States in order ro direct

them towards the real objectives which the European
Economic Community exhorts us to follow and
towards which we should like to advance ; so we must
ask ourselves why this situation has come abottt and
how we can solve these problems.
But, ladies and gentlemen, as long as a government
exists which is the sum total of the Governments of
which compete with each other
the Member States

-

.fron tlse centre)

Mrs Elaine Kellett-Bowmann (ED). -

in the other speeches.

by the Community and that

ttst

Madam

President, unemployment is twisting the lives of
young and old, men and women, in every country of
the Community and every region of the world. It does
not matter what the colour of their government is,
'We must work together to
they are equally badly hit.
The
two main instruments we
conquer this scourge.
have in the Comnrunrty are the Regional Fund and
and no one
the Socral Fund. The Regional Fund
is to deal with the bricks-andyet has mentioned it
mortar aspect and -provide the infrastructure' The
Socral Fund helps people in areas to adapt to the
change which has come so suddenly upon us through
the new technology which we must master.

When the Social Fund was started, the Community
was expanding and the problems were far less acute
than they now are after a couple of oil crises and a
world recessron. Now the Socral Fund has become far
too rigid to help people meet the changes they must
meet. We need a flexible fund with enough resources
to make a real tnrpact in support of positive employ-

ment policres and new initiatives. $7e

will not

be

afraid of change provided we adapt to it. My group
have argued for years that rt is quite wrong for the
Fund not to include young people, because these are
o/o
the worst affected. Indeed, in the UK they are 25

unemployed. In future they are going,
thank goodness, to be included. But, of course,

of our total

trainrng cannot guarantee anyone a job. However, integrated training programmes in the United Kingdom
can help youngsters to develop their full potential and
can make them fit for the iobs that are available and
wrll be available in the new tndustries, and get rid of
the problem of mismatch. !7e want a high proportion
of the Fund to be spent on this age group.
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But help must be channelled to the areas most in
need. The new criterra combine below-avc.rage gross
national product per head with unemploymenr to
ensure that those areas that need help get ntost help.
But in helping specral areas, we must not overlook
people with special needs like the handicapped. These
occur in all parts of the Community and ntust be
helped to train wherever they may live. rWe must
welcome new technology which can provide both new
jobs and more leisure. We must train more people to
provide for those leisure services. A iob is iust as much
a job in tourism as in engineering. We have got to be
prepared to try new ways of solving old problems.

The United Kingdom Governmenr has been experimenting in parts of East Lancashire and elsewhere
with enterprise allowances, giving people f40 a week
for starting work on their own account, to give them
an income while they get established. This scheme is
now to be extended to the whole country and will
help people to find and fill a gap in the market. The
young especially can rise to this challenge and have a
go at it, and many are doing so, ladies and gentlemen.

Another useful UK experiment with the Social Fund,
which the Social Fund should encourage, rs to offer
people part-time rerirement, with half a iob and half a
pension, provided that the other half-job is given to
an unemployed person. Just the sort of initiative to
break the hidebound, rigid work patterns that we now
have, which were suitable for the last centurv but
certainly are not suitable today.

'We are very keen
on involving voluntary organizations, and everbody else, in this marvellous job of
conquering this problem. W'e can do it together ; we
cannot do it apart. This is a challenge to whrch
Europe must and can rise.

Mr Kyrkos (COM).
(GR) Madanr president, the
in Europe and -its chief symptom, unemploy-

arms pace, resources that could give work to millions
of unemployed people in Europe and hope to billions

of people in the world.

The second proposal concerns worker control of
investment at the company and central planning
levels. Vhat is invested and where, for what purpose
and with what order or precedence, can no longer be
exempted from a system of social control ln wtrlch
the views of the workers and of the other social partners will carry weight.

Thirdly, the creatron of a strong Communiry market

means raising ths purchasing power of the broad
masses and, consequently, the abandonment of all
id.eas. about cutting down the work share, something
which is proposed in the reports, and at the same
time giving new impetus to the convergence of the
economies of the developed and less developed coun_
tries.

You are aware that Greece has the lowest per capita
income of all the counrries in Europe. The gulf
between the European North and the European South
is reflected in Greece more than anywhere else. A

consequence

of this is unemployment, which in our

country is rapidly approaching l0 % and is hiuing
young people and women in particular. It is clear,
therefore, that the Mediterranean programmes must

be implemented with the utmost sp."d, ., is rightly
called for in the Faure report, and these must satisfy
all the demands set out in the Greek memorandum.

Apart from this, Greek social legislation must be
brought into line with the most progressive legislation
in the Community. For example, the payment of
continuous benefits of up to 80 % of basic wage to
those out of work and the democratization oi the
social security system under the direct control of the
workers. Naturally, we endorse all the positive propo_
sals

put forward for combating unemployment, particu_

crisis

larly that affecting young people and women.

ment, are the fruit of a class-related production system
and of a development model which can no longer
respond to the needs and objectives of our times.

A

The way out should nor be sought in improvements
but in radical measures. However, we are not ripe for
this, nor are we in agreement. Hence the Communist
Party of Greece, acknowledging Parliament's initiative,
would like to contribute a few ideas to our overall
sense of dilemma, ideas which come from the
thoughts of the Greek workers.

Our first proposal, which we request be included in
the final resolution, is that the governments press
and that Parliament press the governments
for- a

to the discussions in -Geneva.
it rs a real crime against humanity for
economic resources to be wasted on the manracal
successful conclusion

Because

proposal we regard as important, in both the struc_
tural sense and from the point of view of countering
the American multinationals, is for the creation of
Conrmunrty undertakrngs based on the principle of
decentralization and involving collaborati-on belween
the. pu.blic undertakings of Member States in high

technology sectors, research and in socially important
sectors s.uch as the pharmaceutical industry. Naturally,

the workers themselves must play a decisive part in
the management of these undirtakings.

Our final

observation concerns the autonomy of
Europe. Many are loath to acknowledge it, but the
United States rs literally waging an economic and
trade war against the EEC and seeking by every means
possible to subjugate our economy to its own interests.

The most insolent behaviour of American

Under-
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Secretary Burt in Ankara to the detriment of Greece
was a message of which all Europeans should be
aware. Unemployment in the Community is a fruit of
this war, and tackling it demands a European policy

for autonomy and for cooperation with the Soviet
Union and the Third 'World as well as with the
United

States.

Ladies and gentlemen, the problem of unemployment
and reflation is not solely economic. It is pre-eminently a political problem.

Mr Papantoniou (S). - (GR) Madam President,
ladies and gentlemen, the growth of unemployment
over the last ten years has undoubtedly been due, to
some extent, to the structural inflexibility and weaknesses of the labour market which have resulted in the
supply of labour not fitting in with demand. For this
reason measures atmed at the reorganization of
working time, at the provision of manpower training
and at reducing the number of hours worked, will

make an effective contribution to tackling the
problem. Social policy rneasures such as these have
Leen adopted by the government of my country and
by other socialist governments in Europe.

It is, however, obvious, Madam President, that the
dramatic rise in unemployment is in the main a
symptom of the more general economic crisis, and

that the defeat of unemployment presupposes

over-

coming the crisis and reflating demar.rd and production.

The reasons for the economic crisis are familiar' They
are structural as well as contingent. The structural
reasons are connected with significant changes in
certain prices, such as in the price of oil, in demand

models,

in technology and in the

must become more efficient, and in the framework of
such coordination the countries with low inflation and
strong currencies must implement a policy of expansion with a view to boosting demand.

The third point concerns the need for much closer
cooperation between the Community, the two other
countries in the \Testern world with large economies,

America and Japan, and the Third \Uforld. Cooperation by the Community with its maior partners in the
industrialized world in the field of macro-economic
policy is especially important for the maintenance of
itability in European trade balances while reflation
gathers pace.

In the sphere of North-South relations the main
hrt to do with shortage of exchange and

problem

of this problem calls for
the strengthening and extension of the mechanisms
for stabilizing the prices of raw materials, the widening and improvement of credit facilities for the less

indebtedness. The solution

developed countries,

lowering of

niry do to help in

overcoming

the

crisis

?

A

programme for the reflation of the European and,
moie generally, the world economy must attach importance to the following Points.
Firstly, that the adjustment of the industrial structure
European economies must be speeded up
through the development of new product lines in
order to overcome structural weaknesses and ensure
that full use is made of opportunities provided by technological progress. The main instruments in such an
endeavour must be state-initiated productive investment, expenditure on research and the development
of new technologies.

of the

A

second point
economic policy

is that the coordination of macroin the countries of the Community

the

international money

In concluding, Madam President, I would like to say
that the solution of the current economic problem
will be achieved on an international basis, and will
come through the implementation of a programme
for world reflation. Overcoming the present resistance

to a Community initiative in framing such

a

programme calls for the widest possible collaboration
tetween the social and political forces that have an
awareness of the dangers inherent in the prolongation
of the economic crisis.

IN THE CHAIR: LADY

international

indebtedness. What can and what should the Commu-

in the

markets.

ELLES

Vice-President

economic environment, which have taken place in the

last decade. The contingent reasons are connected
with lower levels of demand both in the industrial
countries, due to the ascendancy o{ monetarism, and
in the Third \florld due to shortage of exchange and

a latge increase in aid and

interest rates

Mrs Phlix (PPE).

(NL) Madam President,

and gentlemen, on our arrival this morning

ladies

we were

welcomed with flowers by a delegation representing
the 60 million women of Europe. The vast majority of

this Assembly will undoubtedly be aware of the
economic value of the work women do in their families. One very important asPect of the emancipation

of women, in my opinion, is their economic independence. I hope to be able to revert to this subject in a
debate in the near future.

In the limited speaking time that has been allocated
to me I should like to draw your attention to the
essential part to be played by small and medium-sized

undertakings in. our . search for a solution to the
present economic crisis and the serious problems
connected with unemployment. Serious though the
very high unemployment figures are, the fate of the
,.,.-pioy.d themselves is far more tragic' Small and
medium-sized undertakings have long played a central
role in our 'lTestern economies. The maioriry of the
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working population is employed by small and medium-sized firms. Through their diversity, their adaptability, their creativity and innovativeness these firms
have been able to keep going even in these difficult
times. This often requires a major effort on the part of
managers and their assistants, usually women, but this
is in no way reflected in national budgets. It is high
time the benefits derived from these firms were recognized. In the past their continued existence has been
taken for granted. !7hen the discussion now turns to
economic recovery, the creation of new jobs, exportoriented growth and the application of the new technologies, small and medium-sized undertakrngs are
referred to as the prime movers rn economic growth
and employment. Small and medium-sized undertakings can raise the level of employment, both quantitatively and qualitatively : quahtatively by training

young people, improving working conditions

and

providing services. If employees' working conditions
are to be improved, we must ensure that the situation

that, despite manifesto promises ro the contrary, every,

Socialist govenlment that there has ever been in
Britain rn history has been thrown out of office with a
higher rate of unemployment than when they were
elected. Socialists in government rn Britain increase
unemployment. From their existing manifesto I can
confidently predict which of therr proposed policies

would continue this trend. It is the British Socialist
policy to withdraw the United Kingdom from the
European Communrty. That proposal, if implemented
and I don't believe that it will be, because they
-won't be elected would have the effect,
it is esti''
mated, of creating another 2.5 million unemploye'I
my country. And stitl the British Socialists call for a
concerted European policy on unemployment. That is
the real hypocrisy. Please, will continental European
Socialists

try to convince their British brothers

and

folly of their ways, because their continued undermining of the British Government and its
support for the European Community is certainly
sisters of the

is right for these firms to develop, and at political
level a great deal remains to be done in this respect.

affecting the amount of overseas investment within
the United Kingdom for the European marker.

As regards taxation, SMUs must be encouraged rather
than penalized as they are now. A very serious study
must be carried out into the calculation of the
burdens imposed on employers. These examples show
what action needs to be taken if these firms are to be
given the chance to play their role as job-creators to
the full.

(Applatrv .fron tlse Errropean Dunocratic Group)

On the European Parliament's initiative 1983 has
been designated the year of small and medium-sized
undertakings. These are not empty words, and this is
not a one-time action. 'We want to increase employment and with this in mind, I appeal to the Commission and Council to delay no longer in moving from
proposals and deliberations on the fight against unemployment to actual decisions and to waste no more
time on fine words.

Mr Simmonds (ED).
Madam President, I want to
address my remarks primarily
to the Socialist Group
in the European Parliament and also to our many
young visitors here today. Today we have had the

usual passionate speeches from British Socialists,
accompanied by wringing of hands, telling us how
dreadful unemployment rs. Anyone would think that
there was a British election in the offing. Concern
about the problem of unemployment is not a
monopoly of the left wing. But from what I have
heard today, constructive long-term answers to solve
the problem are actually the monopoly of the centreright of this House.
Now before Socialists on the left of the House start

feel that their

ro

bleeding-hearts-and-conscrences-onsleeves activities have won the day, one fact should be
made absolutely plain and it may be news to parliamentary colleagues of British Socialists. It is a fact

Mr Van Minnen (S).

(NE) Mr President, this

- of Parliament might well
congress, as this part-session
be called, is undeniably full of good inrentions. No
one here at least has said that unemployment must
not be combated, not even Mr Simmonds, although
he must surely realize that the policy he and his
colleagues are pursuing is simply increasing unemploy-

ment.

But many people have nothing to say when it comes

to deciding how unemployment should be

combated.

This is unfortunately apparent not only from the
words of the notorious right wing, to which Mr
Simmonds belongs, but also from Mr Papaefstratiou's
resolution. Anything that showed any sign of a practical approach was rejected before it came to this
debate, as we who are sitting here, or are not sitting
here but should be, must know. It was rejected by the
same right wing that has today tabled the so finely but
so vaguely worded Papaefstratiou resolution.
\Why does the majority here not have the courage to
come straight out and call for an immediate reduction
in working hours by at least 10 % or for the 36-hour
or 35-hour week with a view to creating the many
millions of jobs which it has been calculated can be
created in this way ? \7hy does the majority here nor
have the courage to call for the financing of employment ? We must stop talking in terms of a few
millions and start talking in terms of the billions
which will be needed for this purpose and which
must and can be found on the capital market if only
we are willing to adopt this course. \7hy can the
majority here not at last find the courage to call for a
policy of stimulation under which I %o of gross
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national product, as the tracle union nlovcnlent has
demanded, is spent on Conlnrunity action to combat
unemployment, with corrntrlcs in -a strong ec.onomic
I should add straight away
and financial position

-

setting the example ? Vhy does tl.re n.rajoritv not
-have the courage to say that so wide-ranging a policy
of stimulation is by no rnearls a renlotc and ttnattainable utopia but a tough course of actiorr that must be
taken immediately. That is the purpose of the amendments we have tabled, the practical purPose that must

from the basis of a debate in which this Parliament
must at last accept collfrontation with the governments, which have decisions to take in June, ancl with
a Commrssion which must itself r-rndertake to imple-

ment the employment plan, for example by staking its

all on employment rather than coming herc and philosophizrng about fivc milhon young people who could
be founJ employn.rent in two arld a half years' Of
course, they must be found work, but the Con.rmission
must say how.

Today's debate is again in danger of developing into a
phaniasmagoria as the wave of figures looms up with

ominous clarity. Over a period of twelvc months an
I repeat, an additional - two million,
additional
more, have joined the ranks of the
even
probably
unemployed in the Community. Every minute four
peopli lose therr iobs, which means that 16 people
i,uri b..o-. unemployed while I have been speakrng'

'!7e may not know much in Europe, but we can
predict that in the -575 minutes that have been set
aside for this special debate, this trend-setting debate,
this pretentious debate, 2 300 more people will have a
personal interest in our en.rployment policy. If for no
othe. .eason we of thrs Parltament simply have a duty
to follow, in the decisions we take, the practical defensive course indicated bY mY grouP.

Mr

enthusiasn.r of the early
decadcs of the Comn-runity have given way to a sense

spirit o{ adventurc and

rcsrgnation and impotcnce, an inability to coPe
with the unhapprness of people who are increasingly
fearful and timid rather than enthusiastic and hopeful
about thetr fttturc'.

of

lWith the endrng of soldarity, nationalism and, in its
wake, corporativisn-r are spreading. Defence of the
status quo becomes 'look after yourself'. It becomes
rncreasingly difficult to Sovern as the sick man wants
to changr' position increasingly often ; political instabilrty is widespread, systematic and, these days,
enden.ric. Polrtical systems are strong if their strength
comes from within, from the peace and order which
pertair.rs to then'r and which, for democrats like us, is
tased on the ur.ralterable principles of iustice and
liberty.

In thc last few n-ronths rt has been said over and over
that the
somettrttL's in tones of triumph
again

have not come together politically' This
unemployed
is true. They have not done so because of the cushioning which the system has, to some extent, prepared
againit unemployment. Not that being unemployed is
an ideal state. Quite the reverse ! Being unemployed
for a long term is a condemnation and a curse. Unemployment is a cancer for families, it means no future
ior mankind, if it is true that from it have come migrations of biblical proportions or, in other cases, serious
disruptions to personal and family life which are wellknown and which I will not dwell on. Apart from the
family, it is a cancer for society as well, because it
spreads feelings of insecurity, gives rise to tragedies
and causes suffering, and germinates the seeds of
revolt.

(ApltlausQ

Macario (EPP)

forces rn Europe and which havc, for years now, held
Europc back in a secondary position in the world. The

(IT1 Madan President, I

should like to thank the groups of the European Parliament for agreerng to thrs special mecting on the
subject of unemployment, whrch is very sertous but
also a very harsh matter for many people. The debatc
represents a victory for the trade unions, for the European Confederation, quite apart from its contents' It
could not really be refused, even at the price of
revealing serious limitations and unhelpful attitudes of
mind.
These gaps exist ; we must recognize this. Just as we
must ricognize that our exchanges have been dominated by a number of ideological barriers, tactics, the
desire to wave one s own flag at the expense of the
search for points of agreenlent which are not rmPossible to {ind; it is as if we were saving our owt.t souls

and leaving the people to fend for themselves'

In this way we, at the European Parliament,

mirror

the contradictions, the differences, the problen-rs in
establishrng dialogue which exist between political

'We must ask ourselves here and now, and the Heads
of Government must ask then-rselves at StuttSart : can
the European Community live, for more than ten
years at least, with fifteen million unemployed ? My

ieply

is: no. It

can not, and not only because that

powder-keg might explode at any moment, not only
L..a.,r. unemployment might lead to the collapse of
the democratic system, but simply and above all
because it rs not fair.

'We want a fair, and not an unfair, society ; a free
society which is oPen to ideals of different kinds
fighting both for freedom and for justice. So what is to
\What is to be
be done ? Naturally, I speak for myself.
done, especially as irlvestment pohcy, however ample
and bold rt may and should be, can for a number of
years have only a marginal influence on the increasing
ievel of unemployment ? The European Communiry
should share work out according to demand for it ; we
must take urgent, even if gradual, steps towards a
workrng week of thirty or thirty-two hours, and give
work to all who ask for it.
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The basic criterion for the redistribution of

work

could be that of the same salary per production unit.
Early retirement is no use.

All this would do is to shift

the misery from the young to the old. For all manner
of reasons, people should continue to work for as long
as they can unril they reach old age, so avoiding the
spectre of becoming social rejects, consigned to the
tomb, for those who have to retire early. Nor is it any
use to think of enclosing women again within the

family walls; work is important for everyone,
should be accessible to all.

!7ith

and

fewer retired people
'by

and fewer unemployed, society would gain

avoiding the growing burden of crippling unemployment benefits and becoming once more competitive,
forward-looking and productive.
'$7e

have the means to do this all together. All of us
individually in Europe, and all the States working
together, must do this quickly and as a matter of
urgency ; we must also discuss it with our great

trading partners, the United States and Japan, so-that

we can, together, act prudently and restore international trade balances which now, in some

the highest rate of both work and

cases where

technological
advance are combined, have become grossly distorted.
'S7e
have recently had the news that there are more

than three million unsold Suzukis in Japan. It is
impossible too not to think of giving the Third S7orld
the chance to develop production in a suitable and
practical way. The technological revolution through
which we are living has these vital markets now
clamouring for our attenrion ; this is the stage of development that we have reached. If politics is to be farsighted and aware of the future, we must see that,
however difficult and complex it may be, the way I
have indicated is essential. It is the way of reason,
solidariry and new hope for people. Wisdom lies in
choosing it today, and not tomorrow.
(Applause

from rhe centre)

Mr

Fernandez (COM).
(FR) Madam President,
whilst unemployment is -unacceptable for all, it is
even more so for young people. Five million workless
are under 25, which is over 40 o/o ol the total. Many
others have what is known as a precarious and deadend )ob or an unstable situation with no real promo-

tion prospects. Many have no skills.

And yet we have a youth which has the aspirations of
its time but cannot find its place in a society for

which profit is the only goal. Many suffer from
anxiety and ask themselves :'!7hat use am I ?'. By and
large, all our young people are looking for useful, inter-

solve the problem. The facts are there to prove it.
Dismantling industry for the immediate profit of the
multinationals, redeploying capital, and financial speculation have brought about this rising level of workless in the Community and more particularly among

the young.
Strengthening internal markets at one and the same
time rebuilds the industrial fabric, creates jobs which
are sources of new wealth and initiates a new process
of international trade within the Community. In
France, retirement at 60 has just been brought in and
is releasing jobs, as is the reduction in the working
week to 39 hours with no loss of wages, a step on the
way to a possible 35-hour working week by 1985. It is
on this pattern that national efforts to create jobs
should be modelled. Special measures should be taken
to create stable and skilled jobs for the young unemployed offering prospects of a settled life. Vocational
training needs ro be organized, leading to skilled jobs
that would be guaranteed at the end of the course, and
designed with a broad curriculum in order to give
young people the stabiliry and security they need to
be able to adjust to changing conditions and, where
necessary, to acquire fresh skills in order to change

their job or profession.

Furthermore, greater participation by the representative trade unions is necessary in the decision-making
structures of enterprises in order to improve the voca-

tional training strareg-y as regards both the training
directions that need to be developed and the choice o]
investment necessary to achieve a high level of qualification for all young people.
Lastly, among the tasks for the European Social Fund,
a major role should be assigned ro projecrs that could

serve as examples in industries of value to the
Community in which vocational training, technological innovation, reduced working time and job creation would all be involved.

To conclude, Madam President, I would like to

say

that, more than any other segment of the population,
young people, because they seek a world of justice and
peace and because they are on the threshold of the
great adventure of life, have one need that we cannot
bypass : that of being recognized socially. It is inacceptable that in any sociery, whatever it be, a large proportion of its young people should be left by the wayiide.
That is the meaning of the call made by the European
Youth Forum which we fully endorse. No, unemployment is not inevitable, but we have to tackle it seriously.

(Applduse

.fron tbe

bencbes

of tbe Contmunist and

esting and stable jobs, an ambition perfectly compatible with the. technological changes our countries are
gorng through.

Allies

The way to bring our countries out of crisis is to
invest in men, to give them training, responsibility
and management tasks. Austerity policies will not

Mr Vernimmen (S).
QfD Madam president,
I -am particularly pleased that
we are today focusing our attention on the No I

Group).

ladies and gentlemen,
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Vernimmen
'We must find a solution, or a
priority, employment.
new form of society wrll evolve and even now we all
have an idea what it would entail. It would not leavc
much room for democracy, freedom or human solidarity.
Ladies and gentlemen, I believe that everyone in this
Parliament agrees we must rise to this challenge courageously and, above all, effectively' $7e now know that
a national response is inadequate, and all the parties

must therefore be involved

in an employment

pact

:

employers, employees and government. We also know
thai the answei to the crisis is not a strict monetarist
policy, which has increased the number of unem-

ployed by millions

in recent years.

o/o of gross national product. Maior
be achieved in the labour market
can
improvements
in the short term. Let us think in terms of employment programmes, vocational training and retraining'
An outline agreement should be reached on a drastic

think in terms of I

hours. Let us think here in
of the new technologies, with
account taken of the competitiveness of undertakings.
The developing countries are an essential link in our
economic development. The burdens imposed by the
crisis must be more fairly distributed, so that the
strongest shoulders bear the heaviest load' The
purch-asing power of the masses must be kept as high
terms

of

tial component of capitalist production which can
neither develop nor even exist without it.
Has not all this been borne out today by the Commission and most of the speakers ?

'$7hile

for the workers, employment is the main
problem, the Commission pins its colours to the
competltiveness

The priorities are as follows : we must get the engine
of economic growth running at top speed again. This
will require a coordinated investment effort. Let us

reduction

capitalist domination. As Marx emphasized, the accumulation of capital in capitalist society results in a
large part of the working population being rendered
supernumerary, being banished from production, put
on to the streets and driven to moral as well as to
economic degradation. He also emphasized that the
industrial reserve army of workers constitutes an essen-

in working

10 0/o control

of private

companies.

!7hile we debate here how 12 million unemployed
people can find work, along comes Mr Thorn and asks

us to consider ways of helping the development of
private compa.nies. 'When, by legislating for part-time
working, we institutionalize unemployment and generalize it instead of defending the traditional meanings
and tenets of labour law, such as permanent and fulltime employment. When, instead of being aimed at
the prosperity and liberation of the workers, the reduction of working time becomes an instrument for
cutting back their purchasing power even further and
for striking at their vested social rights.
The Communist Party of Greece is ready to cooPerate,
and at European Community level, with every polit-

inflation and adopt a strictly controlled price policy

ical and trade union body towards albeit partial
measures for combating unemployment, measures
which are contained in the amendment we have

instead.

tabled.

I

However, we are radically opposed to the measures
proposed in the reports, and we address ourselves to
our colleagues in the Socialist and Communist
Groups in saying that any compromise with the forces
represented by Mr Kohl, Mrs Thatcher and the Greek
right wing, any compromise at the price of letting
pass the philosophy of employer-class politics, at the
price of abandoning the positions taken by the Euro-

as possible.'We must stoP using employment

to fight

hope that all the statements that have been made
here will be followed by positive action on the part of
the Commission, the Council and the national governments. \7e must heed what those hundreds of young
people told us this morning : 'No more words more deeds.'

Mr Alavanos (COM). - (GR) Madam President,
unemployment is certainly a critical and tragic
problem which is affecting all the countries of the

Community regardless. But unemployment is not a
European problem as such. Do not just remember the
sociaiist countries, gentlemen, when you speak about
Afghanistan and Poland. The socialist countries next
door to us Suarantee their populations the right to
work and engage them in socially useful activities, and
over there the technological revolution is dedicated to
freedom, not destruction. Next door to the German
Federal Republic, with its two and a half million or
more unemployed, lies the German Democratic Republic where, by contrast, there is a demand for labour'

One hundred years after his death we must see how
apposite Marx is concerning the conditions pertaining

in-State monopoly capitalism and under international

pean Confederation of Trades Unions is,

in

our

opinion, irrational.

I finish my speech I would like to mention
matter, because some colleagues have cast
last
one
Before

doubt on the connection between the unemployment
problem and the problem of armaments. First of all I
want to welcome the stance taken by Mrs Salisch, who
has linked these two problems closely, and to ask
them : how can you dare to demand sacrifices from
the workers to assist businesses when you condone the
waste of enormous resources for non-productive bellicose purposes ? Can you not see that for the United
States to increase its military spending it was necessary for 700 000 families to be struck off the welfare
roll, for federal financing of school meals for three
million pupils to be cut off and for 310000 iobs in
public undertakings to be done away with ?
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The 4 000 000 unemployed young people

in

Europe

do not ask for charity from the Social Fund. Their
slogan is : 'we want work, not armaments !'
(Applause

fron the benches

o.f tbe Connttrtri-tt ,rntl

Allies Group)

Mr Peters (S). (DE) Madam President, ladies and
gentlemen, no solution
is possible without a reduction
in working time. Even those who a year ago firmly
rejected the necessity and feasibility of a reduction in
working time are beginning to accepr this fact. The
Socialist Group and the trade unions are of the
opinion that a reduction in working time would
amount to a redistribution of work. It is a fact that the
amount of work available has declined in the course
of technological development and will continue to
decline. It is also a fact that there is no economic
upswing in view on a scale to enable us to return to
anything like full employment on the basis of the
present division

of

Mrs Focke

(S).

gentlenlen,

I

(DE) Madam President, ladies and
- to concentrate my contribution
wish
to
thrs debate enrirely on the relationship between
tnrplo,l'ntnt and tecl:nologt', The Socialist Group
queries the relationship between lnvestment and jobs
where it is automatically assumed that a rise in
-investment of necessity brings
an increase in the
number of jobs. Investment can create jobs, investment can also destroy jobs. It all depends on what sorl
of investment is made, i.e. what sort of products and
hou i.e. which technology is used.
There is an alternative to passive acceprance of alleged
pressure from the world market, and the spurious
choice for Europe between either loss of competitiveflesS c/,rrl jobs or retention of competitiveness but loss
of jobs because of rationalization. There is an alternative to the battle for shares of the market in the most
advanced technologies
a free-for-all battle
where
- technologies also- exports
the export of advanced
unemployment between the member countries of the
European Communities.

labour.

The tendency of the new technologies to rationalize
jobs out of existence must be slowed down. Two examples from the Federal Republic : we have 1.2 million
jobs in assembly. 550 000 of these will be lost over rhe

next few years due to the use of robots. Of

these,

300 000 are jobs for women. And secondly : rhe use of
data cash points alone will cost 100 000 female

cashiers their jobs in the very near future. The list is
endless. S/e are convinced that work must be organized to take account of the consequences and effects
of these new technologies, in such a way that the pnn-

ciple of solidarity, without which no democratic

State

can exist, is retained and strengthened. Solidarity,
without work for all those who wish to work, cannot
function and is untenable. It cannot be in keeping
with the purpose and function of a socially responsible State that millions of people are faced with no
prospect of work in the long term and with living on

The key
and here I would like
thank the Euro- Forum for presenting usto with
pean Youth
this symbol
here today
lies in recognizing that progress is not

onl-y'of a- technical nature, that Europe must
determrne .for itiall a suitable rate of technological
progress, that socially and environmentally acceptable

criteria must have a high prioriry, that the effects of
technical change can be mastered and must not be
allowed to threaten the working population with mass
unemployment. It is possible to achieve a high qualiry
of growth p/rr-r employment with the new technologies
-- and that includes microelectronics. To achieve
this, however, innovatory policies must take account
of basic human needs, of the needs of social groups,
regions and of the Third !7orld, of the housin g, transport and leisure needs in this last part of the century,
of improved environmental protection, of laboursaving machrnes,

of proper,

adequate waste disposal

etc.

State aid.

A

redistribution of work is unavoidable. The sooner

State and social partners act, the better they

will be in
a position to minimize the damage causecl. The question of how to pay for the redistribution of work will
also have to be squarely faced.

\(e

are aware that rt is

not possible to ensure a reduction in working time
and an increase in purchasing power. I7e are however
equally well aware that the redivision of work must
ensure that social wealth and income must be
increased and not reduced, particularly for the lower
income groups.
'We welcome the
Commission's initiative on a reductron in working time and are of the opinion that this
initiative must lead to a European regulation ; in other
words, Europe must take action. All of us together
must ensure that working time is reduced.

The sad truth, however, is that too few ncu,, goods are
being produced and developed in Europe today to
meet new needs, i.e. too little is being done to create
new demand and markets. Companies are making use
o.f ltrodtrctioir in order to
rationalize and are neglecting innovatory products
which could boost employment. This is the main
reason we have a growth crisis. New growth of a high

of innordtotl'rnctlsod.r

guality must be based on a new generation of gools
and services which meet as yet unsatisfied individual
and socral needs. Energy and raw material costs must
be kept low, with a high use of labour and skills, a
moderate use of capital and a high degree of social
innovation. Moreover, it is in the nature of Europe
that this should take place in a varied and decentralized manner, exploiting to the full local and regional

conditions and possibilities and taking account of
different patterns of consumption and ways of life.
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Focke
The EC has the funds and powers to set an examplc-. I

would remind you of the test of compatibility wrth
the environment which would generate a high level of
safety expectation, of our directives on the environment, of the appropriations for renewable sources of
energy, of all the funds and subsidies with which we
could generate a common policy on research and technology based on such criteria. Last but not least I

would like to remind you of the necessity, followrr.rg
on from the Vredeling directive, of enabling workers
to have a say in the use of new technologies. The EC
can and must give a lead where this kind of social
development is concerned. By doing this we can make
a decisive contribution towards solving the problem of
unemployment.

Mrs Viehoff (S).- fN, Madam President, one of the
indents in Mrs Salisch's report reads : 'having regard to

the outcome of the hearing of unemployed young
people on 15 November 1982'. A film was made of
this hearing, and every Member of tl.re Europe an
Parliament, every Member of the Commission and
every member of the Council should be required to
see it. It might convince them of the need to delay
not a day longer before taking action. It is sad to note
that in 1976 the Council adopted a resolutton entitled
'Measures to be taken to improve the preparation of
young people for employment and to facilitate the
transition from school to working life'. Madam President, exactly the same title stands resplendent above a
resolution the Councrl adopted in 19t12. This is characteristic of the spoken and, in this case, written avowal
of the Council's great concern about unemployment

in

Europe.

The call for better vocational training courses is now
becoming increasingly loud. As there are no jobs, this
is a pointless exercise and a way of distracting attention from the real issues. We are deceiving ourselves
and throwing dust in the eyes of Europe's yoLrng
people. At first sight, the Council's plans to use thc
Social Fund primarily to frght youth unemployment is
very welcome, but when we look closer, it all con.res
back to vocational training again, and there is no krnd

of

analysis

of

occupations which have

a

future.

\Tithout that, there is no need for us to get so excited.

The Fund is also being used to pay employment
premiums to employers who take on young people.
This brings with it the danger of clismissal for older
employees and shifts the unemployment pro[)lem
from one category to another. All we are, in fact,
doing is subsidizing unemployme nt rather than
fighting it.
Madam President, youth unemployment cannot be
seen or dealt with in isolation from unemployment as
a whole; an overall approach is needed. But if a
genuine solution is to be found, the political will must
exist and the structure of our society nlust be reap-

praisecl, as also our relations witl.r the Third $Uorld.
Thc arms race, which is enormously expensive and
produces nothing. is also defended with the argument
that it is needed for the protection of our countries. I
believe that a country is not just a piece of land but

a

collection of thc' n.rany thlngs, including human and
cultural values, which go to make up our democratic
society. The economic crisis and all that it entails is
undermining this denrocratic society. Peace within
our own frontiers is at stake, citizen confronts citizen,
human drgnity is being ignored and we are well on
the way to creating a throw-away younger generation.
What in fact are we still defending ? At its congress in
the Netherlands my party adopted a motion calling
on all countries to reduce therr defence budgets by
5 0/o and to use thc resulting money to create jobs.
'S7ith the 1 u/o of gross national product and the

policy advocated by the Socialrsts and reflected in
amendments to thc other reports, this would be a

great step forward

in the fight against unemployment.

Hoping for economic growth may be an optimistic
approach, as the President-rn-Office of the Councrl
said this mornlrg, but it is not a very realistic one,
and rt is not much good to the 12..5 million unemployed today ; they want solutions now.
(Apltlausc)

Mr O'Mahony

(S).

Madam President, because of

the time constraints- placed on me, I am going

to

I

normally would. The position of the right-wing polrtical groupings on the question of unemployment seems to me to be nothing
short of outrageous. Their position is summarized in
the Papaefstratrou motion for a resolution, which was
supported rn the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment by all the right-wing groups, including
the EPP and tl.re EPD, both of which have Members

speak more bluntly tharr

from my country.
The Papaefstratrou motion for a resolution is worthless and, if implemented in the Community, will
contribute nothing to the struggle against the crisis of
mass unemployment. It represents no more than an

attempt

by the right-wing groups to continue

the

same policies which have caused the crisis in the first
instance. The Papaefstratiou motion for a resolution
and the right wing position are, in fact, not concerned

unen.rployment at all. They ate concerned
instead with conventional growth policies, of which
unemployment policy is seen as a mere by-product.
\What the right wing are saying here today is that we
must return to patterns of high economic growth and
that unemployment will then take care of itself with
the assistance of appropriate training chemes. This, of

with

course, is fattrous nonsense. High growth rates cannot
be guaranteed in the foreseeablc future, and even if
they could, they would not necessarily have a significant impact on the unemployn-rent question.
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\U7hat

we in the Socialist Group are saying is entirely
different. We say that if unemployment is to be dealt
with, then policy must be directed specifically to thar
end and not just to growth as an end in itself. To date
in the European Communiry unemployment has been
seen primarily as a social problem which can be dealt
with through manpower and training policies. The

Socialist position

is that unemploymenr is

an

economic problem endemic in the present economic
order and that it can be dealt with only through new
economic initiatives. I can summarize these briefly.

!7e need additional investment in jobs, particularly in
the public sector, even if there is not an immediate or
direct return on that investment. !7e need to restimulate demand, and the most effective way to do this is
to increase the purchasing power of the lower income
groups. I7e need an effective Community regional
policy. !7e need effective policies concerning the relationship berween labour and technology, including

redistribution

of the working

week. '$7e need to

democratize industry so that the relationship between
labour and surplus profit is changed and in order to
control multinational corporations. Ife need specific
policies in youth employment along the lines outlined
in the Salisch report. lVe need to modify the common
agricultural policy in favour of increased spending on
structural policy. In short, we need a new global
strategy against unemployment.
Democracy itself, Madam President, is at stake and so

too is the future of this Community.

Mr

Petersen.
(DA) Madam President, one of the
most essential reasons
why Denmark is just as unable
to solve the unemployment problem as is the EC, is

that we have neither the will nor the abiliry to yield
that which has to be yielded
not alone in the ma-

terial field but also in the intellecrual
field. Those who
have much will not yield material things. Those who
can think among those who have power will not think
new thoughts. !/hat the crisis demands is a qualitative
renewal. Growth or development is an eternal change
berween quantitative growth and our apparent stagnation, in which there is a qualitative renewal, however.
That is where we are at the moment. During its great
crisis a hundred years ago Denmark resolved its crisis.
'S7e were badly
hit, not only by the loss of SchleswigHolstein, but because the technologocal revolution
the arrival of the steamer and the railway
left -us
uncompetitive. !7e were hit very hard indeed. lfe
resolved

the Danish crisis by starting from

the

bottom. \7e resolved it during a period of ten years by

changing from our main production
animal production.

of grain,

to

This was a qualitative change, my dear colleagues, and
it is a change like this that we must undertake now.
'We have to concentrate on some
main areas and not

just turn up with 'anything under the sun' as demonstrated in today's debate. In other words we must
invest in renewal, qualitative renewal, within five main
areas. Firstly, a new qualitative energy system
and
this can only be in the long term
a system-which
- important law of
follows the law of rotation, the most
life, that is the renewable energies. A new qualitative
system of resources, which implies that we really must

start to take recycling seriously and not content
by considering it as somerhing that is of
little importance. Furthermore a new qualitative
production system. If we want to go on using the
present system of production, be it capitalistic or sociaourselves

listic, then we are on our way into the abyss. We must

only produce that which does not pollute, without
wasting resources, squandering energ.y and without
damaging mankind.

And then we must have a new qualitative

work
system. So much has been said about working time.
My own group
the Socialist Group
suggests thar

- we have to
we reduce to -35 hours. I believe that
reduce to 30 hours at least. !fle must acquire another
attitude towards work. '$7'e must do away with the old
Victorian concept of duty and introduce play into
work. The information technologies enable us to do
so. And then we must acquire a new qualitative lifestyle and break away from the non-culture of the
1960s : consume and throw away. \J7e must reintroduce respect for the intrinsic value of things. We must
reintroduce respect for electricity and other resources
'1u1n off the light, lad' as we were told in my child-hood. We must reintroduce respect
for life
I am
- thou
just about to utter: 'dust thou art and unto dust

shalt return'. Life is not one-dimentional, as

we

thought in the sixties. W'e must reintroduce the fact
that qualiry means more than quantiry. If we do so,
then life will have a meaning. The Chinese sign for
danger consists of rwo signs. One sign means danger,
the other possibiliry. Let us avail ourselves of the possi-

biliry, let us meet the challenge. The challenge of the
present time is a qualitative one.
(Applduse .frctnt tbe Socialist Group)

Mr Eyraud

(S).

(FR) Madam President, ladies and

in the- minds of its founders, the European
Community was to be composed of many different
policies designed to improve living conditions overall
gentlemen,

and to guarantee a decent income for every European
citizen. Can we say, 20 years later, that that object has
been achieved, now that we have l2 million unemployed in the Communiry ?

: monetary policy, industrial
policy, energy policy, social policy, agricultural policy,
Many different policies

etc. Unfortunately only the common

agricultural

policy has had any real existence over the past 20
years, which is why I was surprised to find in Mr
Papaefstratiou's motion

for a

resolution only one
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modest reference to

it in the last paragraph of

Recital

D, the reason why I felt obliged to table several

IN THE CHAIR: MRS CASSANMAGNAGO
CERRETTI

amendments on the subject.

At this

Vice-President

special part-session we are striving to lay the

foundation of a new policy, that on employment. At
the same time, the CAP is in a precarious state
because it has not been able to guarantee a decent
income for small and medium farmers or prevent the
growth of unemployment in this sector any more than
elsewhere. A surprising coincidence is the fact that,
this very day in Luxembourg, the Council is endeavouring to reach an agreement on agricultural prices.
That agreement will be governed by monetary policy
and will itself govern farmers' incomes and therefore
purchasing power. While we cannot approve nor
justify the violence that explodes from time to time in
the rural world of certain Member States and France
in particular, it is readily understandable. It reflects
the distress of workers ultimately condemned to unemployment or, worse, not to be able to make the investment necessary for the survival of their farms.

The failure of the Community has completely undermined rwo of the basic principles of the CAP : price
uniformity and financial solidarity. The result is an
intensive rural exodus amounting, in France, to an
annual loss of 3 o/o ol the active agricultural population, not including farm-related jobs and service jobs
in the rural environment. They swell the ranks of the
unemployed. The failure of the Communiry and particularly that of the Commission is currently apparent
in the field of external trade. The veritable onslaught
of the United States on the EEC in the agrofood
sector is causing a considerable increase in unemploy-

ment in our enterprises.

Here is

a simple example. The

Mr Ruffolo
pearance

of

(S).

-

(II)

Madam President, the reapwithin the advanced

mass unemployment

industrial economies is the result neither of chance
nor of necessiry, but of economic policies which have
given the wronS answers to new challenges. The challenges have brought radical changes to labour supply
and demand, and superimposed on these structural
changes is the slow-down in economic activity,

brought about by restrictive monetary policies which,
naturally, make unemployment worse.

This means that unemployment must be attacked on

rwo fronts : that

of macro-economic policies, by
means of 'reflation', and that of structural policies to
help to restructure supply and redistribute demand for
labour, by means of policies which lead to the creation of new jobs, policies to reduce and share work
which allow employment to be spread fairly.
Madam President, every age has its problems, for
which suitable solutions must be found. The liberal
solution to the unemployment of the '30s was catastrophic. The right solution was that of Keynes. !7hen

it led to a period of unsurpassed progress. In our time the policies of Keynes
are no longer adequate to meet the new problems,
this was finally adopted,

which require structural measures. We must go
beyond Keynes. But the fact is that the prevailing
economic policies are at present heading in exactly
the opposite direction; they are based on an anachro-

nistic liberalism, which aims to set up impossible
loss

of the

grain
market with Egypt means, for France alone, the loss of

about 500 jobs in flour milling, 300 in bagging and
500 in transport. This being so, since it is essential to
maintain fobs both in agriculture and in the agrofood
industry iust as it is necessary to protect nature and
the rural environment, the Commission has the duty
to propose appropriate measures. The aggressive
language used by some of our right-wing Members
this morning about the socialist governments in the
Communiry seems to us very empty in relation to the
graviry of our employment problems. The policy
which the French Government has been applying
since 10 May 1981 has enabled the unemployment
curve to be stabilized. If all its partners had been
prepared for genuine concerted action to revive the
economy and to bring the European social space into
being, to which all workers aspire, perhaps this would
'Woe
have been true of the Communiry as a whole.
betide us if each of our countries has to retreat behind

its frontiers.
The only way to reduce unemployment, which would
be a considerable step forward towards the construction of Europe, is through solidarity and social iustice.

conditions of self-regulation through restrictive monetary measures and laissez-faire economic policies.
There is, therefore, the risk of going back 50 years to
the economic and social climate of the 1930s.

The time has come for the Governments and peoples
of Europe to halt their slide down this slope and for
vigorous national and Community measures to be
implemented to revitalize the economy, create iobs,
reduce the working week and share out iobs.

The restoration of full employment is not a task
which can be left to the market. It must be taken on
by everyone as an essential part of their policies. The
sociely of temporary employment is limited, just as
the democratic sociery is in danger.
(Applause

from the Socialist benches)

(GR) Madam President, ladies
Mrs Pantazi (S).
and gentlemen, the -extent of female unemployment is
well known and has already been commented upon

by the previous speakers. The basic causes of female
unemployment are as follows. Firstly, the fact that
women tend to be concentrated in branches of manufacturing industry that are particularly hard hit by the
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economic crisis, such as textiles and the ready-made
clothing sector, etc. Secondly, the marginal role of
women in the labour market. Thirdly, the low level of

education and vocational training and, lastly, the
mistaken assumption that female labour offers only

low productivity.
These causes are particularly pronounced

in the under-

developed and problem areas of the Communiry
where the problem of unemployment is age-old and
structural and where under-employment is a permanent feature.

As

measures

proPose

to

combat female unemployment we

:

Checks at both national and Communiry level on
whether, and to what extent, Community directives
and national legislation intrinsically safeguarding the
right of women to work are being implemented.

Adequate vocational instruction and training in
sectors which offer real and permanent employment
opportunities, such as in small and medium-sized
undertakings, the crafts industry, cooperatives and the

it to them. They have already obtained
recognition of their equality in law, now it has to be
recognised in practice. The crisis cannot be an argument against so fundamental a principle. !flomen no
longer need words or regulations. That stage we have
to leave behind us. My group therefore requests that
the Commission should very quickly propose a fourth
directive calling for the general implementation of
positive action programmes, and offering support for
ground ; leave

them, designed to promote the employment of

women in private and public enterprises and services.
Practical programmes of this kind, together with financial incentives, are now the second stage in our
demands. We no longer want words but concrete facts

for women from the Council and the Commission.

Mr Abens (S).
(DE) Madame President, perhaps
the most dangerous
aspect of the unemployment
problem is the unemployment among young people,
it undermines their belief in our free, democratic, pluralistic society. 'S(ihat are young people to
make of a social system that keeps them out of work
since

vital area of the new technologies.

for years on end, when they have spared no cost, sacri-

\flith

fice or effort to prepare themselves for a profession ?
\7hat an accumulation of disappointment, discouragement and bitterness this must bring, how long-term

regard to the new technologies, in particular,
special efforts must be made to integrate women into
this technological revolution because there is a real
danger of the position of women in the social system

slipping back.
The organization of a campaign to enlighten women
about unemployment issues and to acquaint them
with the means of recourse to organizations and
services.

The doubling in real terms o( Regional Fund and
Social Fund spending on women, with special
emphasis and prioriry being given to women who live
and work in the problem areas of the Communiry.

A special effort must be made to help young women,
who make up 45 o/o of total female unemployment, in
terms of both the creation of new jobs and the provision of training to enable them to adapt to new technologies and production methods.
(Applause frorn tbe bencbes

of the Sotali.rt

Group)

Mrs Lizin (S).

(FR) Madam President, ladies and
- of the Socialist Members of Parligentlemen, on behalf

ament, who arc members of the Committee of
Enquiry on the Situation of S(omen in Europe, I

claim, for these European women, the right to employment and to reduced daily working hours.
Something new, since previous crises, is that women
are still in the market for employment, in spite of the
crisis and in spite of the reactionary attempts to have
them wholly or partly back at home to produce lots of

children without the benefit of rhe necessary social
facilities. In this connection I would point out the
contradictions of the Christian Democrats apparent in
the speech made by Mrs Phlix. Women will hold their

unemployment must undermine characteristics

so

- so
of young people and which this world
urgently needs
such as a sense of initiative, the
striving for a better
world and confidence in the
rypical

future. In my view, these problems must be tackled as
suggested in Mrs Heinke Salisch's report, as the
Socialist Group has been urging for years.

I

would also like to mention the problems of unemin my own country, Luxembourg. My
country is one of those where the level of unemployment is relatively low
less than 3 0/0, despite the
serious structural crisis-affecting Luxembourg's main
industry, the steel industry. Between 1974 and 1982,
i.e. over a period of 8 years, l0 000 jobs were lost in
this industry, more than 5 7o of the total employed.

ployment

Fortunately, this trend was largerly compensated for
by the positive development of jobs in services and

public administration. However, the country's employment structure became precariously unbalanced. At
the present time, only 35 o/o oI all the employed work
in industry, whereas more than 60 o/o are employed in
service industries. This shows the great importance of
consolidating Luxembourg as a financial centre and
the seat of the European Communiry.

In connection with this, rwo further aspects must be
mentioned: firstly, the approximately 12000 frontier
workers,7.5 o/o of the workforce, who cross the
borders from Belgium, France and Germany every day
to work in Luxembourg ; secondly, the total number

of foreigners employed in Luxembourg
52000
is of great significance. This figure represents
practically one-third of the total workforce, without
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including the officials of the European Communities.
I merely wish to demonstrate the extent of Luxembourg's employment problem and the precariousness
of our position as long as the question of the financial
centre and the seat of the Community are not finally
settled, and also to show what the small State of
Luxembourg is doing to promote employment in the
Communiry.

it is easy to understand when we Luxembourgers
press with the greatest emphasis for a revival of the
European economy and a coordinated and more flexible reallocation of jobs in the Community, together
with a re-structuring of our steel industry, and ask that
So

account be taken

of the sacrifices we

have already

made.

Mr Boyes (S). Madam President, there are two
- One is nuclear weapons and the
evils in our society.
other is mass unemployment. Perhaps the great evil in
the problem of unemployment is that 5 million of our
young people should be condemned to helplessness
and hopelessness by the right-wing governments in
power in Europe. !7e have to say to our youngsters,
the youth who are attending this conference of this
Parliament today and tomorrow, that some of us have
a message of hope, that some of us are with you in
your struggles and that some of us are determined to
do all that we can to help to solve the present crisis.
Friends, in my country the Tories with their monetarist policies pretend there is no alternative. My parry
has produced a document that shows clearly that there
is an alternative, an alternative that could be implemented by any Socialist government in Europe, and
when we present this alternative to the people in the
coming weeks, the people of Britain will rally round
us. And we say to the youth : we have a programme to
solve your problems. \U7e shall do all we can to help
you

!

Recently in the north of England two youngsters
youngsters without hope,
committed suicide
- two
under a government impletwo youngsters living
menting monetarism. These are the words of these
youngsters: 'S7hat have we left in life, now that there
is no work for anyone ? All teenagers have to do is to
hang around street corners and walk up and down
town getting moved on by the police who think you
are getting up to something. Time is running out. !7e

not much time to live now, but whatever
it doesn't matter. It is the rest of you I
sorry for, because this Eartl:, as we know it, is

have

happens to us,

feel
going to end with a very big bang. Raffy and Sean.'
That is a letter from two youngsters, but they express
the feelings of 5 million youngsters throughout this

continent. I believe that the Socialist Group has a real
alternative. It has an alternative with which I can
associate myself. At times like this, it is a pleasure to
be amongst friends and comrades from ten countries
who are working together, in their respective countries, to find a solution.

Madame President, we have left the problems

in

the

hands of multinational capital for too long. Multina-

tional capital, politicans who carry out monetarism
like the Tories in Britain, Kohl in the future in
Germany, have failed our youth. 'We say there is an
alternative. Together we shall build a Socialist alternative ; we shall work for a Socialist Europe ; we shall
work to ensure that every child that leaves school has
a job ; we shall work to remove the spectre of the dole
queue.

(Applau-re .front the Socialist Group)

| have
Mr Richard, Afetnber of the Comnis-rion.
listened, I must say, with great attention to -almost all
the speakers in this debate. I think it has been a very
useful one. I should now like, if I may, to add some
more detailed comments on behalf of the Commission in reply to some of the particular points that
have been raised.
I say at the outset that I will be as brief as I
reasonably can. There are two comprehensive reports.
There are a number of oral questions. The reports ask
May

for action and comments by the Commission on a
number of issues and the questions clearly demand
clear and proper answers. I will start off with the oral
questions. As regards the question from the
Communist and Allies Group concerning the reduction of working time and the Social Fund, I would
like to confirm that the Commission will take every
opportunity to develop the Social Fund as an active
instrument in support of job-creation policies. I think
it should be noted that under its existing rules the
Fund is already able to give assistance to schemes
where the reduction of working time leads to the crea-

tion of identifiable additional jobs or to a need for
vocational training. According to the Commission's
proposal for the review of the Fund, these provisions
would be maintained and indeed we hope they will be
further exploited in the future. Our communication
on youth employment sets out the need for action of
this kind to be much more widely developed, in particular to benefit the young unemployed. I will, if I
may, come back to that point a little later on.

Turning to the question regarding the

Bekaert-

Cockerill case, many parliamentarians will already
know that this important case affecting a group of

women employees in Belgium is currently the subject
of correspondence belween the Commission and the
Belgian authorities whose responsibiliry it is in the
first instance to see that their own law is respected.
Indeed, I wrote to Minister Hansenne about a week
ago on this very topic. In these circumstances I would
and I hope Parliament will forgive me
not wish
- in great detail on the substance of the
to comment

particular complaint here today. Parliament can, I
hope, be assured that the Commission wil be assiduous in carrying out its duties concerning the respect
for Communiry law.
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In

general, because we are havrng a more general
debate here today, I would just like to add that the
Commission is deeply concerned whenever it sees
evidence
and I am afraid I have to tell Parliament
- sees much too much evidence
that it now
that
- but
vulnerable groups in the labour market, especially
by no means only women, are victims of discriminatory measures adopted as palliatives in the face of
today's economic difficulties. And where we find such
evidence, then I can assure the Parliament, as I have
done in the past, that where appropriate the Commission will take action.

This brings me to the more general

question

regarding women's unemployment which was posed
by the Committee of Enquiry. The Commission has
paid lot of attention to this parricular issue, both
within the context of its general policies to combat

unemployment

and in the adoption of

specific

measures such as the equality directives and the new
action programme which seeks to strengthen the posi-

tion of women in the labour market, both by reinforcing individual rights and by promoting positive
action programmes. We are, Madam President, fully
aware of the fact that women constitute more than
40 o/o of the registered unemployed on the 1982
figures, while they represent only 37 o/o of the
working population. Most serious, perhaps, is the fact
that half of the total of unemployed women are, in
fact, under 25 years of age. Particular emphasis has
been given to this in our communication on vocational training and on youth employment which identifies positive action for young women as one of the
guiding principles for special training and youth
employment measures.
May I say to Mrs Lizin
and I listened to her intervention with great care, -as I always do
that we are
- the Greek
in the process of organizing, together with
Presidency and with Parliament, a seminar to be held
later this year to open the debate that she called for
on positive action, and indeed specifically to consider
the role of legislation in this area.

I shall now turn to the numerous points raised in
if I may say so, were very excellent reports

what,

produced by Mr Papaefstratiou and by Mrs Salisch.
There are indeed nearly 80 points in all raised in the
two reports, and Parliament will, I hope, forgive me at
this late hour if I do not actually respond to 80
different points" \7hat I will try and do is to be as
brief as I can and isolate certain trends which emerge
in the reports and indeed which have emerged in the
course

of the debate

today.

Let us take general economic policy first, which has, I
suppose, played as large a part as any other single
issue in the speeches that have been made from this
rostrum here today. I am glad that in this debate on

unemployment both the rapporteurs have emphasized
the wider policy issues as well as the need for specific
actions to combat unemployment. Echoing, if I may,
what I said this morning, it is in my view politically
important that we should focus on the job-creating
aspects of investment and on the responsibiliry of
public authorities and the Community financial instruments to this end. \Without entering too much into
the details of the Commission's current plans and policies, I would point out that we have set out some of
our ideas on the role of public investment in the

Commission's 1982 action programme

to

combat

unemployment and indeed we have already identified
ourselves with the target of an additional 1 0/o of gross
national product for investment. W'e are conscious too
of the need to evaluate more closely the actual employment impact of investment programmes, and I
welcome the specific suggestion by Parliament for a
Commission survey on this issue.

Clearly the Commission must try and promote the
balance between modernization and job creation
which was mentioned this morning, and we have to
try and do this through the use of our own financial
instruments. Not necessarily though, I believe,
through quotas, as was suggested here, but by establishing appropriate criteria such as the emphasis
within the Regional Fund
I agree with Mrs Kellett- the Regional Fund has
Bowman when she says that
not received as much attention in the course of this
debate as it deserves
on exploiting local economic
- support for job creation
potential by proposing
to
accompany industrial restructuring. \J7e have done it
in the case of the steel industry, and I think we could
also do it by improving our evaluation of the impact
of Community intervention.
May I, Madam President, make a general point on this
aspect before moving on to some of the more specific
aspects. I would like to add one word about external

trade policies, particularly towards the Third lforld.
Quite apart from the more general arguments about
preserving free trade, I should like to stress the importance for domestic employment policies of measures
to liberalize trade with developing countries. It is
often not realized, or alternatively, if realized, it is

quite often calmly forgotten or ignored, that the
growth

in

domestic employment opportunities that

would result from an expansion of our export markets
in the Third S(orld would far outweigh the job losses
in the specific sectors which are still protected from
competrtion from abroad.
There is, in fact, an emplovment dimension to almost
every aspect of Communiry policy. Our task, as put
forward in the Commission's framework programme
Ior 1984, is to see that this dimension is correctly identified and is further developed, in the same way rhat
here in Parliament you have begun to define the
concept of a European employment pact.
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The central question is obviously job creation, not ,ust
through the expansion of existing economic activity
but also through the creation of new businesses, small
and medium-sized firms and cooperatrves rn particular. Both Mr Papaefstratiou and Mrs Salisch paid
some attention to this issue. May I assure Parliament
that it is an area where the Commission has already
been very active. The Social and Regional Funds intervene already in this area of job creation, but quite
independently of our financial assistance. I would also
mention the work we have been carrying out in
liaison with the OECD over the past few months in
different localities throughout the Communrty, investigating the proliferation of small-scale employment
projects emanating from local initiatives. The need
now, I think, is not for more studies on this issue. The
need now is for more Community action. W'e will, of
course, be reporting early next year on this whole
programme of local initiatives, but already before that,
in the course of the next few months, we shall be
producing a new action programme specifically on
the issue of local employment initiatives, related also
to the development of cooperatives whrch was the
subject of Mr Mihr's report at the last plenary part-session.

Further financial support for promoting innovation in
small- and medium-sized enterprises will also be the
subject of a new Commission communication within
the next few weeks. Action in this area is, of course, of
specific relevance to young people. I am particularly
grateful to Mrs Salisch for having emphasized this in
her report. Young people have enormous reserves of
creativity and of entrepreneurshrp which are currently
going to waste. It's a waste for society and it's a
tragedy for the individual young people concerned.
The Youth Forum has emphasized this point. The
Commission has pointed to it firstly in our communication on vocational training and again, more explicitly, in the new paper on youth employment. At local
level we begin to see more and more examples of new
enterprises created by young people when they are
given the necesssary support. There is much to be
done, however, in terms of official encouragement and

guidance for young people rn this area, and I again
would like to assure, Parliament that we in the
Commission will be seeking to promote new activity

in this

area.

Just as we agree on the need to improve the quality

as

well as the quantiry of training offered to young
people, not only in the 15 to 18 age group, I think we
should also pay attention to the quality of jobs which
are made available. Young people are, after all, not just
suffering from the general lack of jobs available. They
are affected most particularly by the virtual disappearance of lob vacancies offering some prospects of
stability and professional development. Even if they
can manage to find a job these days, it is most likely, I

am afraid, to be in short-term, rather

peripheral,

employment which might provide some work experience but does little to give young people the feeling

that they are becoming integrated into adult

society

I am particularly

concerned that the crux of the
problem now corlcerns young people in the labour
market who are aged 20 and over and whose numbers

itself.

will continue to rncrease beyond 1990. There rs, I am
afrard, a fair degree of mythology around about the
demographic position. One hears in some quarters the
comfortable belief that this is a demographic problem,
that it will take care of itself within a few years. I have
to say to Parliament that that is not so.

Young people under 1 8 now represent only about onefifth of the total young unemployed, and these frgures
and these trends imply some majors shifts in policy

within most Member

States which

until now

have

been prrmarrly and indeed perhaps rightly concerned
with school leavers. But the emphasis must in the
future be on the creation of stable worthwhile, but not
necessarily fulltime, ;obs, either in the growth sectors
of the economy or in the areas of employment,
including the public service, which are related to
serving urgent social and environmental needs. Positive action, if I may use that phrase again in this

context, aimed at the most disadvantaged Sroups,
designed also to increase the range of occupations
open to girls, should also be an integral part of these
special job-creation measures.

I do not think there is cause for much disagreement
about these basic princrples, nor about the types of
special measures that the Commission is proposing in
order to rmplement them. The main question, and it
is one which I am not sure that Parliament has yet
come to grips with, is the scale of the effort that is
required and the scale of the effort that can, in fact, be
mobilized. The second question is how far that effort
should be directed explicitly and specifically at young
people. This is essentially a political and not an
economic question.
The Commission has made its position now quite
clear. In addition to the existing room for manoeuvre
for increasing public expendrture in this area, the
Commission believes that there is also an adequate
reserve of solidarity among the Community's working

population and taxpayers in general to mobilize the
additional resources necessary to make a malor impact
on youth unemployment. The Community itself must
obviously provide financial resources to support and
encourage additional action by Member States in this
area. This implies in particular, as we have said, an
exceptional increase in Social Fund resources to
finance special training and job-creation measures for
young people. I am grateful to those parliamentarians
who from thrs rostrum today have called for increased
resources for the Socral Fund for these purposes. If the
review of the Social Fund, as proposed by the Commission, is adopted by tl.re Council, it will then be legally

possible
resources.

to achieve an

excepttonal increase in

The actual decision on the allocation of
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ties of its Members, adopt overall measures
aimed at convincing the governments of all
Member States once more that the economic
recession can only be reversed by closer cooper-

resources would then revert in the course of the
normal budgetary procedures to the budgetary

authority. I therefore particularly welcome the recommendation, as formulated by Mrs Salisch, to double
the budget of the Social Fund for 1984. This would be
a major step in ensuring that the Community could at
long last hold up its head and claim not only a policy
but, what is perhaps just as important, a financial
commitment to combating youth unemployment.
Madam President, I apologise to the House for taking
so long in answering this debate. It did seem to me
that it was an important one and that a number of

extremely important points had been made
course

again

in

the
emphasizing once

of it. May I conclude by
the Commission's political commitment

ation

2.

-

modern

?

by Mr Delorozoy and others, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic Group, to the Commission (Doc. l-33/83)

to

at

to use

thenr outside Council meetings as well

Subject

:

: Community plan for the

chemical

industry

'What measures does the Community intend to
propose for dealing with the considerable excess
production capacity of the chemical industry and
the grave financial losses of this sector ?
Does the Commission believe that the conditions
exist for inrtiating the 'state of crisis' and thus
avoiding recourse to assistance at national level, of
which the dangers are evident, both for the future
of the chemical industry and for the advancement
of the Common Market as such ?

The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote
the next voting-time.

Commission prepared

in this connection, such as
individual or global talks with heads of government and members of government, and to use

(Applause)

-

Is the

means of persuasion

given the limitations which are
doing what we can
inevitable, both on -our powers and on our resources
to try and help deal with this problem, which in
-many ways is the greatest problem now facing the ten
countries of the Community. If we are not careful,
and this is what bothers me, we shall end up in a situation in the 1990s where our member countries are
one class which is in work
divided into two classes
- and another class which
and is relatively prosperous,
is out of work and is extremely envious. I must say
that, in my view and in that of the Commission, that
is not a prospect that we should view lightly.

President.

?

-

by Miss Quin, on behalf of the Socialist Group, to

the Council (Doc. I -34183):

: Failure of the Council to adopt positive
measures to help the European shipbuilding

Subject

industry

6.

Contpetitit'enes.s o.f

indtst4'

Alentorandtntt ort u'orkin

g-ti

ne

l. !7hy did the Council fail to accept proposals
from the Commission to adopt a scrap-andbuild policy to stimulate demand in the ship-

The next item is a joint debate on two reports :

-

by Mr Leonardi, on behalf of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs, on the competitiveness of Community industry (Doc. 1-1335/82),

and

-

by Mr Ceravolo, on behalf of the Committee on
Socral Affairs and Employment, on the memorandum from the Commission on the reduction
and reorganization of working-time (Doc.
r-7 t 183).

The following oral
included

-

questions,

with

debate,

are

:

by Mr Rogalla and others, to the

building industry ?
2. 'Why has the Council failed to take any action
on Commission proposals, supported by the
overwhelming majority of the European Parliament, designed to help older shipbuilding
workers throughout the EEC who were leaving
the industry during the recent period of restructuring ?

3. Does the Council accept the view of the
Commission that the shipbuilding industry is

of

to Europe and does it now
in order to maintain a viable level
of capacity, thar restructuring has gone far
importance

accept that,

Commission

(Doc. 1-37i83):
Subiect : Overall measures by the Commission to
revive the economy

1. !(hen will the Commission as a body, in other
words over and above the spccial responsrbili-

enough

?

4. Does the Council agree that South Korea

and

Japan have both recently been increasing their
market share and that prices quoted for
building ships in those countries over the last
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equality in the comn.ron market, for initiatives
aimed at rcducing and sintplifying government
regulations to be taken on a global basis ?

year (which have been up ro .50 0/o below thosc

quoted

by

European shipbuildcrs) have only

been possible because of non-transparent
production aids in those countries ?
5. $7rll the Council

7. What docs the Con.rmission thrnk in general of

the dercgulation approach ? How does
its marcro-economic effects ?

agree, as a matter of urgency,

to give a positive impetus to the European shipbuilding industry, which is so importanr to the
well-being of many of Europe's depressed indus-

8.

by Mr. Bord, on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats, to the Conrmission (Doc.
1-38/83):

:

Emergency measures in favour
French timber and paper industry

of

The timber industry, consisting of

80,000

Subject

of 70

thousand million francs, is of very great
to France. Moreover, French forests,
covering 14.5 million hectares, are thc largest in

importance

Europe and

as such an

exceptronal natural

resource.

However, the trade defrcit

in the timber

sector

stood at 1.5 thousand mrllion francs in 1982
the
second largest negative item in the French balance

to inform

the

tives with the arm of preventing the distortion
of competition withrn the comnton market as a
result of selective and non-uniform deregula-

tion by Membcr

the

companies with 650,000 employees and a turrrover

Commission prepared

view

European Parlianrent in the near future of the
critena it intends to use to assess national initia-

trial regions ?

-

Is the

it

States

?

Mr Rogalla (S). (DE) On a point of order, Mr Pres- the agenda in foornote 2, which
ident. I figure on
refers to the item you have just called, as author of an
oral qrrestion pursuant to Rule 42. As I understand it,
the Rules of Procedure allow a maxrmum of 10
minutes' speaking-time on this subject, and I should
be gratcful if you would tell me when that can be.
President.
The Chair will consider the problem
- In the meantime, I call Mr Leonardi.
you have raised.

of

trade. Can the Commission assess the nature
and scale of the resources needed for the restruc-

turing of this sector and will it consider
urgency of the measures to be taken ?

the

by Mrs Boot and others, on behalf of the Group of

- the European People's Party (ChristianDemocratic Group), to the Commission (Doc.
1-41183):

Subject: The opinion of the Commission
concerning the introduction of deregulated zones
exempt from taxes (so-called E, T and D zones)

l. !7hat

was the Commission's attitude towards
the Irish 'Free Zone' and the British 'Enterprise
Zones' created in the past ?

2. Nflhat criteria did the Commission use to assess
the recent Belgian proposals for T zones ?

3. Does the Commission not believe that

these

localized reliefs will distort and upset the esta-

blishment and investment structure in the
Community ? In other words, does tt not see in
these measures a (potential) disruption of interstate trade and establishment

?

4. Does the Commission not believe that thesc T
Zones should be assessed according to the
same stringent criteria it applies to national
aids

?

5. Can the Commission explarn how

it

arrivcd at

its decision that the Belgian T Zones do not
contravene Article 92 of the EEC Treaty ?
6. Does the Commrssion not think that

it

would

be preferable, in the interests of unity

and

Mr Leonardi (COM), rLtffot'tutr.

(fD Mr Presi-

dent, ladres and gentlemen, I thrnk it- is now generally
held that unernployment is one facet of the severe
crisis which has hit our countries and which we have
ulrtil now bcen reluctant to recognisc.

'We have finally realized that we can
only emerge
from the present situation by a great effort which,
because it needs to bc so great, requires wide agreement withrn our dcnrocratic systems.

By examinrn6l competitiveness, we want to help this
Parliament to consider the commitment needed and
the conditions for this required consent, showing that,

if it is true that the economic crisis has general

aspects which affect all countries, the crisis itself and
unemployment have specifrc characteristics in Europe,
which require solutions specrfrc to Europe.

Through competittvity we therefore first of all call
attention to the obligations which our Communiry
must respect in rts efforts towards economic regeneration and in the various measures which rt takes, even
those which are short term, which are needed to
lessen, if not to solve, the rerrible problem of unemployment ar.rd the problen.rs connected with working
time.

In my opinion, any attempt made whrch does not
take proper account of the situation regarding competitivity with tl.re rest of the world would rapidly leave
us in an even worse position than before; the benefits
would go outside the Community and we should be
left with the disadvantages. This would apply at both
national and Community level.
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The problem of improving competitiveness with the
outside world therefore concerns, although obviously

in

different ways,

all the Member States, categories

and social classes and makes essential a common effort of the right dimensions at Community, as well as
national, level.

Your Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
has carefully examined the problem with the valuable
aid of the Commission, and I think that I can say that
a very large majority agreed on the following points.
In the last ten years the Community has become less
competitive by comparison with the rest of the world
and, in particular, by comparison with the two most
industrialized countries : the United States and Japan.

It has a less favourable

our undertakings have but also to inadequate technical and cultural relations, the lack of mobiliry of capital and labour. Our internal development is crucial in
all respects, just as is the case for both the United
States and Japan.

In this matter the Community as a whole occupies an
intermediate position between Japan and the United
States and is closer to the latter country if account is
taken of the special free trade agreements which we
have had for years with the EFTA countries and
which mean that trade with these countries can also
be considered in many ways as forming part of a large
European market.

The first consequence of the unsatisfactory link

bet-

ratio of imports to exports, not
just for all products but specifically for industrial products, differently from what has happened both in the
United States and Japan, who have been able to make
some improvements.

ween internal development and competitiveness with
the rest of the world is the poor use we make of our
major resource : the work-force, in a situation very different from that of the other industrialized countries.

Our situation is particularly serious as regards techno-

well as bringing no comfort, is also incorrect. The United States, as has been shown by the Study Department of the European Trade Union Confederation has
created 30 000 000 new jobs over the last rwenry years,
while in the same period the EEC, with a work-force
of the same size, has created only 2 500 000. Japan
with half the work-force, has created 7 500 000. The
resulting situation is completely different as are the

logically advanced products, and this results in a correspondingly serious situation as regards youth unemployment which stands within the Communiry at
45 o/o of total unemployment by comparison with

4l

o/o

in the United

States and 23 o/o

in

Japan.

One can say that, in essence, our countries have not
been able to adapt in an active, that is, a competitive
way to the great changes which have occurred in the
world. They have tried to defend themselves by having, above all, recourse to frequently uncoordinated
measures of a monetary and fiscal nature, without a
proper strategy, especially in respect of industry and
the service industries, where common policies at Communiry level would have been necessary.

The situation regarding competitiveness with the outside world differs, obviously, from country to country.
The problem can, however, be considered in large
measure as a Community one.
There are many different causes of this situation but,
to simplify, they can be connected with an insufficient development of investment, whrch has been particularly serious during the last ten years. In 1965 we
had a per capita rate of investment which was onethird higher than that of Japan, whereas now our per
capita rate is one-third less than that of the same country, which has exceeded even the United States in this.

Still simplifying, we think it possible to say that the
main cause of the failure to develop investment

is not lack of avaito conceive of our future

and, therefore, our work capaciry

A comparison with the United

chances

of

States, for example, as

recovery.

The threat of diminished

competitiveness is also
growing as regards countries whrch have recently been
industrialized at least for a series of products on which
our exports are still concentrated.

I would point out that, even just a few

years ago,

Japan did not worry us at all from the point of view of
industrial competitiveness. The change has been radical in a short time, and the same thing could happen
with other countries that we do not even consider at
the moment.

A number of points

are made in the draft resolution,
which reflect the various points which this Parliament
has already expressed a number of times.

It

should like to point out the particular importance
in the draft resolution to the development of
the internal market, by such means as the implementation of jornt policies, especially on energy, transport
and telecommunications, to the decisive role of undertakings and the Executive Commission, to vocational
training and the development of the monetary system,
including more financing for the regeneration of the
attached

lable finance but a failure
and to provide incentives to attain it, because we have
considered our problems over too narrow a field.

economy.

The basic cause of our lack of competitiveness with
the rest of the world is our failure to develop within
the Communiry due to the size of the market which

caprtalizing on the traditions and characteristics of our
countries, including not only economic factors but
also political and cultural ones. In particular the posi-

Finally, we have stressed that it is not a question of
imitating an external model, but first and foremost of
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tion of employed persons in our countries and the
need to better it must be considered as a basis for possible development not just in the new industries but
also in the service industries, with higher employment
resulting, for example, in the fields of education,
teaching, housing, information, health, mobiliry and
so on.

The abiliry of the EEC to become competitive again

will also be a fundamental element in the recovery of
the world market, where

it

holds an important place,

as the EEC is a major creator of business. The increased funds we would have for aid and trade with the

developing countries could be used

in the same way.

During our history our countries have been able to
meet challenges which were just as serious as the present one. S7e have always met them as individual
countries, but I think that, if we are to succeed, we

draft resolution on the reduction and restructuring of

working time.

At that time unemployment was at about 8 % of

The Commission has presented a Memorandum to
the Council on the reduction and restructuring of working time. 'We consider this document very valid, and
we approve it overall, even if we regret that Mr
Richard remained rather imprecise when he spoke.
Our Parliament must, therefore, remind the Council
not to delay further in taking on its responsibilities.
As an Institution of the Communiry, we must make
every effort to point out those measures which might
reasonably bring new elements to bear on the administration of the labour market, since traditional measures have clearly been seen to be ineffectual.

must act together. If we recognize that we are bound
together by the need to be competitive with the rest
of the world, we shall be able to join together in order
to develop and not just to defend ourselves.

'W'e are

(Applattse

employment

from

uarious qrtarters)

President.
I should like to take this opportuniry
of telling Mr- Rogalla that I wish to adhere to the rule,
previously established by the Chair, that a Member
should not be given the floor for the specific purpose
of speaking to an oral question. You could have spoken if your group had allotted you part of its total
speaking-time.

Mr Rogalla (S). (DE) Madam President, naturally
I accept your decision,
but I should be grateful if you
would submit rwo questions to the Bureau or the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, as rhe
legal position is not made clear in Rule 42. !7hat is
the connection berween such questions and items on
the agenda ? Is it to be interpreted very liberally or
very strictly ? I should also like to point our that, in
my opinion, my question has absolutely nothing ro do
with this item, as I was principally concerned with the
method of the Commission proposal. Secondly Rule
a2 (4) should be interpreted by the Commitee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions in such manner that

a

questioner who does

not appear on the

actual

agenda but only in footnote should have four to five
minutes to comment.

President.
I think the Chair's decision is correct.
For further -explanations, however, I think the matter
should be submitted to the Committee on the Rules
of Procedure and Petitions in order that the House
should not find itself again in a situation of this kind.
!7e proceed with the debate.

Mr Ceravolo, (COM) rapplrteilr.
(ID Madam Pre- passed since the
sident, about a year and a half has
European Parliament, by a large majority, approved a

the

active Community population. Today the situation is
even worse. Unemployment has gone above 11 0/o ;
the present special meeting of the European Parliament results from the grave concern about this.

all

of the dangers of the situation : unincreasing systematically, and this
could get out of control; it leads to a deep split in the
labour market and brings considerable political, social
aware

is

and economic costs. This growth is seen in both weak
and strong areas, in countries where inflation is
mainly under control and in those where it is not, and
even in the United States, whose economy seems to
be showing the first, even if uncertain, signs of recovery.

None of the forecasts made so far on the basis of hypotheses of regenerating investment and the economy
as a whole reveals the possibiliry of a conslstent fall in
unemployment

in the short term.

We must realize that investment, which we are asking
to be increased, is being spontaneously directed, for
the most part, towards the technical restructuring of
traditional sectors, and therefore freeing the workforce, while investment in new sectors, which will, therefore, create new jobs, is taking rather longer
whether it is speculative investment which requires- all the
objective conditions to be fulfilled and leads to new

opportunities and facilities, or public investmenr in
new social services
because of the financial difficulties of the Member- States.
Since not even a possible, though distant, recovery
can, in the short term, prevent the present situation
from continuing or, even less, reverse the trend, we
must recognize the completely new structural nature

of unemployment.
'!7e have to admit that the unemployment rate linked
to the economic cycle is now secondary as an influence on the labour market by comparison with that of

new

processes.

This explains the continual

increase

which, in general terms, seems to result from the very
different rate at which old jobs disappear and new
ones are created.
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This increase cannot just be seen as one moment, a
pause, long or short, in moving from one job to another. There are important factors which give it a
structural character.

For example, while technological reorganization

af-

fects sectors which are notoriously labour intensive
new jobs
such as the car industry, steel and so on
are created in new sectors where the employment rate
is low and which are almost entirely related to small

and medium-sized industries and crafts and the tertiary sector: technical assistance and new social and
private services.
Other factors which results from this lack of coordination are : further traditional vocational training; new
qualifications ; demand for jobs from women is increasing as the socially backward zones come into line
with the developed zones, and women no longer find,
as they have for decades, that there is a classic services
sector which can absorb them, as this, too, has been
affected by informatics technology. We leave aside
demographic factors and those concerning the international division of labour, which are also very relevant.
Therefore, we can no longer ignore the fact that we
are in an era of technological revolution which, in its
many different forms, affects the whole system of production, and has no precedents in the way it reduces
the need for labour, raises productivity and restructures the whole economic and social model. This revolution has profound effects on the organization of labour, the structure of the professions and the qualiry
of work, which requires greater creative concentration
rather than the rigid discipline of numbers of people.

If we interpret all these new factors correctly, we find
that it is wrong to look at the serious consequences
for the labour market in the light of the logical criteria of the past.

It is with

regard to the correct interpretation of the

processes which are taking place that we must, therefore, assess the positive effect of a significant reduc-

tion in the working week, accompanied by a redistribution of work and greater flexibiliry. If these measures on working time are carried through properly, they
could have positive political and sociaI effects and

form part of a strategy for regeneration based

on

competitiveness which, far from being at odds with
the new processes which are taking place, could work
in the same direction.

As regards policy, the benefits which would result
from the possibiliry of offering, in modern terms, a
reasonable prospect of full employment, which must
remain the priority of our democratic system, are evident. Unemployment constitutes a serious challenge
to democratic institutions and to the very process of

ween working time and free time which is already
being established with notable economic effects, both
direct and indirect ; direct if free time is partly spent
in professional retraining or initial training; indirect
if free time is given over to creative culture which,
when it expands, will increase the need for goods and
services, and create an interplay berween new social
needs and technological innovation, the development

of which could meet expectations of an increase in
production and employment.
The need to achieve a social consensus and the participation of workers in technological change, as well as
having political implications, are also of incalculable
value for the economy, as they enable innovation to
be rapid and lasting and lead to efficiency at an inter-

national level.

The reduction and restructuring of working time
should, therefore, give greater flexibility to the working

process, and allow a more

fluid and certain bal-

of the labour market, greater regulation of the
complex processes involved in transferring from one
job or profession to another, better use of premises
ance

and a better distribution of working time, and so have
a practical effecl on production and, therefore, on
employment.

In the light of this, we must ask the Council to take
rapid and responsible decisions at Community level to
create a framework of conditions within which we can
bring about this expected reduction in the working
week, year and lifetime.
lWe need a binding Communiry directive

to

the aims and the timetable for bringing this

define
about

among the various Member States, on the basis of
which employers and employees can reach agreement
according to the traditions and methods of each individual country, and the different position of individual
sectors and firms.

Within this framework the Community, and the Member States, must undertake to decide on compensation

of many different kinds, in order to allow a fair distribution of costs between employers and employees and
to ensure that the whole series of measures is such as
to defend the purchasing power of the workers, to
improve their living conditions and to ensure that our
products are competitive on world markets.
(Appl ause -front t'a riou.t

t1

ua

rters)

Mrs \tr/ieczorek-Zeul (S), dra.ftsmrtn of an ofinion
for the Contntittee of Inquiry tnto the Situation oJ
(DE) Madam President, ladies
uomen in Europe.

- begin by stating a personal opiand gentlemen, let me

European uniry.

nion. There have been many nonsensical decisions
made, not least by the Bureau of this Parliament, but
in my personal opinion one of its most nonsensical

As regards society, the reduction of the working week
might help to bring about that new relationship bet-

morning.

decisions was to separate the question of reducing working time from the subfects we were discussing this
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In my opinion we have thereby missed an opportuniry of taking a clear decision to send a message to
the Commission and the Council to act on the basis
of the Memorandum. Such a message should have
been sent in time for them to make their views
known. I would hereby like to submit the opinion of
the Committee of Inquiry. we welcome both the
Memorandum and Mr Ceravolo's report and would
like to emphasize a point that has frequently been alluded to without any practical steps berng taken, i. e.
that women are particularly hard-hit by unemployment. In 1970 there were approximately 600 000
women and 1 500 000 men out of work in the European Community. By November 1982 the number of
woimen out of work had risen to 4.88 million and the
number of unemployed men lo 6.92 million. Since
1970, thereiore, the number of unemployed women
has increased eightfold, whereas the figure for men is
only four and a half times higher. These figures clearly show who is suffering most.

The shortage of training opportunities and jobs

has

led to a vicious circle, particularly for women, of increasing discrimination and disadvantages. The Commissioner was very convincing today on the subject of

the EC directives on equal opportunities for women.
These Community directives, which have as their aim
the elimination of discrimination against women in
access to vocational training and jobs, will become absolute at a time when equal opportunities in training
and jobs can no longer be seen to exist. All demands
for an end of discrimination can then be dismissed by

a reference to the lack of

lief that jobs can be created by overalI growth, financed at the expense of the unemployed. You should
have taken the view expressed in the Commission's
Memorandum to heart. Both the Commission and
Mrs Focke have pointed out that an annual growth
rate of 3-3.5 0/o would be necessary simply to maintarn the present level of unemployment of approximately 12 0/0. There are no economic forcasts that envisage any such rate of growth. And even if it were possible to achieve, more investment in office computers
may lead to more growth but leads to less ;obs for
women.
Since a policy of growth no longer achieves a reduction in unemployment, we are left with a policy of extensive reduction in working time and a redistribution
of jobs. 'S7e demand concerted action on the basis of
the proposals contarned rn the Memorandum.

The Committee of Inquiry supports the proposals on
the reduction of working time, but we attach particular importance to the demand for a reduction in
weekly working hours. \Why ? It is obvious that this
would have the most influence on unemployment if rt
were applied quickly and effectively, as is shown by
the sample figures in the Commission Memorandum.
Secondly, it is an important step towards reducing
daily working hours, which we women advocate.'W'hy
a reduction in daily working hours ? Employers, and
this is also Mr. Bldm's viewpoint, prefer the solution
of lowering the age of retirement, srnce then the costs
are borne by others.

jobs.

The reality is that women are being pushed out of the
job market
the case of the Bekaert-Cockerill con- been mentioned is merely a particularly
cern that has
crass example. This morning we heard a representative of the Council, whose declared political aim is to
send women back to the kitchen. Mr Bltim's aim, with
the aid of the catchphrase 'The gentle power of the
family' is to ease women out. W'e must indicate very
clearly that this is not what we want.
Patriarchal actions and opinions thought to have been
eliminated are regaining their hold on our society, in
the minds of employers and parents, in the heads of
boys and girls, of Labour Ministers and governments.

Girls are getting left behind in the murderous battle
for training places. On average in the Federal Republic of Germany, rwo-thirds of those who fail to obtain
training places are girls. But lack of qualifications is
the reason for job discrimination and low pay for the
women of tomorrow.

Our opinion states very clearly : there is a fundamental error in one of the reports we discussed this
morning and in the policy of the majoriry of the EC
member governments. It is an error to cling to the be-

This would not be of much benefit to women. They
would still have to cope u,ith a job, housework and
bringing up children. Not until daily working time
has been substantially reduced will it be possible to
change men's and women's roles such that both can
share household and children and still both work.

!7e believe that this is very important. It is based on
recognition of the fact that a change in values has
even if certain colcome about, even among men
leagues here in the Parliament may not be aware of
a change in values which attaches more importhis
- to leisure time, to time for the family.
tance

It is also possible to conceive of other solutions which
would help young couples, even if a reduction in daily
working hours provides most help for young families.
'$Vhy
should a working life only be shortened at its
end, by lowering retirement age? ln our opinion it is
possible to provide more leeway where it is urgently
needed, i.e. for young families with small children, for
employees between 25 and 40. Our Committee of Inquiry into the Situation of 'Women has put forward a
proposal on this, and we would be grateful if you
would grve it your support.
(Al)pld u!e)
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Vice-President

Mr Schlecht, President-irt-Office of the Council.
(DE) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, as the representative of the Council I was very pleased to accept
your invitation to address this House on the competitiveness of European industry and on economic and

industrial policy in the Communiry. I would like to
begin by thanking Mr Leonardi for his detailed report
on the situation of industry in the Communiry and
the possibilities as well as the difficulties of improving
the competitiveness of the European economy. I find
myself in agreement with a large part of his report.

!7hen trying to make some kind of assessment of the
degree of international competitiveness, we are
obliged to try and make a qualitative assessment.
There is no quantative instrument available to

A further problem is posed by the
considerable differences between the Member States
in terms of economic development, economic policy,
economic structure and over and above this, the differences between differing sectors of industry within the
Communiry.
evaluate all aspects.

The report before you forecasts a growing imbalance

in the Community's external trade as a whole, so that
the Community will find it increasingly difficult to
pay for its imports of industrial products by exporting

the products of its manufacturing industries. The

Commission has also come to a somewhat pessimistic
conclusion on the competitiveness of the Communiry.

Let me begin by commenting on the psychology of
this judgement of our degree of industrial efficiency. I
have the impression that very often a far too pessimistic picture is painted of the efficiency of European
industry. I ask myself : are we not thereby creating the
basis for a self-fulfilling prophecy that would bring
about our worst expectations ? I am thinking, for
instance, of companies looking for efficient partners
to cooperate with. !flhat company is prepared to
cooperate with a partner who has been officially certi-

fied as lacking efficiency ? Once the consumer
here I am thinking of all our international customers
has formed a negative opinion of the quality of
-European
products, then it is our experience that this
is very hard to correct.
There may well be no reason to be euphoric, but there
is equally no reason to hide our light under a bushel.
There are a whole range of areas
aircraft design, the

pharmaceutical industry, reactor design
pean companies clearly lead the field.
Europe has in no way fallen behind.

Twelve million unemployed

where

Euro-In my opinion,

in the Community

are

certainly an alarm signal and a serious challenge. All
those in positions of responsibiliry must act. There are

no patent solutions. But one thing is certain:

an
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economic policy that will lead to lasting, dynamic
growth, thereby improving competitiveness, must be
the core o\our efforts to reduce unemployment and
improve the economic structure, along with, of course,
special measures to reduce unemployment, which
may also include a reduction in working time.
(Applause)

'We are fully aware
and your report corroborates
- difficulties have both shortthis
that the present
term- economic causes and structural causes, and the
combination has led to the current economic crisis,
which in all !/estern industrial countries has had
severe repercussions on employment. But recent
events give us some grounds for optimism. The international short-term economic scene looks brighter
in the USA, which is so important for the world
economy, but also in the United Kingdom and the
Federal Republic of Germany, where there are signs of
an economic upswing. These trends are shown by
various improvements such as lower inflation, lower
interest rates, the fall in oil prices, etc.
course, there are still several risks, and it is not yet
certain whether the short-term economic recovery will
be followed by permanent growth. Various structural
faults have not yet been eliminated and most industrial nations still face extremely high budget deficits.
The high indebtedness of the state-trading nations

Of

and the developing countries represents a further
problem. But we are confident that an improved shortterm economic situation in the industrial nations will
lead to an upswing in world trade.

To achieve a permanent improvement in the employment situation and our competitiveness, these risks
must be minimized by the appropriate economic

policy, thereby really creating the conditions for
lasting growth. The basic guidelines were discussed a
week ago by the Council of Economic and Finance
Ministers, in the light of the OECD Council of Ministers meeting and the Economic Summit in l7illiamsburg, and I would like to quote briefly from the chairman's conclusions a few of the points of significance

in our

debate.

Firstly: the creating of favourable conditions for
lasting growth is a central task facing all economies,
in line with the concrete possibilities and the state of
progress reached in each individual country.

: the main emphasis must be on increased
investment and structural change. Only then can
unemployment be permanently reduced.
Secondly

: there must be a stabilizing, but also more
flexible, control of the money supply. A further drop
in interest rates is needed to stimulate investment. If
these measures are to suceed, monetary policy must
be backed up by a solid fiscal policy and a wage
Thirdly

policy based on growth.
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Fourthly : financial measures to reduce structural
budget deficits must proceed gradually, taking account

ments in the shipbuilding industry
with narions
trying to outdo each other with their -subsidies and all

a

the constraints on production and delivery quotas that
this leads to. Subsidies rob Peter to pay Paul. My
reasons for alluding briefly to these policies was to
demonstrate the existence of two potential dangers for

of the economic situation and accompanied by

restructuring of public spending and taxation, particuIarly to promote productive investment.

Fifthly : economic policy as a whole must promote
structural change and overcome inflexibiliry, i. e. industrial, technological, regional and competition policies must encourage structural change and the reduction of unemployment both at a national and Commu-

niry

level.

Sixthly : multilateral coordination of currency and
financial policies must be strengthened. This includes
improved coordination of intervention in the currency

markets

to iron out wild

fluctuations

in

exchange

rates.

These basic features show that full employment can
only be regained when, apart from the necessary

improvement

in

marcroeconomic conditions, the
economy as a whole and industry in particular have
made the necessary structural changes and come to
terms with modern technologies.

I would like to examine the structural
closely. The Council is very much

aspect more

in agreement with

the competitiveness of our entire industry.

Firstly: it is too easy for large-scale businesses to be
favoured at the cost of small and medium-sized undertakings, although we know that particularly the latter
offer a considerable innovation potential.
Secondly: a one-sided favouring of these traditional
sectors of industry leads to resources being wasted,
and what is worse, structures being maintained that
urgently need to be changed. Such policies are barring
our way to the future. However, a rejection of centrally
directed structural proposals in no way means rejec-

tion of an industrial policy.

It is the opinion of my Government that adapting to
structural changes is primarily a matter for companies
themselves, as you also point out in your report. This
task must be aided by active national and Communiry
structural policies. \7e believe this must essentially be
achieved by maintaining a functioning market and
creating conditions favourable to structural change.

the European Parliament and the Commission that
tremendous efforts are needed to maintain and
improve the competitiveness of European industry.
Up to now, however, different opinions have existed
on how this is to be achieved. Let us admit that the

The task of the Community must be to promote
harmonization of the basic parameters. The draft
report clearly expresses this more global approach.

main barrier is a lack of consensus on the basic frame-

ning their industrial strategy. This should certainly
also include cooperation in certain key technical and
transfrontier areas. As I have already mentioned, the
core of all strategies for fighting unemployment and
for improving the competitiveness of our industry
must be investment and innovation. This applies

work for Community economic policy. Greater agreement between the Member States on aims and how
these aims are to be achieved is therefore of prime
importance to economic policy.

The words of Commissioner Andriessen in the
Commission's latest report on competitiveness in the
EC, aimed at both the member countries and the

I would welcome it if the Commission and

the

Council would adopt this point of view when determi-

equally at national and Community level. Investment
and innovation are essential if we are to adapt to the

Commission, should be taken more seriously: 'Main-

changed international economic situation. The

tenance of undistorted competition is one of the
fundamental principles of the free market economy
on which the Community is based.' The draft report
here under debate is right to advocate a more pragmatic approach to the Communiry's industrial policy
strategy. This is the way to achieve a sensible and

Council agrees on this, and there is also agreement on

it

between Council and Commission.

In agreement with the Commission, the Council sees
the extension of a functioning internal market as an
important spur to investment.

'S7illingness

The Presidency of the Council very much appreciates
the committment of your committee that is responsible for the internal market, and I would like to
thank its members.

example, decisions on monetary policy, but equally
the decision on the third phase of the New Community Instrument which provides for an additional loan
Fund of 3 000 m ECU. In addition the programme of
demonstration projects relating to the rational use of

The elimination of existing barriers to trade and
capital transfer and the prevention of new ones is of
primary importance. Considerable efforts are still
required if all the potential of a market of 270 million
consumers is to be fully exploited. Progress must be

universally acceptable solution.

to compromise was also the main reason
why several important Council decisions were made
during the first few months of our presidency, for

energy was extended.

The ultimate effect of a return to interventionist
measures is demonstrated by the failure of the steel
industry to adapt
and there are similar develop-

-

made towards standardization. The Council is already

a decision on a directive for a
Community information system in the field of standards and technical specifications. This will be under
discussion in the near future.
considerably nearer
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Major efforts are needed where so-called third country
problems arise. Pragmatic solutions must be found.

Up to now we have not been successful. Our work will
continue. A third internal market Council meeting is
to take place on 26 May, and one of the main aims
will be to achieve progress on simplifying the border
formalities berween the Member States.

I would like to

make a few remarks on the trade
policy aspects of industrial policy. At a time of high
unemployment, the temptation to solve the problems
by protectionism is no doubt great. This is a defensive
policy with pessimistic overtones, which at best,
achieves only shorrterm, transitory improvements.
Against these must be set the fact that the dynamism
of world trade is disrupted and necessary structural
changes delayed. The clearer the Communiry bases its
trade policy on the multilateral rules of a free system

of

international trade,

the more decisively it

can

counter protectionism and unfair practices.
As we know, the key to competitive structures lies in
the economy's capacity for innovation. The Community must make progress in this field. !fle are an area
of few natural resources, with high energy costs and
high wage levels. !fle need new economical technologies and production methods. !7e welcome the fact

that the Commission has recently submitted

a

Communiry framework programme for research and
development. This is a step in the right direction. The
Communiry possesses an impressive pool of information which only needs to be better exploited, and we
therefore also welcome the Commission's proposal for

a transnational infrastructure plan for innovation and
technology transfer

in the Communiry.

The Community as a whole faces serious

challenges.

A

dynamic growth rate and innovation are the only
way to ensure our competitiveness, secure jobs and

create new ones. The best way
challenges

approach,

to meet

these

is not with a defensive and pessimistic
but with an offensive and oprimisric

approach.

(Apltlause)

Now to Miss Quin's oral question on shipbuilding.
I and 5 of the question : the Council would
point out that, following a communication from the

Point 2 : the Council confirms the reply already given

to a question from Miss Quin. We should also like to
remind you that the Commission submitted its propoof the European Social Fund on I 5
October 1982. The letter of referral observes that these
proposals invalidate the proposals for a regulation to
sals for a review

introduce aid from the European Social Fund to
the earnings for shipbuilding workers,
which has therefore been withdrawn.
guarantee

Point 3 of the question : the Council is still of the
opinion that structural changes must bring about a
healthy and competitive industry in the Community,
with a level of activity compatible with the importance of Community shipping and its basic strategic
interests. The question of state aid for the shipbuilding industry presents one of the most important
aspects of policy in this sector.
On 21 September 1982, after receiving the opinion of
the European Parliament, the Council decided, on the
advice of the Commission, to extend the term of the
five directives on aid to shipbuilding by two years.
The Council based this decision on the fact that the
social and regional consequences of the present extremely serious position of shipbuilding in the Community and the efforts and sacrifices required due to stnrctural change in this sector make it scarcely possible to
cancel the direct or indirect subsidies granted by the
Member States for the time being. The Council and
Commission have, however, committed themselves to
taking the necessary steps as soon as possible to draw
up a sixth directive for the purpose of achieving more
quickly the aims laid down in the existing directives,
i. e. the re-establishment of competitiveness, and to
bring this into force possibly even before the present
directives expire.

Point 4: as far as shipbuilding in third countries is
concerned, South Korea has in fact recently increased
its share of the market considerably. If new orders are
taken into account, that country's share of the world
marker increased f.rom 6.4 o/o in 1987 to 8.8 o/o in
1982. The case of Japan is different. Japan certainly
has a very large share of world trade. It has, however,
increased more modestly, from 41.4 o/o in 1981 to

in

Points

42'5 o/o

Commission in September 1979, initial discussions
took place in November of the same year on the basic

The difference between the prices quoted by the shipyards in these countries and those quoted by shipyards in the Community would not appear to be of the
magnitude asserted by the Honourable Member.
According to information from the branches of industry affected, the difference for less elaborare ships can
amount to as much as 30 0/0. As far as subsidies for

features of an instrument to promote the scrapping
and new production of ocean-going vessels. This

meeting gave the Commission an opportuniry to gain

an insight into the Council's opinion on this matter
and of judging whether it wished to submit formal
proposals to the Council. !7e would like to point our
that the Commission submitted no formal proposals
within the terms of the treary, but simply requested
the Council to arrange a general debate. Thus there
was no specific proposal which the Council could
have discussed.

1982.

shipbuilding are concerned, the information available
at international level would not indicate that these are
handled any less transparently than in the Member
States.

(Applause)
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Miss Quin (S)
Mr President, on a point of order. I
tried to get in before
the representative of the Council
spoke, because it seems to me a great shame that he
should speak in answer to the oral question before I
had time to present it in the debate here today.

Member States with a view ro tackling the unemployment problem. I shall give my answer to this question
in a moment. I would point out in this context that
the countries which have improved their position in

I

approach have been most successful in solving the
unemployment problem. I therefore believe that any
policy to combat unemployment which is not primarily geared to improving competitiveness is bound to

do hope he will be here to listen to the rest of the
debate on this topic when the shipbuilding question
will be referred to.
President.

-

Miss Quin,

I

fail.

note your point.

Mr Andriessen, Alenber o.f tbe Contntission.
(NL)
Mr President, I feel somewhat handicapped-in two
ways. Firstly, it is always difficult, I am afraid, to be
just about the last speaker of the day, a long tiring
day. Secondly, the agenda for the sitting calls on me
to comment on a number of subjects which are, of
course, linked in some way, but nevertheless make it
impossible for me to deliver a really cohesive statement.

I

am called upon to discuss the Leonardi report, the
Ceravolo report and four oral questions by Mr Rogalla,
Mr Delorozoy, Mr Bord and Mrs Boot. In view of the
subjects covered by these questions, there is obviously

little hope of my

discussing them in a cohesive
manner. That is my first point. Secondly, Mr President, I promise Parliament to be as brief as possible,
but hope that I shall not be accused afterwards of not
paying certain questions the attention they deserve.

I shall begin by addressing myself to the Leonardi
report. My first remark would be that the Commission
agrees entirely with the view that, on a day like this
when the problem of unemployment in the Communiry is the sole item on Parliament's agenda, the
economic aspects should also be clearly side by side
with the many social aspects. There is clearly a direct
connection between the lwo aspects. If my speech
places greater emphasis on the economic aspects of
the debate and seems to deal to a lesser extent with
the social and human dimensions of the problem,
then this is not because I have any wish to soft-pedal

the latter, but simply because it has been amply
covered in earlier contributions, including some from
the Commission.

Mr

President, the Commission fully agrees with the
European Parliament's analysis and conclusions with
regard to the competitiveness of European industry.
The restoration and improvement of the competitiveness of the Community's economy and, more specifically, its industry has first priority and is essential to
the fight against unemployment. Mr Leonardi's report
and the document drawn up by the Commission at
the European Parliament's request reveal that employment and competitiveness are linkecl, that one is an
extension of the other and, therefore, that they must
be discussed together. This, of course, leads us directly
on to Mr Rogalla's question about the action the
Community has taken, or should take, with respect to

economic matters and

to

the world market by adopting a dynamic industrial

cooperation among the

Efforts to be industrially competitive should not, of
in terms of winning market
shares to the detriment of our competitors, because
the only effect that would have would be to redistribute employment. It would not create new jobs, and
that is after all what we are trying to do. A strategy
designed to improve competitiveness is more ambitious. It seeks to improve the functioning of the whole
of the economic system by adjusting production to
the market trend, by allowing for the more rapid
course, be seen solely

adiustment

of industrial structures to

changing

economic circumstances and by exploiting technological progress more effectively. It is on these principles that the Commission bases the action it takes,
and they will also form the basis of its response to the
resolution soon to be adopted by this Parliament.

As already indicated in our 1983 programme,

this

action to restore the competitiveness of the Commu-

nity's industry with a view to strengthening the
Community covers three areas : firstly, the improvement of the general economic climate, to permit an
increase

in

productive investments ; secondly, streng-

thening the internal market so that European industry
can take greater advantage of the size of the Communiry and make the adjustments needed for its development ; thirdly, the development of an industrial strategy for the Community geared to the positive adjustment of European structures of production. I would
also add that the Communiry's competition policy has
an important role to play in this and that it can contri-

bute to the achievement of these goals. This

is

perhaps not the time to discuss the view of the compe-

tition policy taken in certain parts of the report with
which the Commission disagrees. This should be
done on the basis of the Twelfth Report on competition policy, which the Commission has only recently
forwarded to Parliament and the Council.
Mr President, the Commission believes that this and
the strategy explained in its recent communication to
the European Council will enable it to devise practical
actions and policy lines for new technologies in the
areas of information, telecommunications and molecular engineering. Obviously, the Commission would
like to cooperate in the development and implementation of these strategies with the appropriate parliamentary committees and in particular with the Committee

on Economic and Monetary Affairs, the Committee
on External Economic Relations and the Committee
on Budgets to ensure that a correct appraisal is made.
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It goes without saying that the conclusions drawn by a
group of economists at the request of the European
Parliament may act as an important guide in our
discussions.

Community instrument. The resolution rightly points
out that in voluntary negotiations the two sides of
industry in particular must take account of requirements peculiar to their own country, sector or firm if
they are to reach an agreement that benefits employ-

I should now like to comment briefly on the Ceravolo
report on the reduction and reorganization of working

ment.

I do not need to go back too far for this
: the Commission's views are stated in a
memorandum published in December 1982. Since

Another argument against the adoption of a binding
instrument is that it would undoubtedly take a very
long time for the necessary national arrangements to

hours.

purpose

then the Commission has had consultations with the
Liaison Committee on Trade Union Organizations
and with the European Trade Union Confederation,
although they have not yet produced any practical
results. Bearing in mind the reactions from the
national governments thus far, the Commission will
also be putting this subject on the agenda for the
meeting of the Standing Committee on Employment
to be held on 20 May. These discussions will not be
confined to theoretical aspects but concern developments increasingly perceptible in certain Member
States, especially Belgium, Italy and the Netherlands.

In bilateral consultations and, in some cases, trilateral
meaning that the governments were
consultations
agreements have been reached at
also involved- sectoral or company level with the
national and/or
aim of creating more employment by adopting flexible methods of reducing working hours. These agreements were reached because all the parties concerned
were willing to make concessions. These contacts have
even given rise to new forms of consultations
designed to solve problems relating to financial and

organizational matters emerging

in this

respect.

As an example I should like to refer in this context to
the national agreement reached in the Netherlands at
the end of last year. Among other things, it has been
agreed that the compensation for price rises that
would normally have to be paid should be used to
create or safeguard jobs through a reduction in each
employee's working hours. Both sides of industry have
shown a great sense of responsibility, and it has also
become clear that trade unions are increasingly
prepared to make sacrifices for the unemployed and
those entering the labour market. I regard this as an
extremely encouraging development.

Mr President, I am particularly happy to see that your
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment has
tabled a motion for a resolution which broadly reflects
the ideas and guidelines contained in the Commission's memorandum. The resolution emphasizes that,
if measures taken in this sphere are to be effective and
to produce results in the short term, they should take
the form of a binding Communiry rule. It should be
binding because it will be essential to prevenr distortions of competition.

Although I am in favour of the aim and of the results
that such actrons might produce, I have my doubts

about the usefulness and suitabiliry

of a

binding

be made. But the most important reason why it would
be difficult to introduce a binding instrument is that
the many different ways in which working hours can
be reduced and reorganized would result from the
introduction of a binding instrument of this kind on
only a very limited scale, in terms not only of working
hours being reduced but also
and this is after all

the ultimate objective
of-creating employment.
This cannot, in my opinion, be achieved through the
adoption of a directive. Nor, with our very mixed
forms of economic system, can firms be required by
law to guarantee a given level of employment.
Mr President, my objections to a Communiry instrument are in no way directed, for example, at efforts by
the national authorities to stimulate developments in
negotiating processes in their own countries. If the
French Government decides to do something along
these lines, that is, of course, its business, and it may
comply fully with French tradition. But it cannot be
simply transferred to other Member States. It therefore
seems to me that, to combat unemployment, systems
and mechanisms that already exist in the Member
States should be used without delay to provide a
stimulus for certain sectors or industries at national
level within a Community framework, which does not
need to be binding but offers the Member States guide-

lines to follow. In the very near future, that is before
the next meeting of the Council of Employment and
Social Minrsters on 6 June, the Commission will put
forward proposals which it believes will make for the
most balanced approach in this subject area
^t
Communiry level.

Mr President, I will now briefly answer the various
questions associated with these lwo reports. First,
there is the question by Mr Rogalla and others. I
would remind you that the Commission has recently
taken initiatives in a number of documents with a
view to the adoption of a new approach to coopera-

tion among the Member

States, particularly as regards

macroeconomic policy, monetary cooperation, the
strengthening of the EMS, cooperation among the
Member States with respect to world financial
problems and so on. These communications refer to

the cardinal importance of productive

investments,

since they are the key to an increase in employment.
They urge that public budgets be geared more closely
to investments in the public as well as the private
sector, and I therefore believe that the Commission
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can answer the question before us with a categorical
'yes', although views may, of course, differ on the best
way of taking such initiatives. So far, Mr President, the
Commission has chosen to take these initiatives and

to state its opinions clearly to the Council,

for

everyone to hear and for any public body to discuss,

not least the European Parliament. In this respect,
therefore, I feel I can answer Mr Rogalla's questions in
the affirmative.

I now come, Mr President, to Mr Delorozoy's questions on the chemical industry. The chemical industry
is clearly a

sector

of the

economy that has its

problems, but I would not in this Assembly say that
they amount to a crisis in the strict sense of the term.

As you probably know, the Commission had talks
with representatives of this important sector almost a
yeat ago, and it was agreed that the undertakings
would themselves inform the Commission of their
view of the structural aspect of the problems they face
and that it would then be decided what contribution
could be made to tackling the problem of overca-

paciry

in this

sector through the adoption by the

undertakings themselves of either a sectoral or a more
bilateral, or trilateral, approach. The Commission has
not yet received the sector's report on this matter and
therefore feels that at the moment it has no grounds
for taking real action. The European petrochemical
industry has evidently failed to adjust to the trend in
demand, which has been characterized by a declining
rate of growth since 1974, and it will therefore have to
adjust its policy, as indeed it has already done in practice. The Commission believes that, against a back-

ground of close consultation with the

sector

concerned, the attempts to restructure must eventually

result in rigorous efforts to rationalize so as

Member States can adopt as a Community to enable
the timber sector to make the contribution of which it

is

capable.

Mr President, I should like to answer Mrs
Boot's question on D zones, T zones, tax-free zones
and what have you in our Community.
Lastly,

Mr President, I shall try to be

as brief as possible. The
Commission has drawn its conclusions on the free
zones that exist in Ireland on the basis of the standard
criteria governing the assessment of support measures,
in this case as they concern regional development in
Ireland. In Shannon there is also a special arrangement for the service sector. Duty-free airports do not

conflict with directives on VAT and import

that the social and economic situation in the Shannon
region is so serious that such assistance should be
permitted.

As

regards the industrial estates in the United
Kingdom, the Commission has not raised any objection to the simplification of official procedures. The
support measures, on the other hand, have been
examined to see if they conflict with the relevant articles of the Treaty, and the Commission felt that this
support could be permitted on the following grounds.

Firstly, comparatively little assistance is given. For

manufacturing industry it is estimated at no more
than about 10 0/o net in subsidy equivalent.

to

improve the undertakings' cost structure and to enable
them to sell at competitive prices.

Mr President, I now come to the question on forestry.
The Commission shares the honourable Member's
concern about the problems in forestry. It is taking a
close interest in the Member States' initiatives in this

Secondly,

the combination of limited

by stimulating the development of activities in firms
which would otherwise be discouraged.
Thirdly, the support is designed entirely

and may indicate the direction in which solutions

a slight exaggeration, but very largely

likely to be found. It also looks as if the Member
States are increasingly coming to share this view. On
the other hand, the Commission feels that here again

the Communiry dimension should be given priority
in the formulation of a programme, whose effectiveness should be ensured by coordinating the Member
States' activities with a view to achieving the required
results and avoiding distortions of competition. To
this end, the Commission has drawn up a communication and a draft resolution, which will be submitted to

the Council shortly. The

Commission wishes to

emphasize the importance of the timber sector for the
Community's economy and the possible significance

assisting this sector. In these documents it also
explains the difficulties and suggests how they might
be resolved. The resolution describes the course the

of

support

measures and more flexible government control may
be important and is therefore interesting as an experiment. It remains to be seen whether a combination of
this kind leads to the creation, on balance, of new jobs

sector. The Commission is convinced that a sectoral
approach provides a better insight into the problems
are

duties.

This assistance, together with the special arrangement
for the service sector, has, as I have said, been assessed
by reference to Articles 92 to 94 of the EEC Treary,
and the conclusion reached by the Commission was

medium-sized undertakings.

it

no, that is

-for small and

The Commission

feels

may help small and medium-sized firms to
overcome difficulties peculiar to them. I would point
out that industrial estates in the United Kingdom are
not justified in terms of regional development, since
some of them are located in areas
London, for
example
where regional development
is not an

that

issue.

-

I now come to the question of the T zones in
Belgium. I think I can be brief on this, because only
very recently I provided Parliament with some very
detailed information on this subject in reply to a
number of oral questions. Here again, the assistance
Belgium proposes to grant has been compared with
the criteria lard down in Articles 92 to 94 of the EEC
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Treaty. The plan is to assist forward-looking new
industry equipped with modern technology, and
specifically no more than 200 small and mediumsized undertakings in areas with serious regional
problems and recognized as such by the Commission.
A limited number of hectares is involved. All the new
jobs will be created in new, independent undertakings.
assistance will be granted for ten years, wrth an
experimental three-year period. For these reasons, Mr
President, the Commission felt that it could approve

The

of this support.
The Commission does not therefore believe that any
of these policy decisions has given rise to distortions
in the Community that are incompatible with the
Treaty. It has compared T zones with the general
criteria it applies where the approval of support is
concerned.

being dealt with at this special part-session on employment, but the fact remains that coupling employment
and competitiveness together enables us to focus on
several problems facing Europe.

As we all know 'competitiveness' is a general

and

ambiguous term and may often hide highly differing
realities and policies. As the report points out, Europe
makes its products at hrgh cost and its difficulties in
selling them on the world markets are increasing in
seriousness and number. I shall not go back over the
figures quoted by Mr Leonardi, since they are given in
hrs report and in the papers communicated to us by
the Commissron. It is fairly easy to recognise the fact

I think it is accepted by all. Finding answers to
this challenge, tackling the extraordinary issues at
and

stake, involves choices stemming from the conception
that we may have of Europe, its future and its rela-

tions with the outside world.

it is in the interests of the
unity and equality of the common market for

The question of whether

measures applicable generally and to everyone to be
taken to reduce or simplify official procedures is especially interesting, but one which, I feel, should not be
discussed during this debate. All I will say is that in

the coming weeks the Commission's agenda will
include the discussion of a memorandum from its
services on a possible amendment to Articles 100 and

101 of the EEC Treaty to cover matters of this kind. I
believe it would be better, Mr President, to discuss this

question, which warrants a maior debate, after the
Commission has taken a decision.

I should pehaps add something on the macroeconomic effects of deregulation, the subiect of another
question. I am afraid that the Commisston is unable
at this moment to express an opinion on the macroeconomic effects of such measures. 'We have commissioned a study in the United Kingdom. \(/e are
looking at this subject closely, but I do not think that
we have enough information yet to make any definitive statements at this stage.
conclude, I shouid like to apologize for the
number of subjects I have covered, for the speed at
which I have spoken and, I suspect, for the omissions

To

One first inescapable fact is that Europe has

to

produce lts own specific response to the question. In
spite of what some claim, there is no model in the
world capable to restoring hope to the Communiry.
The American or Japanese models relate to particular
situatrons and cultures. Europe can learn much from
what is done in Japan, in the United States or in other
countries, but it cannot submit to these different
systems if the Community means to respond to the
aspirations and needs of the citizens of all our countries.

To respond to this vast challenge, Europe must

do

it

can to develop technological and social
innovation. These are not iust catchwords. It is
everything

urgently necessary, through the existing instruments,

to develop research and technology.

to be mastered and
in the service of our people and citizens,
whence the need for control at Communiry and
Member State level. All our energies have to be
Agreed, this development has
harnessed

released in this {ield, without ulterior motives. Europe
has expenence and other assets. Although some recent

discussed, either

events highlight its technological arrears in certain
fields, it must not therefore be inferred that we are out
of the running in all sectors. True, this technological
innovation will be able to develop fully only if certain
condrtrons are met and significant progress is urgently
needed from the Council in creating a real internal
market, strengthening and deepening the European
monetary system, reviewing the Communiry's trade
policy, and creating a favourable legal and financial
environment for the development of this research and
innovation, but I shall not dwell further on this point,
others have already done so.

Mr J. Moreau (S). (FR)Mr President, what should
be done to make-European industry competltrve ?
That is the question that is central to the report
presented by Mr Leonardi. The chairman of the
Commrttee on Economic and Monetary Affairs may,
like many other Members, regret that this report is

This package of measures, however important they
may be, will be insufficient to generate the necessary
momentum for European industry and the European
economy. Real social innovation is needed as well. I
do not think that Europe will be able to extricate itself

I

have made, but

I

saw no alternative

in the time

allowed. There will, of course, be every opportunity to

on the subjects that have been
on a later occasion or in the parliamentary committees. The Commission is quite
prepared to foin in such exchanges because it is sure
that rnteresting aspects of the employment situation
of concern to the Commission will emerge.
exchange views
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from its present difficulties if it fails to develop the
active participation of all economic and social agents.
It is only on this condition that it will be possible to
bring about the fundamental agreement enabling all
our forces to be mobilised and to find the necessary
springs of action.

all parties and countary Affairs had unanimously
approved a -motion for a resolution
tries together
proposing both- a concise analysis of the phenomenon
and the main lines for a solution. It is this text, whose
main thrusts coincide with the stance of my party,
that will be the framework for my brief address.

I

The crisis and the unemployment that stems from it

said that there was no model. One

of my

reasons

was the need for dialogue among the various parties
involved.

One of the most worrying problems currently facing

the Community is the passive attitude in urban
society and centres of production. Everything has to
be done to change this situation, and this, in my
opinion, means developing a policy of participation
and the reorganisation of work in appropriate forms.
There are those who consider that the request for
shorter working hours conflicts with the competitive-

if they refuse to accept negotiation on all the various aspects to which I have
referred. They are wrong if the Communiry proves
capable of formulating a social policy that includes
ness goal. They are right

participation, the reorganisation of working time and
collective guarantees all at once, and if all the Member
States of the Community prove capable of laying the
foundations of a basic agreement. S7ithout that agree-

are complex, lasting phenomena with many different
causes and cumulative effects. To a large extent, these
causes are international and are out of the control of
the national authorities. The disorganisation of the
monetary system, the violent fluctuations in exchange
rates and interest rates, the oil cnsis, and the considerable indebtedness of the Third $7orld countries are all
factors that can be brought under control only
through international cooperation.
Other and just as fundamental causes are the responsibility of the national authorities, the big budgetary
deficits and mounting production costs, rigidities inhibiting the mobility of the factors of production, low
levels of investment, high levels of taxation and parafiscal charges and the increased use of new technologies which are imported and, not being produced in
Europe, to that extent destroy jobs. Lastly, and how

big a disappointment this is for us, there is

the

of co-ordinated counteraction by the governments of the Community which have acted in open

ment, there can be no real response to the present
challenge. \7e can talk about competitiveness, but all
we shall achieve will be part actions which can have

absence

Leonardi's report

the others through competition-oriented devaluation
or unadmitted recourse to protectionist measures. In
other words there is no miracle solution, no single,
simple, rapid and painless solution to the problem of

no more than limited success. The value of Mr
is that it shows an all-embracing

effort is necessary, including all aspects of economic,
political and social life, to enable Europe to avoid
becoming dependent on the rest of the world and
subject to the dominant models.
Competitiveness is not only the business of business,
it concerns everyone involved in production. Turning
a blind eye to its cause inevitably means remaining
ineffective. If Mr Leonardi's report enabled the neces-

sary negotiation to begin among those concerned, it
would have proved its utility. But for that, it means
that everyone has to consider the problem as a whole
and draw the necessary inferences. I hope that the

majority of this Parliament will understand the
message contained in this report and act in the direction in which it points.

Mr Herman

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
hour I shall make a special
effort to be concise. Like many of you, I regret that,
with the exception of tl^e Leonardi report, it has not
been possible to have a debate on any of the reports
before us in the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. Though unemployment has ma.ior and
even tragic social consequences, its causes, development, explanation and remedies are largely a matter of
economic logic. This omission is even more regrettable in that the Committee on Economic and Mone(PPE)

gentlemen, at this ungodly

disorder, some opting for reflation and others for defla-

tion and all strivrng to export their unemployment

to

unemployment.

The complexity and nature of the causes being what
they are, a spectrum of policies will be necessary with

two main thrusts.
The first is a resumption of growth through a revival
of investment on the one hand and the sharing of
working time and income on the other. In this first
set of measures, that of economic growth, we maintain

that, to be sustainable, it must respect the general
economic equrlibria and be essentially based on
improvrng the conditions for the competitiveness of
European industry along the lines of the Leonardi
report, an intensified technological research effort, the
removal of technical obstacles to intra-Communiry
trade, the optimum use of the European dimension,

the convergence of economic and social policies

at

the European level, the re-establishment of international monetary order and, failing this, the strengthening of the European monetary system and, lastly,
assistance for the countries in the Third $florld in
order to give them the growth capacity that will also
benefit our market potential, In more concrete terms,
we are asking the Council to approve the many propo-
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of the Commission aimed at removing obstacles
trade, and customs formalitres in particular, to
make more use of Community loans and to launch
new research programmes, particularly in the field of
new technologies. Our request to the Commission is
that it accelerate the drawing up of proposals for the
materialisation of a free market of capital and services
sals

to

in accordance with the obiectives of the Treaty. \We
invite Member States to agree that sustainable
economic recovery needs to rest on economic, fiscal
and monetary policies designed to increase the degree
of convergence necessary for monetary union.

As for the second type of measure, we advocate

a

special employment policy based on these two princi-

ples: (1) a continuous training policy facilitating

the

continuous adjustment of manpower and (2) a sharing
of working time coupled with a sharing of income, so
as to maintain the competitiveness of our enterprises
intact.

No, Mr Glinne, unemployment is not the result of a
policy, it is the result of uncoordrnated or conflicting
national policies. It rs because of the refusal to accept
this diagnosis of the facts that so many socialist promises have failed

to come

true.

(Appldtttt)

(Apltlatrtt. tVr lVeltl:, next on tl:e list of
prtparei to Dtount tlse ro-ttt trnt)

speakers,

President.
I am sorry, Mr $/elsh, but I cannot
- I feel that I have already imposed call
you to speak.
too
much on the goodwill of the interpreters, since we
have overrun our time by almost 1.5 minutes. I should
take the opportunity of thanking them for having
accommodated us up

until

(Tl:e sittinv clo.'t,l at

8.10 p.n.)

I

now.

j

Agenda for next sitting : see Mlnutes.
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We have heard a great deal of inflammatory language
so far in this debate. Indeed, to hear some speakers

President

one would think that Armageddon was just a few days
away. No one who comes, as I do, from an area where
0/o
unemployment is currently running in excess of 15
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President.

of
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working tinre (continrmt ion)

The first item is the continuation of

the debate on the Leonardi and Ceravolo reports (Doc.
| -133 5 182 and I -7 1 I 83). 2
Mr \7elsh (ED).- Mr Presrdent, good morning and
thank you for being here I
(Loud laughter)

I Approval of Minutes
Agenda
2 See previous day's debates

:

See Minutes

can be indifferent to the very real dislocation and
misery that unemployment causes. However, having
said that, we must keep these things in perspective.
The fact is that on the whole most people today enfoy
standards of living and standards of expectation which
would have amazed their parents and astounded their
grandparents. It really is a little too early, Mr President, to start writing off the system. As our own Prime
Minister has frequently said, we are only going to be
able to respond to the problems of unemployment if
we approach it with a sense of realism. It is really no
use a[ all making impossible demands for cuts in
working hours without any reduction in take-home
pay or job creation without any flexibiliry or change
in traditional working practices.'We cannot expect the
advantages of Japanese-style productivity unless we
accept at least some of the elements of the Japanese
work ethic.
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\7hat is needed is a cool appraisal of our

strengths

and weaknesses and a strategy for reinforcing the one
and correcting the other. It is clear that growth on its
own will not solve the problems of unemployment.
But it is equally clear that without economic growth
in the Community, there can be no solution whatever.
The principal difference between us and our Socialist
friends is that we believe that we must first create the
wealth and then distribute the benefits whereas they
believe that you can distribute the benefits and then
hope the wealth will naturally follow. Unfortunately,
history has so far proved them wrong, and I am very
much afraid that rnagic solutions to this problem will
not appear like some genie springing from a bottle of
good intentions.

This contrast is well illustrated by the

differences

between the Ceravolo and Leonardi reports. Mr Ceravolo is a charming and well-meaning man, but he has
presented us with a shopping list of goodies with no
idea or no indication of how they are going to be paid
for. Mr Leonardi, on the other hand, who is a capable,
skilful and wise man, has presented us with a resolution that gives us some indication of how the things
that Mr Ceravolo wants may possibly be secured in
the future.

\7e believe in this group that the Community should
concentrate on those things that it can do well. The
first thing it must do is to complete the common
market. This morning, Mr President, we would like to
offer a five-point programme which we believe would
make progress towards this end. First of all, we want
urgent action to demolish artificial barriers to trade.
Second, we want renewed pressure for the harmoniza-

tion of product standards. Third, we want resolute
support for the Commission in its efforts to have
more effective control exercised over national aids
which seek to preserve the old jobs at the expense of
new. We want rapid development of a programme to
create a common market in services and we want full
application of the regulations which open public
contracts to tender from companies in all Member
States.

It is true, Mr

Rogalla, that many of these programmes
are already in hand, but what we want is a little more

regard the monetary base as a single entity and a
mutual resolve to control monetary aggregates would
do more than any amount of cloudy imaginings, pacts
and what-have-you to actually solve the problem of
unemployment in Europe by getting growth going
again.

It is ironic, Mr

President, that at this time, when there

are some genuinely hopeful signs

of a return

to

growth and improved cooperation among the Member
States, the British Labour Party, uniquely among European Socialists, is committed to taking Britain out of
the Common Market. For all their rhetoric, for all the
parading of those bleeding hearts that we heard from
Mr Boyes yesterday, they are apparently bent on a
policy that can only put millions more British jobs at
risk, and it is sad to see that the principal opposition
party in my country has no constructive proposals
whatever to make about the problems they pretend to
care about. If I may use the words of Shakespeare, Mr

President

and honourable Members

must

remember this when Mr Seal comes to speak
he
spoke of 'a poor player who struts and frets his- hour
upon the stage and then is heard no more. It is a tale
told by an idiot, signifying nothing'.

I am proud to tell you today that the recent economic
indicators suggest that the policies pursued by the
British Government policies which are increasingly
being accepted by other Member States, are at last
beginning to bear fruit. !7e are beginning to see that
structures and attitudes can adapt to the exigencies of
the new industrial revolution. I recall how at a
moment of crisis at a different time, a crisis in European affairs, a British Prime Minister was able to say :
'Britain has saved herself by her endeavours and will, I
trust, save Europe by her example'. Mr President,
those were the words of

Villiam Pitt in

1805, and I

trust that they will be no less true today.
(Apltlause)

Mr Damette (COM).
(FR) Mr President, ladies
and gentlemen, the French
Communists and Allies
Group fully approves the decision to hold a single
debate on the subjects of competitiveness and the
reduction of working time.

action and a little more determination from Parliament to make the Council move faster.

They are, of course, both aspects of one and the same

Of

competitiveness and the wish to reduce working time,
as indeed we have just heard. The gist of the message
is this : certainly reduce working time and improve
living conditions, but within the limits imposed by
the need for competitiveness ; however, in view of the
leeway that we have to make up in competitiveness,
there is nothing that we can do for the time being.
This rype of argument appears to make good sense,
but in fact it stems from the most conservative of

equal importance rs the question

of

economic

!7e should not ignore the progress made
recent months. Indeed, it can fairly be said that

convergence.

in

convergence

in

economic management among the

Ten is closer than ever before. 'W'e understand that
Vice-President Ortoli is coming forward with proposals to strengthen the EMS. The sooner the better.
Parliament should pay close attention to these proposals with a view to ensuring that, as far as possible,
rates of inflation across Europe are brought into line.
Agreement among the governments of Europe to

problem. The traditional attitude is to see this
problem in terms of a contrast between the dictates of

approaches, that which consists in separating and
contrasting economic and social considerations.
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'W'hereas outlay

on machinery is regarded as produc-

tive investment, outlay on labour is deemed to be
social expenditure. This leads to a misunderstanding
of the meaning of productiviry. \)7hen everything
connected with the maintenance and development of
manpower is put under the heading of expenditure, it
inevitably becomes a hard and fast rule of productivity
to cut labour costs to the bone and maximize the allocation of resources to the acquisition of equipment
whose primary function is to replace human labour.

This is the employers' and many governments' idea of

Not surprisingly, it is creating massive
unemployment now that modern technology is
providing the means with which to take the substitution of capital for labour further and further. It is
leading to excessive capital formation and thereby to
manaSement.

rising prices and contracting iob opportunities, to this

gathering crisis, these mounting unemployment
figures, to which some people are able to reconcile
themselves only too easily. There is a certain hypocrisy in bemoaning the increase in unemployment
while at the same time taking care to ensure that
companies are managed according to principles which
inexorably lead to the elimination of iobs'

The fact is that the prospects for getting our societies
moving forward again depend on their ability to bring

of twelve million unemployed has been reached,
Community is bound, once again, to recognize
gravity of the situation.

In this context, Mr
tiveness

the
the

Leonardi's report on the competi-

of Communiry industry, which we

^te

debating today, takes on particular importance' He is
to be congratulated. Having made an appreciation of
the situation and called for action to deal with the real
causes of unemployment, the rePort suggests a
number of solutions which are along the right lines.

In calling upon the

Commission

to

examine the

degree of competitiveness in the Communiry on a
regular basis, it is inviting it to maintain constant
monitoring of the factors making for progress by the
economies of the Member States and those which,
alas, cause them to lose ground and result in further
unemployment. The Commission should therefore be
called upon to, as it were, define a genuine industrial
strategy for the Community, indeed to establish a
common industrial policy and thereby to draw up a
full-scale plan of campaign against unemployment.
For we must not delude ourselves about the danger
that the labour market will go on contracting as a
result of the technological changes now taking place,
coupled with the recent and continuing unsatisfactory
groi,rth in gross domestic product.

social progress up to the level called for by technological innovation. This necessitates simultaneous
o, several fronts: raising of the skill content of
".iion development of responsibility, enrichment of
work,
job content and, iltso facto, reduction of working time'

The situation is not irreversible, however, as long as
selective action is taken immediately, in which it is
necessary, in my view, to give priority to firms in a
category which, as we know, has great capacity for

Let us be clear about this : what is required is not a
redistribution of a stock of jobs which is inevitably
bound to remain static or decline, but a rational
approach to the qualitative and quantitative changes
in the pattern of work needed during the closing years
of the- twentieth century to meet the demands of

nesses.

productivity under the conditions

of the

modern

world. The concept of competitiveness should not be

misunderstood. The way to achieve social and
economic progress under today's conditions is to
enrich iob content and therefore to reduce the
this,
working week to 35 hours in the near future
of course, without reducing purchasing power.

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU

creating employment: small and medium-sized busi-

This has been said before, it has been repeated

any number of times, but it is no longer enough today
to sing the praises of these firms. Knowing their
potential for job creation, we must create the conditions under which they can develop. It is a fact that
if each such firm created one new job in the Community, our unemployment would be reduced by over
25 % ! Small and medium-sized businesses account
for 90 o/o of the total number of firms and, with a
workforce of 30 million, about 70 o/o of the number of
jobs in the Community. They therefore represent the
majority, they are the most flexible and most diver-

sified companies, those which have been

most
successful in withstanding the crisis and which are
best able to make the effort to adapt to changed conditions. The measures that we recommended in our
1982 resolution should therefore be put into effect for
the benefit of these companies, to enable them to

create new iobs.
Vice-President

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
in
danger, at this stage of the
we
are
gentlemen,
debate, of repeating what has been said by earlier
speakers on this important problem of unemployment. This shows that we are all conscious of the
tragedy of unemployment. There are some things
which need to be repeated. At a time when the figure

Mr Deleau (DEP).

\7e said so at the time, when

we

of

costs, aPProPriate taxation, and
investment incentives among the measures to be
adopted. As European Investment Bank studies have
demonstrated, the rate of iob creation is three times
higher among small and medium-sized businesses

listed reduction

than elsewhere.

This applies to all jobs, but especially to jobs for
young people, that fifth of the labour force among
whom the unemployment rate is now 40 0/o. For
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them, the fundamental requirement is training, which

they can obtain from firms in this
combined with training for the managers of these
firms, it can provide an opportunity foi success, for
promotion of businesses, for increasing their productivity and improving their competiriveness. \When also
category. \When

combined with improvements in operating conditions
for businesses and increased availabrlity of finance in
particular, it can provide an opportunity for improving
the employment situation in the Community. This is
not to suggest that the problem can be solved entirely
by small and medium-sized businesses.

reform. Some people laugh scornfully at the institutionalists, a worse type than the jurists who look at
everything purely theoretrcally in contrast to the real
politicians who only want ro deal with the practical
side of policies, programmes and investments. These
two approaches are complementary. In other words,
the analysis has been made, solutions have been
suggested, but there is no determination to take decisions, there are no resolute and democratic institu-

tions to take and implement decisions, because
still has the upper

narrow sentimental nationalism

hand over sensible international cooperation. And-ii is

not by chance that the stagnation and even decline of

Since my time seems to have run out, ladies and
I shall end by saying that we must not
lose sight of the fact that only dynamic and prosperous firms are in a position to create jobs. '!7e must

competitiveness coincides with a spreading paralysis
of the Communiry. !/hether we are prepared to learn
the necessary lessons from that remains to be seen.

have healthy businesses

The internal market is quite rightly a major concern
of the Committe on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
A real internal market could exist. European industry
could rely on a larger domestic market than Japan

gentlemen,

in order to combat unemploy-

ment. So let us not stifle them, but create the conditions for their success and give them the means
with which to play their part in the campaign against
unemployment.

Mr De Gucht (L). (NL) Mr President, the subjecr
of competitiveness brings
us to the central issue of the
European Community and its Member States, namely

the economic foundations necessary to support
employment
nutdtis ntutandi-r avoid unemploy^nd
ment. I am not
closing my eyes to the social aspect of

the problem but I cannot help thrnking that

too

much emphasis is being laid on the social aspects in

this debate on employment in relation to

the

economic aspect. And those responsible for that are
easily identifiable. The only question is whether this is
in the interests of the working man and he after all is

our main concern.
The real choice is between re-establishing competitiveness and growth, the basis of employment, on the one
hand, and combatting unemployment as a phenomenon without any perspectives of growth on the other.
This does not mean that in the economic approach
there would be no place for shorter working hours, for
example, but then in the light of a clear cost-benefit
analysis; are our so-called social friends prepared to
do this ? In over-emphasizing shorter working hours
one's attention is diverted away from a willingness to
work to increase yield towards re-distributing employment, insofar as people are prepared to go along with
it. $7e must not forget that a reduction in working
time of only 10 0/o, 150/o or 200/o can have a real
influence on employment.

Mr President, it is interesting that a Member of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
stressed the reform of the institutions. As rapporteur
for the Sub-Committee on Instirutional Affairs which
is drawing up an imaginative report on this subject, I
am particularly conscious of this aspect, but it is also
very important that those concerned with specific
economic events should recognise the need for

and the United States and we are doing little or
nothing to develop it, in fact quite on thi contrary.
Various Member States are constantly trying to
dismantle the existing fragile and incomplete internal
market. The recent Commission report on this is by
no means too early. Such phrases as 'reconquering the
internal market' reflect a clear political option which

is anti-Community in spirit and which if

repeated

would mean the end of the Community. It is not even
certain that we would be left with a free-trading area. I
personally think it would be a free fall. $7e cannor
stress enough that the Commission is the guardian of
the Treaties and thus of the internal market. The

is particularly supine with regard to
_
France which opens up dangerous prospeits and
could encourage other Member States to follow suit.
Parliament must draw its own conclusions from this
Commission

situation.

A

key point of the Leonardi report is the need for

investment. The report also says that we cannot expect
miracles. 'S7e cannot count on such favourable circumstances as Japan enjoyed and the debt situation leaves
little margin for manoeuvre. We ourselves must therefore produce the money necessary for investment ; we
ourselves, that is the state, the people and what

Leonardi calls the Community surplus.

The state: the capital goods available for

enterprises

have been severly restricted by the swelling oi the
state apparatus to satisfy increasing social needs and
the emphasis on economic events. That does not indicate a wish to return to 19th century conditions where
private profits held in the hands of a few were rhe
economic stimulus. But it does mean that the state
cannot continue to re-distribute something which
does not exist, that the state must stop preiervative
investments in basically moribund industries. The

state has
graveyard.

a

social duty,

but not in an

economic
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particular by removing taxes from the funds which

people : people in Europe must literally start
again to believe and invest in their own future. Much
of the basis for investment must be found, directly or
indirectly, preferably the former, in the savings contri-

The

reinvested

Mr President, I also come from a
Seal (S).
textile area, West Yorkshire, in the United Kindom.

This area has been decimated by the demise of the
textile industry, a lot of it due to unfair competition,

The Community surplus: do we all still really believe
in the Communiry surplus ? No-one can deny that at
the beginning of the European integration it was the
European dimension in itself that gave rise to a
..m.ikabl" growth. But that can happen again and
history can produce several examples of an ideal
inspiring people to advance and make progress. It is
up to us to believe in it anew and make it come true.

So I welcome the suggestions in the Leonardi report
that would put a stop to this. I also represent, Mr President, an area with a large minority, a minoriry which
is taking an unfair, disproportionate share of unemployment. This in itself is a growing social problem
ihat has been ignored by our Tory government and

Mr Petronio (NI). - (IT) Mt President, the Italian
political right is happy to be able to vote for the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Ceravolo and Mr
Leonardi on the reduction of working time and the
competitiveness of European Industry. As many
sp.rk.tt have indicated, they could be considered as
two very different matters, but in fact this is not the
case. In our view, the problem does not so much
consist of working more but of working better, and in
the best conditions and with the best information, and
to have the increased competitiveness of our industry
as our principal aim'

!7e do not only want an internal market which meets
our requirements, as the Japanese and United States
marketi meet the requirement of these states. W'e do
certainly need to remove technical obstacles created
by customs duties, and to avoid the creation of other
artificial technical obstacles. However, the important
consideration is the external market. We are not able
to export in sufficient quantities, in part because of
the changes in the value of the dollar. Sometimes, as
is the case for oil, the price of raw material goes down,
but as oil prices are fixed in dollars since the dollar
has this function if the dollar increases in value this
invalidates the advantages arising from a fall in the
official price of raw materials'
'We have a low rate of investment. \7e are in complete
agreement with Mr. Leonardi' !7e might say that there

investments are

at

a

higher level than savings, but, according to Keynes,
oni might say that there is a crisis when savings
exceed investment.

to remind you of our
Exchange, which could
Stock
proposal for a European

In

conclusion,

I

are

those businesses.

Mr

butions of families. This presupposes a willingness to
help on the part of the people and more favourable
conditions created by the state.

is an economic boom when

in

shoutd like

,ttrr.t'u.nture capital' for undertakings, and to stress
that we can not, in Europe, have ten industrial poli-

cies and divided and fragmented research. !7e need to
make a greater effort towards research and innovation; and keeping in mind, above all, what Mr Deleau

has said, help must be given to small and mediumsized businesses, which are flexible and inventive, in

one that in time will certainly erupt. In Dewsbury,
Batley, Halifax and the Lancashire areas we have got
over 15 o/o of the working population unemployed,
and yet Mrs Thatcher's ministers do not even accePt
that they need any help. They will not grant 'assisted
area' status. Even the Commission recognizes that
some of these areas need help'
these areas 70 0/o of the children leaving school
will join the dole queue. The battle for jobs must start,
and it must start now. I accept some of Mr Leonardi's
conclusions that we must correct the underlying
competitive weakness in our various economies' parti-

In

culaily in the UK, particularly with the kind of
management we have there. But this by itself is not
the answer. More automation, more investment will
provide more production but not more jobs' With
over l2 million unemployed in the Community we
have got a terrible waste of resources that no civilized
society should even tolerate. Mrs Thatcher, Chancellor
Kohl, President Reagan have all got it wrong. Mass

unemployment

is not inevitable. It has been
it can be conquered again. But

conquered before and

to do it we need vision, not monetarism. W'e need
common sense, not dogmatic Tory policies. We

have

got to mobilize our wealth and resources for the
biggest programme of investment ever seen : investment in industry, investment in housing, investment
in transport, investment in publrc services, investment
in providing new skills for our workers and investment in improving the qualiry of life for all our
people and not lust for the rich. The only alternative

battle for iobs is a continuation of this evil
a continuation of the economic crisis
which is intensifying social divisions in our sociery.

io this

monetarism,

this morning and Henry Plumb
yesterday talked utter rubbish. They themselves do not
Lelieve the figures that they quoted' It was Britain's
Michael \7elsh

joining the Community that lost millions of iobs' Our
trade deficit alone in manufactured goods has cost us
half a million iobs. Britain leaving will create jobs.
You Tories are hypocrites ! Are you satisfied with the
appalling record of your government, the record over
the last four years ? Are you satisfied with the policies
which have created unemployment ? If you are, come

up here and say so I
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Let me finish Mr President, by saying to all those
unfortunate workers who have borne the brunt of this
recession that there

is and should be a better way.
That way is for more investment, for more expansion
and for Socialist planning.

Mr von Bismarck (PPE).
(DE) Mr President,
- of passionate illuladies and gentlemen. Outbursts
sionism like the one we have just heard from Mr Seal
always make me rather sad : back to Marx ! No, we
must advance towards a social market economy, i.e. a
situation in which the economy is the servant of
social policy, the rwo being inseparable. That is the

modern approach, and it represents a step forwards.
The alternative can only be a step backwards.

Mr President, there has been a procedural error here;
we seem to have reversed the order of things. Instead
of starting by debating the cause, i.e. the economy, we
have more or less ignored the subject. The Committee
on Economic and Monetary Affairs has not taken part
in any of the debates and has consequently not bien
allotted adequate speaking time.
(Applause)

I hope that this will be taken note of by the president.
'We have
confused cause and effect and thereby done
great harm to our image in the press.

All of us

all the political

parries,

all the institu-

tions, the -Commission, the Council, Parliament, the
citizens of Europe, trade unions and employers'associ-

ations
are responsible for
calamiry. Don't let
- the mistake of layingthis
us make
the blame elsewhere :
on the Japanese, or the Americans, or interest rates, or
whatever. It is us Europeans who have not realized the
turn that events were taking, what technological challenges we would be facing and how trade patterns
would change. It is we Europeans who have missed
the boat, not the others.
Secondly, the Council is missing the European boat. It
has developed into a club of egoists and should be
renamed the Egoists Club. \fle bemoan our lack of
opportunities, but who is preventing us from seizing

them ? The Council ! !7hy do we have to traipse
about like gypsies ? Because the Council can't m"ke
up its mind. That is the real trouble ; the Council feels
it isn't free to act. All it can ever do is pass on
messages from back home. Council members come to
their meetings laden with parcels, and whether they
get rid of them or not they cannot exchange them for

different

each new risk requires two things: firstly, an incentive

to take it, i.e. it must yield some returns. Secondly,
venture capital is needed to underwrite the risk, for if

the vehture is too hazardous existing jobs may be
jeopardised or lost. This fundamenral truth reflects the
real problem ; we have woken up too late to the fact
that we should be making greater use of modern technology, which comes up with new inventions every

day, and that we are lagging behind America and
Japan. Instead of catching up on investment now and
increasing our venture capital we merely grumble.

How can venture capital be

increased ?

euite easily;

by restructuring taxation systems and, secondly
bearing in mind that today's higher wages may

by
be

tomorrow's lost jobs. National gouern-e.rts' taxation
policies and trade unions' wage claims are chiefly to
blame

; the former for allowing too much to avoid

unpopulariry and the latter for demanding too much
because of pressure from the ranks. The kind of unemployment pact we want
if we can achieve one at all
would have to be based
on franker, sincerer and
-better informed communication.
This would enable us
to persuade the public to accept and share the sacrifices required of us after our long period of inaction.

It would be wrong to look on the gloomy side and say
that growth rates are inadequate. It depends on the
kind of growth. If we merely increase production of
conventional goods, jobs will tend to decline. If we
crea,te new products and nera services
and you
- especially
ought to read Mr Leonardi's report carefully,
Section 9
we shall regain our competitiveness.
- and competition only,
Competition,
is the answer ! I
think we Europeans have no reason to believe we are
any less inventive than the Japanese or the Americans. But there is one thing we should note ; the
Americans created 25o/o new jobs in the 1970s and
the Europeans only 2 %. !7hy ? Because the Americans' attitude is far more realistic than ours. We are
hampered by the fact that the European Community

is made up of ten countries, all seeking their

own

advantage instead of working towards a common goal.

(Applause)

This Parliament has an important service to perform ;
it must artempt daily to shame the Council out of its
inactiviry. Then the citizens of Europe will follow our
example.
(Applause)

ones.

There is a myth being spread abroad to the effect that
the market is saturated. No, the rnarhets are saturated,

and all the new products we invent create neu,
markets. Only our inventiveness is not subsidized ; it

is not supplemented by appropriate resolutions encouraging the investment of capital today to creat tomor_
row's jobs. All new producls involve new risks, and

Mr Tuckman (ED).

Mr President, when I was a

- the farm and the chicken
young man, I lived on
which had its head cut off still fluttered. Mr Seal

reminds me of that chicken. Does he know that the
theoretical basis for leaving the Community, as far as
Britain is concerned, has been destroyed by their own
prophets from Cambridge who now say that Britain
cannot go it alone.
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Mr President, I am not here to make parry political
points beyond that. I just thought it wanted
answering.

I like the Leonardi report. I have iust one addition I
would have liked to see. It is a big thing. There is no
talk of design, there is no talk of marketing and we, in
Europe, are proud sometimes of the wrong things.
You need to know how to sell if you are going to run
an economy. People do not seem to like that
much. It is not dignified enough.

very

As far as Mr Ceravolo is concerned, I regard him as a
very honourable and learned gentleman. But his
report does not allow us to earn extra money. It will
not help us, it will merely raise our costs.

Mr President, my subiect is small businesses. They
not on their own but as an addition
able

Then I find the argument berween large and small
this is my fourth
firms quite sterile. In the UK
for the system
there is a lot of support
example
whereby -large firms set up small ones. There is the
famous idea of the buy-out. I think it works very well.
My fifth and sixth examples are practical things. The
UK Committee of the 1983 Year of Small Businesses
is setting up two studies. One to find out which countries, which areas and which subjects are favourable to

small businesses, and we are setting up a scale on
which to measure it so that small businesses can begin
to see where the conditions are good, where they are
bad and how they can be improved.
The final one is a UK need. !fle see that on the Continent you have the Statutory Chamber of Commerce
and we want to see whether we can usefully copy that.

are

to

- big
- conditions which are not possible for
create
unions fighting giant companies with highly restrictive salaries. They are organizations which can move
quickly and flexibly. In one sense they are not very
European because we have here this terrible word
which the Germans give us 'Besitzstand' which
means : 'S7hat I have I hold and nothing may ever
move'. We have got to get away from that. So what I
want to put forward are six quite concrete things and
these come from various parts of the world. I think we
do want to learn from each other and teach each

I think the reports are of
some practical interest to the Community. There are a
Mr President, in summary

few practical things one can put forward which go
beyond pure rhetoric which, after all, is just a waste of
time. I see some promise in the small business sector.
I think, with many of those who are optimistic, that
things can be done and I deplore those who merely
sit there and weep their parry slogans.
(Applarse)

other.

The first is the idea of the reserve contract for small
businesses. It works well in the States. There is no
reason why we should not start and say 10 % of all
public contracts go to small business if at all possible.
Coupled with that, where the small business had lost
0/o
the contract by a 5 o/o margin, the big one being 5
cheaper, it should be allowed to re-bid to see whether
it can meet that.

I

want to see is the American idea
of the advocate. The small business lacks big voice,
but it needs it, not for its benefit but for ours. Therefore this idea of the advocate is something we should
learn about and see whether we cannot support it and

The second thing

include

it in our arrangements.

My next and third example comes from the,United
Kingdom. \We have found that the small business
man is often timid, often not knowledgeable and the
advice centres that have been set up there are an
example from which other countries can learn' Can I
weave into this the fact that in our country which, of
course, has the smallest small business sector, an enormous amount has been done by this Tory government

which the left here claims is disliked. They have
created more jobs through their activities than
anything else that

I

have seen

in

recent times.

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Damseaux (L).
- intention of paraphrasing Mr
I have no
Leonardi's excellent report, and shall therefore
confine myself to three points on what are without

gentlemen,

question the prioriry areas for action to bring about

a

European recovery.

The first major handicap under which our European
economy is labouring is its lack of a unified market,
which is a besetting weakness. As President Thorn has
very rightly pointed out in this House, no-one can
still be harbouring the illusion that national action
taken in isolation will bring success. Unification of
the internal market is a sine qud non if industrial
competitiveness is to be strengthened. This will entail
a reduction in the proliferation of public aids and
elimination of non-tariff barriers. The main priorities
must be, first, to avoid all protectionist action which

to compartmentalization of the market
and, secondly to promote the free movement of goods
and services. In the light of these priorities, the obiectives that the Commission has set itself in its outline
programmes assume the highest importance ; they are
concerned with the establishment of a common legal
and fiscal framework for Community industry,

would lead

improvement of intra-Communiry transPort systems,
and affirmation of the Community's uniry at its
external frontiers.
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My second point is concerned with the essential role
that the European Monetary System has to play in
rmproving our competitive standing. The European
Monetary System

is designed to curb

fluctuations and thereby

to

exchange-rate

promote greater confi-

dence in trade and payments between the increasingly
interdependent economies of the various Member
States. Control of inflation is and must remain the
primary objective ; it is from success in this area that
our industry stands to reap the greatest benefits in the
long term.

In order to

consolidate

the

European Monetary

it is necessary both to keep up what has been
achieved to date and to develop it further. The
pooling of part of the central banks' gold and
currency reserves and participation in the system by
the pound sterling and the Greek drachma would
undoubtedly strengthen the Communiry's hand in its
System

efforts to attain the objective of establishing an area of
monetary stability.

My third point, which in my view is the mosr important of the three, is concerned with the system of taxation, which should be used to improve competitiveness, promote growth and thereby create jobs, and
should no longer be a discincentive to production, as
is too often the case today. Repeated increases in taxa-

tion cannot be conducive to investment. Far from
making for a recovery, they help to create a vicious
circle of recession.
S7e Liberals consider that excessive taxation, artificial
protection of jobs, subsidies and regulatory measures
are having increasingly damaging effects. !(/e believe
that the reduction or elimination of such forms of
intervention would revive the spirit of invention, inno-

vation and dynamism

in

indusrry. !/e should be
encouraging individuals by lightening the tax burden
that they have to bear, so that they have the means
with which to start up small businesses, which have
an increasingly important role to play in the future of
our industry. Small and medium-sized businesses offer
scope for greater diversification, greater adaptabiliry,
and also greater flexibiliry in patrerns of employment.

In addition to a

reduction

in the tax

burden,

the subsidiary issues,. Indeed, if we as a Parliament fail
to agree on a number of important recommendations
to the Commission and Council we display our weakness and can give up all hope of bringing any influence to bear. But a certain consensus does seem to be
emerging in this Parliament on the redistribution of
labour, that is of paid labour, of course. Opinions
differ, admittedly, on whether redistribution should be
compulsory and to what extent it should be accompanied by a reduction in wages. The question is whether

a reduction in working rime caused by a drop in
incomes will result in a drop in demand and thus
push up the unemployment figures even further.
Some people also think that shorter working time
should be used to pur an end to the underemployment of workers and that the jobs being vacated
should not be filled.
Indeed our experience with the effects of employment
is still scanry. But we believe that uncertainties about
the effects of shorter working time on employment
should not be used as an excuse not to redistribute
available labour. Those who when considering the
pros and cons of shorter working hours lay greater
stress on the disadvantages can offer no alternative to
the millions of job seekers and that is socially irresponsible. And when we talk about redistribution of labour
we would be well advised to start in our own back

yard. Answers to written questions to the Commission, Council and Parliament indicate that 1.7 o/o of
the staff of these institutions are part-time workers
and this category is mainly in the poorer paid jobs.
This is certainly no shining example for the rest of
Europe.

Mr President, I spoke yesterday on the subject of re-assessing paid and unpaid work and also on re-evaluating the policy of full employment. The amendments to that effect also apply to the Ceravolo report,
for shorter working hours and reorganization of work
time mean that each person will work less, and this
will affect paid versus unpaid work and leisure-time.

Mr

President, we can no longer be satisfied with
producing old solutions for new problems.

we

should like to see harmonization of taxation systems,
since without a minimum degree of unity in this
sphere there can be no hope of establishing a single
economic area displaying the same operational characteristics as a domestic market. In addition, tax harmon-

ization should provided a lasting basis on which to
build solidariry among all Europeans, thereby helping
to solve political and social problems.

Mr Eisma (NI). (NL) Mr President, one fault of
the many motions- for a resolution under discussion
yesterday and today, and this also applies to the Ceravolo report, is that they contain too much. The rapporteurs and members of the relevant committees l-rare
unfortunately not managed to separate the main from

Mr Beumer (PPE). (NL) Mr President, the Coun- 1982 said that youth unemcil's statement on March
ployment had reached unacceptable proportions. The
Council made itself responsible for producing an effec-

tive policy. But the most that the Council has
produced so far by way of policy is a far cry from that.
There is a guarantee for school leavers up to the age
of 18, not in the least helped, by the way,by a parliament which was instrumental in increasing the Social
Fund, but there is still no sign of an imaginative
policy to stimulate the labour market. I agree for
example with the Youth Forum's statement that much
more should be done in the individual countries too

to strengthen the link between vocational training and

the chances of a

career.
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it is precisely on the European

side that significant contributions can be made and the conditions
created for a more productive employment policy, in
shortening working hours and in combined measures
to stimulate the economy. The Council mentioned
shorter working time under certain conditions as a
useful way to help more people get iobs. It invited the
Commission to submit proposals and the Commission

Yet

has also produced a memorandum on how the
Communiry can make positive use of the instrument
of adapting working hours. $7e consider it a well-balanced and useful document. The Commission
proposes Communiry basic agreements with both
sides of industry, which could then be worked out in
detail in the individual countries. The usefulness of
such a basic agreement is obvious, for unilateral
uncoordinated measures soon meet with objections
about competition with other Member States. The
example of France has highlighted the disadvantage of

unilateral measures. A common approach meets the
objection of distorting competition at least within the
Communiry and creats more margin for manoeuvre.

I do not

consider that such an agreement would inter-

fere with the two sides of industry's freedom to negotiate. !7hen I read the declarations of the European
Trade Unions Confederation calling for this kind of

a European policy along the lines of the Commission's proposals all parties can find protection for
their legitimate interests and of course they must meet
the aim of involving more unemployed. Young
persons should be given a greater opportuniry, as
happens in a number of countries, of shorter
of initial work.

periods

To sum up, Mr President, may I say that in view of
these considerations we can support the Ceravolo
rePort.

Just a few comments on cooperation on a policy to
stimulate the economy. In the middle of March a
number of European leading managers took an interesting initiative. They announced a strategy for cooper-

ation within the Communiry, involving the European
Commission, in the light of increasing competition
as they
from outside Europe. But it is an illusion
- policy
to think that an effective economic
also said
without proper cooperation between
can be pursued
the state and industry. I have here the joint declaration of the Council of Economic, Finance and other

Ministers of 15 November 1982, They state, 'The
Community and the Member States will try to help
their industries not only by removing administrative

and financial obstacles, but also by

encouraging

I find no reservations from the
It should also be possible to
consult with both sides of industry, with each

sectorial industrial cooperation'. These are rwo very
important statements but results can only be achieved
if the national representatives in the Council think in
the European terms of their declarations when it
comes to taking decisions.

consultation is to carry weight and authoriry, we must
see Council's proposals in reply to the Commission's

I shall conclude, Mr President. Could there not be
greater cooperation to produce an infrastructure
common to the individual countries which European
industry needs ? I am thinking of European technical

European agreement,

national trade unions.

retaining its own responsibility, to reach agreements
with the Member States on major issues, which is
somewhat different from formal directives. If such

memorandum.

A policy on

shorter working time which

creates

widely accepted conditions could be a considerable
help in reducing unemployment. A maximum effort
must therefore be made. Adaptation of working time
without the competition disadvantages of unilateral
measures also helps to keep up yields, an essential
additional condition. The social and economic effects
could be to encourage convergence and possibly also
to restrict the granting of individual aid which is more
necessary with unilateral measures.

Basic agreement makes all the more sense when we
get away from the idea that social considerations alone
justify shorter working hours and economic considerations speak against them. In addition to the considerable economic considerations of costs and outPut, a

labour market with flexible wcrking time can also
have economic advantages, especially in the new
sectors of technology with rising labour productiviry.
There can also be economic advantages in shorter
working hours combined with keeping a minimum
operating time. In both cases adequate social standards must be set.

I think that in

basic agreements on

and administrative infrastructure which the European
leading managers had in mind when they made their

important declaration.
Mr President, I come to the platform
Ms Quin (S).
- specifically on my Oral question on
in order to speak
shipbuilding which was tabled on behalf of the
Socialist Group and addressed particularly to the
Council.

\fle feel that the Council

has failed to give the shipbuilding industry the urgent and full attention that it
needs. There has been a great deal of talk but little
effective action. W'e deplore the failure to provide
either a scrap-build policy or some other substitute in

order to give short-term release, provide much-needed
orders and stimulate demand in the shipbuilding
industry. \We deplore the failure to agree even a
minimum level of capaciry below which we should
not go, otherwise we will not be in a position to
supply any of the world's ships in future. \7e deplore
the lack of a plan for the industry and we deplore too
the concentration on a reduction of aid rather than
aid for survival which is what we need at the present
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time.
Yesterday and today a group from my own part of
England, Tyne and 'Wear, came to Brussels to lobby

both Parliament and the Commission. There has also
been a lobby from shipyard workers from Northern
Ireland. I salute their efforts to save their own industry
and to prevent further unemployment in areas which
are already drastically hit.

The lobby met representatives from other

European

shipbuilding areas and, as I say, is very much aware of
the problems that we all face throughout Europe in

this industry.
My question calls for positive action. Not out and out
protectionism but a realistic response to the problems
caused by the expansion of shipyards in Korea and
the Far East offering ships at very low prices and at
terms which we cannot possibly believe represent fair
and free competition. The Commission and Council
must agree on substantial rescue aid to answer this

kind of competition.
Finally, Mr President, the great maioriry of EEC
external trade is seaborne trade. Europe and the world
will need ships and they will need highly sophisti-

in the future. But the

question I am
asking is : 'Are we in Europe going to be building any
of these ships at all ?' This is the question to which
we demand a positive response from both the Council
and the Commission.
cated ships

Mr Msller (ED).

(DA) Mr President, during this

- been said about working time,
debate so much has
and rightly so. Those of us who were taught the three
Rs in school have also learned that when it took four
men 32 hours to dig a garden, then the correct answer
in school was that eight men could do it in half the
time. But what was the realiry of the situation for
those who were experienced with manpower ? It was
that one of the eight should be used for administrative
purposes, one for the accounts and staff bookkeeping,
and one to keep the PAYE books for the tax authorities. Thus a number of unproductive expenses were
added as the staff grew, and the resr ended up being
in each others way. Therefore it is not certain that a
reduction of working hours is the answer.
Let me mention the question which is the crux of the
matter for me. Is reduction of working time to be with
or without wage-compensation ? If the same hourly
wage is to be applied then it would mean that the
living standard for the entire population would be
lowered. Can one just lower the standard of living of
the population by 25 7o without further ado ? In that
case one would be showing solidarity with the unemployed, of course. But will the remainder accept this ?
One can say that there will be wage-compensation.
But, in that case we can say that all that is mentioned
in the Leonardi-report on competitiveness is useless,
because at that point competitiveness will decrease
and our costs will increase. If an employee rs to have a

full week's wages, i.e. higher hourly wages, because of
the reduction in work hours, then European competitiveness with fall. Therefore this is not a solution nor
indeed does it get us anywhere.

The only way is to improve competitiveness by
halting the rise of costs by means of an incomes or
prices policy, or by letting the fall in oil prices, which
we can now expect, be used to benefit the production
sector, and not use it for compensating excise duties
in such a way that we increase costs for those who
ought to get cff. lighter. Because unemployment has
been a consequence of rising oil prices, we cannot
start telling people now rhat there will be unemployment as a consequence of falling oil prices. We must
ensure that people do not increase their oil consumption.
Therefore, it appears to me that the solution we have
here will not solve anything if one has not made up
one's mind whether or not one is willing to fight thi

unions

in order to settle the

wage-compensation

problem. And, furthermore, ladies and gentlemen, I
am not at all convinced that man will be happier with
only 30 hours work per week instead of 40 hours.

I

believe that a certarn equilibrium has been reached

with 8 hours work, 8 hours leisure and 8 hours sleep.
And I am not certain that one achieves as much, if
work plays only a small part in ones life. There are
still people who are happy to work
and not least

the unemployed
and the fewer working
hours we
have the less joy -these people may have, and the less
happiness they may have in their lives. Therefore let
us drop this aspect of the subject.
(Applause)

Mr Galland (L).
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, when it-was decided that we would hold a
special part-session on employment, we took upon

a considerable responsibiliry, an enormous
responsibiliry to the twelve million unemployed
people who are entitled to expect something other
than an academic debate from this House. They are
looking to us for solutions, by which I mean realistic
ourselves

and original proposals. They are also hoping that the
European dimension of our work will open up new
perspectives. This is why the Liberal Group has always
attached the greatest importance to this part-session,
why we had hoped that our preparatory work would
be more thorough and that the debate would be organized on tighter lines, since otherwise it was to be
feared that we would quickly relapse into generalities,

not to say banalities.
The content of the debate so far seems to bear out our
fears, but we have tried, with the amendments that we
have tabled, to raise the qualiry of the reports. !flith
this aim in view, I should like to concentrate mainly
on the Ceravolo report, and the first point that I have
to make is that, although the reorganization of
working time is a most important issue, it should be
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made clear to working people that it does not hold
the key to any magic formula capable of bringing a
rapid solution to the problems of unemployment. The
does not
and this is my first criticism
report
adequately take account of the international environment. If they are to create jobs, European companies

must sell their products inside and outside

the

Communiry. They must be competitive with
producers in the other industrialized countries. Let us
beware of imposing additional constraints on Iuropean companies without making sure that similar
measures are going to be adopted in the other industrialized countries. Otherwise, our good intentions will
immediately backfire on us and unemployment in the
European Community will not be reduced but
increased.

it may be, there is no room for
sentimentaliry in the economic world. It is the
purpose of my Amendments 4 and 5 to recognize this
fact in a positive spirit. This is not the same, Mr
Damette, as saying that we are prevented by the
dictates of competitiveness from doing anything on
the social plane. Such caricature is unworthy and I
need not remind you that you hold no monopoly on
Unpalatable though

compassion.

(Applausc)

pay for 40 and five weeks' holiday with pay. These
decidedly socially oriented measures have increased

the French employers' wage bill by 8.5 % overnight
and there is an urgent need for them to be matched
in the nine other countries of the Communiry. Only

if this is done, as our Communist colleagues must
appreciate, will French business, which has been
obliged by its Government to set the example, be able

to recover some of its competitiveness.
(The President urged tbe speaker to conclude)

This amendment is of course important for French
business, but it also provides a practical example
which is symbolic of the potential range or limitations
of convergence of economic and social policies in
Europe. This is why, although the Liberal Members
are being allowed to vote freely on this amendment, it
is the only one for which the Liberal Group will be
asking for the vote to be taken by roll call.

In conclusion, I regret that this debate should in
end have been sterilized by Manichaeism, by

the
the
confrontation between two blocs, but unfortunately we

are unable to do anything about it. Carry on
demanding a 35-hour week without any loss of
purchasing power, Mr Damette, and should you be
misguided enough to go it alone in adopting such a
measure, you will have four million unemployed in
France by 1985. No, let us instead follow the example
admirable
words of his which are deeply relevant to this debate,

of Saint-Exup6ry and take to heart these

it neither reasonable nor
across-the-board approach to the
reduction of working time, since workers in the most
For similar reasons, we find

fair to adopt an

in which the role of a united Europe is essential : 'if
you want to unite men, teach them to build together'.

arduous jobs should be the ones to recieve priority
and to benefit from such action. This is why I have

(Applause

tabled my Amendment No 7.

Mr Galland, you may indulge in polePresident.
- you do not exceed your speaking time !
mics provided

In

order to obtain

a

clearer picture of the iobs of the future in which our
ten countries appear to have a comparative advantage,
I propose that no time be lost in setting up a tripartite

Council/Commission/Parliament working party to
examine the problems and identify those sectors and
branches in which European industry should establish
its competitiveness. This working party should also
propose incentives which will encourage our firms to
invest and create jobs in these areas in which Europe
intends to specialize. This is the purpose of my
Amendment No 8.
Finally, we agree that the Community dimension is
essential in any measures adopted, that such measures
should be compulsory, and that the employment field
is one in which it is essential to achieve the convergence of our economies.
(Tbe President inL'ited tlse speaker to conclude)
Hence the vital importance of my Amendment No 9,
which calls for immediate introduction in all ten
Member States of the measures adopted by the French
Socialist Government, namely the 39-hour week with

I

frotn the centre and tbe rigbt)

call Mrs Bonino.

Mr Galland (L).

(FR) Mr President,

make a personal statement.

I wish to

I have already called Mrs Bonino to
- call you for a personal statement at the
shall

President.
speak.

I

end of the debate.
(IT") Mr President, I think
Mrs Bonino (CDI).
- the right to say what they
that everyone should have
like in this Parliament, and that the President should
not attempt to evaluate the content of what is said.
(Applduse)

I think that Mr

Galland was quite right to ask to

speak on personal grounds. Each one of us is responsible for what we say, and it is not the place of the
President to award certificates of seriousness or
demagogy in this Parliament.

(Applane. Cries o.f 'l:ear, hear)
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President, I must express to you and to all my
colleagues my feelings of frustration and impotence
about this debate ; and I think that many others share
these feelings, in part because of the working conditions which we are, to some extent, forced to suffer.

Mr

Allow me to make to brief sratements. Firstly,

I

feel

that I am attending an international conference, of an
average kind moreover, or a cultural debate, on the
theme of unemployment rather than in a Parliament
which, what is more, does not have the funds, that is,
the money, or the power to make a real contribution
to Community policy on unemployment. !7'e have

to a lot of conferences on this subject, which
have been more concentrated, better organized, had a
greater impact and, perhaps, have been more productive.
been

But it is true, and we should all admit it, that our
record shows that there is no real political will, just a
high-level inclination, which is demagogic in some
respects. I believe that politics and demagogy, especially for large groups and for those that are serious,
can not and must not go together.
Moreover, as I was saying, this Parliament does not
have the power and nor, it seems, does the political
will exist to give it these powers with any speed.
Those who wanted this debate really wanted a television platform, as our function, which is to vote and,
especially, to vote by roll-call, must be greatly diminished, for if we asked to vote by roll-call, as has
happened ten or eleven times during important
debates, this would be considered as a real act of
sabotage.

I think that we are now showing all our lack of efficiency and power in terms of parliamentary activity. I
think, above all, that those who wanted this debate,
perhaps for electoral purposes, have done a very bad
turn to the Parliament, the Communiry and especially
to the unemployed who, if they could be present
today, rather than seeing us on television as happened
yesterday morning, would be further reduced ro
despair instead of gaining

in trust and hope.

(Applause)

President.
(GR) I would like to point out rhat any
- ask to speak on a personal
Member may
matter at the

in accordance with Rule 67 of the
Rules of Procedure. Despite this, I would like to give a
personal explanation to our colleague, Mr Galland,
end of a debate

and to the House. Certainly, every speaker has the
right to speak as he or she thinks fit. If I made a reference to demagogy it was because I informed him
three times that his time was up and he ignored the
Chair. I made it only for this reason and because, as
you know, we are rwo hours behind from yesterday. I

think that after this explanation Mr Galland will

consider the matter closed. If he thinks otherwise he
can speak again after the debate has closed.

Mr Israel (DEP).
(FR) According to French parliamentary tradition,- the president of a parliamentary
assembly cannot deliver a judgment on the words of a
colleague unless. ..
(Applause)

the colleague is in breach of the rules of procedure.
You have delivered a substantive judgment on words
spoken by a French colleague, not all of whose views I
share. In the circumstances, Mr President, I feel that

your only course is to apologise and withdraw your
remarks about'demagogy'.
(fuIixed redctionr)

President.
(GR) Mr Israel, I accept your
and
- my comments be omitted point
request that
from the
record. I repeat once more that it was not my intention to make a judgement about any speech made
here. The digression was due to the fact alone
and
I think that what I say is interpreted properly - that
- that
three times I interrupred Mr Galland, telling him
he had gone over the time available to him, and three
times he carried on speaking, indeed in a tone which
I described, in inverted commas, as I did. I believe
that the matter ought to be considered closed and, I
repeat, the episode will be omitted from the record.

Mr Paisley (NI).
Mr President, Northern Ireland
- unemployment black spot
is undoubtedly the
of

Europe. \7hile unemployment in the EEC as a whole
stands at ll.l o/o, in Northern Ireland the figure is a
staggering 28 o/o of the insured workforce. One half of

the unemployed males have been out of work for

a

year or more, while there are over 100 people unemployed for every job vacancy in the province.
Sometimes the situation is even worse : Strabane, for
example, has an unemploymenr rate of 38 %. !7hole

industrial sectors have been decimated, leaving the
share of employment taken by manufacturing industry
at 90 000
much less than the number presently

- Nine thousand jobs have disappeared in
unemployed.
the sector of man-made fibres alone, owing mainly to
the EEC policy restricting the use of tariffs, while the
telecommunications and clothing industries have practically ceased to exist in Northern Ireland.
Belfast shipyard, which is of vital importance to the
Northern Ireland economy as the largest single
employer, is suffering drastic cutbacks due to unfair
competition from the Far East. To combat this, the
scrap-and-build policy must be resurrected and a
common EEC extended credit package to Community
shipowners should be introduced as soon as possible.
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Agriculture in Northern Ireland, which employs,
directly or indirectly, 15 o/o of Ulster's entire workforce, is also of serious concern. The pig and poultry
sectors are in dire straits due to the high cost of grain
consequent on membership of the Communiry. An
extension of the less-favoured areas and a grain intervention store are vital necessities. Action along these

lines

is what is

needed

to

tackle the crippling

economic problem of mass unemployment and all the
hardship and misery it entails.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck (S).

(NL) Mr

President,

a number of competing and interrelated factors,

the

most important of which have certainly been the two
oil crises and the resulting price increases, stagnation
of demand and, therefore, of production and the new
international division of labour.

This crisis has led to an unemployment situation of a
particularly worrying kind both because of the total
size of the phenomenon (12500000, equivalent to
11.10 % of the workforce) and, above all, because of
the trend in unemployment, which shows no signs of
diminishing in spite of the support which industry
has so far received.

now that we are coming to the end of the debates in
this special session on unemployment, I wish to make
fwo points as a Socialist ; the first on the way in which
this Parliament has debated the subiect of unemployment and the second on the proposals on reducing
working time in the Ceravolo report.

'!7e are meeting here not to make a diagnosis, on
which we all agree, but to determine on a possible

From the right of this House we heard unemployment described in terms as if it were a mysterious

other hand, an unprecedented general process of tech-

illness which afflicts the working world, a virus which
especially attacks the weaker ones in the Community

cure.

\7e might also say that this crisis has shown up the
weaknesses in the usual remedies permitted by the
economic system and the market economy. On the
nological and plant modernization

is taking place,

aimed principally at increasing production and

-workers. !7e Socialists refuse to go along with

reducing labour costs as a major component of production costs, in order to maintain the competitiveness of
undertakings on world markets in a regime of extreme

mystification. Unemployment is not an illness; there

free competition.

women, the young,

the unskilled, the

are identifiable causes of unemployment

-

older
this

economic

concepts of profit at any price, holdings and multinationals which have largely upset the balance by
their shameless lack of investment, all to the disadvan-

tage of the Community, the industrial military
complex which governments have urged to spend
enormous sums on weapons and war equipment and
so to derail public finance and prevent investments
being made in lasting proiects of public usefulness
and in restructuring the economy, an ideological apparatus that tries to use the economic crisis to strip the
working class, women and young people of their hard
won rights and economic independence.

!/ho

benefits from unemployment ? The powerful
international concerns ! Because they get a labour
market with low wages and workers afraid of losing
their jobs. The military lobbies also benefit, because
they drain off available finance from job creation

proiects and count

on

unemployed

swelling the ranks of the armed forces.

youngsters

All kinds

of

Conservatives ! Because they hope to striP the working
class of their majority by dismantling social securiry,

by interfering with trade union rights and undermining the emancipation of women by urging an
extension of a more secure labour market with tightly

restricted working

time which is then specially
I specifically wanted

reserved for women. That is what
to protest about.

Mr Ghergo

(EPP).

(17) Mr President, ladies and

- which, to a Sreater or lesser
gentlemen, the crisis
extent, has affected all western countries springs from

So the result of this process is not to raise the level of
employment but to reduce the number of iobs available considerably. It is obvious that no-one can seriously think of rejecting or halting progress, so that we

must be aware that the introduction of the new tech-

nology is not a matter of choice or opinion but a
necessity imposed by external factors if European
undertakings are to remain competitive on home and

international markets.
Undertakings which refused to make use quickly of
the new technology would rapidly become out-of-date
and marginal, and so jobs would be lost. Nor must we
overlook the fact that microelectronics, telematics and
robots also lead to the creation of new jobs, and this
should be given particular attention by the vocational
training sector: one of the factors which has helped

is certainly the excellent system
and pattern of vocational training in that country.

Japanese industry

So what,

in this contradictory

situation, are the real

prospects for increasing employment

?

'S?'e

must honestly say that, unfortunately, there is no
certain, single and decisive formula and no possible
valid alternatives to the system. The only available
remedy is to apply all the possible measures in a coordinated manner within the framework of an economic
policy which aims to be genuinely effective and which

takes

into account the links

between

its

major

elements such as the rate of inflation, demand, the
cost of money, the controlled prices sector (especially
tariffs and services), the gross national product, the
balance of payments and fiscal policy.
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As I have said, all this is not enough : we need further
and new measures. These could, at present, be related
to the restructuring of working time.

Naturally, by restructuring we should mean a reduction in individual working time. Moreover, this is not
a new idea, as the reduction of working time is a
process which has been going on for centuries. It is a
question

of accelerating this

process, as

the

present

situation requires, and as has been the focus of
interest for those concerned for a number of

years.

Over the years, by law or by contract, gradual reductions in working time have been introduced into the
different countries by reducing the working week in
various measures, increasing holidays and granting
leave on personal grounds and for study; provision
has also been made for flexible or early retirement.

On this last matter I must point out that, when
it should
be voluntary is understood, and that all Community
documents are explicit on this point, including the
resolution of l7 September 1981 on employment and
speaking of early retirement, the notion that

the restructuring of working time which the rapporteur has mentioned.

There has also been an increase

in part-time and

temporary work. All of this should take place,
however, under the banner of improved living and
working conditions.
Today, without denying this aim, the reduction of
working time should be seen as an instrument of
employment policy in addition to and alongside all
the other traditional means of intervention. However,
we must not illude ourselves about the abiliry of the
new instrument to resolve our problems. In its Memo-

The rnost obvious

characteristic,

and one which,

indeed, affects the applicabiliry of the remedy, is that

it is valid only if

applied generally, at least by the
most industrialized countries. It is unthinkable that
only some of the countries should reduce working
hours. The measure would have a boomerang effect

on them, their industries would become less competitive and the remedy would be worse than the affliction. Moreover, these considerations are well-represented both in the Memorandum of the Commission
and in Mr Ceravolo's report, where the concept of
implementing the possible measures in a coordinated
manner also appears.
'W'e

are convinced that the coordinated implementation of the normal,. traditional economic instruments

and the reduction of the individual working day can
lead to a fairer distribution of the .iobs available and a
steady reduction in the number of unemployed. In
particular, measures to absorb the workforce could be
implemented in such a way as to favour young people
and women.
'$7e

are also convinced that the system has the ability
and the desire to overcome the present crisis. Some
comforting, even if timid and hestitant, measures for
recovery are being implemented which allow one to
hope that the trend will be reversed.

!7e therefore approve Mr Ceravolo's report, and we
wish to to express our appreciation and thanks to him
for the excellent and important work which he has
carried out.
(Applause)

randum on the reduction and restructuring of working

time (COM(82) 809lfin.) the Commission explicitly
states that 'in no circumstances can the reduction of

::,li:i:rr,

working time alone solve the employment

First of all, there would be a numerical impact.

It can roughly be calculated that, if the working day of

all the working population in the Communiry was
reduced by one hour, this, at least in theory, would
give one working day to each of the 12 500 000 unem-

ployed

in

Europe.

These figures give an idea of the size of the reduction
which must be made in order to have a real effect on
unemployment. It is not for nothing that the rappor-

teur speaks of a 'significant reduction

in the working

day, week and/or year'.

Than there is the question of cosr. The cost of
reducing the working day can only to some extent be
offset by increased productiviry. The most responsible
guidelines are in favour of an equal distribution of the
cost befween undertakings, workers and governments
(for the latter both from their own and from Communiry funds), which can only result from serious tripar-

tite negotiations.

Mr Spencer (ED).
Mr. Presidenr, speaker after
speaker has come to- this rostrum and blamed our
high registered unemploymenr figures on the recession. Let me start by giving you three reasons for our
high unemployment which have nothing to do with
the recession. Twenty years ago, we decided in Europe
to have more children ! Now we have more workers
seeking work and have a growing work-force. Twenty
years ago in Europe, we encouraged millions of
women to seek paid work so that they could maintain
the standard of living of their families ; now we have
more women registered as seeking work. Twenty years
ago, we defined a whole range of jobs as too dirry and
difficult for northern Europeans to do, and we created
a sub-proletariat to whom we now quite rightly owe a
dury and a responsibility. All those reasons have
contributed to our high structural unemployment.
Further, rwenry years ago we failed

to match the

investments of our competitors. \fhat did we do ? \7e
used the profits from the years of growth to buy social

peace, to erect our welfare states, to inflate our wage
costs. S7'e have chosen to interpret democracy as
meaning that we must promise our electorates a
standard of living that our position in the world no
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longer justifies. Our failure

is not the failure

to

respond to the recession; it is the failure of an entire
political 6lite, both socialist and non-socialist, to obey
the cardinal rule of democracy which is that you tell
your electorates the truth.

'!7e are not taking part in a cosy socialist moraliry
play with simple villains and easy solutions. The
problems cannot be met by Roland Boyes standing at
ihis podium and waving a manifesto like a kind of
animated agitprop poster. Such Posturing is dishon-'st,
and Roland and his colleagues know it. To compound
that dishonesry by criticizing the one woman who was
prepared to point that the emperor's new clothes did
not exist is purest humbug. Our situation is closer to a
fifth-century BC Greek tragedy, in which the political
imperatives of democracy ieopardize that very democracy in competition with leaner and hungrier Spartans. I would be the first to agree with Roland or with
Barry Seal that monetarism is not enough. Honesty
itself is not enough, but it is an essential first step to
admit that full employment, as we knew it in the
fifties and sixties, will not return for decades, if at all.
I speak Particularly to my
Only when you
- and only when
you face uP to
Socialist colleagues here
the politmobilize
able
to
you
be
will
truth
stark
that
ical will to deal with a spectre of a society cut in two,
cut into those with iobs and those without.

to this rostrum and claims to
have found an immediate solution for mass unemploy-

Anyone who comes

ment is either a fool or falls short of the standards of
honesry required for public life'

Mr Mart (L).- (FR)Mr President, we are devoting a
special part-session to the very disturbing problem of
unemployment.
The subject itself has been rather ill-prepared. In addition, I consider that the choice of Brussels as the
venue for such a debate is inappropriate to say the
least.

Please do not misunderstand my intentions :

I

admire

Brussels and respect the Belgian people, but I find it
scandalous, at a time when Europe has millions of
people out of work, that a maioriry of parliamentarians
should decide to hold sittings in Brussels, knowing
very well that a recent study to find the least expensive place of work has found that Brussels is the most
expensive. Those responsible for this decision are
prepared to throw away the billions already invested
in Strasbourg and Luxembourg, not forgetting that
they are planning to spend at least as much again on
the construction of even more luxurious facilities in
addition to those already available. At a time of crisis,
with money short on all sides, I find that this gives
our institution an appalling image.

As for the subiect itself, apart from the lack of technical facilities here for taking a vote by roll call, the
documents before us abound with generalities which

provide inadequate cover for the lack of any clear and
properly thought out alternative. They contain no
trace of a serous policy, a clear-sighted vision of how
the whole structure and fabric of our industry can be
modernized.
Such documents provide absolutely no basis on which

to draw any conclusion which would have the
slightest impact

on the

realities confronting our

various governments. Far from having made any
contribution, we are therefore laying ourselves oPen to

being used as scapegoats before the people who look
to our Parliament for practical guidelines.
Instead, we are treated to fine words on the reorganiza-

tion of working time, which has become the magic
formula in certain quarters. Far from having demonstrated its validity, this formula has been given the lie
events wherever industry is expanding strongly,
whether among our competitors in Asia or elsewhere.
This is why all these theories about a hypothetical
reorganization of working time to reduce unemployment leave me with the strong suspicion that they are
no more than a form of electoral campaign mounted
with the exclusive aim of giving prominence to their
proponents and other idealogues.

by

In order to combat unemployment, it is absolutely
essential that our countries recover their industrial and
technological competitiveness. !7e shall never succeed
in combating unemployment if we remain incapable
of winning international markets. If they are to recruit
more people, our companies must produce more and
sell more abroad at lower prices. None of the other
than bring
at best
contrivances can do any more
improvements of very limited duration, making no
impression on the root of the problem. None of the
slogans calling for increased assistance to the Third
\7orld can obscure the essential fact: the poor people
in the Third Iflorld cannot afford to buy our goods,
which have become too expensive.

past years we have camouflaged this fact by
'We have lent
pursuing a disastrous credit policy.
money to the Third \forld in order to secure markets
for our products. At the same time, we have made the
developing countries pay for our welfare state systems
by meeting the costs of our social benefits which, lest
it be forgotten, are built into our prices.

In

If we wish to sell more and reduce unemPloyment
a result, we must cut our production costs.

as

The way to make our industry more comPetitive is
simply to relieve companies of the stifling burden of

contributions. The fact that many of them are
working to very slender profit margins or none at all,
while many of our products are subsidized and the
State is constantly coming to the rescue of companies
threatened with bankruptcy, demonstrates that our
structures have become obsolete. Costs must be
brought down to a much lower level, even if this
means a gradual transfer to the State of the burden of
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contributions, which

is

reflected

in

selling prices. I

subscribe to the view that it would be better for the
State to relieve employers of these contributions and
meet the cost itself, since this would mean that
production costs would be much lower, capacity
would be more fully utilized and companies would
begin to recruit again, so that at the end of the day

the State would not be paying out more and more in
unemployment benefit. Since the State is in any event
spending vast sums in its efforts to combat unemployment, it would make more sense to use the money to
cover the cost of social contributions, since such a
move would generate increasing revenue at the end of
the line as a result of the increased competitiveness of

our

Products.

Only a return to international competitiveness will
enable us to make real progress in reducing unemploy-

ment. There is no other way.
ment will rise still further !

If we faif ur,"-ptoy-

Mr Coust6 (DEP).
(FR) Mr President, if ever rhere
was a document that- this House should be studying, it

is the report by the European Management Forum on
industrial competitiveness. In this report, we find that
the four leaders in the competitiveness race are Japan,
Switzerland, the United States and Germany. It is no
coincidence that these countries happen

to

reserve currency, like the pound sterling in the past
and the dollar today. !7e should never forget ihat
Europe has no raw marerials and only limitej energy
resources. S7e must therefore have an energy policy.
The efforts made in this direction have bein unsuccessful so far, but they must be continued by the
Commission, which has our support. Finally, on the
legal side, it is high time that the statute of the European public limited liabiliry company saw the light of
day. To

think that is is still

necessary

in the Europe of

to refer to national laws rather than European
law when setting up large industrial or commerciai
enterprises ! The same applies to patents and trade_
1983

marks. We must provide the impetus for the development of common policies, as we did in the case of the
common agricultural policy, which is exemplary in

this respect.

I shall

conclude by saying rhat our Ministers for
Industry must get together and restore confidence in
the. future among business circles by recreating an
environment in which the return for responsibility

and initiative is not failure but the satisfaction, in
terms of both price and quality, of all consumers in
Europe.

(Applause)

have

strong currencies, a fact which makes the point that it
is misguided to believe that Europe can succeed in
achieving competiriveness with the rest of the world
while pursuing a policy of monetary laxiry. It is my

belief that any narion which does not make thi
of its currency the first priority is not doing
what is necessary to secure its industrial competitivedefence
ness.

I

feel that this last point was well worth making in the
light of the debate so far, in which the emphasis has
been on social policies and job creation, as though
any one of us in this House did not wish to see more
jobs. The real point however, is that not only do we

need more jobs, but that these jobs must be viable.
The first prioriry, in a competitive economy, is to
meet private or collective needs. In his report on
industrial competitiveness Mr Leonardi rightly points

out

and we approve this
that we have failed to
- dimension, that this
take-advantage of the European
large market available to us has not brought all the

benefits that could have been .*p.Ct.d from
economic expansion and social progress. This is why
we want to see our Community, through the initiatives of the Commission, the decisions of the Council

and this Parliament's clear-sighted opinions, taking
positive steps in pursuit of the common policies
which will make the Community nor merely a large
market, but an economic union, and first and foremost a monetary Economic Communiry, one in
which companies are able to operate and take risks
against a background of monetary stability in relation
to the rest of the world. The ECU should become a

Mr Schnitker (PPE).
(DE) Mr president, ladies
- seriously
If we are
trying to combat

and gentlemen.

unemployment we must encourage more people to
become self-employed. Every self-employed person
means at least one job saved and usually leads to the
creation of new ones. We have calculated that every
unemployed person costs approx. 12000 ECUs per
year and every business that is set up creates an
average

of 4 jobs. You can do the

arithmetic

yourselves. !7hat we need in Europe are thousands
more self-employed persons, for it is the small and
medium-sized businesses and the dynamic medium_
sized operations which employ the most people. But
in a market economy jobs are only created *h.., ne*
businesses are set up or existing ones increase their

production.

I don't know of any other alternatives.

These must be our basic assumptions.

That is why it is vital to create and continuously
improve conditions conducive to investment. One of
the most important of these is furnishing businesses
with a sound equity capital basis becausi no investment can be financed wholly with borrowed capital. I

would like to remind the House of this fact. This also
applies to discussions about reducing working hours.
A shorter working week, ro put it bluntly, *ould .rot
be a suitable means of combating unemployment. It

would lead to a lower GNp, a fall in investment,
higher production costs and more moonlighting.

Scarcely any new jobs would be created in the small
and medium-sized enterprises, in particular, and these
a-re the- ones that employ the most people. Honesty
demands that this point be emphasised.
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As regards early retirement, we cannot possibly afford
to lose the personal and professional experience, and

the skills, of our competent older employees. 'We need
them to train our young people so that they can hold
their own in international competition. !7e
consequently cannot afford to lose them. High standards of vocational training are necessary for nations

that engage in the processing or finishing of

goods,

trying to sell specialised products in international
markets into which we channel our scientific, technical and practical capital. A general reduction in
hours of work, and especially a shorter working week,
would be a step in the wrong direction.
'S7e

must redouble our efforts to remain competitive
and to attract more work to the European Communiry. It is no good dividing a smaller cake into
smaller and smaller slices and apportroning shortages

into smaller and smaller lots. !fle need a

dynamic
economy. Only a dynamic approach can get us out of
our present difficulties.
(Applause)

Sir Brandon Rhys Villiams (ED).

Mr President,

the Leonardi report draws attention to -serious deficiencies in the economy of the European Community, in
particular our failure to invest on an adequate scale in

wealth-creating projects. Because we have lived
through similar crisis before, we know what to do ;
but have we the will ? We know that we can only
solve our problems by closer collaboration. !7e have
to defend the freedom of the internal market for
goods and services and to remove the vexatious obstacles that remain. !fle need to formulate and adhere to
a European currency pact for the sake of currentaccount transactions across currency frontiers, a real

European monetary system
States belong

to which all

Member
and preferably our main trading part-

- Community as well by which the
ners outside the
- purchasingnational currency issues are held to their
power parities, not to arbitrary numerical relationships

which do not adapt predictably or smoothly to
changes in their real values. Most important af all, we
must establish a united European market for capital
with a single real rate of interest held by freedom of
arbitrage in all our main financial centres. \Tithout
that, we cannot realize the true potential of the
Common market. The Treary of Rome pointed the
way to a united European capital market, but we
not observing it.

are

'W'e have only a few years

left in which to make a
of the European Econo.nic Community. Our
competitors, particularly in the Pacific, are pulling
ahead of us ; soon they will have left us behind. Rising

success

unemployment and stagnant investment are signs of a
serious lack of leadership in our Community. The
Community must look to the Commission to realize
the aims of the Treaty. Speaking for myself, I am sure

the members of the Commission are all admirable
men, but collectively they are failing the Communrty.
They are like a government which has lost its inspiration. Under the Trealy, our Parliament has the power,
and I believe it now has the duty, to end the Commission's tour of office and to call for the appointment of
a new team. I believe we should now resolve to take

that

step.

Mr Maher (L).- Mr

President,

I am afraid this

part-

session of the European Parliament reminds me more
of. a f.air than it does of a serious Parliament at work.

There is an institute in my country, a European Foundation for Living and Working Conditions, and we
might well get them to examine the working condi-

tions of the European Parliament

!

(Applause)

In relation to the sub;ect matter, a gre^t deal of
comment has been made on the performance of the
United States of America as against the countries of
the European Economic Communiry. I must draw
attention to one singular fact : the US has one tremendous advantage over us, a step that we could take if we
had the will to take it, and that is that it has a single
currency. The great strength of the USA is that there
is one dollar. Therefore, it can coordinate its policies
and present integrated policies applicable to the entire
United States. '$7'e cannot do that in Europe. One
major country with a major currency is still adamantly
refusing to join the system, to take the first meagre

step.

It is

useless

for people from the European

Democratic Group to say they are in favour of integrated politicies while still they refuse to join the European Monetary System.

As far as the regions are concerned, agriculture is
often quoted as being a costly policy, but it is giving
employment to 10 million farmers, three times that
number with their families and seven times that
number if one includes all the upstream and down-

stream industries.

My last point is this, Mr President. \fle could provide
far more employment in the Regions of European
Communiry if we had an integrated forestry policy.
This would give employment to people in those
regions that have suffered most from the haemorrhage
of emigration and the exodus from the rural regions.
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Estgen (PPE).
- are that many of us will be
gentlemen, all the signs
feeling well satisfied as they return home after this
special part-session. To start with, we have given a
show of strength to the Governments of the Member
States, and even to our own Bureau, by flying in the
face of all logical, economic and political arguments
and meeting here in Brussels, thereby, we trust,

demonstrating that this Parliament, unlike the
Council, has the will and determination to act.
Secondly, the occasion has provided some of us with
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the opportunity to propagandize on behalf of our
respective governments, and others, from opposition
parties, to score points off the same governments.
Finally, the European Parliament has had an enormous public relations success, since never before have
our proceedings been followed so closely or so keenly
by the press, and especially television.

All would

therefore appear to be for the best in the
best of possible worlds. I am afraid, however, that we
have once again raised false hopes among the young
people whose eyes are upon us, hopes which will be
followed in due course by great disappointment. True,
we have drafted worthy reports, we have produced
some excellent ideas in this Chamber, but we must be
honest with ourselves. !7ill our efforts have resulted in
the creation of a single job in any of the Member
States ? I think not. Let us therefore have the courage
to tell the unemployed, the young, that this Parliament has neither the power nor the budgetary means
to help them at European level. Let us tell them that
we must first have power vested in us by massive
support at the next elections. This, I believe, is the
real significance of this part-session, which will have
achieved nothing for the unemployed, or for this Parliament, or for the European ideal, unless it is followed
up by a groundswell of public opinion, particularly

among the young,

in support of our Parliament,

which, for all its lack of political powers, still has enormous moral weight. We have to shake all those who
still have stable jobs or guaranteed incomes out of
their complacency by impressing upon them the
apocalyptic scenario outlined to us yesterday by
Commissioner Richard, for that is the real danger that
could be facing us by the year 2000: the danger that
there could be civil war in our Member States berween
two new 6125565
those who have work and those
who do not
or- alternatively the danger of recourse
to dictatorial- regimes for the regulation of public
affairs, after the example of Eastern Europe. May God
preserve us from both. May God give us the wisdom
to take the right political and economic decisions to
get us out of the impasse in which we are floundering.
(Applause)

Mr

Beazley (ED).

Mr

President, the message of

history to all generations
and to all societies has
always been that survival depends on the society's
capabiliry of adapting to change. The fallacy of the
thinking of the sixties was the belief that the fast
growth of that period was normal, that the world's
economic and social problem had been solved forever,
that rising incomes, full employment and generous
social benefits did not have to be earned but were a
right to be granted.
Already before the energy crisis started, the different

growth rates of economies and their differing costeffectiveness were showing that these preconceprions
were not to be sustained. Ten years of energy crisis

have brought this realization home to all. So what
therefore has to be done ? Firstly, we must accept
change and accelerate change. Secondly, we must
realize that governments in the Community can only
provide the climate in which industry, commerce and
services working through sociery can recreate the
wealth to support our high-cost society. Thirdly, this
requires the restructuring of industry and the creation
of new industries on a cost-effective basis to serve not
just a highly competitive European common internal

market but a highly competitive external world
market outside

it

as well.

Fourthly, therefore, the national basis of many industrial structures must quickly give way to a European
conception of industry and commerce set

in

a world

COntext.

For industries to survive they must use better systems,
better technology, have better industrial relations to
counteract the cheaper wage structures of many newly-

developed countries. They must be more alert and
have faster reactions to match and beat our two main
competitors, the USA and Japan. Now Europe does
possess this capabiliry, but it requires of all those participating in industry the acceptance of a new form of
industrial democracy, binding rights with responsibilities. Systems based on confrontation are too costly
to European society to permit it to be competitive.
The only beneficiaries are our competitors. The losers
are both European enterprises and European societies.
All management are workers and all workers must
participate appropriately in management as shareholders with an input through appropriate structures into

the

obiectives

and operation of the

enterprise,

ensuring its cost effectiveness, its profitability and its
securiry through maintaining its competivity.

In this way the necessary wealth will be created to
sustain our European society and to assist the Third
\7orld.

Mr Seligman (ED).
Mr President, the Socialists
like to blame the current
monetary policies of our
governments for the current level of unemployment.
This is a lot of Socialist humbug ! It is absolutely not
true. The present recession, the longest in modern
history, onginated in 1973 with the oil crisis and the
rwenry-fold increase in oil prices. It was the oil crisis,
not monetarism, that caused the present level of 12
million unemployed in Europe.

It will be cheaper oil and cheaper energ'y which will
lead us out of this crisis. It has already started to do so,
but it is too slow. W'e have got to have more investment in energy conservation and saving in order to
bring energy prices down and make industry more
competitive. Secondly, we have got to invest in new

energy projects which are going to make energy
got to invest in research
which will produce new products and new industries.
cheaper. Thirdly, we have
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Seligman
Now that is why investment in energy, be it in saving,
constfl.rction or research, is going to be the way out of

this

recession.

Energy is very job-creating in itself. But energy investment must be done by private industry as well as
public. You will only get private industry to invest if
the interest rates come down to not more than 3 0/o
above inflation rates. You have also got to stabilize
international currency-exchange rates. These two

things, currencies and interest rates, must be the main
task of the l7illiamsburg Conference Summit which
is going to take place next month.
Finally, we must not forget the Third !?orld, because
the Third \7orld is our market of the future. 'We have
got to help them reduce their energy costs, reduce
their dependence on imported oil and in this way
they will be able to buy more of our exports. That is
in our own interests. It is not chariry. This is what the
future jobs of young people are going to depend on.

President.

-

President.
On paragraph 6 I have Amendment
No 75 by Mr- Brok and others, on behalf of the Group
of the European People's Party (Christian-Democratic
Group). $7hat is the rapporteur's opinion ?

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), rapportcur.
(FR) I
in favour, Mr President.

Mr Arndt (D).

am

(DE) That is not possible ! The

committee was against
it.

!(e have a problem since Mr Arndt
- rapporteur's committee was against it,
the
and the rapporteur is, moreover, chairman of the
President.

says that

committee.

I call Mr Papaefstratiou to reply to Mr Arndt who has
just stated that the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment was not in favour of the amendment. If
that is the case, the rapporteur, in his capaciry
rapporteur, cannot state that he is in favour of it.

as

The debate is closed.

Before proceeding to the vote, I call Mr Galland for
personal statement under Rule 67.

a

Mr Galland (L).- (FR)Mr

Mr Papaefstratiou (PPE), rdpporteilr,
(GR) Mr
the Committee on Social -Affairs and

President,

Employment rejected Amendment No 75.

President, thank you for
I merely
wish to say this : it is true that I exceeded my
speaking time, I think. I acknowledge that you
pointed this out to me. I did not have the impression
that I was greatly overstepping the mark, bearing in

President.
If the Committee on Social Affairs and
Employment- reiected the amendment, Mr Papaefstratiou, it would be better, as rapporteur, to state that you
are against the amendment. Otherwise it will create
procedural problems.

mind common practice. Be that as it may, please
accept my apologies. You made a technical error, I
believe, from the Chair. You have asked for your
words to be struck out of the minutes, and I find that

Committee on Social Affairs and Employment
against Amendment No 75.

allowing me time for a personal statement.

entirely logical. However, to be entirely frank, Mr Pres-

I feel that your comment went beyond the
scope of the subject of speaking time as such. A
number of others here share this feeling. I thank you
ident,

for the clarification that you have given but, to be
quite candid, I should have appreciated it more if you
had apologized to me personally, especially since I
have always hitherto considered you to be a very fine
President and appreciated your objectivity and general

skill in handling our
President.

-

debates.

t

PAPAEFSTRATTOU REPORT
Paragrapbs 5 and 7

No 30

-

Mr Peters (S).
(DE) The rapporteur keeps on
is in -favour of motions that were either

in committee or which the committee hasn't
to be saying that he is against
them or, in the case of those the committee hasn't
seen, that he cannot give an opinion on them on
behalf of the committee.
rejected

seen. Surely he ought

President.
Mr Peters, the problem was dealt with
- drew out attention to it.
when Mr Arndt

-

Aftcr adoption

o.f

departed furthest.
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is

President.
Amendment No 48 lapses as the text
cannot be further
amended since the decision has
been taken to delete it. It is the amendment which

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

2.

the

saying he

Tbird indent of paragrapb 31
Anendntent ll/o 99

Thank you, Mr Galland.

Pre-tiden

I note, therefore, that the rapporteur of

(DOC.

1-87183

A.fter tbe r0te on Anrendntent

Mr Chambeiron (COM). (FR) Mr President, your
decision surprises me somewhat.
You say that the
indent had been removed, but it could easily have
been reinstated ; if our amendment departed further, it
should have been put to the vote first, in which case
we would have voted on this amendment and then on

the

rest.
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No, Mr Chambeiron. Where we have a
of amendments
the amendment which departs
furthest is always voted on first, and the general view
of the practice followed is that an amendment which
seeks to delete the text is the amendment which
departs furthest. Therefore, there is nothing I can do;
that is the way matters are.

graphs, 19a and 19b. The amendments are separate
and are numbered 53 and 54. Do you not have them ?

Mr Arndt (S).

vote on them.

President.

series

(DE) Mr President, we

have

departed from our usual procedure today by voting on
the rejection motions first, while in Strasbourg we
normally vote on amendments to the text first and
then afterwards...

Mr Papaefstratiou has tabled an amendPresident.
ment to paragraph
19 seeking to insert two new para-

Mr von der Vring (S). (DE) Mr President, it is
not a matter of having the- texts read out ; most of the
dossiers do not contain these motions and we cannot
Mrs Salisch (S), rapporteur.
(DE) Mr President,
- to point out to my
with your permission I would like

(tllicrop hon e b rea kdoun)

colleagues that these amendments were distributed on
loose sheets; they were laid inside the dossiers and
may merely have been mislaid.

Mr Arndt, we are following the normal
- have always voted first on amendments
practice. S7e
seeking to delete the text as being those which depart
furthest from the original text with the result that the
basis for further amendments disappears.

President.
The rapporteur has stated that the form
is correct, therefore
we shall vote.

(S).
(DE) | therefore request that the
- be included as a basis for further
Frischmann motion

- parts of the De Gucht
wish to vote in favour of some

President.

Mr Arndt

deliberation, that being the original object

of

this

Paragralths 28 to 30

-

Antendntent No

Mrs Maij-lVeggen (PPE).

amendment, so

I

(]tll) Mr

58

President, we

request a separate vote.

motion.
(Applause)

Mr President, I think
- (DE)
because Mr Frischmann's
this confusion has arisen
Amendment No 48 has been incorrectly designated. It
is not an amendment to the text but a completely
different text. To this extent there is every reason for
voting first on the amendment seeking to delete it
you are quite right, it is the amendment which
but Mrs Nielsen's amendment
departs furthest

Mr Bangemann (L).

seeking to delete the text referred only to the original
text and not of course to Mr Frischmann's new text.
So we should now vote on Mr Frischmann's text.
President.

is no problem.

Provided Mr Frischmann agrees, there

President.
I wonder whether that is feasible, since
the amendement
refers to several paragraphs, so that if
only part of the amendment is adopted the other paragraphs will be left hanging in the air. How do you
propose to solve that problem ?

Mrs Maij-Weggan (PPE).
(NL) Perhaps if you
- only on the fourth
were to call for a separate vote
indent of the De Gucht amendment, that might solve
the problem.

I cannot accept that because of the
President.
- it would introduce. \7e shall vote on
complications
the De Gucht amendment as a whole which seeks to
replace the three paragraphs, otherwise we shall get
into endless difficulties.

sALrscH REPORT (DOC.

1-85183

'YOUTH UNEM-

Paragraph 32

PLOYMENT)

After paragraph 19

-

Antendntent.r Nos 53 and

54.

Mr Patterson (ED).

Mr. President, I wonder if you
would read out these -texts because we have rwo blank
pages in the English version where these amendments
should be.

President.
You want Amendment No 53
out ? Is that-right ?

Mr Patterson (ED).

read

Pages.

(DE) They are on
Mrs Salisch (S), rapporteur.
loose sheets in the German version.

Amendntents Nos 35 and

49,

Mrs Salisch (S), rapporteur.
(DE) Mr. President, if
- to be kept could it be
the phrase'value-added tax' is
inserted correctly
in the German text, at least ? It
should be placed -after the word 'Steuerbefreiung'. I

didn't mention it
dropped

I

before

; if the phrase had been

wouldn't have needed to.

'We shall check that later and look
President.
the text again.
A_fter pdr.tgt'alrb 32

There are no amendments by

- in our dossier, just two blank
Mr Papaefstratiou at all

-

-

at

Antcndments Nos 51 and 52

(DA) Mr President, it is too late
Mrs Nielsen (L).
now, but I would -nevertheless like to draw attention
to the fact that once again we are in a situation where
there were amendments which did not appear in all
languages.
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- (DE) On

the

contrary, they are there separately.

LEONARDI REPORT (DOC. t-133s182'COMPETITIVITY OF INDUSTRY)

After the adoptnn of a motion for a resolution
I wish to thank the rapporteur not only
President.
- but also for the way in which he
for his report
presented the resolution. It is wonderful that there
should be so few amendments to such a substantive

No l-298l91

Parliament

President.

\7e have been following that most care-

fully.

-

Therefore,

in this

case

I

have also...

Mr Konstantinos Nikolaou (S). - (DE) Mrs.
Dury's amendment has been adopted, and I think you
have changed your mind in the meantime, too.

No, we have been very consistent in
President.
this matter. -The amendment is adopted.

report.
(Applause)

CERAVOLO REPORT (DOC. t-7t183'ITORKING
TIME)

Third indent of paragra/tb b
of Antendntent No 17

-

Mr Konstantinos Nikolaou

(S).

After the

ctdoption

- (DE) Mr. President, with all due respect, do you not agree with me
after this count that there has been a shift in majorities

?

3. Atljournnent of tbe

session

I declare adjourned the session
President.
European Parliament.
(Ibe sitting u'as closed at

1.45 p.nt.)

of

the

1

1 Members of committees and parliamentary delegations
Transmissron of resolutions adopted during the sitting
next sitting : See Minutes
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ANNEX

I

Votes

The report of proceedings records in an annex the rapporteur's position
on the various amendments as well as explanations of vote. For details of
the voting the reader is referred to the Minutes of the sitting.

PAPAEFSTRATIOU REPORT (DOC. 1-87/E3'EMPLOYMENT SITUATION')
ADOPTED

:

The rapporteur spoke

In FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 5,6 (second and third indents),7,8, 18 19,20,21,
(three first indents), 34 (first, third and fourth indents),36,44
(r'wo first indents), 57, 62, 63, 64, 55, 58,70,71,74,75,78,80, 82, 83, 86, 90,93, 94,
95,97,105, 107,109,110, 116,117,118,123,132 (rwo first indents), 135 and 135;

- 22,23,24,25,27,32

-

AGAINST Amendments Nos 2, 3,4,9,10,11,12, 13,14,15,25,28,30,31, 33,
37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42, 43, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49,50, 51, 52, 53,54, 55.

35,

Mr Alvanos (COM).
(CR) In our opinion the amendments that have been adopted
do nothing to improve- the resolution. lfith the rejection of the amendments tabled by
the Members who belong to the Communist Party of Greece, by our colleague, Mr Frischmann, and of other amendments, the European Parliament has effectively rejected the
progressive reduction of working hours without a cut in earnings, the banning of overtime, the prohibition of temporary working, the institution of restrictions and strict
Suarantees on part-time working, the stepping-up of productive investment, particularly
in the public sector, the maintenance of the purchasing power of the workers, the need
for arms control, the establishment of a new international economic order. Therefore the
Members who belong to the Communist Party of Greece consider it their fundamental
dury to vote against this reactionary report by Mr Papaefstratiou.

I would like, finally, to underline

one more point. It creates an impression that the
Committee on Social Affairs and Employment entrusted the presentation of a report on
the problems of working people to the party of the Greek Right. And I ask, what connection can the Greek Right, the New Democracy Parry, have with the problems of working
people and of the unemployed when it is the party that stands accountable before the
Greek working class, when it is the party that made striking a criminal offence, when it is
the parry that sent scores of trade unionists to jail ?
For these reasons the Communist Parry of Greece will vote against the report.
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IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE!7IELE
Vtcc-Pretiden t

Mr Papaefstratiou

I: .l,.*rot

(PPE).

-

(GR) Mr President,

I

am very sorry but the statement by

was not an explanation of vote but a criticism, perhaps even a tirade against

President.
Mr Papaefstratiou, I must stop you there since we
now taking explana- and what you are saying is not an explanation ofare
tions of vote,
vote.

Mr Barbi (EPP).

(17) \7e Christian-Democrats maintain that the basrc importance of
this special sitting- lies in the strong and decisive pressure which those elected by the
people of Europe have tried to exert on governments, in order to make them rise above
their individual interests and agree on the Communiry policies which are necessary for

the regeneration of the European economy through consolidating its competitiveness and
beginning once more to expand its production, creating new undertakings and new jobs
by appropriate public and private investment.
'We

wanted to exert this pressure on the governments so that they should also be capable

of meeting change, by agreeing to the social provisions for restructuring working time
and for vocational training and retraining and putting to use the enormous potential
which the Communiry has in all these areas. !7e are convinced that our individual countries are not capable of meeting the challenge of technological development and the new
international division of labour by working in isolation and, perhaps, by vying with, and
so damaging, each other. If they act together, on the other hand, they can certainly bring
about the best political and economic conditions for making the best of the exceptional
qualitities of people who have thousands of years of civilized developmenr behind them.
Yesterday, Mr Blum told us that the Council has great interest in, and sympathy with, this
special session. This declaration is not, however, enough : we want a great deal more from

the Council ! !7e want practical decisions and funds in order to implement those development policies which the Council itself has mentioned on a number of occasions and
never put into practice, and which we have repeatedly demanded and carefully defined.

\7e Christian Democrats, like, and perhaps more than, the other political groups in this
Parliament are committed to the fight against unemployment, not through the use of
demagogy and extremist and impracticable demands but through specific and realizable
proposals both as regards the crucial and indispensable need for economic expansion and
as regards realistic social measures.

For this reason, the Group of the European People's Parry has made every effort to ensure
that Mr Papaefstratiou's report is adopted by a good majoriry. 'W'e too would have found it
easy to outline positions which conformed absolutely to our ideology and our political
and social programme, without bothering to obtain the consensus necessary in this Parliament to get them adopted. We have preferred to sacrifice some of our opinions in order
to ensure a positive and constructive outcome to this special session, which we wanted to
produce concrete and realistic proposals and not to be a mere opportuniry for propaganda.
'$7e

are convinced that the r,welve million unemployed in Europe have no need at all for
propaganda and demagogy; what they do need is precise information, so that the Community can create the new jobs necessary through suitable economic and social policies.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
Vice-President

Mr Glinne (S)- (FR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, for a long time leys
21d
before anyone else
the Socialist Group has been convinced of the need for a -special
part-session of the European
Parliament on the vital issue of our twelve million unemployed, especrally the young people and women consigned to a life of idleness and often
despair. As the elected representatives of the people of Europe and more especially the
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working people, we consider it a dury to use all means at our disposal to persuade the
European Council and the Council of Ministers to opt for an alternative policy. Our aim
has been
and remains
to offer a political extension of the grievances and claims
voiced by- the European Trade Union Confederation, the European Youth Forum and
other direct representatives of the victims of the crisis, and it is our firm intention to
persevere alongside them. This part-session will have been useful, particularly in concentrating the attention of the media on the tragedy of underemployment and the urgent
action that it demands.
'We are satisfied with the motions for resolutions accompanying the Salisch, Leonardi and

Ceravolo reports, and shall be voting in favour of them. That will not prevent some
people from describing our attitude as negative. As far as the Papaefstratiou motion for a
resolution is concerned, however, we are abiding by the criticisms on the basis of which it
was rejected by our members on the Committee on Social Affairs and Employment and
in the light of which our Group took the constructive step of tabling Amendment No 10
proposing an alternative text. This amendement analysed the problem in clearer terms
and was more specific in its definition of the solutions, not only in the area of qualitative
growth and the role of public investment, but also in that of the reduction of working
time, which we consider to be essential. OurAmendment No 10 has been rejected by the
majoriry on the right and in the centre, as have other significant amendments, notably the
one calling for a gradual reduction of the working week to 35 hours. This will not prevent
some people from indulging in a little demagogy on the basis of a negligible reduction to
39 hours when the time comes in a few moments to vote on the Ceravolo report. !7e
shall therefore be voting against the Papaefstratiou docurnent, because, in our opinion, it
will neither make the desirable impact on the European Council in Stuttgart nor give any
reassurance to anxious working people on issues of vital importance.
(Applause)

Mr Piquet (COM). (FR) Mr President ladies and gentlemen, the French Communists
- voting for the motion for a resolution contained in this report.
and Allies will not be
There is no serious attempt in this report to deal with the problem of safeguarding and
developing employment, the major problem confronting our industrial societies. !7e were
looking for practical proposals for a policy on growth and job-creating investment, for a
policy on training, development of skills and strengthening of workers' rights geared to
the introduction of new technology, for proposals on enhancement of the qualiry of trade
with the developing countries. !7e were also looking for a clear commitment on the part
of our Parliament in favour of a significant reduction in working time. Hence our amendment calling for a 35-hour week coupled with the retention of overall purchasing power.
As the voting has proceeded, the antisocial content of this report has been accentuated, in
our view. It challenges the validiry of the action being taken by Member States like
France, where the rise in unemployment is being slowed down or halted. And it fails to
support any of the measures called for by all the trade unions representing the mass of
the working population. Their claims will have to be taken into account sooner or later,
however, because they condition the future of our countries.

(17) On behalf of the Italian members of the
Mrs Baduel Glorioso (COM).
- state that a special session on employment is not a
Communist and Allies Group I must
ceremony or a ritual, it is not just an opportunity to become aware of the very serious
crisis in which our economy finds itself and of the very high price which the workers are
paying, first and foremost in terms of unemployment. Sfe firmly declare that the system
is now incapable of meeting the situation. In spite of the restructuring which is taking
place and the hoped-for regeneration, it cannot come to terms with the link between technology and full employment, and so unemployment levels remain very high even in the
face of a much-needed recovery.
Secondly we point out that this system has not yet been able to cope with the difference
berween North and South, benween the rich and the poor countries : as the Brandt report
says, this difference also affects the powers of recovery of the economy of our industrialized countries.
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The Italian members of the Communist and Allies Group will vote against the Papaefstratiou report because it wants clear answers for the workers. $7e have put forward clear proposals for the workers, but this report has not been drawn up clearly and it offers no oppo.tunity or pointer towards emerging from the present situation of twelve million unemployed.

Mr Adam (S), in taritirrg My opposition to the Papaefstratiou reporr centres round
- need specific indications of the type or
the fact that the unemployed
lob ttrt can be
created. Vague promises are not enough.
In this connection I wish to draw attention to the importance of the

energy sector.

It is clear that a coordinated programme of national and Community actions centred on
gnergy saving, energy efficiency and the application of new sources of energy can play a
dramatic role

in reducing unemployment.

Studies already carried out by the Commission and others show that 2'.5 to .3 million new

jobs can be created

in this way from now until

1990.

This means that 20 o/o of those currently unemployed in the Communiry be

into new employment.

absorbed

This energy programme with the jobs created is cost-effective, non-inflationary and offers
the prospect of making economic growth cheaper.

If this

Parliament is really serious about its campaign against unemploymenr it must
in particular use its

suPPort such an energy programme by all means at its disposal and
budgetary powers to ensure that the programme goes ahead.

Mr Aigner (PPE), in writing.
(DE) I am against this motion for a resolution because
it is the most superficial and contradictory
report produced by a parliamentary commitree
that I have ever had to vote on in my 25 years as a member of parliament.

Mr chambeiron (coM), in u;riting. (FR) Among the various measures which will
- and offer potential for promoting job creation,
have a bearing on the outcome of the crisis
the involvement of workers in major economic decision-making is of vital importance.

On behalf of the French members of the Communist and Allies Group, I should like

ro

stress that the winning of new rights for workers

in the management of businesses, particularly in investment decisions, has now clearly emerged as one of the means whereby
the millions of jobs needed to eliminate the evil of unemployment can be created.
This evolution in the role of workers is of course meeting with resistance from

those

circles which are most hostile to all social progress. One need only cast one's mind back
to the recePtion given by the majoriry in this House to the Vredeling proposal for a directive, a modest reform in all conscience. That majority refused to countenance an extension of the rights to disclosure of information and consultation of workers employed by
multinationals. As we have often had occasion to point out, the good intentions of many
of our colleagues always stop short of action.

The European trade unions have rightly condemned the way in which the majoriry of the
European Parliament succumbed to pressure from the American and European multinationals.

The text referred to in Mr Papaefstratiou's report is in fact an empry shell.

It merely gives us confirmation that we are right to oppose this report, which justifies the
continued pursuit of austerity policies and the refusal to acknowledge the need to develop
the rights enjoyed by workers in the companies by which they are employed.
That is why we shall be voting against the motion for a resolution contained in the report.
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Mrs Dury (Sl, in u'ritinS.- @R) Itwas right for

us to hold this Part-session on employmenr. However, the conclusions that we reach should be in keeping with the aspirations,
claims and hopes of the electorate, of the workers and young people in the Community.

that the motion for a resolution in the rePort on the employment
situation does not correspond with the socialist analysis of the crisis and gives no exPression to the essential findings of the European Trade Union Confederation. Our reaction
to the crisis must be conditioned by our plans for the future of society.

I for my part consider

The future cannot be built on a social cemetery devoid of solidarity, in which only individualism, egoism, inequality and iniustice thrive.

Nor can the future be built in an economic environment in which the logic of strict financial cost-effectiveness and profitability holds sway. And yet it is this logic which underlies
this motion for a resolution.
Socialists want a policy which leads to a recovery in demand, which safeguards the social
progress that has been made to date, which organizes a combination of reduced working
and compensatory recruitment with no reduction in wages.

\7e prefer to explain our position clearly rather than subscribe to an analgesic consensus
offering no prospect for the future.
(FR) Mr President, as was pointed out during the
Mrs Hoffmann (COM), in u'riting.
hit
particularly hard by unemployment in Europe.
have
been
debate, women and girls
The problem of women's employment is one of the most important issues facing the

Community today.
The promotion of women's employment must begin with certain options in the sphere of

economic and social policy. In France the rise in unemployment among women as well
as among men has been brought to an end, by a change of direction aimed at boosting
output and consumption in various branches of industry, by extension of the public and
nationalized sector, by a policy of promoting and diversifying vocational training leading
to acquisition of real skills, by the reduction of working time, and by enactment of the
law on equaliry of opportunity in employment.
application of the Communiry directives is being baulked by the austerity
policies that are being pursued, which are accentuating inequality in its various forms.
ih. ..-" factors are at the root of unemployment among both men and women, but the
Papaefstratiou report says nothing about them.

It is clear that

The Communiry has a duty to take account of the aspiration of millions of women to
find interesting, better-paid work affording them real independence and resPect for their
digniry, but the rapporteur fails to reflect this aspiration.

I believe that success in reversing the upward trend in unemployment among women
cannor be achieved by co-ordinating austerity policies at Community level or by adopting
a supranational approach, but only by developing a new sryle of growth, based on better
international co-operation.
In the interests of all women in Europe, we shall therefore be voting against the Papaefstratiou rePort.
(GR) The internal Communist Party of Greece will
Mr Kyrkos (COM), in tr;riting.
vote against the Papaefstratiou report because in general terms the report goes along with
the policy which is exacerbating the problems of stagnation and unemployment, with the
policy that seeks ro load the burden of the crisis on to the backs of the workers. It is the
policy of the conservative forces in Europe. The resolution fails to take account of the
specific proposals that have been submitted concerning worker participation in economic
and social decision-making bodies and, in particular, their participation in the exercise of
social control over private and public investments. It ignores the tremendous rePercussions of the arms race on stagnation and unemployment and confines itself to general
recommendations on the specific measures necessary to ease unemployment (the reduction of working hours down towards 35 hours a week, the extension of allowances in the
countries with very limited social benefits, etc.) But, quite the reverse, in the name of stim-
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ulating private investment it recommends 'restraint' in incomes policy, the 'adjustment of
wage and social . . . demands' and the 'fair distribution among the social partners of the
cost of reducing working hours'
measures, that is, which give new impetus for an even-

tual further squeeze of workers'- earnings.

Such a policy cannot get the support of the workers. It will intensify unemployment and
make the situation more hopeless, for this reason the internal Communist Parry of Greece
will vote against the report.

Mrs Pery (S), in u'ritirtg.

(FR) The debates that we have been holding over the past
in the European Communiry demonstrate the
concern that we all share at the disquieting proportions assumed by unemployment and
the severe social problems that it brings in its train ; we now have twelve million people
unemploysfl in the EEC and this figure can be expected to rise to fifteen million by 1985
unless present policies in Europe are changed. 'We are also all agreed on our analysis of
some of the causes, such as the increased use of technology which destroys jobs, the rise
in production costs, the new international division of labour
and, I would add, of
- being exploited.
capital
under which workers in the developing countries are

- situation
two days on the employment

-

'We are also all agreed on a number of objective findings : the unemployment problem
can only be solved in a spirit of general solidarity, by a collective approach ; it would take
the creation of a million new jobs each year, with GNP rising at an annual rate in excess

of 4 o/o.
That we have held this extraordinary part-session
problem is a positive development in itself.

in

recongition

of the scale of

the

\7here we differ, my dear colleagues, is in our views on the solutions to be adopted. Some
of the proposals in the report by Mr Papaefstratiou are interesting (such as the commitment to allocate I o/o of our GNP to joint investments), but they are completely
inadequate as an effective response to the gravity of the unemployment problem, while
others are designed to make working people bear the brunt of the sacrifices.

It is for these reasons that I shall be voting against the motion for a resolution. There is
one sector which has received very little attention during our debate : employment in the
maritime world. Unemployment is also affecting fishing, the processing industries, maritime trade and shipbuilding, for the same structural reasons as those that I mentioned
initially, altough there are also some specific short-term factors. To give you very concrete
examples of why this should be, I could tell you that a non-industrial tuna-fishing boat is
now crewed by ten men insted of fourteen ; that business at industrial fishing ports like
F6camp, Concarneau, Hull, Grimsby or Pasajes has fallen by more than 50 7o ; that one
after another of our processing plants have been forced to close by the influx of tinned
sardines from third countries ; that the fishing industry and maritime trade are losing jobs
at the rate of about 3o/o a year; that the number of jobs in the Communiry's shipyards
fell from 205,000 in 1975 to 121,000 in 1980 (and from 32,000 to 22,000 in France).
In the maritime world too, therefore, the unemployment problem is causing anxiety

and

calls for vigorous action, co-ordinated at European level, particularly since we are talking
about the essential economic activiry in most of the regions concerned.
(FR) W'e attach the highest importance to the urgent
Mrs Poirier (COM), in u,riting,
need for a new worldwide economic order, and this is the motive underlying our attitude
to the debate and the voting. I shall confine myself to two points.
First, discounting superficial or secondary contradictions, the maintenance and expansion

of employment and economic growth in our countries are directly dependent upon the
industrialization and development of countries in the Third \florld. And this is not just a
matter of their solvency.
The multinationals doubtless have a vested interest in promoting the idea of a new international division of labour in which high technology would be accompanied by massive
iob losses in the industrialized countries, while certain developing countries would be
assigned the role of supplying underskilled labour.
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!7hat is really needed in order to defeat the crisis in a manner serving the true interests of
the peoples and the future of their countries is a joint drive by the industrialized countries
and the developing countries in the direction of technological research and progress,
combined with social progress and jobs for all. There is nothing demagogic about this :
the wealth is there, and so is the capaciry to produce more and to consume much more.
The whole problem therefore comes down to the laws governing production and trade.
These laws must be defined in negotiations embracing all aspects, giving all due weight to
human needs.

My second point is that development in the Third !7orld is a net creator of jobs in the
industrialized countries, a fact which is covered up too often. Here again, it is necessary to
distinguish between real economic development in the Third \7orld and the practices of
the big capitalist companies. These companies are closing down factories in our countries
and producing their goods cheaply by outrageously exploiting labour in a very limited
number of Third 'W'orld countries, without doing anything to promote their development.
All the profits are for them, exclusively.
Industrialization making for development is an important factor in social progress, in
improving the efficiency of agriculture, in solving the problem of hunger. It is necessary
to create the conditions under which the developing countries and the industrialized countries can trade on a new and more equal footing. All peoples have a shared interest in
this.

Unfortunately, Mr President, we found no such spirit

in the other texts laid before

us.

Mrs Theobald-Paoli (Sl, in u'riting.
(FR) The intention of the French Socialists in
- was to make clear once
voting on European policy on employment
again that the right of
all people to a job takes prioriry in their eyes.

\7ho can be at peace with the thought of rwelve million unemployed people treated as
social outcasts and misfits ? It is intolerable, as my colleague Mrs Antoinette Spaak has
said.

Unemployment is a threat hanging over the prospects for a recovery. Only if it takes enerin all spheres, and especially in the promotion of the NCI, the European
Monetary System, the ECU, and the abolition of monetary compensatory amounts, will
the Community be ready to take advantage of any worldwide expansion when it comes, or
to stand four-square in solidarity against the storm.

getic action

At the same time, the French socialists are actively pursuing the aim of a gradual reorganization and reduction of working time.
Even though these first two series of measures cannot be described as infallible miracle
cures, with wholehearted support from all sides they would achieve considerable progress
towards a recovery.

Sir PeterVanneck (ED) in uriting.
make.

-

In voting for the resolution, I

have two points to

it is ridiculous for the Socialists to say that training schemes are no use to young
people. On the contrary, when you have the chicken-and-egg problem that you cannot
get a job without experience and you cannot get experience without a job, these schemes
must have full support from the Community. They are the only way to break the vicious
circle.
Firstly,

it is even more ridiculous for Socialists in Britain to weep crocodile tears about
unemployment and then pledge our country's withdrawal from the Community in their
manifesto. Everyone knows that withdrawal would put rwo and a half million jobs at stake
and Conservatives cannot believe that people in the United Kingdom are so gullible as to
sacrifice that number of jobs at the altar of Labour's impractical ideologies. Of course the
British Socialists, sitting as they do today in the European Parliament, are a clear case of
schizophrenia, but I cannot forgive this particular piece of humbug and hypocrisy.
Secondly,
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sALrscH REPORT (DOC. r-86/83'YOUTH UNEMPLOYMENT') : ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:

In

Favour

of Amendments Nos 3, 4, 17, 28, 30, 34, 42, 43,51 and 52;
22,25,33,36,37,

Against Amendments Nos l, 5,7,8,9, ll, 12, 18, 19,20,21lrcv.,
-39, 40, 41, 44,45, 45, 47, 48, 50, 53, 54, 56,57, 58, 59 and 60.
Explanations of

uote

Mr G. Adam (S), in uriting.- My opposition to the Papaefstratiou report centres round
the fact that the unemployed need specific indications of the type of job that can be
created. Vague promises are not enough.
In this connection I wish to draw attention to the importance of the energy sector.
It is clear that a coordinated programme of national and Communiry actions centred on
energy saving, energy efficiency and the application of new sources of energy can play a
dramatic role

in

reducing unemployment.

Studies already carried out by the Commission and others show that 2.5 to 3 million new
jobs can be created in this way from now until 1990.

This means that 20 o/o of those currently unemployed in the Communiry can be absorbed

into new employment.
This energy programme with the jobs created is cost-effective, non-inflationary and offers
the prospect of making economic growth cheaper.

If this Parliament is really serious about its campaign against unemployment it must
support an energy programme by all means at its disposal and in particular use its budgetary powers to ensure that the programme goes ahead.
(GR) Mrs Salisch's report certainly stands out from the others
'$7e
are afraid, however, that the measures it proposes
for tackling unemployment among young people add up, in overall terms, to an acknowledgement of the permanence of the crisis. These measures aim at developing certain techniques for making more rational use of the opportunities which already exist, and not at
creating new ones. They do not also seek an anti-monopoly way out of the crisis. The
effectiveness of such a programme implemented in full is extremely questionable. In fact
the measures proposed cannot meet the needs of more than just a few unemployed
people, and effectively they would not alter the situation. There is relevant experience
concerning the implementation of measures of this sort in Member States, such as in the
German Federal Republic where not only have they failed to curb unemployment but, on
rhe contrary, have caused it to rise. On vocational training, specifically, I would like to
emphasize that there is a risk of its being transformed, in large measure, into a
mechanism for aiding the monopolies.

Mr Alavanos (COM).

in that it contains specific

measures.

regard ro cooperarives, we are afraid that, despite the perhaps different intention of
the rapporteur, they are being incorporated into the framework of Common Market propaganda aimed at preventing the political awakening that is taking place amongst the
young. If Mrs Salisch's report was just her own, and had not been produced by the
majority on her committee, we could perhaps vote in support of it'

\7ith

However, we cannot vote for a report like the one she has finally presented to us.

(COM).-

(17) On behalf of the Italian members of the Communist
like
say that we vote for Mrs Salisch's rePort on unemployto
and Allies Group should
ment among young people, which takes a scalpel to one of the most painful wounds of

Mrs Squarcialupi.

I

our present-day

society.

One young person in four is unemployed, but how many young people will never work
in the whole of their lives ? Do not let us forget all the consequences which might ensue
from that : apathy, lack of interest in institutions and frustration at not having work and
therefore at having no chance of economic independence. There are some young people
who will never find a job because it will be very difficult for them to be given their first
job when they are more than 25 years old, and we can imagine the consequences of that.
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I wish to make one further observation : let us ask the Commission and the Council
the Council which is absent from our discussions today
to reflect on immediate ways
of righting this situation.
I should.also like to point out another very serious fact which results from unemployment
in our civilized and democratic countries: racism and xenophobia, which are very'much
alive in our host country which rejects the immigrant workeis who have contributed to its
wealth. We consider, therefore, that we must begin to react to the inability of present

Sovernments and the ruling classes to solve these problems, one result of which is a terrible conflict between the poor.

Mr Gauthier (DEP).
(FR) Mr President, my dear colleagues, it is clear that the
- through all the contributions
common theme running
that have been made on the
employment situation, and on youth unemployment in particular, is the need for solidariry. If this debate is to have served a useful purpose, our solidarity must be translated
into practical, immediate action at communiry level ; otherwise, we shall have been

wasting our breath once again.

The Group of European Progressive Democrats will be voting in favour of Mrs Salisch's
excellent report. However, we should like to stress three points which we consider essential: support.for employment in small and medium-sized businesses, including craft businesses, a topic on which my colleague Mr Delau spoke cogently ; the difficuities experienced by young people in finding a first job; and the maintenance of employment in
industrial sectors.

It

is easy to see that most of the companies which have jobs to offer young people expect
them to have lwo or three years experience of work, and this is cleariy making'the youth
unemployment situation worse. Most of these young people seeking a first job do in fact
have qualifications, but it is the matching of available skills to dimand on the labour
market which needs to be improved. The content of training therefore needs to be
adjusted to the pace of technological change, and by the same toten training staff need to
adiust also. It. is by mounting a major campaign to open up the educational world that
young people's chances of finding job opportunities corresponding to their qualifications
can be improved. In supporting Mrs Salisch's report, we call upon the communiry to
implement a coherent policy along these lines.

Finally, I should like to stress that safeguarding existing industrial jobs is part and parcel
of combating unemployment. In this connection, I should like to put a questi-on to

Honourable Members : do you believe that we are helping to reduce unemployment by
-countries
suPPorting the transfer of production centres from the Community to third
which have developed their own industry ? Let me quote an example : the European
Communiry has assisted in the development of the Caragas iron ore deposits in Biazil,
with finance of 500 million dollars to date, and furthei investment funds have been
supplied by the leading steel groups in Europe. lfhat has been the outcome ?
Job losses
in all the mines in the Communiry, especially those in Lorraine and elsewhere ln France,
and redundancies in the steel industry. Ladies and gentlemen, I leave you to judge what is
the best course, but this sort of thing will not bring us success in reducing i-remployment.

Mr Almirante. (NI).
gT) Mr President, I have asked to speak in order to declare the
vote on my behalf and-on that of the Members of Parliament of the Italian right, not just
in order to state our support for Mrs Salisch's report in a couple of words but, Ind perhaps
in particular, to .deplore, as other colleagues who hold political opinions ,.ry d-iff.r.nt
from ours have done, not just that the President or the Eureau but that all of us here in
the European Parliament and, in a wider sense all of those in the European Institutions,
have made so little provision for this very important session that it has aroused no interest
at all. among the people of all our countries. May I point to the disaffection felt by young
people for the European Parliament. I speak of it now, a few months before the .i..tioni
for.the European Parliament in 1984. !7e all hoped that the election of the European
Parliament would be carned out by the people, and by young people in particular. Ttris ls
very_unlikely to happen, I repeat, because we have all demonitrated the-powerlessness of
the European Parliament and not its will.
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Mr Fernandez (COM), in u'riting.- (FR) The young do not not ask for assistance, but
they rightly claim their place in society and the right to stable employment in which they
can acquire skills.
The French Communists and Allies support these legitimate claims on behalf of the five
million unemployed young people in the Communiry.
One readily understands the indignation of the young at the enormous sums spent on
missiles.

The social injustice in our society is intolerable
the scale of youth unemployment irrevocably seals the failure of the Communiry and -the bankruptcy of our countries' austeriry
policies
and we are sorry that capitalism, which is responsible for this unemployment,
is not blamed
directly in the report by our colleague Mrs Salisch.

\fle do not believe that a twofold

increase in the appropriation to the European Social
Fund can remedy the tragic youth unemployment situation.

It is in the light of the positive proposals concerned in particular with the aim of a clearly
formulated social guarantee for young people aged between 15 and 25 and the reaffirmation of the urgent need for a reduction in working time that we shall be voting in favour
of Mrs Salisch's report.

Mr C. Jackson (ED), in u.'riting.
I want to highlight the plight of young people in
my own constituency of East Kent,- where in the northern part once prosperous coastal
resorts have general unemployment between 15 Yo and 20 0/o, and where in some cases
half the school leavers cannot find jobs. Towns, such as Ramsgate, Margate, Vhitstable,
Herne Bay and Sheerness are particularly badly affected.
'S7e

have to face the facts. In the short term some will not get iobs. Are they to feel
outcasts and failures ? This would be intolerable. I feel our debate has not gone far
enough on what we can do to help the young unemployed use theft enforced leisure.
How can we pick up the ideas of the 1950's about the'leisure society'and use them ? For
the young there may be opportunities of public service, or of future experience which
may in the broadest sense be of value though not necessarily job directed. I have asked
the Commission to consider pilot projects in East Kent and other parts of the EEC to
explore with imagination a scheme which need not be costly but could help bring hope
and purpose to the 4 million young unemployed.

LEONARDI REPORT (DOC. t-133s/E2 'COMPETITIVITY OF INDUSTRy'):
ADOPTED
The rapporteur spoke:

-

IN

FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos

AGAINST Amendment No

l,

2, 3, 4, 6,7, 8, 10,

(Protests

I

12, 14, 15, 17 and 18

;

5.

Explanation of
President.

ll,

Vote

call Mr Alavanos for an explanation of vote.

from tbe European Democratic Group)

Mr Harris (ED)
Mr President, as Mr Alavanos always makes an explanation of vote
- listen to him and as we are pressed
and as very few people
for time, could he please put it
in writing ?

President.
No, Mr Harris, Mr Alvanos decided for himself, and it is his right, to give
- of vote. I give him the floor.
an explanation

Mr Alavanos (COM).
!7e have come all the way from the Balkans to the North
- (GR)matter.
Sea to discuss an important
We are therefore not in the least disposed to
surrender a basic right conferred on us by the Rules of Procedure.

I want to say that it was our wish to vote in favour of the report by Mr Leonardi, because
he is a colleague in the Communist Group and because we deeply respect his analytical
abilities.
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But despite this we disagree with his analysis and we shall vote against his report, chiefly
for rwo reasons. First, because we see the solution to the problem coming from the establishment of a new international economic order and not as a result of what Mr Leonardi
is proposing. Secondly, we do not see the improvement of our economies as a race
between the monopolies of l7estern Europe and those of the USA and Japan, iust as we
do not see what can be changed by Europe getting into Japan's position or vice versa
when, indeed, something like this is proposed at the cost of freezing the incomes and
cutting back the social benefits of European workers, etc'

Mr Deleau (DEP), in turiting. (FR)
report by Mr Leonardi this morning.

I

have already expressed my appreciation of the

This report represents a constructive contribution to the many proposals put forward for
dealing with the problem of unemployment.'Who would not subscribe to the suggestions
that ii makes for increasing productiviry ? It is obvious that the establishment of a true
internal market and abolition of customs barriers are necessary. Is it not also obvious that
vocational training is a necessity and should be given priority ? Training is a vital factor in
the recovery of threatened economies which are losing momentum, and small and medium-sized businesses are able to provide excellent facilities.'$7e need to continue the intensification of research activiry.'W'e must press ahead with efforts to establish a legal framework defining the European company.

to the expansion of iob-creating
rightly, in my view
\7e attach great importance
investment, especially, as I said this morning, investment in small and medium-sized busiTo this end, we should be mobilizing all the Communiry's resources, all its funds,
particularly those of the EIB and the NCI. !7e should be developing the use of lump-sum
ioans and improving their distribution, tackling the problems in the area of exchange
guarantees, finding more risk capital, setting uP an intra-Community investment
g.mrantee system, and perhaps even looking into the possibility of forming a Community
development corporation.
nesses.

look to the Commission and the Council of Ministers to display imagination, decisiveness and real ambition in the cause of defeating unemployment, in mobilizing all the
forces of a united, interdependent Europe conscious of its responsibilities to find ways of
dealing with this painful problem of unemployment.

11/e

My group will be voting for the report by our colleague Mr Leonardi, to whom our thanks
once again.
(FR) In this debate on the employment situation
Mrs De March (COM), in writittg.
and industrial competitiveness in the Communiry, I should like to discuss the situation in
the shipbuilding industry, against the background of the report from the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs.

It

serves

little purpose to bemoan the plight of the less-favoured regions or to complain of

if the approach adopted at Community level and in each country to
the problems of combating the crisis and achieving profitability merely reproduce,
through the medium of European directives, the austerity models on the basis of which
foreign competition

unemployment and restructuring are justified.
True competitiveness is based on the logic of upward harmonization of social legislation

in our

countries.

True competitiveness, along the lines that the workers and their trade unions would like
to see, entails economic expansion on the basis of new prioriry criteria corresponding
with social needs, through the upgrading of skill levels among our producers and our
young people, who can guarantee the independence of our States by developing industrial
co-operation.

An excellent example of objectives making for well-being and social justice is the development of dynamic shipbuilding industries, applying the most modern technology and real-

izing their potential for job creation.
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Attainment of such objectives calls for vision and firm political will to follow up the aspirations and struggles of the creators of wealth.

I am today once again supporting the proposal for a return to economic
expansion made by the French Communists and Allies'

This is why

Consistency demands that priority for national aid should be given unequivocally to
modernization of shipyards, vocational training, and job creation.
The course that Europe should be taking in the best interests ol her peoples is not, therefore, to export austerify policies, but to open up new horizons for workers, to oPt for the
progressirre approach io safeguarding jobs and to combat industrial unemployment by
positive action.
(FR) Yes to competitiveness, no to the law of
Mrs Theobald-Paoli (S), in u,riting.
the jungle. There are ground rules which have to obeyed, in shipbuilding as elsewhere.
Hence t-he urgent neeJ for internal and external defensive action to stoP the massive job
losses and ,*i.p .*ry the obstacles to development in this industry'
\flhat is it that we are told ? 'There is overcapacity, our European shipyards are not
competitive, so we must restructure this oversubscribed sector by scaling down the level

of activiry'.
This is a distortion of the truth. The shipyards in Europe have suffered a decline in orders
because their competitors, especially in Asia, enjoy the benefit of covert subsidies which
are often in breaih of the rules of international trade, and because these competitors
exploit their workers shamefully'

It is vital to boost the European shipbuilding and ship repair industry by securing internal
econOmic measures, social -ersr."r, and both external and internal commercial
measures, so that more of our imports and exports are shipped under Community flags
and our shipowners use the facilities offered by our yards more regularly. Our independence is at itake here, since we rely on trade with the rest of the world more than any
other power.
!7e shall defend this so-called declining industry with all our might'
Yes to competition, no to deceitful deregulation'
Yes, we

find Mr Leonardi's report a positive contribution.

Mr $(urtz (COM), in u,riting. - (FR) I should like to explain why the French
Communists and Allies will bi voting against the report on competitiveness by the
Commission on Economic and Monetary Affairs.

This report cannot correspond to the requirements of the type of industrial development
that wJ want for France, along the lines initiated by the Left in our country.
First, we ascribe a central role in the process of industrial recovery to the public sector,
whereas the ideas in this report tend to run counter to development of the public sector.
contrasts
instead of identifying areas of complem.entarity
Secondly, this report
nationai industriai development and national markets with Communiry industrial development and Community commercial policy.

Thirdly, there can be no recovery and no growth
increaie

in

any of our countries without

in purchasing power and consumPtion. The report

an

does not pay enough atten-

tion to this aspect. On- the conrrary, it dwells on the areas of incompatibility between
competitivenesi and social rights, whereas we hold that it is impossible to consider
competitiveness othel than in the context of meeting needs. W'e cannot accept the very
conception of competitiveness as it emerges from the report, since it puts the emphasis.
on th; financial cost-effectiveness of investments at the expense of improvement of
productivity by means of upgrading the skill content of work, reducing working time and
introducing new technology in a context of growth.

For these various reasons, we shall be voting against the report of the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs.
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CERAVOLO REPORT (DOC. t-77/E2'\UTORKING TIME,): ADOpTED
The rapporteur spoke:

- IN FAVOUR OF Amendments Nos 1, 10, 11, 15, 18, 19,211corr.,24,33,37 and 42;
Amendments Nos 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,7,8, 12, 13, 14, t5, ZO, 29,29,30,31,32,
- AGAINST
34, 35, 35, 38, 39, 40, 4r, 43 and 44.
Explanations of

c,ote

Mr Alavanos (coM), in u'riting,

(GR) \7e disagree with Mr ceravolo's motion for
resolution, despite certain positive -points that it contains.

a

The basic reason for our disagreement is that, with regard to the reduction of working
hours, it_envisages 'an equal sharing' of the resulting costs berween employers ani
workers. But this falls within the framework of the Commission's proposals and, we fear,
those of the employers as well. The position of the Communist Party oi G..... is that the
reduction of working hours must not impinge on the purchasing power of the workers.
'W'e

are also worried by the frequent mention in the Ceravolo report of the Commission's
memorandum which contains a series of proposed measures inspired by the employers.

In voting against the Ceravolo motion the Communist Party of Greece takes account of
the grave reservations expressed about this resolution by the European Confederation of

Trades Unions.

Mr Ansquer (DEP), in u'riting.
(FR) Massive unemploymenr is the great challenge
confronting Europe;will the Community
be able to stem the tide and thei turn it bac[?
Having experienced a period of very rapid expansion, we now face an upsurge in the
dangers generated by recession and unemployment : a breakdown in respeit foi law and
order, moonlighting, trafficking of one kind and another, violence and conflict.

The European Parliament means to propose measures to meet this crisis. However, we
must beware of peddling illusions. S(/e know, for instance, that a reduction in unemployment is not going to come as a result of a new explosion in industrial jobs, any more th;n
it.is going to be brought about by job-sharing. !/hat is required is the multiplication of

jobs.

This will require action to create new and more flexible forms of work. A major effort is
needed
oPen up educational systems, with the aim of constantly upgrading skills and
.to
developing the widespread use of computers in management and proJuction.

It will

also require a thoroughgoing Communiry policy to promote fundamental techno-

logical research.

Finally, it will require a strong boost to the rype of investment which is capable of maintaining the competitiveness of our companies and the creation of durable jobs.

At the same time, the harmonization of social legislation must be pursued tirelessly. And
it is towards the individual's management of working time that our attention should be
directed. Here we have a new area of freedom which man must learn to make his own.
There is a deeply felt popular aspiration for a reduction in working time or, to put it
another way, for a rediscovery of the value of time. We can achieve il,ir Uy introducting
more freedom and personal responsibility.

Rather than a massive reduction in working time, we would prefer to see a rescheduling
b_roadening of the range of options : more flexible regulation oi
overtime, optimum use o{ plant and equipment, development of part-time work-and expe-

of working time and a

rimentation with day-release schemes, improvements-

in shiftwork, flexible retirement.
The aspiration for greater personal independence and greater participation in decisionma.king affecting everyday life is universar. To meet it, it wili be n...rr.ry to change
industrial relations. Freedom and responsibility cannot be dissociated from industriousness and social wellbeing.
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Nothing can do more to promote employment than greater freedom for the individual
and for enterprise.
Only on these conditions will the efforts of our rapporteur, Mr Ceravolo, and the proposals of the European Parliament realize their full potential.
(DE) I regret to note that this report, which deals
Mr Habsburg (PPE), in u,riting.
with an important subject on which- much could have been said, is superficial and therefore misses its mark. The Papaefstratiou report makes all the salient points and we should
have left it at that.
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